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Abstract 

With rapid growth of high speed netwoth, faster computations and effi

cient high volume data transfers" society's dependence on computers, netw~rks 

and the Int~rnet has risen tremendously. A.t the current high level of computer 
1 I ~ , ~ 

utilization, system-generated or artificially generated threats to our computer 

infrastructure have also risen immensely. Many new and sophi5ticated protec

tive measures have been developed to counter threats. These measures become 

obsolete after a short duration of time as they fight against higb.ly intelIigent 

software generated threats. A threat to a computer network is considered an 

intrusion or attack. Network intrusion detection is carried out in two ways: 

misuse or signature based and anomaly based. A misuse, ba5ed network intru

sion detection system (NIDS) performs detection on the basis of prior 'att~ck 
instances. Thus, this ~ethod 6f, detection cannot detect new or u~lknown 
attacks. On the other hand, an anomaly oased network intrusion det~ction 
system (ANIDS) attempts to detect new Or unknown att~cks from the CUIrent 

attack instances, using innovative1,attac}<. det~ctipI1 ~ethods. In current re

search in the domain of network intru~ioIl. d~te<ttion" anomaly based network 

intrusion detection has drawn in-depth attention because of its inherent abil

ity to detect unknown attq~s 'Yitho,ut.needing instances of prior ,attack data. 

Anomaly based network intrusion detection is closely related to the analysis 

of network traffic data. Nebvork traffic data is high dimensional and occurs in 

high volumes with numerical, categorical and mixed attributes. Data mining 

techniques aJe suiLable for analY'Ziflg larg~ volilItle Ua.ta to ui5cover flOlHriVial 

embeudeu patterns (regularities and1relationships). \ Data mining has the po~ 
tential to provide efficient and effective solutions to the problem of network 

intrusion detection where hanuling huge volumes of high dimensional data is 

an absolute necessity. 

In this thesis, we provide an in-depth study of weaknesses in networks 

flOm the view point of attacker5, types of network intrusions, and network 

intrusion detection methods using data mining techniques. We discllss fun

damentals of computer networks, intrusion detection methods, characteristics 

of intrusion data, generation of intrusion data, and evaluation metrics for de-



tection methods. Apart from two exllauitive surveys on network anomaly 

detection methods and outlier based anomaly detection methods, our main 

contributions are four anomaly based intrusion detection methods included in 

this thp.sis. 

• A supervised learning method for anomaly based intrusion defection, 
,,' • ~ f 

which builds a model on the basis of pre-labeled training data. 

• An unsupervised learnin~ method for anomaly based intrusion detection 

\\lhich can detect known,as well as unknown attacks using analysis and 

extraction of interesting relationships from input data. 

• An outlier based network anomaly detection method which can identify 
, " 

rare class attacks by isolating or partitioning the rarely occurring 
! " r j , ~ 

instances or instances that are dissimilar fro~ th,e majority of instanc~s .. 

• "A multi-level hybrid ariomaly'based'net\\rork intrusion detection'method 

where competing supenrised :and' unsl1pervised intrusion detection meth

ods with their innerent advantages are combined appropriately for the 

purpose' of iie~work 'intrusiOli detection with
l 

high' detection accuracy'. 

E?CperilIlentalr results on benchmark public and real life private datasets 

establish the validity of the' proposed' 'methods. 

Keywords: Nr;tw,or'k, ~nt7'luswn, masquer'ade, misuse, anomaly, supervz~ed, 

unsupervzsed" o utlze1', multi-level, hybrzd, packet. netftow, DoS, vu~n~rab2lzty, . '. 
szgriatun~, 'f'(xall, '/h'(Y;ZSUJ1i, l1'iLe pusitive, la~~e pu§zliv~~ 
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Chapter 1. Inroduction 

1.11:1 Introduction 

Network based ,computer 'systems play vital role in modern society for infor

mati~n.· The depende~cy -on network based computer system is inevitable for 

all financial and other transactions, business processes, government adminis

trations and social communications. These interconnected l:Omputer sysfems 

are transforming our day-to-day activities like financial or government ad

ministrations or other different transactions very fast and easily accessible. 

The Internet is a broader network of interconnected computer systems . .It is 
- -

the p.etwork of net'Yorks. Th~ Fole of the Inte~net is to, convey information 

of all types, starting from simple binary data transfer to complex real-time 

multimedia data transmission. With the evolutionary expansion of computer 

networks and its increased usage, they have become the target of enemies and 

criminals. The security of computer system is compromised when network in

trusion occurs. The intrusions or attacks to the computer or network systems 

are the activity or attempt to destabilize it by compromising the computer 

security in confidentiality, availability: or integrity of the system. 

Recent Network and The Internet 
, ,I 

Networks are created with several individual ,entities to perform complex inE 

teractions. It provides people and machine varying communication services. 

A computer network is comprised of several physical arid software compo

nents. Networking functions are designed as a layered model viz., ISO /OSI 

(Jntema.ti!)!}al Orgal1jz,!Ltkm fDr St,!1nd!1Jdiz,.;ttjon/ Oprn Systt;lml' Jntf'rronn!'!{::-
I 

tion), TCP /IP (Transport Control Protocol/ Internet Protocol). Each layer 

is responsible for a different facet of communications independently without 

affecting the adjacent layer. Each individua! entity. of a network layer is as

signed a definite role to play towards the ensemble behaviour of the network. ,. . 
Networks now have to confront an unprece'dented range of threats, specifi-

cally.' attacks and vulnerabilities .. Figure 1 1 shows continuous growth of the 

Internet users1. However, with this increasing growtl~ of the Interr~et users, 
~ . .' ~ 

the number and types of threats to disrupt the normal Internet activities also 

ha;e 'been increasing significantly. A list of top 20 most commonly used mali-

J http://www-isc.org/solutions/survey/history 
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1.1: ,Introduction 

Figure 1.1: Internet host 1981-2012 Statistks - - - -

dous programs2 involved in the Internet attacks in the year 2011 is shown in 

Table 'I.!., 

1'.1'.2 IN etwor k Vulnerabilities 

Network vulnerabilities are inherent weaknesses in the design, configuration, 

or implementation of computer networks that render it susceptible to a threat 
-. ! 1 l ... I ~ • \ ... I ~ • 

of security,. ThreCl:t may ,arise ,from ,exploitation. of design flaws of hardware a~q 

software of computer l~etwork systems: Systems may be incor,rectly configured, 
I • _ • , " • f~ 

and therefore vulnerable to attack. The vulnerabilities of this kind generally 
} J • , ~,( ..' • 

occur from inexperience, insufficient training, or half done work. Another . " 

vulnerability source is the P90r management s1,1ch as inadequate procedures 

a~? insufficient che~ks of thf network systems, 

1.1.3 Anomalies in Networks 

A co~puter network is 'forined baSe'd ali t'he 'contributions cif severa{individuaf 

entities towards pr~)Vidi;ng sever,al comp1ex communication se~vices. A network 

is ,made of s,ev~ra) c?mp.onents., Networking functio:qs are structured as a 

lay'~~ed model yiz., ,~S9 lOS], TC;P jIf\ Each la~er}s tru:;;ted ~or a different part 

2.http://www.seCurelist.com/Kaspersky/Security/Bulletin/2010/St.atisticsj.2010 
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Table 1:1:. The Top' 20 malicious programs oh' the "Ihternet 

Rank Name Number-of , % 'of All '., 
Attacks i Attacks 

1 'Malicious URL 712,999,644 75.01% 
2 . Trojan.Script.Iframer 35,522.262 3.67.% 
3 Exploit.Script.Generic 17,176,066 1.81% 
4 Trojan.Script.Generic 15,760,473 1.66% 
5 Trojan-Downloader.Script.Generic 10,445,279 1.10% 
6 Troj1.Ul.Win32.Generic 10,241,588 1.08% 
7 AdWare.Win32.HotBar.dh 7,038,405 , 0.74% 
8 Trojan.JS.Popupper.aw· - 5,128,483 0.54% 
9 AdWare.Win32.FunWeb.kd 2,167,974 0.23% 
10 Tro jan-DownJoader~\'\'in32.Generic _. 1,979;322 0!2l% 

.11 AdWare.Win32.Eorezo.heur 1,911,042 0.20% 
12 AdWare. Win32.ZwangLheur 1,676,633 0.18% 
13 Hoax. Win32.ArchSMS.heur. ::l\ 1,596,642 0.17% 
14 . Trojan.HTML.Iframe.dl 1,593,268 0.17% 
15 Trojan.JS.Agent.uQ 1,338,965 0.14% 
16 AdWare.Win32.FunWeb.jp 1,294,786 0.14% 
17 Trojan' Ransom. Win32 .Digitala. bpk 1,189,324 0.13% 
18 Trojan .a.S.Iframe.tm 1,048,96Z O.U% 
19 AdWare. Win32.Agent. uxx 992,971 .10% 
20 Ad Ware. Win32~Sh.opp<;.r.ee ~7,o,557 .10% 

of communications independently and without affecting the adjacent layer: 

The individual entities participating in the formation of the network play 

a definite role towards a common ensemble -behaviour of .the network. The· 
r' I ~ ,It \ ; j J.,f \. ~ I' J 

normal network behaviour thus obtained is then used for detection of network 

aIiomalies.' 

A~ anomaly IS an occurrence which l is' ~uspicious from 'security' perspec-" 

tive': Typ'ically, netw~rk anomalies r~fer- to icbrl.sequent sit.iIatio~ when' net.- . 

worK aCtivities' deviate significantly' from norm3J behavibJr' 'of network :adi~

it y.', Netwbrk ahom31ies may ariE£due td a n~mber of causes; 'such a..<:; net"work' 
. " 

oveHo'ad, malfunctioning of network devices and network at.tacks or intrusibns 

which disrupt t.he delivery of normal net\vork services'. These'anomaly' events 

disrupt the normal network behaviour to some' of meastmible paia'meter' in' 

network data. 

~. ~ A Detecting Network Anomalies using Data Mining 

Anomalies are events de-\'iatihg' from the 'normal' beha\'iou'r', and are sllspectea 

from the security perspeCtive:1 Anomalies iII a n'etwbrk 'may 'occur' due to two 

niajor; 'reasons 6: ' performance related and secu~it;T 'rel~ted, A performatice' 

related anomaly may occur due: to several ,malfunctioning activities, such as: 

4 
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network device failure (e.g." router misconfiguration), network overloading etc!' 

However, security related 1 anomalies occur due to intrusion activities in the 

networh 1'he severity of the disruption of the normal behaviour largely de

pends on the type~ uuration and mode of occurrence of the security related 

anomalies. Such activities are caused by two basic types of users': inside users 

(compromised) and outside attacker. Such &ecurity related anomalies can be of 

six basic types 7 based on their characteristics or features, Injectzon, Explodmg, 

Probe,' Cheat, Traverse and Concurrency. jHoweveF; in literature M, anomalies 

are in ,general classified into three broad categories: point anomalies, contex

tual anomalies and cdllective anomalies. An anomaly based network intrusion 

detection system (ANIDS) attempts to detect the,anomalies before they in

flict the computer networks:! Anomaly bas~d detectiolhneeds multiple steps of· 

operation. for performing anomaly detection. Anomaly based network intru

sion detection approach, typically, builds a, model 'of normal system behaviour 

from the observed data and distinguishes any significant deviations or excep

tions from thi& model. Anomaly based detection iIQ.glicitly assumes, that any, 

deviation from normal behaviour is anomalous. This detection approach has 

the ;ability' to 'examine' and detect' ne~ or unknmvn attacks. A major issue i'll 

tne adomalY' based int'rusion detection is the selection of appropriate thresh~ 
old( s) fo~' accu'rat'e idcntifica£i~n of normal onmomalous activities. Anomaly 

u~~d d'etectibil fnetnods ate alse> computationally expelisiVe uecatise 'of the 

overhead' of keeping track of corr11)Utation and possibly updating several profile 

matrices. 

1.2 Data Mini~g 

Rapid advances in data capture, tIansmission and storage technologies have 
1 ~ J ... • t .. ~, _ _ \ ( • ~. J • 

en1.'J.bkd modem bl!s!n(1)s !tEd Bcle!1«r. to coHec;:t im:re!J...5jp.g!y !~gr. vQ!llme of 
I \ J ~ t, ; • f ( , l I 

data: Retailers are a:cumu,lating their daily tran~actions into large dat~~ases. 

Besides direct use of the databases the enterprizes can benefit in immense 
, " 

from the volume of gathered past data. In the domain of scientific commu-

nity, large amount of network data, remote I sensing data, protein, data and 

genome data are collected for, inferring som~ valuable~information from them. 

Data mining 9,10,11 is the technique of analyzing such voluminous data in or-
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der to. extract valid, potentially useful and! meaningful information tHat might' 

otherwise remain unknown,.It is defined in 11, as follows: 

Data mmzng zs: the analyszs of observatzonal la7-ge dataset to find unsus

pected relatzonshzps and summarzze zt m novel ways! such that the data' ZSI 

understandable. and useful to zts owner 

The relationship and summaries, for example. lmear equations. rules, clus

ters, graphs'etc., are usually referred to as patterns,or'models which are de

Fived by a data mining. exercise.' A .global summary of dataset is the model 

structure.- whereas statements of restricted'regions of space covered, by' the. 

variable are represented by a' pattern struct.ure. The- observat.ional data re

feued to in the definition deals with data ,whIch ·have tbeen already collect.ed 

wIth subjective of other 'purpose apart from, analysis. of ' data mining. Thus, 

the data collect.ion st.rategy is not the objectIve of data minmg process. For 

this reason data mining is often 1 referred' td as 'secondary-datal analysis. 

1.2.1 Data Minirig1Tasks 

Data min,ing is categorized mto dlffere~lt Ity,pes qf ltasks b'itse.d upon tp~ ,diffe~-l 

ent t.ypes of m0gels oJ, patterns they JhJ.q., In, P,factjcf), difFa wjmng tg.5j}s are 

of two categones: pre9ictive and descriptiv;e. PredIctive milllng task~ make 
• l 1I ~... ~ L I • _. 

inference on analyzing th~ c;:urrent data, to, l11ake sub~~quf1nt predictions. pe-

scriptive mining tasks perform characterization pLt.he propel ties ,of the data 
~ \ ~ l ! '" ~ ) 

in the database. Some of the important dat.a mming tasks 9 include-

1. Cluster analyszs: Cluster analysis performs grouping of data objects on 

the basis of information extracted from the data }Vhich descri bes .the data 
f ! 'l'J'I' I {J' ... 

and their I elationshIps. The goal of cluster analysis is to partition a set 

of data objects into distinct groups. In the groups, similar characteristIc, 
... 1 f t ~ ~ I J 

objects are gathered together and dissimilar chantcteristic objects are 
I ' Ii, , .. J v 1 ~ i 

collected in different groups The distinct and good clustering occurs by 
.j • ~ l 1 t ,~I' .. I "- I 

the way of ma.-ximum similarity within a group antI ,maxImum dIfference 
, ( , 

a..IQOng the gr~:>ups. 

2 Assoczatwn Rule Mmmg: -Frequent patterns are those which occur fre

quently ,Ill data. i Frequent pattern mming leads t.o the extraction' of 

correlations and interesting associations within data. 

6 
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3 Outize1" mmmg: A dataset may contain data objects whose characteris

tics are significantly different from the rest of the data. The significantly 
, " 

different data objects in a dataset are known as outliers. Some particu-

la~ applications, for exaI?ple., credit ca~d fraud detection, rare ~ccurring 
events are' more interest'ing compared to the regularly and normal oc

curring ones. The outlier mining refers' to 3:nalysis of outlier data in a 
, 

dataset. 

4. C~ass2ficatwn and pred'tctwn: Classification is a process of finding a 

model (or function), which .d~scriues ~d rec<;>gni~eh differences in data 

label or classes, for the purpose of usinr, the model to predict the label 

or class of objects of unknown class label The model is derived from 
I :r I 1 I ~ 

the analysis of trallling data whose lllstances have known class labels. 

0. Evolutwn analyszs: .J:!.;volution analysL<; in data describes and builds 

model or finds regularities for objects ~vhich exhibit change's ofbehavi~ur 
over time. 

Ou~ work is primarily related to network anomaly detection which is mow 

conne~ted to uetection of attacks of known, unknown as,well as rare categories. 
{I ~ i 

Therefore, we concentratel specifically on clustering, classification and outlier 
~ J ~ , 

mllllllg. 

1.3 Existing Network 

Methods 

Anomaly Detection 

Over the past couple,of.years, a large number of network anomaly detection 

methods have been developed. Most of these methods have their hmitations 

in size of data input, real time attack detection, all the known as well as novel 

attack detection and performance of detection rate. However, the existing net

work anomaly detection methods can broadly be classifiedlinto the following 

categories. 

7 



Chapter f. Inroduction 

1.3.1, Supervised Learning 

1n supervised learning approach 12,13.14,15,16 of network anomaly detection, a 
~ . '. . 

model is developed based on labeled training data. Anomaly detection builds 
\ • • , , ~ j ~ I, 1 I " ' 

models for normal behaviour and significant deviations from it are flagged 
l ' '!, r \ ., '. J • 

as attack. The supervised classification method uses the training algorithm 
• 1 j" l t • • I • t • 

to create a set of representative classes from the available labeled ~raining 

objects. Unlabeled test objects are then inserted in these representative classes 

based on similarity estimation using similarity measures and thus get labels 

of the classes in ,vhich they are iI?-serted. Classes are described by object· list 

Belonging to classes aitd the profile of parameters representing the class. 

1.3.2 Unsupervised Learning 

The objective of a network based intrusion detection is to handle accurately 

th~ thre5),ts tn.at arise from new pr previously npt known intrusions; Th~ 
, " I ,if . 

possible detection approach of novel intrusions is anomaly based detection 
( . (! _ I / ' 11") f • ~ j}' } ~ J " 

approach instead of the rule based approach. In anomaly based supervised 
• I 

detection approach, obtaining labeled or purely normal data is a critical issue. 

Whereas, unsupervised anomaly based detection 17,18,19,20,21,22,23 can address 
, , 

this issue of novel intrusion detection without prior knowledge of intrusions or 

purel)' normal data. 'Clustering is a widely found' 'method 'for anomaly' ba~ed . 
unsupervised'detection of intrusions. In ordet 'to' label clusters, unsupervised 

anomaly based detection approach uses two assumptions: (i) the number '6ft 

normal instances vastly outnumber the number of anomalies, and (ii) anoma

lies themselves are qualitatively different from the normal instances. 

1.3.3 Probabilistic Learning 

A probabilistic learning mechanism enables us to evaluate a system's perfor

mance' based on a, probabilistic uncertaintY' or by.randomness. The imp'ortant 

characteristic of probabilistic learning is its capability to update prior outcome 

of-evaluations by reforming them .with results of recent obtained information. 

Some of the popular metnods of this category are: Bayesian network 24,~5,26;. 

Naive Bayes-2'i,27, Hidden Markov Model 28,29 , Gaussian Ivlixture Model·30,3_1 

and Expectation Maximization Method 3:.1. 
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1.3. Existing Networ}{, Anomaly Detection Methods 

1.3.4 Soft-Computing 

Soft Computing aims to provide realistic solutions for any computationally 

intelligent problem based on individual or a combination of several emerging 

problem solving technologies, such as Fuzzy Logic p, .Probabilistic Reason!" 
~ J..> 'I ... 

ing34, Neural Networks 35, and Genetic Algorithms 36 . For solving complex 

and, real-world problems, these soft computing methods provide new comJ 

plementary I easoning and searching techniques. In compar ison to procedural 

ordinary hard computing, soft computing is more tolerant of imprecision, par

tial truth and uncertainty 37. Soft computing based anomaly detection include 

approaches of ANN 38, Rough Set J,9, Fuzzy Logic ~3 and Evolutionary Comput

ing4o. 

1.3.5 Knowledge Based' 

A knowledge based ::.ystem is a problem solving jl.lld decisi9n making sys

tem based on knowledge of its task and logical rules or'proced.urt;~ for using 

knowledg,e. Knowledge a~quisition, knowleqge representatiqn, \ and applica

tion of l~rge boJies of Jnowledge I~O, t,he Rart~cular, pro,blem .d0fIl:aj~ a~,(( \the, 

k~y factors of knowledge ,based n1e~~1?ds. E::cpert systems 41,42\ i~. a ~p.mmonly, 

found knowledge based method. 

1.3.6 Hybrid Learning 

The pfoblefll of detecting new attacks poses a special challenge in network 

intrusion detection. Within such a context, I the design approach to the cre

ation of an intrusion detection. system resting on the multi-level classifiers has 

brought many remarkable contributions to the-intrusion detection domain. 

The, performance of a single classifier is not equally' good for classification 

of all categories of attack as well as normal in::.tances., There is a' possibil

ity, of obtaining good classification accuracy for· all categories in a d'ataset by 

using an appropriate combination of multiple well performing classifiers. A 

multi-level hybrid intrusjon det~~tjor} system . (M1H-J1)S) js the' combination 

of different well performing methods viz.', supervised, unsupervised, outlier 

bru:.ed method. This approach worh in multiple ::.teps of operations on un

classified data. The prime issues of the approach are selection of methods; 

9 



Chapter 1. Inroduction 

and combinatiOn of methods for the desired an9maly ,detection. 'Some of thel 

hybrid supervised and unsuoervised methods can be found m 41,14,4'5 46,47 . , 

1.4 -Motivation 

The computer network is a complex and highly structured system. ,It is an en-' 

semble of different softwares and hard,vare devices. The presence of anomalies 

causes degradation of performance and security related problems in a network. 

To counter these security related problems, in the past couple of years several 

novel and significant solutions have!been evolved. However, with the increased 

sophistication in attackers approach, and with the mcreasingly fast network 

transmission technology, most existing methods have been found incapable of 

handling the recent attacks with high accuracy. Thus the need to combat the 
I~ ~ ~ 

newer computer and network attacks is becoming increasingly Important In 

view of these, • lour focus of research is' the 1 network anomaly detection with 

best' possiole' abcuracy.' 

, Our moizvatzo~ z.s to budd elJibent and efJectzve ri~tw01'k anomaly detectzon 
'1 Itt 

methoas usmg data mming te'chnzques'jorUdetectwn of krwWn as'well unknown 

attacks 'unth hzgher det~ctwn accumcy aha 'lower false' detectzon mte compared 

to exzstmg anomaly detectwn methods 

1.5 Research Issues 

Signature based OI( misuse based schemes of intru5ion detectIOn pIOvide an' 

effective detection rate, for 5pecified and well-known attacks. However, their 

ability is limited to only well-known a~ld familiar intrusions. With minimum \ 

variation(s) of those already known attacks 48, such detection schemes often 

can be found ineffective l1l term5 'of detection accuracy. On the contrary, an 
anomaly, based intrusion detection scheme'is builtr mainly to detect new or, 

previously unknown events, apart from the detection of known attack5'. 

With the lllcreasing sophi5tication anu skilled involvement of professIOn'al5 

in the intrusion activities, this approach for detection of novel intrusions has 

been receIving significant'interest among the network security researcher5.· 

Various network anomaly detection methods are aheady in eXIstence, .. and) 

10 



1.6; Contributions· 

many schemes,with new techniques are.being·introduced. Although', the sub

ject is, yet far from maturity and vital key objectives 'remain to be unsolved. 

Building' a robust· anomaly . detection method which can detect all normal 

activities as well as-massive or stand alone attacks faster is yet a research ob

j~ctive for researchers in this area,. So~e of the importa~t issues are identified 

as: 

• Determination of an appropriate proximity measure for cluster expan

sion and profile generation.fro_m, intmsion data. 

• Identify. r~levant·features of intr~siop.s Jor normal as well as all,;known 

Glasses of att;;..cks. 
. ' 

• Uevelopment ot taster /near ~eal time method for, detection of commonly 
'J 'j J ~ .L. 

occurring known as well as unknown' attacks. 

• 1?evelopment of data mining method for detection of known as well as 
1 • 1 \ ., \ ' 

unknown rare class' attacks: 

• Dev~lopment..of an ensemble of· supervised and unsupervised method for 

detection of known and unknown attacks with minimum false alarms. 

1.6, Co.ntributions 

In t.hi5 thesis \~ork, we 5ummarize fundamentals of computer networks, sources 
• 1 • J 4' ~ \ 

of allo'malies of network' s~rvices, detection methods for network ~omalies, 
~ 1ft • 

description for required and acquired datasets, structured classification of 

existing network anomaly detection methods, and we develop methods for 

network anomaly detection using various data mining approaches and t~ir' 
evaluations. Our contributions are enlisted as follows: 

1. ·A concise description of fundamentals of computer networks and its 

necessary softwares' and hardwares, sources of network anomalies ana 

varicHls detection fllethods with inclusion of relevant feattiles afid acqui-
J i' I i 1 t '.t 1 i 1 i • • ~ 

sition 6f dataSets and its performance evaluation metrics. 

,2,. AI summarization. of existingJnetwork·anomaly detection methous under 

classification of SL,{ broad categories and their brief descriptions. 

11 
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.3. A supervised anomaly detection method. on the basis of incremental 

clustering algorithm with two new similarity measures' for' generation of' 

profiles, for normal and attack categories. The! method is evaluated with I 

excellent results using benchmark and real life datasets. 

J _ • • • 

4. An unsupervi5ed clustering algorithm, k-poznt, is developed for unknown 
f 

anomaly detection based on two similarity measures. The method is 

evaluated for satisfactory performance'results using popular benchmark 

and captured real time intrusion, uatasets.l . 

5. Two similarity'measures for rrillced'type data; both . categorical and -nu

merical, are developed which are u~ed in clustering ahd pro'file generation 

iu super\;i~ed ahOIllalv. detectioil iJiethod. Siillilafly, another t\VO similal-
;?' \ I .1 1 1{' 

ity mea~ures are developed and used for clustering in the unsuoervised 

method of anomaly detection. 

6. An outlier detection algorithm is developed highlighting an outlier factor 
~ l ~ 1 '( i I 

based on symmetric neighbourhood relationship for network anomaly 

detection:, The' method is- tested for satisfactory "performance in few 

category of network attacks using popular. benchmark and captured real 

time intrusion datasets. 

7. A hybrid multi-level intrusion detection method is developed ·combimng 

classifiers from supervised, unsupervised and outlier detection methods. 
• I' .. t -4 1 1 \ I • t <I' l ~ 

The method is evruuated for excellent performance using popular bench-
• ! ' \ \ j ~ .1 

mark and captured real time intrusion datasets. 
• t,. , 

1.~ ." Chapter Urganization 

The thesis work is elaborated m nme broad chapter5 mcludmg thIS (;hapte1' ot 

Introductwn about computer network, its anonialiesland detectionlmethods. 

The organization of the rest of the thesis is prepared- as follows: 

• Chapter 2 provides an elaborate description about fundarpentals of com-
• " f j 1ft : \ .1' I f I ~ ~ r j l ) f 

puter and networKS, software and haf'dware required in computer net-

works and sources and generation of network anomalies and their, effect 

on -network. 
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• Chapter 3 summarizes the network anomaly detection methods and their 

issues, description of popular benchmark and captured real time network 

intrusIOn datru;ets and description of performance evaluation metries for 

anomaly detection methods. 

• Chapter 4 presents a comprehensive and structured survey on exist

ing methods and systems for network anomaly detection. This chapter 

draws on techniques from many diverse areas of intmsion detection. The 

methods are classified into SLX broad categories. 

• Chapter 5 presents a supervised anomaly detection methods on the ba

sis of incremental clustering algorithm using two new similarity mea

sures and evaluation of the method with the benchmark and real time 

datasets. 

• Chapter 6 describes an unsupervised anomaly detection method on the 

basis of developed clustering algorithm k-poznt and similarity measures, 

and evaluation of the method with benchmark and real time intmsion 

datasets. 

• Chapter 1 presents a outlier mining method for anomaly detection on the 

basis of developed outlier detection algorithm using symmetric neigh

bourhood relationship and outlier factor and evaluation of the method. 

• Chapter 8 provides a multi-level hybrid intrusion detection method that 

uses a combination of supervised, unsupervised and outlier based meth

ods to achieve the best detection performances for both known and 

unknown attacks in network anomaly detection. 

• Chapter 9 finally, concludes the thesis work and gives possible directions 

for future research in network anomaly detection. 
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Chapter 2. Background 

topologies and various performance constraints. Part II is dedicated in intro

d~cing the concept of netw?rk anomalies, their causes; sources and precursors. 

It' will also at~empt to· highlight the various classes of net\vork intrusions or 

attacks. 

2.1 Part I: Basics of a Network 

Networks are complex interacting systems and are co~pr!sed of many individ

ual entities. Two or more computer systems capable of sending or receiving . . . ~ 

data from each other through a shared-access medium, are said to be con-

nected. The behaviour of the individual entities 'contributes to the ensemble 

behaviour of the network. In a computer network, there: are generally three 

communicating entities: (a) Users: human entities ~esponsible for various 

actions in the network, (b) Hosts: an entity which can be identified with a 

uni~ue address, and (c) Pf'Ocesses: instances of executabi~ ~ pro~Tams used in 

a client-server based architecture. Client. processes request the server(s) for a 

network service, whereas the server processes provide the, requested services 

to the clients. 

2.1.1 Typical View of ~ Network. 

People usually think of a computer network as the sum of connections among 

computers to allow communication among computer systems or devices. In 

this simple view of.a network, a set of'comj:>uters or devices is shown as con

nected to each other with the ability 9f. exchanging data .. 'Figure 2.1 shows 

a ty~ical view of computer networking. It can be seen fro~ Figure 2.1 that 

computer nodes or' servers or devices can be connected through some spe

cial devices, like switch, router or a hub by w'ling appropriate communication 

media. Apa.rt from the softwares used·to support communication, the perfor

mance of data exchange among these nodes, servers or' devices largely depends 

on the type of media and' the connecting device used. 
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2.1. Part I: Basics of a Network 

Figure 2.1: A typical computer nE'tworking 

2.1.2 Communication Media 

In thE' past couple of Yf'ars communication med ia technology has achieved a 

remarkable progress in terms of speed , reliability and robustness. Basically, 

the function of communication media is to transport raw bit streams from onf' 

cornputf'r to another. In this section we high light the existing developrwmts 

in communication media. \Ve will haw several options for selection of the 

appropriatf.-' communication medium for the aetnal transmission. Apart from 

highlighting these media. we shall also analyze the performance of these mNlia 

types in terms of four crucial parameters: (i) bandwidth, (ii) delay. (iii) cost , 

and (iv) installation and maintf'llance. Here, for the sake of undf'rstand ing. 

we discnss t.he existing media types in two ma.i or categories I!),.;O : (i) Guided 

m(;dia. and (ii) Unguided media. F igure 2.2 shows a basic classification of the 

exist.ing popular communica.t.ion med ia. A general performance comparison 

beb.vpen t.he two communication media also has been report.ed in Table 2.1. 11. 

um be easily seen from the table t.hat hoth media types haw their own merits 

and demerits . 
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Figure 2.2: Classification of Communication .Media 

Table 2.1: Prrformance Comparison of Guided and Cnguided Media 

Guided Media 

Contains the signal energy 
within a solid medium and 
propagates in gu ided form. 

Point to point communication. 

Discrete network topologies are 
relevant. 

Attenuation df'pends OIl the dis
tance exponentially. 

Scopes for enhancing the trans
mission c:apacity by increasing 
number of cables . 

Installat.ion may be costly and 
t.ime consuming. 

Unguided Media 

Signal energy is not. contaiIlrd and 
propagates in unglJided form as 
electromagnet.ic waves. 

Radio broadclL.'>tiIlg in all directions. 

Continuolls network topologies are 
relevant. . 

Att.enuation is proportional to 
squarr of the distance. 

1\0 scopes for enhancement. 

Rrlativrly If'sS costly and less time 
consuming. 
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2.1.2.1 Guided M~dia 

As reported in Table 2:1, 'in' this type of m,edia, signal energy is contained . '/ 

and guided within a s~iid media and communication type is point-to-point. 

The three popular instances of this category of media: (1) Twisted pair, (ii) 

Coa.-x:ial cable and (iii) Fibre optic cables, are described in brief next. 

Twisted Pair 

This type of medium is built by using two insulated copper wires (1 mm 

thick) twi5ted together like a DNA molecule, i.e., in a helical form. It uses 

the wires in a twisted form because the waves from different tWIsts cancel 

out, so the radiation from the wires is less. The ~andwidth of a twisted pair 

is dependent on two important factors: (i) the 'wire thickne5s and (ii)' the 

traveled distance. 'Generally, ill most cases, it allows several megabits/sec to 

travel for a few kilometers. The two major causes behind the popularity of 

twisted pair cable are: (i) Adequate performance and (ii) Low cost. 

Coa~ial Cable 

Coaxzal cables are popular for its well structure and shielding mechanism,. 

which enables it to provide a good combination of high bandwidth and 

excellent noise immunity. It IS made of a stiff copper wire as the core, 

surrounded by an insulating material, encased by a cylindrical conductor, 

i.e." a closely-woven braided me5h! A protective plastic 5heath covers the 

outer. conductor. Today, a coaxial cable has a bandwidth of approximately 1 

GHz.1 This medium is widely lLsed for cable television and metropolitan area 

networks. 

Fiber Optic Cables 

This media type i.e:; similar to coaxial cable, except without the braid. 

Figure 2.3 (a) shows a single fiber optic cable, where the center is the gla.ss 

core· which allo.v-s to propagate light.· The diameter of the core varies based 

on the type of fibre· used. lIn multi mode fibers, it is typically .50 microns' 

in diameter, whereas, in the· single-mode fibers, it. is 8-10 m-zcrons. A glass 

cladding with a lower index of refraction than the core surrounds the' glass 

core; to preserve all the light in the core. Finally, to protect the cladding a 

thin plastic jacket, is used and the fibers are' generally organized into groups 

of bundles, which is protected by using an outer sheath. A sheath with three 
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CJa~dding (gJas~) 
.......... " 

Core .i:' 

(gJa'>S)--... Jacket 
, (p1a,lIe) 

Shea~. Jacke~ ,. ' 
COl ladding 

IJ 

(3) (b) 

Figure 2.3: (a) Side view of a single fiber. (1)) Ena VIew ot a sheath with three. 
fibers 

fibers is shown in Figure 2.3 (b). 

2.1.2.2 Unguided Media 

The unguided signals can travel from the transmitting end to the receiving 

end in several ways. As reported in Table 2.1, such media can propagate 

in all directions and they are relatively less costly and their installation is 

also less time consuming. In this section we shall discuss mainly four types 

of. communication medium, namely (i) Radw 'fransrms8wns, (ii) Mzcrowave 

Transmissto'(l., (iil)Lightwave Transmzsswn and (iv) Irlfrar'ed and, Mzllzmeter'l 

Waves, 

Radio Transmission 

,This ung1.1ided communication medium, is commonly known for ,both in

door as well a.<, outdoor applications because of their: I (i)' easy generation;l 

(Ii) capacity to travel long distances, and (iii) capacity to penetrate buildings 

easily. Unhke guided media, such waves arf' frequency dependent and can 

propagate in all directions (omnidirectional) from the source, which simpli

fies the task of alignment between the transmitter and the receiver. A radio 

wave with low frequency can pass through obstacles easily, however, with the 

lllcrease in dlStance the power falls off sharply. On the ot.her hand, a high fre- ' 

quency radio wave can easily travel in straight lin~s and bounce off obstacles. 

Generally, frequencies m the range (30 MHz-1 GHz) are referred as the radw 

range, which are typically suitable for anY' omnidirectional apphcatJons., 

Microwave Transmission 

This'type of unguided medium is narrowly focused; high frequency (1 GHz- . 

40GHz) waves, travel in nearly straight lines. At these frequencies. it is quite 

possible for point-to--point microwave transmission since the beams are highly 
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directional Howeve,r, as these waves are highly dir~ctional, if the transmitting 

towers are too far apart, then there's every possibility that the earth will ge~ , 
in the way. As a result, it demands for the repeaters periodically With the 

increase in the height of the towers, they can be placed apart accordingly 

However, the microwaves cannot pass through buildings well, as can be found 

in ca.<;e of low f:;e,quency radio waves. 

Lightwave Tran~mission 

These are mherently unidirectional communication medium. It is used to 

connect networks in different buildings through roof-mounted lasers. Due to 

its unidirectional nature, each building needs to have its own laser a.., well a.., its 

own detection mechanism (e.g., photodetector). This cost-effective medium is 

well known' for its high bandwidth. 

Infrared and Millimeter Waves 

This mediu,m i5 widely used for snort-range pomt-to-pomt and multipomt 

applicatlOns. Presently~) almost all the electronic devices such &., televisions, 

VCR." VCDs, and stereos are operated with infrared communication. The . " 
frequenc): range from 3 x lOll to 2 X 1014 Hz is referred a.'S Infrared. They are 

... , t J 1 ,. 

relatively' directional, ea.",y and convenient to use, cheap, and ea.'Sy to build. 
~t.. t r ( ~ 

Hmvever, a major limitation 15 that they eannot P¥S through soLid objects. 

2.1,.3 Network Software 

In the initial deyelopment of computer networks, hardware wa.'S the main con

cern and the software wa.'S added later. However, this strategy does not work 

longer. To provilie more and mOTe functionality, sophistication and stmctui'e

ness have been introduced in software. In the subsequent sections we disCllSS 

the structureness in the network software in some detail. 

2.1.3.1 Layered Architecture 

To reduce the design complexity, mo&t networks are organized in a layer

wise or level-wise fashion, where the top layer is designed based upon the 

layer below it. Here, each layer is designed. With an objective to offer a set 

of pre-defined services to ·the layer above it, hiding the details regardmg the 

implementations of those offered services. During the conversations between 

two layers, say layer-n and layer-( n - 1), the rules and conventions, used, 
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Table 2.2: SLX different types of services 

S.N. Services 
,I 

Type Example 

1 Reliable message stream Connection-oriented Sequence of pages 

2 Reliable byte stream Connection-oriented Remote login 

3 Unrelia ble connection Connection-orien ted Digitized voice 

4 Unreliable datagram Connectionless Electronic junk mail 

5 Acknowledged datagram Connectionless Registered mail 

6 Request-reply ConnectIcinless Database query 

are .collectively rf'ferred as. the layer-n protocol. A protocol represent,s an. 

agreement on the communications to be proceed between two parties; .. ' 

2.1.3.2 Connection-Orient~d a:nd Connectionless Services 

• , )j ,}qr 

Layers are designed to offer two types of network services: connectwn-onented 

and connectzonless. IIi c~nnectwn-01'Zented service, the user (i) esta"bli~hes' 
a connection, (ii) uses the connection based on a mutually negotiated (the 

sender/receiver/and the subnet) parameters, e.g., maximum size of message, 

required quality of service, and other relevant issues, and (iii) releases the 
, I 

connection In case of connectwnless services, the're is <no loglcal connections 

throug~ the n~twork o.~ which data flow can be regulated, as a result the data 

transfer, becomes unreliable. Analogous to telegram servic;e, an unreliable 

or unack!l0wledged connectlOnless service is referred as datagram service. An 

examp~e of datagTam service is the request-reply sen"ice. rable 2.2 lists various 

types of services 50 and their examples. 

2.1.3.3 Service Primitives 

Pnmitives are the operations. A service is specified by a set of prirnitives. 

A user process can access these primitives to access the service. Connection

oriented service-primitives are different from the primit.ives for connectionlpss 

service. Table 2.3 shows a list of service primitives used in a chent-server 

environment to implement reliable byt.e stream. 
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S.N. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

l\fru;ne i 

LISTEN 

CONNECT 

RECEIVE 

SEND 

DISCONNECT 

Layer 11+1 

Table 2.3: Services Primitives 

Purpose & Action 

to accept an incoming connection; server process 
is blockecl till connectIOn request arises; 

to establish a connection ; client process is sus
pended till there's a response; 

to receive the request of the client; block wait for 
a message; 

to send a message; once packet reached, unblock!:; 
the server process; , 
to terminate a connection; once packet received, 
senTer acknowledges; 

Layer 11+1 

1 Sen ice pro, ided by la) er 11 ! 
I. Layer Il . r ---!,!:.o!o5~1_ - - - - -1L._L_a_Y_t_r_,_, ...... ,r 

1 r 
Layer 11-1 Layer 11-1 

Figure 2.4: The relationship between service and protocol 

2.1.3.4 Services and Protocols Relationship 

Services refer to a set of operations provided!by'a layer to its immediate upper 

layer .. It also relates to an interface between two consecutive or adjacent layers, 

where the bottom layer serves as the service provider and the upper layer 

acts as the service u&er. Services related to the interfaces between layers are 

illustrated in Figure 2.4. ·A protocol is a set oflrnles used to govern the meaning 

and format of the packets, or messages exchanged between the peer entities 

within a layer. Entities at the same layer as shown in Figure 2.4 referred as 

peer entities. Protocols are used by·the entities, to implement their services. 

Ensuring their predecided services,> they are free to, change the protocol. 

2.3 
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2.1.4 Reference Models 

After the introduction of some of the basics of networking, we shall now' -discuss 

on an important topic i.e., network architectures or reference modele, and its 

two well known types: (i) the OSI reference model and (ii) the TCP ITP 

reference model. Let's begin our discussion with the OSI model 

2.1.4.1 The ISO OSI Reference Model 

This pioneering Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model was mtroduced by 

the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) as a reference model 

for computer protocol architecture and as a, framework to support developing 

protocol standards. This model comprises of seven layers as illustrated in 

Figure 2.5 Here, dotted lines are used to represent the virtual communica

tion and wIth the solid lines the physical communication is shown. A brief 

discussion on the purpo&e of each layer is reported next. 

Applicatwn layer: This layer provides the users: (i) access, to the OSI envi

ronment and (ii) distributed information services. 

Presentation,layer: '~This layer intends to provide indep'endenc~_ t9 the various 

application processes from differences in data representation (synta.'\:). 

Sesswn layer: It provides the control stnlcture for communication between 

applications. Establishment., management and termination of connections be

tween cooperating applications are the major responsibilities of this layer. 

Transport layer: This layer supports a reliable and transparent transfer of 

data between two end points. It also supports end-to-end error recoyery and 

flow control. 

Network [(Iyer: This layer supports Its upper layers with independence from 

the data transmission and SWItching !technologies used to connect systems. 

It is also respon1:iible for the establishment, maintenance and termination of 

connections. 

Data Imk' layer: !The responsibility of transferring t.he information across the 

physical link reliably is'assigned·to this layer. It transfers blocks (frames) with 

the necessary synchronization, error control, and flow control. 

Physzcal layer: This layer is responsible for transmitting a stream of unstnlC

tured bits over physical medium.' It deals with the mechanical, electrical, 

functional, and procedUlal characteristics1to access the physical medium. 
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3 

Figure 2.5: The OSI reference model 

-_The interfacing bet\veen each pair of adjacent layers is defined in terms 

of a set of pre-defined primitive operations and &ervices made available by a 

layer to its immediate 'upper layer~ 

2.1.4.2 TCP lIP Reference Model 

Over the decade, researchers' have made several significant efforts to introduce 

V'd.riants (extended or compact verSIons) of the OSI reference model, however, 

the overall seven-layer model hab not flourished. In an attempt to introduce a 

cost-effectIve version of the OSI model, the TCP lIP model 51, was introduced 

with fewer layers, whIch has been-ultimately accepted widely by the network 

community. The functions of TCP lIP network architecture are divided into 

five layers. Figure 2.6 shows all these layers of the TCP lIP' architecture. 

Networking hardwares and softwares are organized into different layers based 

upon the functions of the routers and bridges. However, the functions of 

all the layers are not supported by the routers and bridges, for example, 

functions of layer 1 & 2 are supported by the bridges, and layers 1 through 3 

are implemented by the routers, as shown in Figure 2.6 . 

. The applzcutwn- layer. is responsible for supportmg network applications. 

It is well known to all that, with the evolution of computer and networking 
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technologies, the types of applications.to be supported by this layer are.also 

changing. It requires a separate module dedicated for each application type, 

such as file transfer. The applicatwn layer iJtcludes many protocols for various 

purposes, such as (i) to support the Web: Hyper Text Transport Protocol 

(HTTP), (ii) to support electronic mailing: Simple MatI Transfer Protocol 
'I ~, I It • I 

(SMTP), and (iii) to support file transfer FTP (File Transfer Protocol) . 

The transport layer is responsible for transporting applzcation lltyer mes

sages between the client and server. It plays a very crucial role in the network 

with the help of two transport protocols; ·TCP an& UDP. Both these pro-. 

tocols support transportation of appizcation layer messages either through 

connection-oriented or through connectionless service. TCP supports a guar

anteed connection-oriented service to deliver applicatwn'layer messages to the 

destination. TCP also provides a congestion control mechanism.by segmenting' 

a long message into shorter segments, so that during the network congestion 

a source can throttle its transmission rate. A connection less, unreliable and' 

non-guara.nteed service of message delivery is provided by the UDP' protocol 

to its applications by simply. sending packets., . 

The network layer provides the service of routing dat.agrams among the 

hosts. It uses specialized hosts, called gateways or routers to forward packets 

in a network. The router selects paths to forward the packets towards their 
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destination. The network layer support IP protocol (Internet Protocol) that, 

defines the field~ in the IP,'datagram-that determinwt~e·.working·pf end systems 

and routers. To aet;P"rniine the 'r6ut~s, f6r "fo,rwardilig the ~packets b~etween the , .. 
sources and destinations, this layer also includes routing protocols~ The TCP 

or UDP protocol in a'source host forwards a transport layer segment and a 
A • _ _ _. ___ ~l_ • • _ . _ 

destination address to the next layer protocol, i.e., ·IP. It is now responsibility _ ... ~ .. _->--~. ? ___ ,.,. .. _l.._- .... ____ .. __ 

of IP layer to del!ve~ ~he segme~~_ to the dest!!1at!2E-!103t. Oli arrival of the 

packet at the destination host, IP passes the segment to the transport layer 

within the host. The network layer performs the routing of a packet through 

a sequence of packet SWitches between a pair of source and destination. 

The network layer is dependent' on the services of the link layer while 

forwarding a packet in the route from one noCle (host or packet switch) to the 

next node. In particular, at each node, the network layer passes the datagram 

down to the link layer, which delivers the datagram to the next node along 

the route. At this next no'de, the link layer passes the datagram up to the 

network layer depending on the specific link layer protocol that is employed 

over the link. For example, a datagram may be handled by various protocols 

at different links, e.g., Ethernet on one link and then PPP (Point-to-Point 

Protocol) on the next link. The network layer will receive a different service 

from each of these different protocols (lznk layer). , 
The physzcallaye1' provides sen'ice to move the individual bits of a frame 

from one node to the other. So, the protocols included in this layer are link 

dependent and also depends on the physical transmission medium of the link 

(e.g., co-a.xial cable, twisted pair, etc). 

2.1.5 Protocols 

A, protocol is a set of rules used to govern the meaning and format of the 

packets, or messages exchanged betw~n two or more peer entities, as well as 

the actions taken on the transmission and/or receipt of a rnessarre or other' 

event. Protocols a.re extensively used by comput.er networks. 

Transport Control Protocol (TCP) 

This transport layer protocol supports a reliable connection for transfening 

data bet.ween a.pplIcations. A connection is basically a logical association 

established temporarily between two entities in different systems. The logical 
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connection or associati~n 1S here referred by a pair of port v~lues. To regulate 

the flow of segments properly and to recover from damaged or lost segments, , . 
entity keeps track of TCP segments moving (both way) to the other entIty 

dunng the connectioT). A TCP header format of mimmum 160-bit 15 shown in 

Figure 2.7. 1'he source port and the destInation port shown at the top of the 

header are used to gather information about the apphcation5 runmng at, the 

sour~e and destinatIon systems eurr~ntly in connection. The other fields in 

the hf'ader such as Sequence Number, Acknowledgment Number, and Wzndow 

fields are used for flow and error control. To detect occurrence of errors In the 

TCP segment, the checksum field (a 16-bit sequence) is used. 

User Datagram Protocol (UDP) 

This connection less protosol provIde services of message delivery, sequence 

preservation, or duphcatlOn protectIOn. However, it does not guarantee of 

these servICf'S UDP supports a simplified protocfll mechanism to ~nable a 

procedure to send messages to other procedures. This protocol you can find 

in use among the transaction-oriented applIcations, such as SNMP (Simple 

Network Management Protocol), the standard network management protocol 

for TCP lIP networks. Due to Its connectionless charactenstics, UDP has a 

minimum role to play It basically adds a capability of port addressing to IP, 

whIch can be understood by observing the simple UDP header, ah shown in' 

Figure 2.8. Like TCP, it also includes a checksum field (optional) to'verify 

the occurrence of error( s) in the data 

Internet Protocol (IP) 

. ThIS IP layer protocol 15 responsIble for routIng across multiple networks 

A mimmum of 160-bit(20 octets) IP header format (of IPv4) IS shown in 
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, 
Figure 2.8: UDP header 
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Figure 2.9. An IP packet or datagram (i.e. IP-level PDU) is constituted by 

combining the header along with the segment, from the transport layer. The 

source and destination addresser, in the IP-header, are 32-hit; also it includes a 

checksum field to help identifying occurrence of errors in the header to avoid 

wrong delivery. The Protocol field is used to indicate the higher-layer protocol 

usmg the IP, similarly, the ID, Flags, and Fragment Off.'3et fields are used in 

the fragmentation and reac;sembly process. 

Simple,Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) 

Today, SMTP is -an integral component of the modern electronic mailing 

system. It offers as a basic electronic mailing facility, which supports transfer

ring of messages among separate hosts. Some of the salient features of SMTP 

are: (i) mailing lists, (ii) sending back receipts, 'and (ili) message forwarding. 

However, the message creation is not under the control of SMTP protocol; 

user can take the support of local editing' or electronic mail' facility .. Once 

message creation ta..'3k is over, SMTP forwards the message with the' help of 

TCP to another SMTP module on an host. The incoming message will be 
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Figure 2,10: ICMP header 

received by the target SMTP module and ,,,,ill 13tore it in a user's mailbox by 

using a local mailmg package , 
-,.. '""---- ... 

Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) 

This application-layer prot~col is dpA"iigned -;ith :~;, objective to p~ovide 
.........,.. ~ .. - --...---., -------.,. --

facility to fonvard and receive manag~ment information among th~ r;te~work 
, - < -~. ~ • ".. • - • >.'.' • - ~- _. -- 1 \,' 

deVIces. I~ facilitates to manage the entire network from a smgle, pomt by 

assigning an-IP' address to eacli' switch, -and oy monitoring the int&rfaces on 
, I I 

that switch. 

Internet Control Message-Protocol tICMP) 

The responsibility of ICMP (RFC 792) 113 to pro\ride a rriean~ for forward

ing messages from router(s)/host(s) to other host(s). It supports a feedback 

mechanism to inform about the pl:oblems in the' communication environment, 

We can have several applications of this protocol, like:(I) In a situatIOn, whe.n 

a datagram is unable to'reach it.s destination, (ii) Lack of buffering'capacity 

in a router to transfer a datagram, and (iii) 'When the router is in a position 

t.o direct the stat.ion to' forward, traffic on' a short-distance route Generally,' a 

message of this protocol-is sent eithpr by a router along,the datagram's path 

or by the intended destination host, in response to a: datagram. Figure 2.10 

shows the format of an ICMP header. It IS atlea.st of 8 Bytes header. Variolls 

fields of an ICMP header are: (1) 8-bit type to represent the type or)category 

of an ICMP message, (ii) 8 bits type code to specify parameters of the message 

that can be represented in one or a few bits (iii) 16 bits checksum of the entire 

ICMP message, like that used for IP, and (iv) 32 bits ICMP Data to speci(y 

lengthy parameters. 

File Transfer Protocol (FTP) 

It is a very commonly used protocol to transmit files from one system to 

another based on user command. FTP supports transmitting both text and 

binary. files Also, it facilitates user for controlled access. 'On invoking the 

FTP for file transfer, a TCP connection is established with the target system 
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to exchange the control messages. This TCP connection is used to transmit 

user ID and ppssword and ~h~n'tl~; u~~r is a~ked to specify thedile(s) to be 
... ~ I. i ~ 

transmitted ang the desired file acttons .. Based on approvq.l of th!l file transfer, 

this protocol. initiates to set lip a second Tep connection for transferring the 

data. Now, using ,the. 9-l}tajonpection the desired file is transferred to the 

target system, without. any. oyerhead of any headers or control information. 

Once successfully the transfer is over," a completion signal is indicated by the 

control connection. 

Telnet 

Telnet is short for 'Terminal Emulation', which provides users a remote 

login capability. It enables a terminal user or a client to login to any remote 

comp~lter or server. Once logged lIl, the user can functlOn as a directly con-
. .' 

nected user of that computer. The design ofthis protocol facilitates the user to 

work fIS if in a local terminal 'with simple scroll-mode facility. Telnet is imple

mented in two distinct modules with distinct charactensti~s: (1) User Telnet, 

which enables to intel:act with the I/O 'module of the terminal to communicate' 
I I 

with a local terminal by mapping the charac~enstics of a real terminal to the 

network standard and vice versa. (ii) Server Telnet, whi~h acts as a surrogat~' 
terminal handler to interact with an application, so that the behaviour of the 

remote terminal looks like local to the application. Transmission of traffic 

between User and Server Telnets occurs using a 'fCP connection. ' 

2.1.6 Types of Network~ 

There are many many different kinds of networks, large and small. They have 

different goals, scales, and technologies. 

Local Area Networks (LAN) 

LANs are privately-owned, limited area network that interconnects a num

ber of computers within a single building, such as home, institution or orga

nization, or a campus of up to say, 1 kilometer in size. These LANs are) 

commonly used to connect the machines in offices, i~stitutions' or any ~rga
nizations to share and exchange e-resources (e.g.; digital 'doclllnents, printers, 

scanners, etc). The three distinguishing features of LAN are: (1) size of'cover-' 

age area, (2) communication technology used,;and (3) use of network topology. 

LANs may be developed by using different' (i) communication 'media types" 
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Figure? 11: Relation between hosts on LANs and the 5ubnet 

such as guidpd or unguided media, and (ii) network topologies, such &'3 star, 

ring, bus,' 'etc. V;rith the ii-tc~eaSing developm'ent of computer and communi-
\"" , . 

cation technologi.:;s, the growth of speed of a network is also increasing at a 

phenomenal rate. The speed of traditional LANs a~e between 10 Mbp5 to 100 
1 I • , 

Mbps, with minimum delay (microseconds or nanosecond5). However, in the 

recent LANs" the achi~V'd.bl~ '~peed is up to 1P Gbps, where 1 Gbps stands for 

1,000,000,000 bits per s!3c. 

Wide Area Networks (WAN) 
. . ' 
WANs are creat~d by intprconnecting a h;trge number of machmes (or hosts) 

, ' )1,. 

spanning across a broad geogr,aphical area, often a country or continent or a re-

gion by using c<?m~unicat,ion subnet (priva~e or public). The communication 

subnet may be organized based on two basic principles to transport messages 

from one machine (or host) to other: store-and-forwar'd or packet-switched: 
, " t ~ ~, \I .. 

Here, each subnet basically consists of two components: suntchmg components 

and tmnsmzssion medw. Switching components are specialized and intelligent 

devices, referred as routers. As discussed in ,the subsection 2.1.2, media can, 

be of various types such as coa..xial cables, twisted copP!'lr -wires, optical,fibers, 

or/microwave transmi~sions to forwards bits among the. connecting machines, 

On arrival of packets on an incoming line, the ~witching component selects 

an ~utgqing line to for:ward the packet. Figure 2,11 shows. a model of WAN. 

In a WA,N, a h9st may be ,either connected to a router directly, or may be 

frequently cOr,tneeted. to 3: LAN,pn which a router is present 

Metropolitan Area Network{MAN} 

"A MAN may be created by connecting'sevprallocal area networks or Cam-' 

pus, LANs, spanning a' township, city, ort metropolitan area. Due to its wide 
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area coverage requirement for sharing and exchanging e-resources, a MAN in

cludes several routers, switches and hubs. To provide faster wireless Internet 

access, MAN is created using IEEE 802.16 standard. 

Wireless Networks 

Like wired netwoi'ks as discussed above- the wireless networks are also can 

be of various types depending on its coverage area. Their primary objective is 

to provide remote information transmission facilities by using unguided media 

as carrier, such radio waves. The three basic types of wireless networks are: 

(a) System interconnection: It is an interconnection of the various components 

of a computer viz., monitor, keyboard, mouse, and printer using short-range 

radio in personnel area network. 

(b) Wireless LANs: Here, a system communicates with the rest of the systems 

within a building or an office area, by using a radio modem and antenna. 

Today, such wireless LANs are common in' almost all the modern low and 

medium-scale corporate offices. Generally, a wireless LAN is convenient to 

create in those places where im,talling Ethernet is more troublesome. 

(c) Wzreless WANs: This is an extended (scope and area of coverage-wise), 

version of wireless LAN and equivalent wIth its wired counterpart i e. WAN. 

An example of wireless \VAN is cellular networks. 

Internetworks 

An internetwork is created by connecting a network with several other 
• " <,..I ~ - I ',f t ~ 1 11 .. ... • ~ 

networks (may be incompatible) using a specialized d~vice.orj machine,.called 
,! .. .... 

gateway. Two importan~ requirement~ in the formation of an internetwork ar~: 

(i) To connect incompatible or hybrid networ~s} and (ii) To prov~~e a~equate 

translation, both in terms of hard ... vare and software. A common example of 
." (. 

an internetwork is a WAN connected with a'collection of LANs. 
, • I' 

The Internet 

The Internet is a worldwide network of computers, that interconnects bil

lions of users or computing devices spanning across the globe. The Internet 

is ba.sed on TCP lIP protocol (however, all applications may not use TCP) to 

connect Its end systems (or computing devices). The end systems are inter

connected via both guided or unguided transmission media. The transmission 

rate of a communication link is often referred as the bandwzdth of the link, 

which is usually quantified in terms btts per second or bps. All the computing 
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devices or end systems are interconnected (indirectly) through intermediate 

switching devices called routers. On arrival of a chunk of information on one 

of its mcoming links, the router forwards it on any of its outgoing links. The 

path chosen for forwarding the packet from the sending end to the receiving 

end system through a sequence of links and routers is known as the route or . ' 

pp,th across the network. For cost-effectIve utilization of the resources while 

forwa.rding a packet, the Internet. uses a technique known as packet swztchznq , 
tha~ allows to share the same p~th (or parts of a path) among multiple com- . 

municating end systems concurrently. To provide access to the end syst.ems 

of the Internet, a service provider, called Internet Service Providers (ISPs) is 

maintained, which is basically an organization of routers and communicatio.~ 

links from a range of technologies to facilitate end-users of the Internet access. , . 
The different ISPs provide a variety of different types of network access to the 

end systems, including high-speed LAN and wireless access. 

2.1.7, Scale of ~etworks 

Apart from those characteristics discussed above to classify a network, another . \ 

way to cla<,sify a network is its scale. Based on the inter-processor distances 

and their span or coverage, networks can be classified Into SL'C distinct classes, 

as shown'in Table 2.4'. Srr.tall scale persOI;'al(ar~a'net\vorks, meant for single 

user are shci,vn"~n' the top' rows. Ex'ampie' of 'such a network is a wireless 

network'connecting a computer with its keyboard, mouse and printer. Below 
., I" }' 

personal area networks, various types of long:.range networks are shown. These 
t • '. Jr. I • 

networks are classified into three distinct sub-classes based on their range 

or coverage: (i) Local area network or LAN, (ii) Metropolitan area network 

or MAN and (iii) 'Vide area networks or 'VAN. A LAN may cover within 

a 1 km range, whereas a "VAN may spread over a country or a continent 

i.e., may be upto 1000 km range. Finally, the mter-connection of several 

networks involving billions of users or computing devices spanning across the· 

globe, is called an internetwork. A well.:known example of an internetwork is 

the worldwide Internet. Such classification of networks ba.,ed, on distance is 

important, speciany from the applicability of the different techniques. 
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Table ~.~.: .• C}assifjc~t'ion of interconnec,ted processors by scale, 

Interproc~ss Processors "Located in, . Ex;;tmple. NetwP!k. 
Distancesj 

O,lm • 
1m 
10m - lKm 

10km 
100-1000km 
lOOOOkm 

Same circuit board 
Same system , 
,,-_. : - ,_.I 

Same room, -- building or .. ' 
campus 
Same city 
Same' cou ntry or continent 
Same planet 

2.1.8 Network Topologies 

Data flow machines 
Personal Area Network 
Local Area Network 

Metropolitan Area Network 
\Vide Area Network' 
The Internet 

Network topologies are the various arrange~ents or. ways of interconnecting 

the end systems or computing devices attached to the network Topologies 

can be of two types: physical and logical. Physical topology basically refers to 

the geometric shape of the layout of the physical media used in the netw?rk. 

Whereas,. logical, topology represents the way data flows from one end system 

to ,another in the network, The lo@.cal topology of a network may not. be 

same witl! its p,hysical topology, Logical topologies can be dynamically re

configured using special device, called r,outer: Eight types of top01ogies are 

available .in the netw.ork topology liter.ature: (a) Point-to-point, (b) bus,. (c), 

ring, (d) ,star, (e) tree, ,(f) mesh, (g) and (h) hybrid. In this section, we shall 

disc,uss four popular typ,~? 'of network topologies, i.e. bus, ring, tree and star. 

Bus, 

. In a LAN, tor' thIS topology, all statlOns of the network are attached 

directly to, a linear transmission medium or the bus, through an appropriate 

hardware interfacing known as a tap. Here" the data flows from the source 

machine to all other machines ih both the directions until the target recipient 

is found. Bus can be of two types: linear and distributed. In case of linear 

bus, the transmission; medium has exactly t'wo end points, and it enables 

all-the nodes in the.network to'receive the transmitted data simultaneously. 

vVhereas, in case of-distributed bus, therelcan be. more than two end points, 

created by adding more branches to:tne main transmission medium. In case 

of, simultaneous transmission of data by multiple machines,' an additional 
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(b) Rtllg 

Figure 2.12: Two broadcast topology of n.etwo;~~:(a)Bus,(b)Ring. 

arbitration mechanism is necessitated in order to resolve conflicts. The 

operation of this mechanism may be centralzzed or distrzbuted. For example, 

Ethernet (IEEE 802.3) is a decentralize(~ .. b}ls;b~ed brpadcast network 

operating within a range of (10 Mbps-lO Gbps). Example of a bus topology 

of network is shown in Figure 2.12 (a.). ' 

Ring 

In this topology, a set of devices (act as repeaters, capa~le of receiving and 

transmitting data. bit by bit) are connected in a circular fashion by point-t~ 

point links in order' to maintain the signal strength. Here, the tran'smission 

of data (frames) ,is unidirectional (clockwise Or anti-clOCKwise). As a frame 

moves in the circular path, the destination repeater'recognizes its address and' 

copies the frame into a local·buffer. The transmission of the frame continues 

till it returns to the source repeater, where it is ·eliminated. Since the ring 

is shared by multiple stations, medium access control has a responsibility to 

determine time for each station to insert frames. Two common examples of 

this topology are: (a) IEEE 802.5 token'ring, which operates at (4-16) Mbps, 

and (b) FDDI (Fiber Distributed Data Interface) ring network. An examplf> 

ring topology of network is shown in Rlgure 2.12 (b). 

Tree 

, Here, the arrangement of inter-connection is'made in a· tree-likE-' fashion, 

i.e., stations (which I have 'umque addresses) are iinterconnected to a trans

mission medium with branches without a loop. ,The oeginning point of the 

tree is referred as the headend, from where multiple branching cables can be 

initiated, and each these branches can have additional branches which may 
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nOl\ of data 
+-------+ 

(a) Tn. (b) Star 

Figure 2.13: 1\vo broadcast topology of networks: (a)Tree,(b)Star. 

lead to a complex layout. Again, data is transmitted m small blocks, referred 

as frames, from any station towards all other stations throughout the trans

mission medium. Each of these frames has two basic components: (i) frame 

header, containing the control information, and (ii) a portion of the data in

tended to be transmitted by a station. Header of a frame also includes the 

destination address for the frame. An example of tree topology network is 

shown in Figure 2.13 (a). 

Star 

Here, the stations are arranged in a star fashion with a common central 

U:6Cle, connecting all the station!; in the' network. A star topology network 

is'shown in Figure 2.13 (b). The stations are attached to a central node 

using two point-to-point links for transmission as well as for reception. This , 
topology allo~vs two alternatives for the central node to operate: (i) Operate in 

a broadcast fashion, where a frame tralL'Hnitted from one station to the node I 

( often referred to as a hub), is retransmItted on all of the outgoing links. 

(Ii) Operates as a frame switching device, where the central node buffers an 

illcoming frame and then it retransmits on an outgoing link to the destination 

station. 

2.1.9 Hardware Components 

A collection of softwares and hardware components are necessary to interface 

with the communication medium and to regulate the organized access to the 

medium in computer nehvorking. 
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2.1.9.1 Network Communication Devices 

{ 

A. Repeater and Hubs 

The purpose of a repeater is to receive, amplity and retransmit signal'i bidi

rectionally. Here, from software point of view, connecting a series of cable 

segments by this physical layer device makes no significant difference from a 

single cable, however, some amount of delay may occur. By allowing multiple 

cables to connect ,"vith a repeater, it enables to create larger networks. 

Unlike repeater, generally a hub does not amplify the incoming bignals. 

It includes several incoming lin€s joined electrically. It allows the frames' 

arriving on an incoming line, to transmit out on all the others. In case of 

collision (i.e., arrival of two frames at the same time), the entire hub fOllls 

a single collision domain. An important requirement of this device is that

speed of incorrnng signals int.o a hub must be same. Thr~e basic types of 

hubs are' (a) Actwe hub: It is capable of performing like a re~)eater, can 

also regenerate or amplify the signals. This type of hub requires electrical 

power to run and can cover upto 2000 feet. (b) Passwe hub: This kind of 

hub acts as a central device, forwards SIgnals to other devices connected to 

it. It allows to connect multiple stations in a star fa'ihion. A passive hub 
• l 

can cover upto 300 feet. (c) Intellzgent hub: This advanced type .of hubs 

have also management capability. Apart from signal regeneration, it i'i also 

capable of performing network management and mtelligent pat.h selection An , . 
i~telligent hub has ability to offer flexible transmission rates to 'various devices. 

), . 

B. Bridges 
, 

This device works at data link layer to prOVIde connectivity between LANs. 
. . , 

It supports routing by examining the data layer link addresses. Bridges can 

transport IPv4 or any other kinds of packets, as they do not examine payload 

field. It minimizes the procesbing overhead by allowing to use only same 

protocol. Without any additional burden on the communications software, 

this device provides an e:>..'iension to the LAN. Bridges are of two types: (a) 

Transparent brzdge: The presence and operation of this type of bridge are 

made transparent to these network hosts. It analyzes the pattern of the 

incommg source addresses from associated networks and gather knowledge 

about. the topology of it. By using its internal table, the bridge forwards 
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the traffic. This 'kind of bridges are standardized, into the IEEE 802.1 and 
, .,. .. I 

are popular in Ethernet/IEE;.I? 802.3 networks. J?-outmg Brylge (RBrulge): 

The operation of'this device is tia'led on the TRansparent Interconnection 
, -::----..! 

of Lot.s of Links, (TRlLL)-'protocol. . This protocol (TRILL) support..'> (i) 

optImal pair-wist data frame~ fQ'iward}ng- ser~ce without: configuration, 

(ii) safe forwarding even during~he periqds of temporary loops, and (ui) 

multipathing of both unicast and multicast traffic: To providJ these services, 
~ ~ -. I 

TRILL U5es a link-state protocol, referred a'l IS-IS (Interri1ediate System , , 

to Intermediate System) -protocol. The IS-IS. protocol supports broadca'lt 

connectivity to all the RBridges, to know each other and their connectivIty. 

Ba.,ed on these information, a RBridges could compute (a) pair-wise optimal 

paths for unicast, and (b) distribution trees for delivery of frames either to 

destinations or to multicast/broadcast groups. 

c. Switches 

This network device works at data link layer to provide a dedicated connection 

between ports. It minimizes the transmission overhead by determining which 

ports are communicating directly and connects them·together. They interpret 

and operate upon the MAC address in the receiving packets. On arrival of 

a packet at a port, this device makes a note of the source MAC address; 

associates it wIth that port and .stores this information in an internal 'MAC 

table. Based on the available destination MAC address in its MAC table, the 

device finally forwards the packet on the respective port. If the MAC table 

doesn't include the destination MAC address, packet is transmitted to all the 

connected interfaces. However, in ca.,e of a match·between the destination 

port and·the lIlcoming port; the packet is simply filtered. Figl.lre 2.14 shows 

working of a switch. Two basic ty-pes of switches are: (a) Store-and-forw(tr'd 

stmtch: It follows a three-step' execution policy: accept, store and forward. 

Here, a' frame is accepted on an input line, 'buffers 'it, and then transmits 

it to the appropriate output line. (b) Cut-through switch: This type of 

switches take the advantage of the occurrence of the destination address at· 

the beginning of the'MAG frame:' It attempts to recognize the 'destination 

address by repeating,the incdming frame onto the appropriate output line. 
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Fif!:Ure 2.14: Working of a switch' 

The operation of this category of switch is almost like a full-duplex hub. It 

also provides scopes to include additlOnallogic to use it as a multlport bridge. 

By increasing the capacity of a Jayer-2 switch, seyeral additional devices can 

be hooked up with it, and it. can keep up with all attached devices. It performs 

the address recognition and frame forwarding functions at the hardware leyel, 

and can handle multiple frames simultaneo1lsly. 

3-layer swztch. 

To address the, two ,important limitations of-Layer 2 switche~Jiz, (1) broad

cast overload and (ii) lack of multiple links support, a 3-layer switch came 

into existence. It breaks a large LAN logically into several sub-networks con-~, 

nected by a special network device, called router (discussf'd in'the subsequent 

section). f3ased on the operation, a Layer 3 switch can be of two categories: , 

packet-by-packet and ,flow based. The first category of layer-3 switch' operates 

similar like a traditional router. Whereas, the other category switch attempts 

to, improve its performance by grouping IP packet flows With identical source 

and destination. Generally, layer-3 switches are interconnected at, 1 Gbps and 

connected to layer 2 switches at .100 Mbps-l Gbps. 

D. Routers 

The majn objective ,of this device is to connect two net,,"orks by relaying data 

from a source to a:destination end.system based on a,routing table that in

cludes lists for each possible destination network the next router to which the 

internet datagram should be sent. A routing table can be static as well as 
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)'Routel' 

Figure 2.15: Router in the TCP lIP model 

dynamic. In static routing table, alternate routes are mamtamed to t~?-ndle. 

the unavailability of a particular router. However, a dynamic routing table 
• l \ , 

provides more flexibility in response to both error and congestion condItions. 

Such a r<?)J~~r can support varioml types of network media, such as Ether

net, ATM,;f)SL, or dial-up. Apart from those dedicated rout€rs, sch as Cisco 

routen;, it can also be configured using a stand';trd PC with several network 

interface cards and appropriate sof~ware .. Generally, routers <;tre placed at t.he" 

edge of multiple networks. Usually, they have a connection to each network, 

and also they can take on other responsibilities as, well as routing. Many 

ronter are also equipped w~th firewall capab~li.ties to filter fir redi~ect unau

thorized packets. Also, most routers are capable to provide Network Address 
f • ) 1 t t 

Translation (NAT) :,erVlces. FIgure ~.15 s40ws a router in the TCP lIP model.. 

E. Gateway 

A gateway serves as a server on behalf of other servers which inay. not have 

a direct communications with a client. T\vo major. services provided by this 

device are: (i) as server-side portals through network firewalls, 9-nd (Ii) to 

provide accef::S to resources stored on non-HTTP f::ystems as a protocol tran&

lators. It acts as an onginal server to receive requests from clients for the 

requested resources, without tbe knowledge of the client about it. 
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2.1.9.2 Network Interface qard (NIC) 

A. Ethernet Card 

Ethernet has already been e:;tablished as a well-accepted standard (officially 

called IEEE 802.3) to corulect together the station~c; on 'a L{\N. It can also be 
~ ....... ~ - I 

used as an interface to connect a desktop PC to the Internet via a router, or 
- I 

an ADSL modem (Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line)~ A most commonly 
• 'I 

known Ethernet standard is 100baseT, which represents a transmission media 
~ ",_1_ ~&._ ~ .. ",..J 

type e.g., twisted pair cables with modular RJ-45 connectors on the end, 

allowing to tran:;mit data at the rate of 100 Megabits/second. This standard 

supports the star network topology, with switches or hubs at the central node, 

and the end devices (or additional switches) at the pdges. Here, each device 

connected to an Ethernet network is assigned a unique MAC address given 

by the manufacturer of the NIC card, which functions like an IP address. 

B. LocalTalk 

It is a special kind of physical layer implementation of the AppleTalk 

networking system.' It generally uses the bus topoiogy with the devices 

connected in a daisy chain fashion. LocalTalk uses the bus system of shielded 

twisted pair cabling, p1ugged into self-terminating transceivers, running at a 

rate of 230.4 'Khit& per second. However, with the \videspread popularit.y of 
. ,I 

Ethernet.-based 'networking has out-numbered the LocalTalk. 

C. Connector 

To provide a physical link between two network components this is a widely 

used device. To (cortnect electrical circuits, an electrical connector is used, 

which is basically an electr~m'echanical device. Based on the 'requirements, 

this connection' either may be t.emporary or permanent. For port.able 

equipments, the connection may be temporary, which usually demand for an 

arrangement for as&embly and removal. On the other hand, a permanent jomt 

is needed for connecting two wires or devices. Depending on the requirement.s, 

connections of various types can be found in use. Some of the example 

features indudp: shape, size, gender, connection mechanism and· function. 

Some of the commonly found connectors are: Power connectors, USB 

connectors, D-subminiature connectors,1 8P8C connector, BNC connectors, 

etc. 
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D. Token Ring Cards 

Two well-known Token"-Ring, examples are: IBM's Token Ring network and 

IEEE 802.5 netw·orks. In' a 1;'oken Ring netwo~k, the token is allowed to 

move between the computers i~ide a logical r~ng and the physIcal layout of 

the cable ring passes through the hub' As a part of the ring, the users are 

connected to the ring via the hub. It sUp'ports a ring topolo~r, however, in 

some special implementation, it may use a star=\vired. ring, topology with all the 

computers on the network connected to a central hub (for example, the IBM's 

Token ring implementation). The transmitted frame moves around'the ring 

until the intended destination station L., reached. However, if the tran1>mitted 

frame couldn't find the destination station, and finally reaches the sending 

station again, it is eliminated. It is, the responsibility of the sending station 

to verify the returning frame whether it was. seen and subsequently copied 

by the destination or not. This~ architecture is considered to be stable and 

demanrling due to its ability t.o handle high-bandwidth video conference and 

multimedia applications. A typical transmissipn 'spe~ds'of ,this stand~rd are 

of 4 Mbps or 16 Mbps. 

2.1.9.3 Transceivers 

The main purpose of a transceiver is to clamp around the cable securely so that 

it::. t.a.p makes contact with the inner core properly. A transceiver is equipped 

with the electronics to handle carrier detection and collision detection. On 

detecting collisions, a transceiver typically puts an inv·a.lid signal on the cable-. 

for other transceivers to realize t.hat a collision has occurred. The cable of the 

transceiver is terminated on a. computer's interface board, where the interfa.ce 

board includes a controller chip that tra.nsmits frames to, and receives frames 

from, the transceIver. ,1\vo major responSIbilities of t.he transceiver are: (i) to 

assemble the data into the proper frame format, and (ii) to compute checksums 

on outgoing frames to verify them on incoming frames. 

2.1.9.4 Media Converter 

This net.work device supports connectivity between two dissimilar media types 

such as twisted coper'wires with fiber optic cabling. In several real-life net- . 

working applications, it becomes essential to interconnect an existing copper-
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Figure 2.16: Various aspects of Network Performance 

based,'strnctured cabling system'with fiber optic cabling-based systems. This 

device supports electrical-to-optical connectivity (with conversion) ,t.ypically 

at the OSI Layer-I"i.e, ,physical layer, to bridge the difference between cop

per and fiber optic cabling. 'Media, converters are found in use mostly in the 

enterprize networking to provide the clients data transport services. 

2.1.10 . NetworklPerformance 

In a network with hundreds or thousands of nodes or hosts, complex interac

tions with unforseen consequences are common. Such complexity often leads 

to performance degradations. So, appropriate tuning of the crucial perfor

mance parameters is a must.- Next, we shall discuss five important aspects of 

network performance, as shown in Figure 2.16. 

2.1~10.1 Network Performance Constraints (NPC) 

Many times, the performance of network suffers due to temporary resource 

overloads. The sudden increase in the traffic arrival, at a router beyond its 

capacity, congestion may build up and performance may suffer. Another im

portant constraint of network performance degradation is resource imbalance. 

For example, if a gigabit communication line is attached to a low-end PC. 

the poor CPU will not b~ abie to process the inco~ling packets 'fast enougr~' 
and some of them will be lost. As a result, these packets will eventually be 

retransmitted, causing delay, wasting bandwidth, and finally will result with 

degraded performance. Another performance constraints is, due to lack of a 

proper parameter tuning. For example, if a TPDU (Transport Protoeol Data 

Unit) contains a bad parameter (e.g" the port for which it. is destined), often 
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the receiver will suspect "ari.d!send-,back. an 'error notification. This is single 

instance, now imagine what c~uld ,happen, if a bad TPDU ,is broa?casted to 

10,000 machines: each o~e'~ight send"back an error message. Such a broad

cast ~torm could cripple the network. 

2:1.10.2, Netwqrk Performance Parameter Tuning (NPPT) 

A significant step towards improvement of 'a' network pe{'formance is to un

derstand the happenings in the network by appropri,ate performance measure

ments. Once the relevant,paramf'ters are identified, one should try to under-
_ ~ r y I'" • ,_ 

stand the happenings in the network based on the parameter values. Now, by 

changing the parameter values incrementally, one can observe the goodness in 

performance achieved and hence the process can be repeated until no further 

improvement is possible. 

2.1.10.3 Performance Oriented System Design (POSD) 

A constant looping process comprising of (i) measuring the performance and 

(ii) tuni.ng the parameters, can help in improving the performance of a net

work cODsiderabJy, however, jt cannot be the remedial mea.'mre for a poorly 

designed:network. Whole designing a network system,· the designer is to con

sider that: (a) CPU speed is more important than network speed, (b) Reduce 

packet count to minimize software overhead, (c) Minimize context switches, 

(d) Minimize copying, (e) Should give more bandwidth but not lower delay, (f) 

Avoiding congestion is better, than recoverinl,S from. it <!-nd (g) AyoJ,d ~ime(;lUts. 

2.1.10.4 Faster Processing of TPDU (FPTPD) 

The processing 'overhead of TPDU (Transport Protocol Data Unit) can' be· 

characterized in terms of two basic components: (a) Overhead per TPDU and 

(b) Overhead per byte. A possible solution to fast TPDU processing is to 

separate out the normal case (one-way data transfer) and handle it specially. 

Once a sequence of special TPL)Us is obtained to get into the ESTABLISHED 

state, TPDU processing becomes is straightforward until one side starts to 

close the connection. 
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2.1.10.5 Protocols for Gigabit Netwo'rks (PGN) 

A major perfomlance bottleneck in the current network scenario is due to 

rapid increase in communi~ation speed against' ~elatively lower CPU rspe~d. ' 
r ~ I I.J 

In such scenario, a common assumption of the protoc~l designer that the time 

to use up the entire sequence space would signifi('antly exceed the maximum 

packet lifetime, usually' fails. Also, today' the gigabit network de8igners should 

learn to design the network for speed, not for bandwidth optimization. 

2.2 Part II:' Anomalies in 'Network 

Anomalies are instances (e.g., points, objects, events, patterns, vectors, sam-' 

pIes, etc.) in data that do not conform with an acceptable. notion of normal, 

behaviour. Anomalies in a network also refer to circumstances 6 whieh cause 

the network operations to deviate from normal behaviour. Network anomalies 

may occur due to several reasons such as: overload in the network, malfunc-
~ " I ' .... .' ; Jr. ~. • • • 'J_ 

tioning of devices, network misconfiguration, malicious activities or network 
} 

intrusions that interprets the normal network'ser·vices. However, the' anoma-

lies in a network ean be broadly categorized into two: (a) Network perfor

mance related anomalies and (b) Security related anomali.es. Next, we discu.'lS 

each of these two' 'categories 'of network anomalies, their sources and causes! 

in detaiL Perforl1'!ance .related anomalies may occur due to' various network 

vulnerabilities. 

2.2.1 Performance Related 'Network Anomalies 

In a network system, vulnerabilities are inherent weaknesses in the ,design, 
\ "L ..:. 1 Jf ~ _, I -, .. I \ 

implementation and management of the system, which render the system sus-

ceptible to threat(s). Existing known vulnerabilities are usually traced. back 

to any of the following three sources: 

(a) Ill-design: A eommon sou tee of network ,vulnerabilities is due to the pres

ence of flaws in the design of hardware and software. A common example of 

such a vulnerability is the sendmatl flaw identified in the earlier versions of 

UNL,(. It enabled the hackers to acquire privileged access to hosts! 

(b) Poor implementation: Another important sources of network anomaly is 
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the poor or incorrect configuration of the system. Such vulnerabilities usually 

result due to lack of mexperience. insufficient training, or sloppy work. For 

example, a system configuration without having restricted-access privileges 

on cntieal executable files. It will allow an illE'gitimate user to tampeF those 

files easily. 

(c) Lack of management: Use of improper methods and inappropliate checks 

and balances are another sources of network vulnerabilIties. Improper mon

itoring and lack of proper documentation can also provide scope of network 

vulnerabilitIes. For example, lack of guarantee tha.t security steps are being 

followed and that ;0 single individual can gain. the total control of a system. 

The following subsections describe the potential causes of network vulner

abilities 52 

2.2.1.1 Network Configuration Vulnerabilities 

Vulnerabilities in the network also may be caused due to improper network 
i 

configurations. There are five major config1Iration vulnerabilities as reported 

below. 

(a) Weak network (t'rchitecb~re: A network infrastructure environment may be 

developed and enhanced on demands, with very less emphasis on the pot,en

tial security consequences of the changes. As a result, security hole/gap may 

come into existence oyer time, backdoors for the adversaries. 

(b) La.ck of Da.ta flow controls: Absence or inappropriate use of data ftovi 

control, such as access control lIst (ACL) may provide scope for illegitima.te 

users or systems to access the network. 

(c) Poor configumtwn of sec~rtty cquzpment:' Use of default configuratIOn of 

the security equipment such as ronter, etc. may lead to insecure open ports 

and the network services running on hosts also may easily lead to exploitation. 
. , ' 

Improperly configured firewall rules and router ACLs can allow illegitimate 

traffic. 

(d) Lack of backup of devzcc configuratwn: Due to non-availability of pro.. 

cedures for restonng network device configuration settmgs m the event of 

accidental or adversary-initiated coilfiguration changes, it may be difficult to 

ma.intain system availability and to prevent loss of data. Backup procedures 

WIth well documentation should be available to keep the network up with 
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minimum failure tIme 

(e) Unprotected password transmzsszon: Unprotected password transmIssion 

over insecure channel are susceptible to eavesdropping by adversaries A suc

cessful disclosure of password WIll allow an. intruder to disrupt security oper-· 

ations or to monitor network activity. 

(f) Use of password for' longer penod: Use of password for longer penod WIll 

allow the adversaries to make a sllccessful offline dictionary attack. It WIll 

enable the adversanes to disrupt security operation. 

2.2.1.2 Network Hardware Vulnerabilities 

Lack of appropriate protection and' control mechamsm may lead to network 

hardware vulnerabilIties. Following are the major causes of such vulnelabIII

ties. 

(a) Inadequate physzcal protectzon -of network eqnzpment:' Inappropriate mon

itoring and controlling of the network equipment may lead to damage or de-
.' , 

struction 
~ • 1 _ 

(b) InsectLre physzcal poris. Use of insecure USB (universal serial bus) and 

PS/2 ports could be another maj9r cause of permitting unauthorized connec

tlOn&. 

(c) Lack of enmr~nment control: Inappropnate or loss of environmental con- _ 

trol could lead to overheatmg or melting of the proce,'>Sors and consequently . . . 
may even shut down its operation to avoid damage to themselves. 

(d) Inadequate phy.szcal access control mecha,msm for eqmp;nent and network 

connectwns: Non-restncted 'access and inappropnate use (or unauth.orized 

manipulation of settmg) of the network eqUIpment may lead to theft/damage 

of sensitive data, software and hardware. 

(e) Lack of backup for crztzcal networks: Lack of periodic backup of critIcal 

network data' may lead to sudden faIlure of the system. 

2.2.1.3 Network Perimeter Vulnerabilities 

Lack of security perimeter and appropriate control mechamsm may lead to 

thIS special type of network vulnerability. Next we discu&s three maJor causes 

of this type of vulnerability.' 

(a) Lack of well defined sectLnty penmeter: If the control network does not 
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haye a well-defined security perimeter, it may be dIfficult to ensure the nec

e5sary security controls in the network. It could lead to unauthorized access 

to systems and data. 

(b) lin-proper confi.quratwn of firewall: Improper configuration of firewalls 
j, 'f 

could allow unauthorized or m'alicious data a.'3 well as software including at-

tack~ and malware to spread between networks, making sensitlve data 'sus

ceptible t~ monitoring/eavesdropping on the other network, and providing 
. , 

individuals WIth unauthorized access to system5. 

(c) Use of networks for non-control traffic: The purpose and requirements 

of Control and non-control traffic are different, such as determinism and re

liability, so having both types of traffic OIl a single network makes it more 
-

difficult to configure the network so that it meets the requirements of the 

control traffic. 

2.2.1.4 Network Mon~tori,ng and Logging Vulnerabilities 

Vulnerabilities in a network also may be caused due to improper logging a~d 

inadequate firewall setting. Appropriate and accurate logging can be of sig

nificant help to identify the causes of a security incident. A regular security 

monitoring will help to avoid occurrence of unnoticed incidents or sudden, 

damage or disru~tion in the network. 

2.2.1.5 Communication Vulnerabilities 

This subsection presents four major types of communication vulnerabilities.'" 

(a) Lack of cntical monitoring and control paths tdenttfication: Unauthorized 

or illegitimate connections can leave'a backdoor for attacks. 

(b) Use of well documented commumcation Protocol: Adversaries can exploit 

protocol analyzer or'other utilities for well 'documented and standard proto

col'to interpret, the data sent by using protocols like File'Transfer Protocol 

(FTP), telnet, Network File System (NFS), etc. 

(c) Lack of standard (mthenitcatwn of users, data or devices: Due to lack of' 

appropriate authentication, there could be chances to replay, manipulate, or 

spoof data or devices (e.g., sensors, user IDs, etc). 

(d) Lack of mtegnty checkmg: -Lack of integrity checks could enable the ad

versaries to manipUlate communications undetected. 
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2.2.1.6 Wireless Connection Vulnerabilities 

ThIS type of network vulnerabilitie<> may be ca.used due to ,two major reasons: 

(a) Inadequate attthenttcatwn: Use of a weak and biased mutual authentica

tion between a wlrele&s clients and an access point could lead to connect a . '. 
legitimate clipnt to a rogue access pomt of an adversary Also such a weak 

~ \ • I 

authentication may allow new adversary to gain access to the system. 

(b) Inadequate data protectwn: In~dequate protectIO~ mechanism may allow 

the adversaries to gain access to the non-encrypted data 
" I 

In the precedmg subsections we have discu&s,ed the various possible sourcps 

of n~twork vulnerabilItIes which may cause performance r~lated anomalies in 

a network. Next, \ve discuss about the second category of petwork anomalies, 

i.e., secunty related network anomalies whIch i& our prime concern 

2.2.2 Security Related Network Anomalies 

Anomali'es are instancps (e.g, points, objects, events, patterns, vectOlS. 

sample etc.) in data that do not comply with an acceptable notIOn of 
I 

normal behaviour. Anomalies in network may occur due to several reasons 
J ; , ~ , I 

(i) Network operation anomalies (ii) Flash crowd anomalies and (iii) Flood 

anomalies or malicious activities. Out of these occurrence& of anomalie5 due 

to malicious activities is our main concern. Malicious actIVitieS in a network 

can be of variolls types sllch as poi~t' anom·aIy. contextual a:nomaJy and' 

collective anomaly 8. We state and illustrate each type of anomaly in terms I 

of,fraudulen.t 'credit carp transactions. 

Potnt anomaly: Pomt anomalies of an mstance can be found exceptional 

or .an9malous with respect to rest of data, such instance is referred point 

anomaly. For example! exceptional credit cald expenditure in companson to 

prevlOUS transactIOns Figure 2.17.shows an example of point anomaly In 

FIgure 2 17, obJect 0 1 is isolated from other group of,obJects Gl , G2 and GJ . 

Object 0 1 i& a point anomaly 

Contextual anomaly: \\lith reference to a given context ( e.g ,.minimum max

imum range), if an instance can be found anomalous or exceptional, such 

instance is referred as contextual' anomaly. For example, wIth reference to 
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FIgure 2.17: Point, collective and.contextual anomalv 
\ 

weekly credit ,card expenses of a Profe~sor (other than festival expenditure), 

a credit card ,expendtture wh,ich significantly; deviates ,from the {usual range 

of weekly expendit.ure. An example is shown ,in Figure, 2.17. lrV here, 0 b ject O2 

IS isolated in, the context of group of objects C2 Obje~t O2 is contextual 

anomaly. 

Collectwe anomaly: With reference to a given normal behavlOur, ot a group 

of, im;ta,nces are found deviated. or anom~ous, s,uch 1 group ,of anOIpalous iu

stapces are referred ¥.collective anomalie9' In Figure 2.17(, group of objec.ts C3 

is dlstmctly sepaIate from the group~ C1 and C2 . C3 lIS a, co\le9tive aIlOmaly. , 

2.'2.3 Who Attacks Networks 

A computer network IS a collection of interconnected systems runnmg dis

tributed applications'. A network attack is a malicious attempt used to·exploit' 

tlie vulnerability, of a computer or network attemptm'g tOI break into or com

promise) securi ty orthe system. One who attempts to attack into a' system is! 

an attacker or intruder. Anderson 51 classlfies attackers or intruders'into two 

types: external and mternal. External mtruders are unauthorized users of the' 

system or machines they attacked, whereas mtemal mtrude1's have permission 

to access the system, but do not have' privileges for th'e lOot or super user. 

Internal ~nt1'uders are further""divided into 'masquemde' mtruders and 'clandes-' 

tme mtruder. A masquemde mtmder logs in as another user with legitimate1 
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access to sensitive-data whereas-a -clandestine 'int1'Uder'" the most dangerous, . 
has the power to, turn off aud,it control for themselves, ~Attack or intrusion is 

perpetrated by an insid'e or outside attacker of a syste~ to gain unauthorized 
I • . • 

entry and <;:ontrol of th~ se~:urity mechani~m of th'e system. 

2.2.4 Precursors to an Attack 

The precursors to -an attaek are basically·a series- of. events used to trigger an 

attack. A network attacker executes a series of steps to achieve the desired 

goal. The order and dtiiation( oftll.ese st~ps'ls' dependen't jo~ several factors in

cluding attacker's skill level, type of vulnerability to be exploited, prior knowl

edgeUihformation: land starting location' of the attacker: The' attacker's stBps 

range frOlll·finding''Oiit the network 'via. port 'scans, running exploits against· 

the net,vork, cI'eaniilg attack evidence and installing:backdodrs to guarantee' 

easy -access of the network leiter'. 'The fo'ur 'b'asic actions taken by an lattacker 

prior to execute a computer attack, as shown in Figure 2.18 are described 

next.' 

P1-epdTe; In this step', :tlie 'attacker 'attempts tb coiled network confi'guration' 

information"using poit scaimers to identifyit.he vulnerability o(the' net,vork:' 

It-tries tb gatlier:informatidn such as computer IP address, operating systems;· 

bpeH ports ·WiLli Weii' associated listeiiiiig; Sciftwai'e Wije ail(l ·Yei'sioiis. 

Exploit: Once the vulnerabilities are i<;lentified, ,the attacker att~mpts to ,ex"; 

ploit it during this step. The attacker may execute mUltIple number ot attacks 

during. this .step" 

Leavy" behind:·. Aft~r) successful. launching, 'Of ,the attack(&) via "exploitation, . 

th~ attacker, often installs additional ,software·to:enable accessing the-network, 

later. Sucb' ~leave behind 1 .might· be netwprk sniffer or additional back-doof· 

network serviGes: . 

Ckany,PJ B!3J;'l:l.; th~ .g.tt.~(:k~r, att~mpt.s tp p-l~~nJ up .any evide)10~ left by t~e' 

actions in the, previous steps:; This m<ty include restarting daemons crasheq~ 

during exploitation, cle~ning logs and, o,tber infprmation, and. installing,mod

ifieq syst~m ,software designt;!.d to hide. the.:preseJ~ce .. of .. other software from 

normal· §,Ystem. cQmmand.s., 
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, CLEAN"{;P, ) , 
(Remo'\ eattack e\ i~ence) 

Figurer'2.18: Basic 'steps of all attack execution 

2.2.5 Network Attacks Taxonomy 

A,n at~ack <;>r intrusion is a ~equence of operations that puts the security of 

a network or computer sY5tem at risk. Several network '}ttack classification 

ways are available in li,teratur~ i,54;55,56. A taxo~omy or classification of attacks 

aims to provide a consistent way of specifying the relationships among the at-
I - • t • I , 

tacks, theiI classes and sub-classes. Attacks can be classified into seven main 
• j ~ J j j 

categories i based on their clu;uacteristics from implementation perspectiv~s, 
• \ 4" I. t 

as shown in Table 2.5. A brief discussion among these categories is reported 
I, , 

next. 

InJectzon: ~his category.of attack~ aims tO,infect the target,sy.stem eitp.~r by 

tampering or by installing evil files in the system. 

Explod~rg: This cat~gory C!f a~tacks targets to explode or overflow the targ~t 

system with ~ugs. 

P1'r;be: ,Th,is category, aims to gather infogn9-tipn qf the target syste~ through 

tools. Co-ordinated probes or scanning are more serious attack of this cate-
\ ' 

gory. 

Cheat: A typical cheating characteristics of this category is their attemPt to 

use fake or abnormality to the caller, for example, DNS (domain name server) 

spoofing, input parameter cheating etc. 

T'rave1'se: The common characteristics of this category is their attempt to 

cnwk the victim system 'thro ugb 'simple m.atcp by each possible key. 

Concnrrency: This category of attack'targets to victimize (depletion) a sys-
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Main 
category 

Infection 

Exploding 

Probe 

Cheat 

Traverse 

Table 2.5: Ta.:x.onomy of Attacks 

Sub-category 

VirlL'5es, Worms, Trojans 

Buffer Overflow 

Sniffing, Port Mapping ~ecurity Scanning 

IP Spoofing, MAC ~poofing, PNS Spoofing, Session Hijack
ing, XSS (Cross Site Script) Attacks, Hidden Area Operation, 
and Input Pru:amet~r 9heating. ~ _ 

Brute Force, Dictionary Attacks, Doorknob Attacks, User to 
root (U2R), and Remote ,to~local (R2L) 

Concurrency Flooding, DDoS (Distril;>,uted Denial of _Sen~ice) 

Others All others 

tern or a service by sending a mass of same requests which exceed the capacity 

that system or sen'ice could'supply 

Othe1': There are some attacks belonging to this special category, 'which at-" 

tehlpt~ to infect the target system by using ~ystem b{lgs or' weaknesses directly 

in attacks. Often, these may be found as trivial: attempts, without requiring 

any professional skills." The netwo'rk attacKs can also be classified as passive 

~nd active. Passive attacks hci.,;e (an indirect effect. These are i launched by 

the intruders for two major purposes: (i) to monitor and record traffic alld 

(ii) to gather useful information for subsequent launching of an active' attack. 

Due to their no overt activity, these attacks are not e.asily detectable, Packet 

sniffing, traffic inonitoring and analysis are' examples of passive' ~ttacks. On' 

the other hand, active attacks are more dangerous. They have mbre overt , 
actions on the network or system, 'which can be usually more devastating to 'a 

network. Active attacks are claSsified into four categories in DARPA 57 intru

sion detection evaluation plan. The four categories of attacks are described 

in the following subsections. 

2.2.5.1 Denial of service (DoS) 

DoS is a very commonly found class of attacks with wide varieties, which at

tempts to block access tP. certain res.ource.s/~~. Typi<:ally" the acc~ss to those 
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resources~ are blocked due "to the inaoility. of a ,particular,' network .service 'such 

as e-mail,' to be available 'or, the' temporci.rY:.loss. of all network c<!mnectivity 

and services .. In general, aDoS attackisiirriplemented;with an objective to re

set the target'computer(skor to corisum~ its:resources extensively so;that no 

longer .~he intended service can be provided or.'blocking the access between th'el 

intended users and the victim so that no longef.the comrnunicationrcan con

tinue adequately between them. In some cases, this class of attacks attempts 

compromise millions of legitimate users for forced web sites access and compel 

to .cease. operation temporarily., Also, liiunching of su~h. ~ttacks successfully 
~ .... \ ~ ",I d ~ !'.; '. L .} .... i ~:~'1' Ii •• I " ~ " ' 

often can spread verv fast across the branches of the network, and ultimately 
'~lP 'I •• V~f '.~J .• /. . ' ~, •• , JI • ,'j 

could lead to problems in the entire network. For example, by consUIlJ:ing the 
• I -, • ~ ,',' ~ -, \ j, .. • \ .' . J 

bandwidth of a router between a LAN and the Internet could lead to compro-
I I " I' 1 , r ~. '! ; • • • f..' t ! t : " " I J \ I • • " 

mising not only the victim computer, but the entire network. Common forms 
, " "; • r • 1 r ~ ) t ~ • .' I -' I 1 {f I ' ' •. ' " , " -

of denial of service attacks are: buffer: overflow, !Ring of de,ath (PoD), TC,P 
) ~, '. t.. _ j I. , }. I " • I I 1 1 .... • • ' t 

SYN, smur!, neptune,. tf1lTd1'(~p and land in Table 3.2 of Chanter 3. 

2.2."5.2 " User to HO,ot ~ttacks. (U2~) 

This class of attack is very difE.'c'ult to distinguish: from' th'e normal· traffic 

becau.se'it .attempts to gain the' .system's sup'eniser's pri~ilege,s las' one of'the 

legitimate users, U2R attack initially attempts·to access. a normal'usef'account 

either by'sniffing passwords or" by 'dictionary attack.: Ortce it 'is 'successful' to 

steal a legitimate user's password, it, attemp'ts to exploit·the weaknesses'of 

the system to gain privileges of the super user 58. U2R attacks: can be of, 

various types: (i) Buffe1' overflow attack where, the attacker's program copies 

large volume of data into a static buffer without verifying"the capacity of-the: 

buffer, whether it can hold or not. (ii) The other U2R attacks are like rootkit" 
~ , ' ., • • , • I • l' ) . 

loadm'od'l!le, Perl, etc: in Tab~e ,3.2 of Chapter 3.; 

2.2.5.3 ,Remote to Local (R2L) 

The.nature ofthis att'ack class is a4r,lostlsimilar with U2R attacks. It attempts 

to send .packets' to a- remote:'machine lor host, over< a network without being I 

a legitimate, user of that' machine 'or host." Then',. either ,as la root ·or as a' 

normal user, ,it 'tries' to acquire access to the machine :or host and execute 

malicious operations 59., Two. most c'Ommon R2L 'attack examples 'are:, <buffer 
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overflow and unve1;ified 1input, attacks. They are either done against public 

services.·(such as H'TITP, and FTP) or, during the connection' of protected 

services (such' as POP, and IMAP).i·G.uessing ,password, for example, is an'> 

unauthorized, access' from a remote machine. ,The other. f:ommon. forms of 

R21,attacks are warezclient" .wa1'ezmaster,. zrhap,· ftp_ write, multzhop, ph!, 

spy, etc.·in·l'able 3.2,ofChapter 3. 

~.2.5..4. Probe 

This class of attacks att~mpt to gain usefui information about nosts, valid IP 

addresses, the'services they ()ffer, the ope'rating systems used, etc.' by scanning 

the netwbrk in va~iOlls iilOdes! 60,:;9. The attacl<-er utilizes' th~se 'information ·t'o I 

, I • I • .1 I f 

identify the potential vulnerabilities of the system to launcH an attack against 
, , '. .' .' ~ (: r ,'" ~ lIt 

selected machines a~d services. Some o~'the conun'on types of t~is class of 

attacks are: (i) IPsweep, where the attacker ~cans the' hetwork for a service 

on a specific port 'of ihterest, (ii) po~tsweep,'\vher~>the ~ttacke'r scans through 

many ports to determine which services are supported on a single host, (iii) 
~ If .... 'II l ' .. /' ,! 1 ... \ 

nmap, which is a tool for network !rhapping~' etc. in TcU:He 3:2 of Chapter-3. 

The~~ scans are usually:the precursor to other ~ttacks. . . .,\ ' 

A typical. network is shown in . Figure 2.19. with a protected LAN, DMZ 

(demilitarized zone), logical subnetw:ork and several attacker 'nodes and client 

nodes. In a DMZ (computipg) st!bnetwork, additional security is provided 

from external threats. It consists of switches, several. VLAN, nodes, servers. 

and seryer fqr ,IDS. 

2.2.6 Discus'sion 

In this chap'ter, ,\'e int~oduce how computer networKS worK and now anOmalieS 
, • ~ • I I , 

, ' , 1,. I • j.) , 

arise in networks. In the section of coinputer networks, we include a brief de-

scription of various media used in computer communications, reference models 
";" • ~~ ~ - r ' \ II '. l> 

for layered architecture used in computer cOliimunications, 'protocols used in' 

different layers of communication, various types of-networks based on scale and 

requirement, different topologies of interconnections and physical component5. 

for network communications. In the-section ,on anomalies in networks, we ex

plain network anomalies,in two major areas: performance, related anomalies' 

and security related anomalies'.~ We describe many vulnerabilities may exist in 
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Router 1 

Ll ~\\"h(l1 

L3 S\\ 1Iel1 -., ... =~ 

T'----' 
Client~¥ 

(Ilenr tt ~ ':!Dt 
Cllenr 

Pl'ote<tert LA-'-

Client 

Figure 2.19: A typical VIew of a network with protected LAN, DMZ and 
attacking elients 

networks allowing bad players to exploit them to create anomalies in perfor

mance related anomalies. In the security related anomalies part , we mention 

sources of anomalies in networks, types of network intruders, steps of network 

attacks (attack precursor) and types of attacks. 

Several number of approaches are there fo r network anomaly det.ection. 

To test the performance of an approach , input data and evaluation wetrics 

are unavoidable. We report various approaches of network anomaly detection 

methods, datasets and evaluation methods in the next Chapter 3. 

,.,., 
0/ 
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Detecting Anomaly in Network 

Data-and Its Evaluation 
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3.4.7 uprlating Profiles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96 

In' this chapter we introduce various data minirig based network anomaly 

dete~tion approache~, such, l:lli : supervised, sem'tsupervzserl, l.tns1tpervzsed and 

hybrid and their architectures, components and val:ious other important as

pects. We also identify important issues for each of these architectures and 

analyze their capabilities and constraints or limitations in general. To evalu

ate an intrusion detection system, role of intrusion dataset is inevitable. In 

this chapter we discuss the features of some well known benchmark intrusion 
• J • 

datasets, and also we include an elaborate discussion of the generation of such 

datasets. Finally, we discuss the \~~rious measures for evaluating the detection 

methods. 

3.1 Detection of Network Anomalies 

Anomaly detection is an essential multi step process for the mitigation of 

occurrences of anomalies or failures in .time. It can compromi:e the defence 

mechanism, and degrade the performance of a network. Anom:'Llies may be 

caused due to various reasons as discussed in the proceeding chapter. It may 

occur due to malicious actions (e.g., scanning, denial of servic~), or due to 

misconfigurations or failures of network hardware and software components 

(e.g., disruption of link, routing problems),. or even rightful events such as 

strangely large file transfers or flash crowds. The purpose of an anomaly de

tection mechanism is to analyze, understand and characterize nehvork traffic . . . 
behaviour, as well as to identify or classify the abnormal traffic .instances sllch 

as malicious attempts from the normal instances. So, t.he anomaly detection 

problem also 'can be defined as a classification problem. Based on our survey 6] 

it has been observed that the existing anomaly classificat.ion methods work 

basically in three modes, as given below. 

. . 
1. Supen,>'I.sed anomaly detection: Techniques trained in snpervised. mode 

assume the availability 6f a training! drat a set which has labeled instances 

for normal as well as anomaly class. Typically, 'in such approach build 

a predIctive model for normal versus'a.nomaly classes. Any unseen data 
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instance'is compared. against I the model to determine its'belonging class. 

Two ·major issuesl'arise, in' supervised anomaly'detection. First, the 

anomalous instances are. far fewer' compared to the normal ,instances in 

the training data. Issues arising due to imbalanced class distributions are 

addressed in the data 'mining alld machiile learning literature 62. Second, 

obtaining accurate and 'representative labels,' especially for the anomaly, 

class is usually challenging:. A numb'er of techniques have been proposed 

that inject artificial anomalies in a nbrlnal data set'to 'obtain I a labeled 

training data set 63 . 

Serni-Supe7:.uised ,.'~nom'alir~d'e't~ction'::' \ ~echniq~es that· 'op~iate l1l' a 

semisupervised mode, assume that the training data has labeled in-
1 1 • \ I -? , • I I , • • ' ~ I 

st~nces for on,ly the I?-orm~ ~l~ss., S,inc~ t~~y d~ ~ot require, labels 

for ,the anomaly class, they are more widely applicable than supervised 
j. • .! ~ -; -t ~, • ~'.- , ~'.. j • • 

techniques. For example, in space craft fault detection 64.', an anomaly 
~ \ ~ ~ ~ 'I .',.. 11 l' 4 ••• \.. ..... ~; J. I 

scenario woul? sig~ifY;:,all ~cci?ent, whi~? ,is not. efS~ tojn?,~~l. The 

typical app~oac~ .used,in ,su~h ~e,chniques is to. build a model f9r the 
• • • ~., • , ' j • .4 • • 

class corresponding to normal behaviour, and. use the model to identify 
, ~.. • j .... ( \ ~ • • 

anomalies in the test data. 
I" I ~. '.:. ~ ~ 

1 

2. Unsupervzsed anomaly detection: Techniques that operate in unsuper-
I • i,... '. \ ' " •• I I ' ~ j \ I 

vised mode do not require training data, and thus are most widely ap-

plicable. The techniques in this category make the implicit assumption 
I I I r: J J • ~ I ~ ~'. -; 

that normal instances are far more frequent than anomalies in the test 
I • ,. 

'data'. If this assumption' is not true 'th~n: such techniciu~~ suffer from 

high false alarm'~ate.' ':rviariy Isemi-supervised techniqu~s can be adapted' 
• .' I • 1 1 ~·,.d i .'. I. I' ~ 1 q 1 /,' . 

to operate 1Il an unsupervIsed mode by usmg a sample of the urilabeled 

dat.a set !3B training data, 'Such ~daptati6n aS~m.mes that th~' U~'st· data 

contains very" fe~ anolli'alie~ 'ind the niodel' learnt during tniining' is 

tobu'st tb these few' anomalies. 

3. Hyb1'id anomaly detection:' A'hybrid intrusion'detection method is devel

oped by way of combining supervised and unsupervised network intru

sion detection methods. The supe'rvisecr'methods' have the advantage of 

known attack. det'ection: with, higher attaek detection accuracy rate and 

low false detection alarms. On,the other hand an Ulisupervised method 
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I has ca.pability to novel attack detection. Thus, hybnd intrusion detec

tion method ·is capable of detection of both known as well as unknown 

attacks with good, attack detection accuracy rate. 

Next, we define ,the anomaly detection problem for each of ,these ap

proaches, di5cuss their generic architectures, components and various aspects 

m detaIl. Sub5equently, we extend our discu5sion,into three major c.ategones. 

supervised," unsupervised and hyl:J.rid. 

3.1.1 Supervised < Anomaly Detection System 

gupel\;ihe~ 'uetwoik dnolualy ~etec'tion lH:lbi(;dlly aiteuipts to classify ileL\>IOYK 
I • I I i ~ ~ ( i ij ( 

traffic into normal and different attack categories as early as possible based on 
, I • r J I ); f 

the characteri5tics or feature5 of the traffic with reference to a ::.et of labeled 

training s.hnple instances. sb, the super~ised andmaly clas'sification' problem 

c~'be dJfincd'as follows. Forhny given test instance Pt(=' Xl, X2· X3,' ., Xd) E 

Dtest , i.e, a test da~as~t', for' any given trail~ing instances' (q;, (12, ... , qk) E Q, 
I.e " a training dataset, with' class variable' Ct E' t, i e., "each training i~s'tance 
qz(= '!II, Y2, Y3,· .. , Yd, c.) E Q, the job of a super~ised anomaly classifier IS 

to identify the apPlopriate class la.bel Ct for pz as ea.dy as possible with hjgh 
r ~ iI I' '" i I 

accuracy. Here, L ~an have two (bmary class) or more (multi clas::.) distmct 
, ' I • 

values 
J 

A Generic Architecture 

The Iespo!tsjbjJjty of an intrusion dete\tiol} system (IPS) js to (i) IllonitoJ the 
• ' ~ r \. I 

events occurnng in a network or in a computer system, aIld (ii) to analyze 
. I ) • I 1 ~ 1 f • \ J 

them for the possible abnormal behaviour. . ) ~, . '\ .... ~ ( ~ 

Anomaly based intrusion detection attempts to characterize the 'normal' 
, " 1. r • 

behaviour of a system to be protected, and genera.te alarm informa.tion with 
/ I I J I r J 

a ::.ignificant deviation ob5erved due to an lIlstance with reference to the pre-
• J • 

defined normal behaviours 8 . Another way is to define the role of an IDS 

IS to model aIlOmalous behaviour due to oceurrence of certaIn event(s) and 

generates alarms when the deviation between the observed pattern and the 

expected pattern ( s} becomes noticeable,], I 

A genenc architecture of supervised network anomaly, detectIon sy::.tem 

(supervised AN IDS) is shown in Figure 3dl. I 
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DeteclJon Rrferences 
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~===~ Detection Engine 

Human 
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Figure 3.1: A generic architecture of supervised ANIDS 

Basic Components 

The generic ~odel of a supervised ANIDS contains the following elements. 
, '\ 

Data Captnnng: Network traffic data is gathered using traffic capturing tool . " .. 
viz" gttlp and stored. 

I -

Preprocessmg: Raw stored data if) filtered, important attributes are identified -, , 

and features are selected . 
• 1 

Detectwn Enyme: This is the central component of the anomaly detection . , . 
system. It attempts to detect the 'lnomaly llsing profiles of normal or anoma-

lous behaviour. The model for idt:;ntification of anomalies is createq using 

RefeTence Data and Config1Lratwn Data. . . 
Reference I?,ata.: It is the storage 9f the information about known intrusion 

signaques or rules or profiles ,of. norrr~al behaviour. In the later case the pro

ce,ssmg el~ments updates, the .profiles whenever new knowledge is acquired 

about certain observed patterns. Thls updates, is performed in periodic inter-, , , 
vals in a batch oriented fashion. , . 
Securzty Manager: The role of a security manager (SM) is to update the 

signature database whenever, kpowledge about new type of intrusions become 

available. A novel intrusion analysis is a 11ighly qualified tas~. 

Configumtwn Dat(£: It represents the intermediate'results,'e.g., partially ful

filled intrusion signatures frequently updated by the processing element. The 

npeded space to store these active information can grow a bit large. 

Alarm Generate: It handles all outputs from,the system whether·it is the most 
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comm'on one or that is an automatic reSDonse to the sllsniciolls actlvltv. 

Issues 

In supervised" anomaly detection, the normal behaviqur model-~f system is 

established by tl:aining with lab_eled or pur~IY normaLdataseL These hormal . , 
behav10r models are used to classify new network connections. The system 

( - .. -- -~ 
- , I 

g.enerates ~ler~ if a ~~nne~tion is class~fipd to. be ~bl!o~lJl-al_brnavior'~'Iil prac-
tice, to tram a superV1sed ANIDS, an ~xhaustJ.y~_collectlOn of labeled-or-purely 

normal data is not easily available. Acquiring such a complete and pure nor

mal data is a time consuming task and it derrian9s for the involvement of high 

skilled network security professionals.-· 

3.1.2 Unsupervised Anomaly Detection System 

Unsupervised anomaly detection can address the issue of novel intrusion de

tection without prior knowledge of intruslOn~ or purely normal data. This ap-, 
proach dops not require training data. In literature for unsupervised anomaly 

based intrusion cletection 65 ,66,67,68, clusteri~lg is a widely' fonnd method. ~ 

clustering is a method of grouping of objects based o'n similanty of the ob

jects. Clustering itself is a kind of unsupervised study method 69. This method 

dm be can-ied on unlabpled data, it divides the :;imilar ins~ancec; into the same 

group and divides the dissimilar instance:; into different groups. Unsupervised 

anomaly detection often tries to cluster test dataset into groups of similar in-
I 

stances which may be either intrusion or normal instances Although, using of 

clustenng method 1Il unsupervised anomaly detection for intru:;ion, generate 

many clusters, labeling of clusters is still a difficult issue faced by this ap

pl-clach. In order to label clusters, unsuJ>ervised anomaly detection approach 

models normal behaviour by using two assumptions 70: (i) The number of 

normal instances vastly outnumber the number of anomalies and (ii) Anoma

lies themselves are qnalitatively different from the normal instance:",. If these 

assumptions hold, intrusions can be detected' based on cluster sizes .. Larger 

clusters correspond to normal data, and smaller clusters correspond to intru

siom>. But this method is hkelYlto produce hlgher false detection rate as the 

assumptions are, not always true in practice. 

A Generic Architecture 

A generic architecture of unsupervised' ANIDS is given 1Il FIgure 3.2. 
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FIgure 3.2: A gene;ic architecture of unsupervised ANIDS 

1 . 

Basic Components 

The generic model of a unsupervised ANIDS contains all those modules, as 

found in case of supervised ANIDS, except the Detection engine and the la

beling technique. vYe discuss these two modules next. 

Uns7J.pervzsed Engme: This is the actual anomaly detection component of the 

system. It consists of two modules Detectwn. and Label. Based on specific 

method .or algorithm, Detectwn module perform detection either by grouping 

similar instances or by identifying exceptional instances in input data. Label 

module works after completion of Detection module to label the mstances 

either as normal or anomalous. Anomaly detection model is created using 

Labelmgj Assumptwn and Configuratwn Data. 

LabelmqjAssumptwn,$: The usefulness of clustering has already been estab

lished in grouping the normal and malicious traffic instances in a network." 

It merely gTOUPs' the· data, without any interpretation of the nature of the 
, 

groups. To support appropnate interpretation of those groups, labeling 

techniques are used. An example labeling strategy is available in 71, which 

attempts to solve thIS problem ba')ed on the physical characteristics (e.g., 

size, shape, compactness, etc.) of the clusters to interpret their nature. 

Cluster quality indexes are often found in w:,e in dlstinguishmg the clusters 

from each· other. Dunn's index 7~, C-index 73, .Davies Bouldin's index 74, 

Silhouette index 75, and Xie-Beni index 76, are the indexes usually used for 

computing cluster validity. 
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UnsupervIsed anomaly' detection approaches work without any training data , . , 
or these ~odels .mg.)r ~be It.rajnE:'9.. o,n~unlabeled, QL.unclassified, data and they 

attempt to' find intrusions lurki~lg insi~e the data. The most prevalent advan

tage of the anomaly.d~tection approach is the detection ofllnknown-i'nt~w)ions 
-r'-" -- -" I 

without any previous )knowledg~. In order to 'Iabel c1u~ters, an un'supervised 

ANIDS models normal behavior by using two assumptions 70: (i) normal in

stances are signIficantly large in number than the anomalous instances and - , 
(iI) anomalies themselves are qualitatively different from normal instances. If 

these assumptions hold, intrusions can be detected based on size, of cluster 

Largely populated clusters represent normal data, and smaller clusters cor

respond to intrusions. So, labeling of an instance is the vibrauF issue of a~ \ 

unsupervised ANIDS. 

3.1.3 Hybrid Anomaly Detecti9n System 

A hybrid anomaly detection approach combines both'supervised and unsuper

vised methods of network anomaly detection. Supervised anomaly detection 

approaches can detect known type attacks very well but cIo not have capacity 

for unknown attack detection. On the other hand unsupervised methods can 

detect unknown attacks well. Typically, i.n a hybrid approach, advantages 

of both 'supervised and unsupervised approache& are combined for significant 

performance enhancement in anomaly detection. For instance, hybrids of su

pervised and unsupervised methods are used in 46,47,43.44 

A Generic Archi,tecture' 

A generic architecture of hybrid ANIDS is given Figure 3.3. The modules 

belonging to this architecture are basically same with those found in case of 

supervised and unsupervised architecture .. 

Issues 

The performance of an individual classifier either supervised or unsupervised 

is not equally good for classification of all categories of attack as well as normal 

instances. There is a possibility of obtaining good classificatIOn accuracy for 

all categories in a dataset by using an appropriate combination of multiple 

well performmg classifiers. The objective of such a combination is to provide 
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C Intranet ~~I-'" 

Fig;ure 3.3: A generic architecture of hybnd ANIDS 
, 

uman 
'\nal~ SI 

the best performance from the partIcipating classifiers for each of the cla.qses· of 

attacks. The selection of supervised or unsupervi&ed classifier at. a particular 

level for a given data.'3et is the critical issue for the hybrid ANIDS. 

3.2 Aspects 'of Network Anomaly detection 

3.2.1 P~o'xi~ity Me~ure and Types of Data 

In solving any pattern recognition problem such as cla.%ification, clustering or 

retrieval problem using supervised or unsupervised learning methods, prox

imity measure plays an important role. Proximity measure either can be a 

dissimilarity or a similarity measure. From mathematical point of view, dis

tance, a synonym of dissimilarity, between a pair of objects IS the quantity by 

which the objects are apart from each other. All distance measures may not 

satisfy the metric properties 7~, i.e. non-negatzmty, symmetnczty and trans i

tzvzty propert.ies. Those distance measures which do not satisfy the metric 

properties, are called divergence. Similarity measures are also referred as sim-, . , , 
ilarity coefficients. The choice of a proximity measure for any two objects 

depends on (i) type of data used to represent the objects, (ii) type of'mea

surement required,' and (iii) number· 'of attributes or dimensionality. Based 
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on the type of data used, i.e., numerzc, crttegorical or mzx~d-type, pro:ximity 

measures also differ. In order to define a distance measure between a pair of 
F -.. ..~ ,= ~ ., i 

numenc data otijects, which may,he discrete or continuou~,-usually·the ge-

ometric prope~ties based 'on the representations of the objects a~'e exploited. 

A detailed disclission on various pumeric proximity measu,res is reported-;m 77. 

To handle cate~orical data, either a data-driven categorical proximity measure 

can be used, or one cari'a~lopt appropriate proced~re to encode'the categorical 

data into binary or nume:i~ data, ana subseqliently ~o~~g...use any proximity 

measure for numeric or billar)' data. l; detailed. (!iscussion on categorical prox

imit.y measures, is a~~ilable i? :8. Handll?g o(mixe~ type of data is rather more 

complex, especially when the attributes are ,,\-;th different weights. However, 
, ' 

two straightforward :vays of handling mL"Ced type.data are: (i) to represent cat-

egorical values using numeric values, and use numeric proximity measure, and 

(ii) convert the numeric val~les into categorical and use categorical proximity 

measnres. Also, one can handle mLwd-type data by dIrectly finding prox

irpity 79 between a pair of categorical values using exact matching approach. ' 

If the values are identical, distance will be 0, and 1, if they are distinct. AI, 

detailed dis(;ussion on mixed-type proximity mea.'3ures is reported in 61. 

3.2.2 Data Labels, 

The labels ~&ociat.ed with a data instance denote if that in&tance is normal or 
1 , ~ • 

, 1! 

anomalous. It should be noted tliat obtaining labeled dat.a that is accurate as 

well as representative of all types of behaviours, IS often prohibItively expen-' 

&ive. Labeling is often done manually by a human expert and hence requires J 

substantial effort to obtain the labeled training data set. Typically, getting 

a labeled set of anomalous data instances which cover all possible type of 

anomalous behavior is more difficult than getting labels for normal behavior. 

Moreover, anomalou5 behavior is often dynamic in nature, e.g., new types of 

anomalies may arise, for which there. is no labeled training data. 

3.2.3 Relevant Feature Id€mtification 

Feature selection has taken important role in detecting network anomalies. 

Hence, feature selection methods have been used in the intrusion detection 
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domain for ~limm";:iting unimportant or irreleyapt features. Feature selection 

reduces comput~ti~~~l Zomplexit)" r~moves information redundancy, increases 

the accuracy'of the- detection algorithm, facilitates data understandmg and ... '" _ . ., -

improves generalization .. These algorithms -haye been classified into wrapper, 
• I • 

filter, embed-ded aT1Zfhybrid methods 80: 'While wrapper methods try to op-
... _ _~.. - "4 

timize some predefined criteria with respect to the feature set as part of the . . 
selection process, filter methods rely on the general characteristics of the train-

i , 
ing data to select features t}l,a! arejridependent of each other and are highly 

dependent on the 'outPUt. ,Fe~tUI:.e selection methods use a search algorithm 
t , ~ _ • 

to look up~the \vhole'feature'space and evaluate possible subsets. To eyaluate 
} I ~ I..... ... --

these subsets, they require a feature goodness medSure that grades any subset 

of features ~n general,_.a feat.ure is good 'if if is relevant to the output, but 

is not redundant witli other relevant feature:;. A feature goodness measure is 
• _ • _. '. 1 

always dependent one into anot.her feature of the data. 

3.2.4 Anomaly Score, 

Detection of anomalies depends on scoring techniques that assign an anomaly 

score to each instance in the test data depending on the degree to which thctt 

instance is considered an anomaly. Thus, the output of l:mch a; technique is a:, 

ranked list of anomalies. An analyst may choose to either analyze the top few 

anomalies or use a cut-off threshold to select anomalies. Several anomaly score 

estimation techniques have been developed in the past decades. Some of them 

have been represented .under the category of d2stance-based, dens2ty-based and 

machine learning or soft computing based approach. A detail description of 

various anomaly scores are pre5ented in 61. 

3.2.5 Reporti~g of Anomalies 

An Important aspect, for any. 'anomaly detection technique is the manner 

in which the anomalies are reported. Typically, the outputs produced by 

anomaly detection techmques are scores. Scormy tech.mques assign anomaly 

score to each instance in the test data depending on the degree to which that 

instance is considered an anomaly. Thus" the output of such techniques is a 

ranked list of anomalies. An analyst may choose to either analyze top few 
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Figure 3.4: Classification of Intrusion Datasets 

anomalies or Uf>e a cut-off threshold to select the anomalies. 

3.3 Datasets· 

In the past couple of years, several intrusion datasets have been introduced by 

various security research groups to support evaluation of intrusion detection 

methods for known as well as unknown attacks (by introducmg more num

ber of attacks in the test datasets, while comparing to training datasets). In 

this section, we discuss some of sHch eXlsting datasets available in the public 

domam. Apart from these datasets other private datasets generate as synthet

ically as well as by creating own testbed an<). by ~oatmg both normal a.~ well , .. 
as attack traffic (using appropriate launchin'g tool for known attacks). So, the 

charactenstics of these datasets are discussed under theRe broad categories (a) 

Pnblic datasets (b) Synthetic dataset and (c) Real life private datasets. Out 

of these three, the synthetic ~a.tasets are not truly mtrusion datasets, rather 

they are created to evaluate the outlier evaluation algorithm (discus5ed III de

tail in subsequent' section) by considering all possible cases. A cla.'38ification 

of datasets used in our work is reported in Figure 3.4. 
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Table 3.1: Attack distribution in KDD Cup data.c;ets 

Datasets DoS U2R 

Corrected KDD 229853 70 
1 O-percent KDD 391458 52 

3.3.1 Public Datasets 

3.3.1.1 KDD Cup 1999 Dataset 

R2L Probe 

16347 4166 
1126 4107 

Normal Total 

60593 
97278 

311029 
494021 

The KDD Cup 1999 81 is an i~trusion detection benchmark datasets. Hf're, 

according to network protocol, the connection between two network hosts is 

represented by each record in terms of 41 attributes (where 38 are combination 

of numeric continuous and numeric discrete and 3 are categorical attributes). 

Each reco;d is labeled a.'3 either normal or' one specific' kind of attack. The 

attacks belongs to one of the four categories: Denial of Service (DoS), Remote 

to local (R2L), User to Root (U2R) and Probe. Number of samples of each 

category of attack in C01'Teded K DD dataset and 10 percent f( DD dataset 

are shown in Table' 3.1. 

• Denial of Service(DoS) : Attacker attempts to prevent valid userS from 

, using a service of a system,. ,for example, SVN flood, smurf, teardrop 

e~c. 

• Remote to Local (R2L) : Attackers try to gain entranc'e to victim ma

chine Without attaining aT! account. on it For example, guessing pass

·word. ' 

• User t.o Root (U2R) : ~Fe, t,he at.tacker~ have access local victim ma

chine and att.empt to gain privilege of super user. For example, buffer 
• ~ • • ' 'il p • 

o,verflow attacks. 

• Probe: Attacker attempts to acquire information about the target host. 

For example', Port-scan"ping-sweep etc. 

The de&cription of attacks of each category of KDD Cup 1999 dataset is 

given in Table 3.2. 
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Name 

Smurf 

Neptune 
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Table 3.2: ,KDD Cup Attack List 

Description 

Category: DoS 

Smurfis a DoS attack where a spoofed source address is flooded 

with echo replies. The replies are caused when many ping 

(ICMP echo) requests using the spoofed source address are 

sent to one or more broadcast or multicast addresses. 

Here, session establishment paekets are send against a victim 

maehine using forged source IP address and resource of the vic

tim rriachine is used up to wait for the session to be established. 

Back Back is another type of DoS attack where an attacker requests 

an Apache server with a URL consisting of several backslashes. 

~eardroTJ Teard,rop is a~other type of DoS atta.ck where it is attempted 

to reboot somp systems by using misfragmented UDP packets. 

Ping-of-

death 

In Ping-of-dea~h (pod), large sized packets are sent over net

work by fragmenting and reassembling at destination using 

Ping command. On reassemble the excess packet size causes 

buffer overflow where the OS either crash, abort or hang. 

Land In Land att'ack, attaeker atternpts to modify the packet header 

FTP-

write 

by sending messages to a system with IP address indicating 

t.hat the message ~s initiated from trusted host. 

c'a.tego.ry,: ~2L 

The Ftp-write attack lL'3eS the advantage· of a common anony-
\ 

mous ftp miseonfiguration. If the a!lOnymous ftp root directory 

or its subdirectories are owned by tlie ftp account or they are in 

the same group as' the ftp·ac~.ount and they are not write pro

tected, an attacker will be able to include files (viz., . rhost file) 

and successively obtain local access priyilege to the system .. 

Guess- Guess-password attempts to discover password through telnet 

password or guest account. 

Imap Remote buffer overflow uses the imap port leading to root shell. 

Continued on next page 
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Table 3-.2 .. - continued from previous page' 

Name Description 

Multzhop Ill' Multihop, an, attacker first breaks into one machine in a 

multi day scenario. 

Ph! In Phf, exploitable CGI scripts are used to enable a client to 

execute any commands on a machine with a misconfigured web 

sery~r. 

Spy In multi day scenario, an attacker breaks into one system for 

the purpose of finding sensitive informatIOn such that where 

the attacker has tendency to keep away frol/1 dete<;tion. \he 

attacker applies several different exploiting methods to obtain 

entry to the system. ' 

'Warezclient In vVarezclient, an attacker attempts to download illegal soft

ware; previously posted by the warezmaster through anony

mous FTP. 

Warzmaster Anonymous FTP upload of warez (Here a lLc;er attempts to log 

into an anonyrriou~ FTP site and execute a hidden di~ectory to 

keep illegal copies of copyrighted software) onto a FTP server. 

Buffer-

overflow 

Category: U2R 

In Buffei'-overfiow, server receives data/commands from client 

and store in stacks (contiguous). An attacker wishing to in

filtrate to the server send a block of data from a client longer 

than the application or process in expecting. 

Loadmodule Here, the attacker attempts to reset IFS for a legitimate user 

and a root shell is created. 

Perl 

Rootht 

Ipsweep 

P~rI sets the user id to root in a perl script a~q C;l~eates a root 

shell. 

In a multi day scenario, an attacker install one or more com

ponents oCa rootkit. 

Category: Probe 

It performs either a port sweep or ping on multiple host ad

dresses. 

Continued on next page 
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Table 3.2 - continued from previous p'age' 

Description 

Network mapping using the nmap tool to'map the network. 

Portsweep It performs a sweep across many ports to determine the services 

which are supported during a period on a single specific host. 

SATAN SATAN (Security Administrator Tool for-Anal)'zing Networks), 

is a tool to probe the network for well-known vulnerabilities of 

a network. 

3.3.1.2 NSL-KDD dataset 

NSL-KDD82 is a network-based intrusIOn dataset. it L., a hltered version of 

KDD Cup 1999 intrusion detection benchmark dataset .. In the KDD Cup , ) , 
1999 dataset, a large number of instances are redundant ~vhi~h can cause the 

learning mechanism hiased towards those frequent records., TO,soJ\'e this issue, 

one copy of each record was kept in the NSL-KDD dataset. The NSL-KD.1? 

consi5ts of hvo datasets: (i) f{ DbTTain~, and (ii) J( DDTes~+. The number 

of samples of each category of attack in NSL-KDD datasets are shown in 

Table 3.3. 

Table 3.3: Attack distribution in NSL-KDD data"lets 

Datasets DoS U2R R2L, ProbeNormal Total 

J( DDTrazn+45927, 52 995 11666 67343 125973 

K DDTest+ 7458 67 2887 2422 97-10 '.22544 

3.3.2 Private Datasets: Collection 'and Preparation 

3.3.~.1 TUIPS Intrusion Dataset 

The generation of TUIDS intrusion data.,et involves a number of tasks to 

extract various types of features from network packet and flow features using 

an laboratory set.up of isolated network. \Ve use existing attack tools to 

generate a group of attacks against. a local network server or host and collect 

the produced trafflc a<; known attack traffic. The attacks for \~hich we capture 
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.. ~ , .;. I' ~, • 

Table 3.4: . Attack' List' and the generating tools 

Attack Generation Attack Generation 
Values Tool Values Tool 
bonk taTga2.c 1234 taTga2.c 

jolt tw·ga2.c saihyousen ta-rga2.c 

land targa2.c. os hare targa2.c 

nestea . targa2.c wi.ndow, tw'ga2.c 

newtear targa2.c syn , N1YJ,ap 

syndrop taTga2.c xmas ,Nmap 

teardTop targa2,c fmggle fTaggle.c 

winnuke taTga2.c smur f smur f4.c 

data and the, to~lsS:3 used to generate the tra~c are pres~nted in Table 3.4. 

The description of the available tools used for generation of TUmS are given 
1 .• I 

in Table 3.5 and the attacks are given in Table 3.6. These tools and attacks 
I - r" , 

are £!olso used by Amini et al. 84. 
" . 

Table 3.5: Tools for TUIDS Intmsion Data Generation 

Tool Category? D~scription & Source 

Wiresha.rktlt i~ a, packet capturiI?-g tooL It is used for troubleshooting and 

analysis of networ~ and, ~evelopment of software and communi

cation protocoJ and for ,education. It. uses cross-plateform GTK + 
widget toolkit to implement interface for its user, and using pcnp 

for packet capture. It is· comparable to tcpdurnp, but a graphical 

front en~ i~ its an a~ded advantage with. some integTated sorting 

and filtering options. H works in mirror port to extend capturing 

network, traffic due to analysis for any tampering. 
, . 

Source: htt.{)://www.wireBhark.org/ 

Continu~d on next page 
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Table 3.5 - continued from .previous page 

Tool ,Category, Description. & Source 

Gulp It is packet capturing tool. It has ability to read data directly 

from the network but i& able to eyen-pipe output from legacy 

applications before writing to disk. Gulp allows much higher 

packet capture rate by dropping far fewer packets. If data rateB 

increases, it realigns its writing to even-block boundaries for op

timum writing efficiency. When it receives an interrupt, it stops 

filling its nng'buffer but does not exit until It has finished \vriting 

whatever remains in the ring buffer. . 

Source: http://staff.washington.edu/corey/gulpj. 

tcptrace It is a feature extraction tool. tcptrace takes input files produced 

by programs of capturing of packet (viz., tcpdump, snoop, ether- . . .. 
peck, HP Net Matrix, Wzreshark and Wmdump. It produces 

. . ~, ~ . ~ i 
several types of ontput information containmg each connection 

seen (e.g., elapsed time, window advertisement.s, and through-
E t J 1/ ',+...-

put It can produce a nnmber of graphs with oacket statistics 

for further analYBis. 

Source: http://jarok.cs.ohiou ed/soft\vare/tcptracej. 

. nldump It i& net flow data collection tool. It can collect and process net-

nlsen 

. , 
flow data on command line. It is limited only by disk space 

available for all the lletflow da.ta. It can be optimized in speed 

for' efficient filtering. Filter rules are simiiar to the synta,'( of 

tcpdump. 

Source: http://nfdump.sourceforge.netj. 

It is netflow data collecbon & visualization tool. nlsen is a graph

Ical \veb related front ~nd fo~ nldnmp netflow tool It performs 

dIsplay of net flow data as Flows, Pa~ket and Bytes using Round 

Robin Database (RRD). It can process the net.flow data within 

the specified time frame. It can create history as well as contin

uous profiles. It can set alerts, based on various conditions. 

Source: http://nfsen.sourceforge.netj. 

Continued on next page 
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Tool 

nmap 

rnmap 

Targa 

Name 

Bonk 

Table 3.5 - continued from previous page 

Category, 1])escription & Source 

Nmap (network mapper) is an ,attack launching tool (port scan

ning). It exploits the raw IP packets in a unique manner to 

examine what are the hosts available on the network, what ser

vices (application name and verslOn) are offering by those hosts, 

what are running operating systems, type of firewall or packet, 

filter used, etc, It i$ easy, flexible, powerful, well documented 

tool for discovering hosts in large network. It. is free and open 

source tqol. 

Source: http://nmap.orgj. 

It is an attack la;unching (coordinated scanning) tool. rnmap 

(remote nmap) contains both client and server progTams. Clients 

can connect to one centralized rnmap server and do their port 

scanning. Server does user authentication and uses nmap scanner 

to do actual scanning. 

Source: .http://rnmap.sourceforge.netj. 

Attack simulatIOn tool. Targa is free and powerful attack gen

eration tool. It enables to laup.ch seyeral attacks such as bonk, 

jolt, land,nestea, newtear, syndrop, teardrop, and winnuke into 

one multi-plateform DoS attack. 

Source' http://packetstormsecurity.nljindex.html. . 

Table 3.6: Attack List 

Description 

Bork manipulates fragment offset field in TCP /IP packets. B}: 

l}1anipulating this number, it causes the attempted machine to 

reorganize a packet that is too large to be reassembled. 

Jolt Jolt communicated the target machine wlth a very large, frag

mented ICMP packets., It fragments the ICMP packets in such 

a way to that the target machine is incompatible to reorganize 

them for use. 

Continued on next page 
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Land· 

Nestea 

Newtear 

Syndrop 
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Table 3.6.- continued from1 previous page' 
" . , , " Description 

This attack is launched by· sending a TCP SYN spoofed packet 

with the IP address of the target host and an open port using as 

source and destination port both. Land makes the attempted 

machine to response to itself in continuous. 

N estea launches IP fragments to a marhine which is connected 

to the Internet or a network. N estea is specific to the Linux 

operating system, and exploits a bug (commonly known as the 

'off by one IP header' bug) in the Linux refragmentation code. 

N ewtear attempts to exploit a problem with a smarter way. 

The Microsoft TCP lIP stack handles exceptions caused due 

to incorrect UDP header mformation, which changes padding 

length and increases the UDP header length field to twice the 

size of the packet. 

When a system reconstructs a packet, it performs a loop to 

store it in a new buffer. Actually, there control the size of the 

packet only if it is too big. If the size of the packet is too small ' 

it can cause a kernel problem, which may lead to crash of the 

sys'tem 

Teardrop Teardrop exploits an overlapping IP fragment bug causes the 

TCP lIP fragmentation re-assembly code to improperly han

dle overlapping IP fragments. The fragmentatlOn offset of the 

second segment is smaller than the size of the first and the 

offset plus the size of the second. This means that the second 

fragment contams the first. 

Wmnuke Winnuke is a window based attack by sending OOB (Out

of-Band) data to an IP address of a Windows'based machine 

connected to the Internet or network. This attack progTam 

connects through port 139, but other ports are also vulnerable I 

if they are open. Upon receiving OOB data, the victim Win

dows machine cannot handle it and results with an exhibition 

of odd behaviour. 

Continued on next page 
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Table 3.6· - continued from previous page 

Name • 1 r ,I ;' Description 

1234. This attack is launched by sending an oversize pmg packer 

which cannot be thandled by the network software. As a result 

the victim machine becomes very slow and ultimately it hangs. 

It may also result with loss of data. 

Sa~hyousen, This attack is responsible for some firewalls to crash. It is 

launched by sending a .stream of UDP packets. Sazhyousen 

attack can cause consume all' of the available resources and 

eventually cause.a verY'"mesbY reboot if the this occurs contin

uously, for about 10-30 seconds after the froze of the machine. 

Oshare 

Fraggle 

Oshare'is a DoS attack. It is caused by sending a novel packf't 

structure. The consequences of these attacks can dIfferent such 

as complete system crash, CPU load increasing, or momentary 

delays, depending upon configuration of computer. This will 

causE' efl'ect almost all versions of Windows 98 and NT-based 

systems with varymg degrees related to the involved hardware. . ~" . ' 

Srnur f attack floods a system through ping messages using 

spooff'd broadcast. It depends on a perpetrator by sending a 

If:i~ge number of ICMP echo request (ping) traffic to IP broad

cast addresses, where all of them have a bpoofed source IP 

address of the targeted victim. 

In F-raggle, a large number of UDP echo traffic are send by 

attacker to IP broadcast addresses, where all of them having 

a spoofed source address. This is similar to the smurf attack 

code rewrite. 

Syn Scan SYN 'scan attack is the default scan option. SYN scan acts 

against 'any compliant'TCP stack. A' SYN packet i~dicates·the 

port is open (listening), while a RST (reset) is indicative of 

a non-listener. A port is marked as filtered if no response is 

received after several retransmIssions. If an ICMP unreachable 

error is received, the 'port is also marked filtered , 'If a SYN 
\ 

packet'is received in response, the port is considered open. 

Continued on next page 
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Table 3.6 -, continued'from previous page 

N arne Description 

Xmass The flags such a.<; TCP FIN, PSH, and URG are set by Xm(£ss 

Tree Scan Tree Seem attack. A port is considered closed, if a RST packet 

is received while it is open no response comes. If an ICMP 

unreachable error is received, the port is marked filtered. 

liVzndow 

Scan 

When scanning reachable unfiltered systems, both open and 

closed port return a 'RST packet .. Wzndow Scan examines the 

returned RST packets ofTCP Window field. On some systems, 

closed ports use a zero wmdow size while a po<;itive window 1;lze 

is used open port., So ll1stead of every time listing a port as 

unfiltered when it receives a R.'3T return, if the TCP Window 

value in that re5et i5 pOSItive or zero, Wzndow scan lists the 

port as open or clQsed, respectively, 

Testbed Setup 

The testbed setup of experiments for network traffic capture lllcludes four 

12 switches, one 13 SWItch, one router, three servers, two workstations and 

forty nodes. From the 13 switch and the 12'switches, si..x VLANs are created; 

and nodes and workstations are connected to separated VLANs. The 13 

switch is connected to an internal IP router and the router is connected to 

the Internet through an external IP router To oh"erve' traffic actiVIty to 

the switch, the server is connected to the, L3 switch through a mirror port. 

Another two LANs of 350 nodes arE' connected to other LANs t.hrough two 

L2 switches and L3 switch and router. The attacks are launched within 

our testbed a.'3 well a.'3 from another LAN through the Internet. To launch 

attacks within the testbed, nodes of one VLAN are attacked, from nodes of 

another VLAN as well as the same VLAN. Normal traffic is created within 

our testbed in a restncted mann~r after disconnecting the other LAN. Traffic 

activities to our testbed are observed on the computer connected to the mirror 

port, A diagTam ·is shown in Fzg. 8.5 for generation of the TUIDS intrusion 

detection datasets using the t.estbed 5etup at Network Secunty LnhomtoTY 

in the Department of Computer Science and Engineering of Tezpur University. 
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Fig'ure 3.5: Testbed for generation of TUIDS Intrusion Dataset 

Packet Network Traffic Feature Extraction 
\ 

The packet level network traffic is captured using the open source software 

tool called gulpS5.. Gulp drop packets dIrectly from the network and write 

to disk at high rate of packet capture. The packets are analyzed using the 

open source packet analyzing software wzreshark86
. The raw pac.ket data is 

preprocessed and filtered before extracting and constructmg new features In 

the packet level network traffic, 50 types of features are extracted. To extract 

these features we use open source tool tcptrace87
, c progTams and Perl scripts. 

These features are classIfied as (i) baszc, (il) content-based, (Iii) tzme-based and 
,.. 

(iv) connectwn-based. The of list ,features are given in tables 3.7-3.10. 

Network Flow Traffic Feature Extraction 

The network flow data consists of a 5equence of unidirectIOnal packets 

passing through a point. of observation in the network between source and 

destinatIOn hosts during a certain time interval. Belonging to a particular 

flow, all traffic has a set of common properties. The NetFlow protocol (IPFIX 

5tandard) 88,89 supports a summanzation of the traffic to router or switch. 
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Table 3.7.: Packet 'level Basic Features of TUlDS Intrusion dataset 
SI. Feature Name 

1 I Duration 
I 

2. ' Protocol 

3. Src IP 

4 Dst IP 

5. SI'C port 

6. ' Dst port 

7 .. Service 

8. JJum-bytes-~rc-dst_ 

9. : Dum-bytes-dst-src 

II): Fr-no. 

11. Fr-length 

12. Cap-length 

13. Head-lell 

14. Frag-offset 

15. TIL 

16. Seq-no. 

17. C\VR. 

18. ECN 

19. URG 

20. ACK 

21. PSH 

22. RST 

23. SYN 

24. FIN 

25. Land 

Type" Feature Descrip~:~~ 

C 'Tune since occurrellce of first frame 

D Protocol of layer 3- IP, TCP, UDP 

C ~ Source IP address 

C Destination IP address 

C 'Source port of machIne 

C DestmatlOn port. of machme 

D' :Network service on the destinati.;n e.g, http, telnet, etc 

_ G No. of data bytes floWlOg from src to dst 

C No. of data bytes flowing from dst to src 
- I 

C Frame number 
, t 

C Length of the frame 

C CaPtu'r~d frame len~th 
C . Header length 01 tM packet 

D Fragme~t offset val tIe 

.e ;fime t~ live 

C Sequence number 

D .90!,gestlOn Wmdow l{ecord 

D Explicit Congestion NotIficatlOD 

D Urgent TCP Ilag 

D Ack flag 

D Push TCP flag 

D Reset RST flag 

D Syn TCP flag 

D' Fin TCP flag 

D I If connectlO~ IS flom/to the salUe host/port; 0 otberwlSe 

Note- *(C-Gontinuous, D- DL'lCrete) 

Table 3.B: Packet level Content-based Features of TurDS Intrusion dataset 
Sl. Feature Name 

1. i'.1ss-src-dst-requested 

2. Mss-dst-src-reque&ted 

3. Ttt-len-src-dst 

4. Ttt-Ien-dst-src. 

5. Conn-statns 
( 

Type" . 
C 

.' Fea,ture Description 

Ma.ximum segivent ~jze from src to dst requested 

C )lI:laxjl~l1~ cs.e&.!TIent size from dst to src requested 

C '1'lffie to live lel1gth from Src to dst 

c Time to lIve lellgtn from dst to arc 

C Status of the connection (I-complete, O-reset) 
I e. . " I 

Note- *(C-Contmuous, D·DI~rete) 
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Table 3.Q; Pac,ket level Time-basep Features, of TUmS Intrusion dataset 

51. Feature Name 

1. count-rr-dst 

2. count-fT-src 

3. couut-serv-src 

4 count-serv-dst 

5. num~pushed-src-dst 

6. num-pushed-dst-src 

7. num-SYN-FIN-src-dst. 

8. uum-SYN-FIN-dst-src 

9. num-FIN-src-dst , 
10. num-FIN-dst-src 

Type* Feature Description 

C No. of frame.'> received by unique dst in the last T sec from the same 
src 

C 

C 

C 

'c 
C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

No. of frames received by unique src in the IMt T sec to the same 
dst 

No. of frame.~ fr,?m the arc Lo the same dst port iu the last T sec 

No. of frames from dst to the same src port in the last T sec 

No. of pushed pkts flowing from src to dst 

No. of pushed pkts flo\dng from dst to src 

- No.,of SYN/FIN pkts flowing from src.to dst 

No. of SYNjFIN pkts flowing from dst to arc 

~o. ?f ,li.IN pkts flow~n~ froru src to dst 

No. of FI,N pkts flowing from dst to src 

Note- *CC-Con'tlllUOUS, D-Discrete) 

Table 3.1 n· Packet, l~vl?l Connection-based Features of TUIDS Intrusion 
~ .• I I \ 

dataset 

51. ,Feature Name 
" 

1. count-dst-conn 

2.' count-STC-COnn 

!::l. ,~o\}nt-scrv-src-colll} 

4. count-scrv-dst-coun 

5. num:pac.keti-src-dst 

6. num-packets-dst-src 

7. num-acks-sTc-dst 

8. num-acks-dst-src 

9. Jlum-retrallsmit-sT{;-dst 

10. IJum-retranSllut-dst-src 

Type* 

C 

C 

.C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

Feature Description , 

No. of frames to unique dst in the IdSt N packets from the same STC 

No. of frames from unique src in the last N packets to tile same dst 

No. offrames from the src to the BalTle dst port in the last N packets 

No. of frames from the <1st to the same src port in the last N packets 

~o, of'packets flowing from src to dst 

No. of packets flowing from dst to src 

No. of ad packets flowing from Sl'C to dst 

No, of ack packets flowing from dst t.o src 

No. 'of retransmitted packets flowing from src io dst 

~o. of retransmitted par.keis flowing from ,dst to src 

Vote- *(C-Continuous, D-Discrete) 
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Network flow is identified by IP addresses of source and destination as well as 

by port numbers. To identify flow uniquely, NetFlow also uses several fields, 

viz., the type of protocol, the type of service (ToS) from the IP header, and 

the router or the switch logical input interface. The router or the 'switch cache 

is used to store the ~ows c and exported to a collector in case o( the. following 

constraints. 

• Flows which have been idle for a ~pecified duration of time are expired 

where default setting of specified time dmation is 15 seconds, <;>r the user 

can configure this time duration to be between 10 to 600 seconds. 

• Flows which are lived longer than'30 minutes are expired. 

• If the eache storage reaches its maximum size, a large number Of expiry 

functions of heuristic nature are used to export flows. 

• A TCP connection is finished using flag FIN or RST. 

A flow collector tool, viz., nfdump90 receives flow records from the flow ex

porter and stores them in a form suitable for further monitoring or analysis. 

A flow record is the infomlation stored in the flow exporter cache. A flow 

exporter protocol defines how expired flows are transferred by the exporter to 

the collector. The information exported to the collector is referred to as flow 

record. NetFlo,;91 ven,ion 5 is a simple protocol that exports flow rec6rcls 'of 
'c 

fLxed size (48 bytes in total). 

Before analysis, all data is stored on disk. This partitions the 'l)rOCeSs 

of storing data from analysis. In a time based fashion the data is orga

nized. Nfdump has a daemon process nfcapd for flow record capturing which 

reads data from the network and stores them into files. Automatically, af

ter every n minutes, typically 5 minutes, njcapd rotat.es and renames each 

output file with the time stamp njcapd.YYYYMMddhhmm. For instance, 

njcapd.20l0l2110845 contains data from December 11th 2010 08:45 onward. 

Based on a time interval of 5 minutes, this stores resulting in 288 files per 

day. The analysis of the data is performed oy concatenating several files for 

a single run. The output is stored either in ASCII or in binary into a file 

and it is again ready to be processed with the same tool. We use c pro

grams to filter and extract new features from the captured data. \Ve remove 
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Table 3.11: Flow level Features of TUIDS Intrusion dataset 
Sl. Feature Name Type* Feature Description 

Basic features 
1. Duration 

2. Protocol-type 

3. 8rc TP 

4. dstIP 

5. 8rc port 

6. dst port 

7. ToS 

B. URG 

9. ACl\: 

10. PSH 

11. RST 

12. SYN 

13. FIN 

14. Source byte 

15. dst byte 

16. Land 

C Length of the flow (in sec) 

D Type of protocols- TCP, UDP, IGMP 

C Src node IP address 

C. . Destination IF address 

C • Source port 

C Destination port 

D Type of service 

D Urgent flag of Tep header 

D Ack flag 

D 

D 

D 

D 

C 

C 

D 

Push flag 

Reset flag 

SYN flag 

FIN flag 

No. of data bytes transferred from src IP adors to dst IP addrs 

No. of data bytes transferred from dst IF addrs to src IF addrs 

1 if connection is from/to the same host/port; 0 otherwise 

Time-window features 

17. count-dst 

18. count-arc 

19. count-serv-src 

20. count-serv-dst 

c 

C 

C 

C 

No. of flows \0 unique dst IP addr i!lSide the network in the last T se" from 
the same src 

No. of flows from unique src'l? addr inside the network in the last T Sec to 
the same dst 

No. of flows from the 8rc IP to tile same dst pOrt in' the last T sec 

No. of flows to the clst IP using same src port in the last· T sec 

Connection-based features . . 
21. count-dst-conn C No. of flows to unique dst IP addr in the last N flows from the same 8rc 

( 1 

22. count-sr<:-conn 

23. count-serv-src
conn 

24. count-serv-dst
conn 

C i· No. of flows from uniljue src If' addr in the last N flows to the same dst 

C No. of flow~ from the 8rc TP addr to the same dst port in the last N flows. 

C No. of flows to the dst IP addr to the same src port in the last N flows .. 

Note- *(C-Continuous, D-Dlscrete) 

the unnecessary parameters and the retained parameters are floUJ-stan, du

r'ation, protocol, source-IF, source-pon, .destination-IF,. destination-pan, flags, 

ToS, bytes, packets-per--second (pps), bits-per-second (bps) and bytes-per-packet 

(bPs). Network traffic corresponding to attack· and normal traffic is gathered 

using our local network within a 4 week period. A summary of the dataset 

is available in http://www.t.ezu.ernet.in/dkb 92 . 24 types of features are ex

tract~d and they are·,dassified into three group:?: (i) basic, (ii) time-window 

based, and. (iii) connection-based features. The list of features is given in Ta

ble 3.11. 

The network traffic data for attack and normal modes are captured using 
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Table 3.12: TUrnS Intrusion Datasets . 
Connection , Dataset t.ype 
type Training dataset Testing data.':let 
Packet level 
Normal 71785 58.87% 47895 55.52% 
DoS 42592 34.93% 30613 35.49% 
Probe 7550 6.19% 7757 8.99% 
Total 121927 86265 
Flow level 
Normal 23120 43.75% 16770 41.17% 
DoS 21441 40.57% 14475 35.54% 
Probe 8282 15.67% 9480 23.28% 
Total 52843 40725 

our local network. The attacks are generated using attack tools. given in 

Table 3.4 against a server of the local network testbed. The created traffic 

in the process is collected and labeled as known attack traffic. There are 

generated 16 different types of attacks. The network traffic data was captured . 

at packet level and flow level through two separate port mirroring machines. 

The captured data was preprocessed and filtered to extract various types of 

features. The numbers of records in the data.sets are given in Table 3.12. We 

call the two data.sets: Packet Level and Flow Level TUIDS datasets. 

3.3.2.2 Portscan Dataset 

The generation of 'Pons can data.set extracts various types of features from net- • 

work packet data captured using an isolated network. The Ponsc'an data.set 

is given in Table 3.13. The experimental testbed a.s shown in Fig. 3.5 was 

used for generation of Ponscan dataset. With the help of existing attack tool, 

Nmap, we generate a number of attacks against the server of local network 

testbe? and c.ollect the generated traffic a.<3 known type attack traffic. Net"' 

work traffic corresponding to normal and attackwei:e captured through a port 

mirroring maehine in our testbed in a three weeks period. The captured data 

were preprocessed and filtered. The extraded Ports can dataset features are 

given in Table 3.14. 
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Table 3.13: TUIDS Portscan Dataset 
Connection Dataset type 
type Ports can Train PortscanTest 
Normal 2445 1300 
SYN 9750 2500 
ACK 9945 4300 
FIN .~780 3500 
maimon. 0 5145 
llull 0 9770 
xmas 9740 3400 
Total 41660 29915 

Table 3.14: Features of TUIDS Portscan dataset 
81. Feature Name Type· Feature Description 

l. Duration C Time since occurrence of first frame (seconds) 

2. Frame length C Length of the frame 

3. Frame number C Frame number 

4. Capture length C Captured frame length 

5. TTL C Time to ljve 

6. Protocol D Protocol of layer 3- TCP 

7. Source IP C Source IP address 

8. Destination IP C 

9. Src port C 

lO. dst port C 

11. Length C 

12. Sequence number C 

13. Header length C 

14. CWR D 

15. ECN D 

16. URG D 

17. ACK D 

18. PSH D 

19. RST D 

20. SYN D 

2'1. FIN D 

22. Window size C 

23. MaxiiilUiiI segiiieHL iii.!e C 

24. class lD 

Destination IP address 

Source, port of machlne 

Destination port of machine 

No. of data bytes flowing 

Sequence number 

Header length of the packet 

Congestion Window Record 

Explicit Congestion Notification 

Urgent TCP flag 

Ack flag 

Push TCP flag 

Reset RST flag 

Syn TCP flag 

Fin TCP flag 

Window size 

MaximUm i;egiileliL sii~e feljesLed 

Class label 

Note- *(C-Continuous, D-Discrete) 
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3.3.3 Synthetic Dataset 

Synthetic data are generated to meet specific needs or certain conditions or 

tests that require to satisfy real data. This is usoful when designing any sys

tem because the synthetic data may be used for simulation or for theoretical 

analysis so that the design can be modified for the requirement. This makes 

possible for finding a basic solution remedy, if the results prove to be unsatis

factory. As stated previously, synthetic data is used in testing and producing 

many different type of test scenarios. It allows the designer to build realistic 

behaviour profiles for normal users and attackers based on generated dataset 

to test a proposed method. In subsection 7.4.4, a two dimensional synthetic 

dataset is generated and used for testing a proposed method. 

3.4 Evaluation Methods 

As we are aware we cannot have anything which is totally or absolutely secure, 

without fear of compromise. Also, an evaluation or assessment of quality or 

accuracy of a system, mechanism or method is ba.'iically a snapshot in time. As 

time passes, the scenario or situation also changes, new vulnerabilities come up 

and accordingly the ev·a.luation has to be redone, with new parameter tuning. 

However, it will be worth mentioning that the information obtained during an 

evaluation process has a significant role in the subsequent evaluation as well 

as in the final end product. In this chapter, we discuss 16 different evaluation 
I 

measures under three broad categories: accuracy, data and efficiency. 

3.4.1 Accuracy 

To evaluate the performance of a ANIDS in terms of correctness, this metric 

is used. It measures the rate of detection and failure as well as the count of 

false alarms which is produced by the system 93,94. A ANIDS with accuracy 

95% implies that out of 100 instances it correctly classifies 95 instances in 

their actual class. Usually attacks occur in a diverse manner and the number 

of attack instances are generally smaller than the normal instances 70,62,95. As 

a result, most ANIDSs g~nerate large false alarms, which is not expected from 

an efficient illtrui:iion detection system. This metric helps to evaluate a ANIDS, 
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Figure 3.6: Decision possibilities for 2-class problem 

how corredly it can detect an attack. Accutacy of a ANIDS can be assessed 

in terms of five measures: (i) sensitivity and specificity, (ii) misclassification, 

(iii) confusion matri..'{, (iv) precision-recall and F measure and (v) ROC curve. 

In the following subsections each of these measures are discussed in some more 

detail. 

3.4.1.1 Sensitivity and Specificity 

To make an effective use of these two measures, a ANIDS developer models the 

network traffic classification problem as a 2-class (i.e. nonnal and anomalous) 

problem. It assumes the attack or anomalous data as positive, while the 

normal data as negative. Since during the classification of the traffic, outcomes 

can be right as well as wrong, it assumes True for right and False for wrong 

decision. As a results, as shown in Figure 3.6, there can be four possibilities 

out of these two variables: True Positive (TP), True Negative (TP), False 

Positive (FP) and False Negative (FN). 

When a ANIDS correctly classifies an anomalous instance, we call it as 

TP, whereas an FP is said to occur when a legitimate action is misclassified 

as anomalous. Similarly, a TN occurs when a normal instance is classified COf

rectly as legitimate action, while an FN callses when an anomalolls instance 

does not detected by the ANIDS 96,62 . 

Sensitivity is the ratio between TP and (TP+FN) or in other words it is 

defined as (TP/(TP+FN)). Whereas, specificity is the ratio between TN and 

(FP+TN), Of in other words, it i5 defined as (TN/(FP+TN)). Between these 

two measures, sensitivity can be set with high priority, when the system to 

be protected at all cost, and specificity gets more priority when efficiency is 
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Figure 3.7: Clas5ification of intrusion dataset 

of major concern. 

Example 1: Consider an int~usion dataset with 100 instances, out of which 

55 are anomalous and 45 are normal instances. Now, assume that out of 

55 anomalous instances, the ANIDS predicts 35 correctly (TP) and 20 as 

normal (FN); out of 45 normals, the ANIDS predicts 33 correctly (TN), and , 
12 as anomalous (FP). The clas5ification of the intrusion dataset is shown in 

Figure 3.7. In this case, sensitivity and specificity will be (35/55) = 63.64% 

and (33/45) = 73.33%, respectively. 

3.4.1.2 Misdassification Rate and PCC 

In terms of network anomaly detection, misclassification is a situation where 

a ANIDS predicts a class (either normal or anomalous) that is different from 

the !tct.u!t!. This mf'a~:mre i13 f01WO usefl!l in eBt.imatjng t,h~ P!obaNl!t.y Qf 
disagreement between the true and predicted statutes of a ANIDS by di

viding the sum (FN+FP) by summed number of paired observations, i.e. 

(TP+FP+FN+TN). In other words, misclassification rate of a classifier can 

be defined as: (FN+FP)/N, N=TP+FP+FN+TN, total number oftest class. 

Alternat.ively. correct classification rat.e or PCC (percentage of correct clas

sification) can be obtained by dividing the sum ( TP+ TN) by total number of 

paired observations, i.e. (TP+FP+FN+TN) as given below. In other words, 

PCC of a classifier can be defined as: (TP+TN)/( TP+FP+FN+TN). 

For instance, the example shown in Figure 3.7, misclassification rate and 

PCC of the system are (20 + 12)/100 = 32% and (35 + 33)/100 = 68%, 

respectively. 
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3.4.1.3 Recall, Precision and It'-measure 

Precision and recall are two welL known evaluation measures in the field of . . , 

information retrieval. ' Precision is defined-as 'the fraction of retrieved ob-

jects that are rel~vant to a gfve~ quy~y <;>r .s.earc~ t:~quest. Mathematically, 

it is the fraction obtained by dividing Iretrieved objects n rcle'vant objects I 
by total retrieved objects, i,e" Iretrieved obJectsl. R.ecall is the fraction 

of the objects that are relevant to a given ql!ery or ~earch request that. 

are correctly retrieved. Mathematically, it is the fraction obtained by di

viding 'retneved objeds n 1·elevant objects' by total relevant objects, i,e., 

Itotal 1'elevant objectsl. In case of a 2-class problem, recall is bClBically the 

sensitivity, or in other words, recall is the probability that a relevant object 

is retrieved by a search request or a query. R.eferring to 2-class problem (Fig-: 

ure 3.6), definitions for recall an'd precision can be given as: (TP)/( TP+FN) 

and (TP)/( TP+FP), respectively. 

In case of network anomaly detection; precision measures the' effectiveness 

of an ANIDS in identifying the' anomalous or normal instances. A flagging 

is considered as correct and referreo to as TP if the identified instance is 

actually from a malicious user. Very often, precision and recall are ii-tversely' 

proportional to each other and there is usually a trade-off between these two 

ratios. An algorithm which produces low recall and low precision is inefficient 

with conceptual errors most likely in the underlying theory. These types of 

anomalies or attacks that are not identified can suggest 'which part of the 

algorithm require more observation. 

F -measure or balanced F-sCO're'is calculated by combining the 'preczszon 

and 'recall. F-measme (also known as Fl measure), uS\la~ly is.the har

monic mean of preCision and recall 97 , or mathematically, it' can 'be defined 

as 2 x (precision x re.call) (]YI"ecision + 1:ecall) .. In case of an n-class intrusion 

classification problem, it is considered a" a most preferable accuracy metric. \ 

Fl is ,maximum, when precision and recall both reach 100%, i.e., 1 means' 

0% false alarms in .the classifier and detects all attacks, i.e., 100%. So, it is 

expected from a classifier to show Fl-measure as high as possible. 

, Considering the example shown in Figure 3.7, the Recall, Precision and 

F-measure of the system are (35/55) = 0.64, (35/47) = 0.75, and (2 x 0.75 x 

0.64)/(0.75 + 0.64) = 0.69, respectively. 
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Figure 3.~: Confusion matrL'C for a 4-cla% problem . 
3.4.1.4 Confusion Matrix 

It is a more general evaluation. measure rather than those reported above for 

only 2-class problem. A confusion matrix can be used to evaluate the accuracy 

of a,classifier for any n-class problem, Here, the size of the matrix depends on 

the.existenl:e of the number of distinct classes in the dataset to be detected. It 

helps to compare the clash labels predicted by the classifier against the actual 

class labels. For better understanding, let us take the following example 

Example 2: Consider an intrusion dataset wIt.h 100 instances, out of which 

45 are normal, 35 are DoS, 15 are probe and 5 are U2R attack instances. 

Now, assume that out of 45 normals, the ANIDS predicts 35 correctly, and 

5 as U2R, 2 ,as Probe and 3 a<; DoS; out of 35 DoS, the ANIDS predicts 32 

correctly, and 3 as normal; out of 15 probe, the system predicts 10 correctly 

and rest 5 as normal; and finally, out of 5 U2R, the system predicts 2 correctly, 

and 2 as normal and 1 as probe. The c(;mfusion matnx for this situation is 

shown in Figure 3.8. 

Here, the diagonal represents the correct, classification of the ANIDS, and 

so, from the diagonal elemf'nts we can identify the incorrect predictions, . . 

3.4.1.5 Receiver Operating Cr-aracteristics (ROC) Curves 

The ROC curves are popular evaluation measure to visualize the relationship 

between True Positive (TP) and False POSItive (FP) rates of an intf11sion 

detectlOn system. It has also an effective use in comparing the accuracy of 

two or more classifiers. However, the use of this measure is not restricted to 

only network traffic classificatlOn for anomaly identification. It was originated 

from signal processing theory and has application!'> over a large number of real 

fields such a<; bioinformatics, radiology, medical diagnosis as well as in arti

ficial intelligence. It uses the orthogonal coordinate system 98 to observe the ' 
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detection performance of a classifier i where the x-axis is llsed to represent the 

FP, while the TP is represented by 'y~axis as shown" m Figure 3.9. Following , . 
conventions are used by an ROC curve to represent the accuracy of a classifier 
in the xy_plane 93,g,j,98,96. 

1 The bottom-left point ~O,O) is used to represent an ANIDS that performs 
I • 

with 100% normal id~ntification accuracy, but zero false alarm rate. 

Such a ANIDS will be !found capable of identifying all the time, all the 

data as normal, however, 'doe's not de~ec£ anything at the same time. 

2. The top-right point (1,1) basically represents a ANIDS that eventually 

causes an alarm for each new traffic instance, it encounters. So, such a 

ANIDS will show 100% detection rate, however, at the same time al&o 

100% false alarm rate. 

3. Now, J a line connecting these two points (mentioned above)' represents 

an~r ANIDS that shows detection performance, which is basically a linf'ar 

combination of those two points. The detection engine of such a ANIDS 

basically uses a randomized engine for detecting intrusions and so, in 

case of a real ANIDS, the ROC curves will always reside above this 

diagonal. 

4. Again, the top-left point (0,1) means the performance of an ideal ANIDS 

with full detection rate, i.e., 100% and no false alarm, i.e., 0%. Hence, 

the accuracy of a ANIDS is considered to better, if it is closed to the 

R.OC space. 

3.4.2 Stabili.ty. 

For any network anomaly detection system, it is always expected to behave 

consistently 'in different network scenarios and for different circumstances. 

Also, the system should consistently generate similar alert messages for the 

identical events, so that the security manager can take necessary action with

out. any ambiguity. Allowing the users to configure different alerts to provide 

different messages. in, different network environment may lead to an unstable 

state of the system. 
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Figure 3.9: Receiver Operating Characteristics 

3.4.3 Interoperability 

'While there's a deployment of multiple IDSs (may be ANIDS) III a same 

network, it can always be expected to have, a.time gap between the time of 

starting of an attack. and the time of attack detection. An effective intrusion 

detection mechanism is supposed to be capable of correlating information from 

any of these sources or from a system log or a.firewalllog. This can help in 

maintaining interpretability, while deploying a range of IDSs/ ANIDSs from 

various vendors. The effectiveness of an anomaly detection system is judged 

how correctly and fast (in real time), the system generates responses while 

attacks occur, However, having a good detection accuracy is no use if the 

detection ti~e is too long and takes hours or days. 

3.4.4 Data quality, validity and reliability 

The usefulness of data for the purpose of intrusion detection depen9~ on s~y-
[ oJf .... ' 

eral factors such as source(s), correctness, timeliness, validity, reliability and 

consistency of data. Here we discuss the evaluation of an,ANIDS ba.c;ed on 

data quality in terms three important parameters: quality, validity aud relia

bility. 

Quality of data is influenced by several factors. such as {i) source of data 

(should be from reliable and appropriate source), (ii) selection of sample 

(should be unbiased), (iii) sample size (neither over nor' under sampled), (iv)' 

time of data (should be recently updated real-time data) and (v) complexity 
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of data (data should be simple enough to be handled easily). 

Data validity implies whether the data used actually represent the same 

that we think is being measured. ,,'f,!tough tl.lere !:Lr~ .several types of valid

ity, two types are most commonly accepted by ~ost researchers, i.e., internal 
• , \ \'. I I 

and external va.lidity. An internal validity is to measure the strength of cer-
( 

tainty that the observed effects in a detection experiment are the result of 

actual experimental treatment or operation (cau;~), rather than intervening, 
J ~';j \ f • II! .' 

idelevant. extraneous cir confounding variables. An appropriat.e use of t.he 

parameters or variables, the int.ernal v~lidity of data can be enhanc~d,,'Exter
nal validit.y is more related with the result of rehearch and their applicability 

(degree of use) in t.he real world. In other words, external validity attempts 

to measure the generic characteristics of a mf'thod or a classifier. However, , . . 
attempting to increase the internal validity, may resl1lt in' reduction of the' 

degree of applicability of the research findings, i.e., the external validity .. To 

identify the major factors influencing the data :validity such as missing values, 

oyer-estimationjunder-estim~tion or outliers,. various techniques or statistical 

tests can. be conducted. by careful examination on the distribution patterns, 

frequency of occurrences, and based on the values of the attributes. 

Reliability implies that for any intrusion data used, the performances are 

complete (i.e., it includes all the variables and observations relevant to a given 

task), consjstent (data should be unambiguous and clear enough, so that sim

ilar analysis will always give.similar results), accurate (data should be origi-. 

nated from the actual or correct source(s) and also captured and preprocessed 

correctly) and purposeful (should serve the purpose meant for). To ensure the 

reliability of data, necessary intra- and inter-observer reliabilit.y analysis is to 

be carried out during capturing and collection of data. 

3.4.5 Alert information 

Alerts generated by a ANIDS should be meaningful enough to clearly identify 

(i) the reason causing the event to be raised, (ii) the reason the event is of in

terest and (iii) the source and target of a.n attack. It should assist the System 

Administrator or Analyst in determining the relevance and appropriate reac

tion to a pa.rticular alert. The appropriate source and the target information 

can help the analyst significantly in minimizing the damage to the systems or 
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networks. 

3.4.6 Unknown Attacks Detection 

A vulnerabilIty or attack outside the scope of definition of the exi,<;tmg profiles, 
~ ,. j I .. " 

is considered !is an unknown attack. New vulnerabilitIes 01' exploits are e-.:olv-
I 

mg almost every day. Apart from the known attack detection, all anomaly . , . . \ 

based i~tr~sion detection '::,ystem should be capable of identifying unknown 
, \ I' 

or moqified intrw,ions. A ANIDS should be equipped with both ::,upen'ised 

as well as unsupervised mechanisms t.o enable identifying both known and 

unknown or modlfipd ip.trusiom; consistently. 

3.4.7 Updating profiles 

A ANIDS should have provision to' adapt with new vulnerabilities or attacks. 

Once new vulnerabilities 01' exploits are discovered, it <;hould keep provision 

to update the profiles to pnable identification of such vulnerabilities as known' 

attacks 111 the future. However, considering the current high-speed network' 

scenario, writing or modifying profiles in real-time without conflict with the 

eXIsting rules ()r profiles is a challenging task. 

In the subsequent' chapter, we report a survey on existing intrusion detec

tion methods, analyze their pros and cons and provide a general comparison 

awing to some of the 'well known detection methods. 
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In this chapter we shall provide a comprehensive and structured survey 

on existing methods and systems for network anomaly detection. Based on 

the availability and use of labeled data, we discussed the general architectures 

of ANIDSes in the preceding chapter in three broad categories: supervised, 

unsupervised and hybrid. However, in this chapter we shall discuss the devel- ' 

opments of ANIDSes in this evolving, field of research ,and highlight the pros 

and, cons, of three reported methods iII SL,{ distinct categories: ,supervised, 

unsup~nrised, probabilistic, soft computing, knpwleqge b,ased and hybrid, A 
.. _ . , ' ~ ~ , ,I I I' ." " ' J. -

detailed discussion based on the comparisons among these anomaJy based 
\,' .,. - Ii 

intrusion detection methods and systerrls- also ha~e beEm f'eported, 

4.1 Network Anon1aly Detectio:r;t Method, 

A large number of methods have been introduced for identification of network 

anomalies based on monitoring and analysis of network traffic, Most exist

ing methods attempt to, identify anomalies by finding deviation~ from some 

underneath normal traffic modeL, Generallv, models of these kind have to be 
• .' - • _, <I _ , ~ 

trained with normal or attack free traffic traces for a longer duration of time. 
'. -

However, the training is practically a difficult problem. Also, it is difficult 
, -

to clean the training data to be purely normal or 100% attack free. Further, 

this training process is to be repeated in periodic interval. Typically, network 

anomaly detection follows an approaeh 6f four- stages. The network traffic 

data is collected and preprQcessed in the ,first stage, (data collection), while 

data analysis i~ done for extraction .or sele~tion of its relevant featur,es, (data 

analysis) in the second stage. Third stage is dedicated to monitor or analysis 

of the feature data; and the fourth stage performs the task of detection or 

classification of the traffic data over generally, a subspace (given by second 

stage) into normal or anomalous. A generic approach of this 4~step anomaly 

detection process is given in Figure 4,1. 
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?\ormaliAtlack 

Figure 4.1: Basic steps ot anomaly detection 

4.1.1 Requirements 

Anomaly based network intriision detection consi~ts of analyzing and report

ing unusual behavioural patterns in computing systems. It, typically, builds 

a normal system behaviour model from the observed data and charactenzes 

any sigTlificant deviations or exceptions from this model. Followmgs are some 

important requirements for a ANIDS. 
, 

1. They should be capable of performing wen, without prior knowledge of' 

normal activities of the target system. Instead, they should have the 

ability to learn the expected behaviour of the system from observations. 

2. The method should identify 'the .malicious activities as accui1itely, as 

possible for different network scenarios. In other words, the false alarm 

rate should be very neg~igible, if not zero. 

3. Method should be least sensitive or dependent on input parameters. 

4'. Method should he capable of identify not only trivial attack types like 

isolated or bursty, but aiso any rare class or ca.refully launched attack. 

5. Method should show n~ar real time (if not true real time) detection 

performance with minimum false alarm rate. 

6. Apart from known attacks, method should be capable of identify un

known or. novel attacks also. 
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Figure 4.2: Classification of Anomaly based Intrusion Detection Methods 

4.2 Types. of Network Anoffi<;tly Detection 

Methods 

Based on the requirements, detection mechanisms used, capability of detecting 

types of attacks, etc., the existing anomaly hased network intrusion detection 

methods are catf'gorized into SL,{ broad categories 9<l,lOO,lOl,l02 as shown in Fig

ure 4.2. Each type of methods have their own advantages and limitations. , . , 

4.3 -Supervised Learning Methods 

In supervised learning methods, it is assumed that the training dataset is 

available. The dat<l.5et h<1.5 inst.a.nces labeled as normal and a.nomaly classes. 

In such cases the typical approach is to build a normal versus anomaly be

haviour class predictIve model. New data instances are tested against this 

model to establish their belonging cia.'lses of normal or anomaly. 1\vo major 

issues arise in anomaly detection using snpervised approach. The first one . 
is that in training data the number of normal instances are more compared 

to the anomalous instances. The second one is that obtaining of accurate 

and representative class labels, specifically for anomalous class is normally a 

critical issue. Large number of techmques 6'3 have been used which attempt to 
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mix artificially generated fl.nomalies in normal dataset' for obtaining training' 

dataset with labeled instances. Apart from these two issues, the building of a. . 

predictive model is the vital issue' for supervised anomaly detection. In most· 

cases, purely normal data or labeled data are not available readily. The gen

eration of labeled data is related to. consuming long time duration and very' 

expensive for .its manual classification. ;In. practice, obtaining purely normal 

data is very hard as it is never .been guaranteed 'to' be· rio intrusion, during' 

the gathering of network traffic data. Supenrised network anomaly. detection; 

m~th()ds are discussed in the following subsections.'. 

4.3.1 Parametric Methods 

In parametric methods, it is assumed that the normal data is produced, by 

using a parametric distribution with parameters ~ and probability density 

function (pdf) f(P, ~), where p is an instance of observation. The, anomaly. 
~ • I .. J -" ~ f:; .~! '{\/ . ~ 

score of a test instance p is the inverse of the pdf, f(p, 'J} The parameters 'J' 

are derived from the given data. A statistical hypothesis, test )03, alternatively, I 

can be used. Ho, the null hypothesis for such tests is the data'instance p which 

has been generated using the requited· distribution with parameters ~'. Here,. 

p is decl;ued to· be as an anomaly if Ho is rejected by the, statistical test .. 

A statistical hypothesis Itest .is, closely related to a statistic test such that 

it can be -used for obtaining a score oLprobabilistic anomaly .for the data· 

instance p. ' Many, parametric-.anomaly detect~on methods are found in the 
literature 14,15,16,. 

N!')twork intrusion detection deals with high-dirilensionallarge volume net

work traffic data which is caused by the occurrence of high speed network 

traffic and large number of behaviour measures. Network intrusion detection 

requires to ensure an early detection of intrusion and generating alarm with 

a.minimum delay for processing. each event-in a system to be secured: There

fore, for network intrusion detection, it is needed an anomaly based iritrusion 

detection method with _minimum computation cost and capability for han

cUing multivariate data., ,In 14, on basis of a chi-square (X2 ) test, a distance 

measure· is developed- for obtaining; a mean. estimate of multivariate normal 

distribution as given iniequation X~ ~ L:~=l (Xi~~,)2_ 
Here, Xi is the'ith variable's observed value,-Ei is the 'i th variable's expected-
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value and n is the total number of vanables. If the expectation and observation 

of variables are close, the X2 will be small. Using Xl, X 2, ... ,Xn as expected 

estimation, X~ is obtained as shown in equation x2 = I::=l (.\t:~t)~. 
,Here, X2 is,the summation of observed and expected "alues squared dif

ferences for the variables and it has a normal distribution, approxImately. 

For the X2 population, the mean and standard deviation can be computed by . 

the sainple mean, X2 an'd the sample standard deviation 81 from the sample 

data 'of 'x2 . ITo, detect anomalies, the in-control hmits 104,105 can be set to 3 

to attain 3-sigma control limits, [J'y2 - 351, .i2 + 381].' Since the method is 

interested in detecting significantly large X2 values for intrusion detection, the 

upper control limit setting to X 2 + 381. is only needed. Altogether, for an 
~ ....1 ~ 

obsf'rvation if the computed X2 is greater than X 2 + 381, it is signaled to be 

anomaly. 

4.3.2 Non-parametric Methods 
, I ." • 

In' non-parametric methods of anomaly detection,' usually statistical models 

are used. Here, the structure of model is not defined a priori, rather it is 

determined based on given data. This cl3.5s of methods does not assllme 

an ;mderlying model, rather, tailors its r detection mechanism to the data 

Typically, such methods make less number of assumptIOns on distribution 

and characteristics of the data in comparison to parametric methods. 

To maintain normal data profile, histograms approach h3.5 been found 

as the simplest and useful statistical non-parametric technique for intrusion' 

detection 12,P. Such methods are also known as frequency or counting based 

method. In these methods, certain profiles such a.'l system, software or user, 

govern the behaviour of the data which can be handled efficiently with the 

use of histogTam model. The basic histogram based method for multivariate 

data has been used to network anomaly detection by several authors 106,107, In 

Packet Header Anomaly, Detection (PHAD) and Application Layer Anomaly 

Detection (ALAD) 108, a variant of this simplf' technique is applied for network 

intrusion detection. ' The ba.'3ic method is to construct histograms according 

to attributes for multivariate data. For a' test instarlce during testing, an 

anomaly score is calculated for each attribute as its bin height. The anomaly 

scores for each attribute are summed for the test instance to obtain overall 
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total anomaly score.' It i'dentify anomaly' on basis of threshold anomaly score. 

In 109, a non-parametric method of adaptive behaviour is proposed for 
, • r I l 

anomaly detection. It is based on score functions which map sample data 
, • .. 1 l} • 

to the intervdl of [0,1]. One such score function is obtained from a K-

nearest neighbour graph (K-NNG). Here, an anomaly is considered whenever 
• if I • 

a test sample score falls below a predetermined error 5 of false alarm. L~t 
1 I- t I j 

Q = {q1, q2,· ... qm} is the training set of size m which belongs to [0, l]d, unit ., . 
cube: qm+l denot.es a test point. The task is to identify the test. point whet.her 

• I ~ ( 

It is nominal data consistently or it is deviation from nominal dat.a. If the con-
t • • '" '" 

cerned test point is an anomalous point thpn it. is considered to come from a 
l' I, 

combination of underlying nominal distribution and a different known density 

in the training data The K-NNG or equivalentl)' c-neighbour graph (c-NG) . . 
is constructed with the use of a distance function. K-NNG is constructed 

by connectmg every. q, t? the K number of closest points {if,], q'2' ...• q'K } 

in Q - {q,}. The!< nearest. distances are sorted for eyery q. in ascending 

aider dt,'l s: ... s: d"tK and indicate RQ(q,) = d •.• K, which represents distance 

between q: and its K~th nearest neig?bo~r. c-NG is constructed where q, and 

G; are connected it and only if d.J s: c. In this case NQ(q.) is defined as the 

rank of point q, in the s-NG. 

In ordinary case if anomalous density is an arbitrary mL~ture of nominal 

and uniform density, the Equations (4.1) and (4:2) are considered associated 

score functions for K-NNG and c-N,G graphs ,respectively. These score func

tions map ,,(, a test data to the interval of [0,1]. 

, 1 m 

K-LPE: jJI«("() = - I: II {RQ(-y) s: RQ(q.)}. (4.1) 
n .=1 

c-LPF;: ftECY) = r~ t II {NQ("() s: NQ(q,)}, (4.2) 
t=l 

wh~re U(') defines an indicator function. K-LPE (or £-LPE), the score· 

functions m~asure the relative concentratlOn of point "{ in compari:;on to the 

training &et. 
• i 

Finally, for a given pre-determined significance level jJ (e.g., 0..05), "{ is 

identified as anomal(lus if pK("(),pc(;}S: ;3. 
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4.4 Unsupervised Learning Methods 
I • 

Supervised methods reqUlre labeled data. An accurate labeled data which can 
• I . 

represent all types of behavionr is often expensive for its prohibitive cost In 
, . 

usual process, labeling is done manually by a skilled human ex~)ert and thus, 

it entails sub~tantial time and' effort to acquire the labeled data. Generally, 
, , , 

a labeled data.c;et containing data instances with labels as normal behaviour 
f. I. . 

can be obtained more eas}er way than a labeled dataset of instances lalwled as 

anomalous which can c;over all possibly available types of anomahes. Besides, 
• r 

anomalous behaviour is of course dynamic in its nature. Novel types of anoma-

lo~.~ behaviour ,may occur ,~hich may not have any labeled traimng data. On 

the other hand, no training data is needed in unsnpervised anomaly detection 

approaches 110 as stated in Chapter .'3 and henGe, this type of anomaly detec

tion method are widely applicable. An unlabeled dat.aset is taken a.s input. for . 
such an approach and they attempt to seek intrusion instances lurked inside 

the dat.a. These detected intrusion instances then can be used for training, of 

misuse based detection methods or supervised methods of anomaly detection. 

The unsuper~ised method ~f an~maly detection is dis('ussed m the following 

three subsections. 

4.4.1 Clustering Methods 

Clustering methods group data into clusters based o~ a provided simIlarity 

measure or distance computation from some reference points. The most com

monly used procedure 70 for clusteling begins with selection of representatlVe 

points for each cluster. According to proxim.ity to a corresponding representa

tive pomt, each test data point is grouped as belonging to the cluster created 

with the representative pomt. The cl~ste~ing has ability to learn and detect 

anomalies without requiring explicit explanations of classes or types of anoma

lies from system administrator in test data. Consequently, the requirement of 

traming data is nulhfied for anomaly detection based on clustenng method. 

Clustering has 'wide application' in 17,18,19 for network 'anomaly detection. 

Based on clustering and c1a.<;sification, an anomaly detection approach is 

presented by Yang et al in J(J for detection of intrusion. It is given in Figure'41.3. 

In this approach, clustering is done ,for the .t.raining data points to' group' ,. 
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into clusters such that 'to select sOlne of cluster's as well-known attack., and 

normals on basis of fulfilling certain criteria. Thus, profiles are made for two 

classes. The training data points excluded from the profile are used to build 

a specific classifier. During the testing stage, they utilize an influence-based 

classification algorithm to classify network behaviours. ' 

, In 111, Casas et al. introduce a knowledge independent, anomalous network 

traffic detection approach referred as unsupervised network anomaly detection 

algorithm (UNADA). UNADA USf'S a novel clustering method, on basis of 

subspace-density clustering to obtain clusters and to recognize the outliers. 

The,clusters are created in,multiple numbers and with lower dimensions from 

the dataset. On basis of the traffic structure given by the multiple c1usterings, 

the.)\ are combined: Thus, an abnormality ranking traffic flows are produced on 

basis of a distance based approach of correlation 'from-the combined multiple 

clusterings. The working of UNADA is as given in Figure 4.4. Here, x, 

represents subspace oLfeatures and P, represents partition of 2 = 1, 2, ... , n 

numbers. 

UNADA performs,unsupervised anomaly detection. The traffic capturing 

is performed in fi..'Ced length consecutive time slots and are aggregated into 

IP flows. IP flows are additionally aggregated at different flow levels uRing· 

different aggregation keys. Thus, there is coarse to fine-grained resolution. To ' 

detect anomalous time slots, time series are built with traffic metrics including 

IP flows per time slot, the number of bytes and packets. Aggregation keys are 
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Figure 4.4: 'Working of llNADA 

used for the purpose. A change detection method is then used on ,the time 

series, such that at the arrival of every new time slot, the change detection 

method analyzes the time series gTaphs[,using each aggregatIOn key. 

IP flows in the flagged time slot axe used as the unsupervised attack de

tection. At thiR step, UNADA works for ranking of the degree of abnormahty 

for every flow by, using analysis of created clusters and outliers. Thus, at 

two different resolutions either IP source or IP destination, the aggregation . 

key IP flows are analyzed. There are two different anomalies on the basis of 

which traffic anomalies can be classified, anomalies of I-to-N or anomalies of 

N-to-l. 'When many IP flows are transferred from the same source to different 

destinations they are said to be anomalies of I-to-N. -Likewise, N-to-l means 

IP flows from different sources to one destination. Anomalies of. I-to-N are 

highhghted by IP source, wnile anomalies of N-to-l are' detected more easily 

with IP destination key. Even when there are highly distributed anomalies, 

the use of both keys, i.e., IP destination key and IP source key number of IP 

flows, can be used to find outliers. The unsupervised network attack detection 

algorithm is based on clustering. Homogeneous groups of similar characteris

tics or clusters are formed by partitioning a set of unlabeled samples. Outliers 

are those samples that dO'not belong to any of these clusters. It is important 

to identify the cluster properly to determine the outliers. The aim is to de

termine or rank how different these are. Using a Rimple threshold, detection 

approach, outlying flows which are top ranked are flagged as anomalies. 
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4.4.2 Outlier l\11n~~g Methods 

Outlier mining m~thogs search for detectIOn of objects which do not match 

rules and exp'ectations suited for majority of"da;ta. In view of clustering al

gorithmc t~e outlier objects in a data set are outside objects of the clusters. . , 

Thus, with reference ~o anomaly detection, the outliers may be considered as 

attacks. The researchers have been studying the onther concept as a' diff'er-
., J ",' \ 

ent useful domain area 103,61, The ~e~ection of outliers often ~epends on the 
• 

used methods and considered assumptions with respect. to used data struc-

tures, Based on the approaches applied in detection of outlier, the methods 

can be classified 61 as distance-based, density-based and other methods. The 

distances among th~ objects ill a dataset are computed with clear geometric 

interpretation in the distance-base? outlier detection methods., In density

based ou~lier detectiof). method, the density of neighborhood objects for each 

data instance are estimated, .~n, ~bject lying in a low density neighbor:hood 

is considered as an outlier. On, tqe other hand, an object that lying in a high , ' 

denSIty neIghborhood is considered to ue normal. A numbpr of works have - , . 
been proposed in the domain of outlier detection with the objective of network 

• ~. ~ 1 

anomaly detection 112,113,79, 
• l' 

In LOADED 113, Ghoting et a1. introduce a distance based outlier detection 
f J I. 

method for mi..-xed attribute data. Here, data pomts are considered linked if 

they are similar to ea.ch other for each attnbute pair. Breunig et a1. 114 cOII}pute 

a local outlier factor (LOF) for the' objects 'in th'e'dataset. The outlier factor 

quantifips outlymgne"!s of an object. In ODMAD,i9, computa.tion of a.nomitly 

score is done for the data point consideling the anQmalies of the continuous 

values, the categorical values, and the mapping between the two spaces in the 

dataset. The data points are more likely outliers which have similarity 'near 

to '0'. 

Minnesota Intrusion Detection System (MINDS) 112 uses data mining tech: 

niqups for detecting network anomaly. The architecture of MINDS is shown 

in Figure 4.5. In the .first step, MINDS extracts relevant important features 

Whlcli are,used in.detection method. Then, it Sllmmanzes the' features based 

on time-window. After the feature identification step, the module of known 

attack detection is used for detect.ion of network connections for which at.tack 

signatures are availa~le., ,Tlills,'.these' connectiolL"! are removed from further 
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Figure 4,5: 'Archltectlir~ of MINDS 

analysis. There after, the data is trah&ferred to the anomaly detection mod

ule. A quantitative measure of outlying, (LOF) 114 is computed for'each object 

by the anomaly' detection modttle. The LOF considers the df'nsity of the neigh

b6urhood objects around'the observing poillt: for detf'nninmg its outlierness. 

The objects with higher LO'F value's are considered as outlier. The work of 
I 1 r I' 1, 

a human analyst here is to determine in case of the most anomalous connec-

tions 'whether they are truly attacks or inten:i~ting behaviour' After analyzing 

the created summaries the analyst provides feedback to decide for using the 

summaries in creation of new rules to be used for known attack deteCtion. 

4.4.3 ~ssociation Rule Minin~ Methods 

Association rule mining (ARM) m,116,117 is' a data mining method. This 

method describes events which are intended to'occur together. The asso

ciation rules can be described as follows: Given a transactIon database D 

such that each tram:,action P E D represents a set of items ·in the database, 

an association rule is an implication of the form of A --+ B where A E D and 

BED are sets of attribute-values, with An B = 0 and IIBII = 1. The set.A is 

the antecedent of the rule ,while the item B is the consequent. 'I\vo parameters 

are associated with the rule: ,support and confidencf'. 'The rule J1 --+ B has 

support m in the transaction set .p if m% of transactions in P, contain AU B, 

The rule A --+ B has confidence t if t% of transactions in P that ('ontain A 

also contain B. Assoeiation rule mining approaehes have. been used to find 

normal patterns for anomaly detection 20)21;2,2,23. Particularly, these methods 
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are important in anomaly detection since there is scope of using association 

rules in constructing summary of anomalous connections which are detected 

by a system. 

Daniel Barbara et al. propose an ARM based anomaly detection method, 
, ' I' I". 

ADANI (Audit Data AnalYSIS and Mining) :l2. A combination of AR~ and, 

classification are used in .!\DAM for identifying attacks in a TCPdump audit 

data. Initially, ADAM builds a' 'normal' frequent itemset& repOSItory ,,,hicl). 

are logged during attack-free periods. This is perfonned by mining the data , 
which is free of attacks. Ne}.."t, a sliding-window algorithm is run to find fre-

quent itemsets from the connections and comparisons are done with the stored 
r. 

repository of normal itemset. It dIscards the likely normal one. A previously 

trained classifier is used by ADAM for classifying the suspicious new con

nections to be as known attack, unknown type or as false alarm. ADAM is . 
consists of three modules: preprocessing engine, mining engine and classifi

cation engine. The work of preprocessing engine is to sniff TCP lIP traffic 

data, and extraction of header mformation from each connection based on a 

predefined schema. The mining engine works for mining association rules for 

the connection records. It performs in two distinct modes: training (as shown 

in the Figure 4.6) and detection (as shown in the Figure 4.7). In training, a 

profile of the users and the system's normal behaviours is build and labeled 

association rules are generated, which are utilized to tram the classification 

engine. In the detection mode, the mining of the unexpected a..c.;sociation rules 

are done which are different from the profile. These unexpected association 
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Figure 4.7: Detecting mode of ADAM 

rules are classified by the classification engine into normal events and abnor

mal events. Abnormal e;yents are classified further for their attack names. 

4.5 Probabilistic Learning Methods 

Probabili'stic learning methods provide the mechanism to enable us t~ evaluate 
, I 

the outcome of system's performance affected by probabilistic uncertainty' 

or randomness~ For example, Bayesian Belief Networks which is based on 

the original' \~ork of Bayes:J4 and Dempster-Shafer's theory of belief that is 

developed independently by Demp~ter 118 and Shafer J19 give us the'techniqne . 

of probabilistic learning method. The important characteristic of probabilistic 

learning is its capability to restructure them with recent available evidence to 

update previous performance of outcome, 

4.5.1 Hidden Markov Model 

The Hidden Markov Models (HMM) are finite set of states, with each state 

associated with a high dimensional probability distribution 28. ' State transi- ' 

tions among them are controlled by a set, of probabilities known as traIl!sition i 

probabilities. In Figure 4.8, a state transition is shown. In a specific state, 

an observation or outcome can be found in accordance with the associated 

probability distribution. The outcome state is not visible externally. Thus, 

the.outsider finds the states as 'hidden', Generally, Markov models are used 

to model a large number of real world processes very successfully. Some HMM 

used processes do not follow the assumption of the dependency of current state 
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Figure 4.8: Transition stat~s of hidden Markov model (HMM) 

from the previous state. 

HMM modeling schemes in intrusion detection, consist of observed states, 

hidden states (intrusion), and HMM profiles. In training HMM uses initial 

data and re-estimation process creates profile which consists of transition and 

observed symbol probabilities. Involved steps in HMIVL modeling are as fol

lows: 

(i) Observed states measure is.derived analytically or logically from the intru

sion indicator test-points. These test-points, are spread in the entire system. 

(ii) The probability of-·observation is indicated by the probability matrL'C of 

instantaneous observation estimation. This can be estimated by using either 

parametric model explicitly or non-parametric methods implicitly from data. 

(iii) Hidden states are estimated by clustering the homogeneous behaviour 

components together. These states indicates various different intrusion activ,. 

ities which are identified by 'administrator. 

(iv) Hidden state transition probability matrix are estimated from random 

data or. prior knowledge. The prior knowledge and temporal charactenstics 

of long term relation an~ an I approximate probability of transition of state 

components from one intrusion state to another, 

In 12o
, Ye uses an HMM to detect intrusions into computer1and network 

systems. In this approach, an HMM.is used for representing a temporal normal 

behaviour profile. The,HMM ,of the normal profile is updated from past data 

of normal behay!our of the system. The analysis of the observed behaviour 

is performed and the outcome is used to infer the probability to support the 
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observed behaviour by the HMMlbt the normal profile. lv 8uPP9rt of low 

probability ip.dicates anomalous behavionr \vhich mayputco~e fror~1 intrusive 

activities. 

Yeung et al.!121 de~cribe' the ~e of HMM for anomaly detection on basis 

of profiling sequences of system call and shell command. Using a forward and 

backward algori~hm, during training, ,the model estimates the sample proba

bility of an observed sequence. On basis of minimum likelihood, a probability 
,.. il, / ~ ~ '" 

threshold is used among all training seqtiences to distinguish between normal 
\ " 

and anomalow:i beliaviour. ___ r ~ 

4.5.2 
\ 

Bayesian Network Based 

Bayesian network models probabilistic relationships among interesteo vari

ables of observaticin. In data analysis, Bayesian networks using in conjunction 

with statistical method have several· advantages 122. Bayesian networks can 

encode interdependent relat.ionships among variables and thus, it can handle 

missing data situations. Bayesian networks, secondly have capability for rep-' 

resenting causal relationships and hence, it can be used for prediction of action 

consequences.' Lastly, Bayesian networks have capability for both causal and 

interdependent probabilistic relationships and therefore they have possibility , 

in applying to model problems which require combining of prior knowledge 

and data. A lot of variants of Bayesian networks basic technique are used for 

network anomaly detection 12~. This technique. assumes independence' among 

the various attributes. ,They are used to find conditional dependencies from 

various attributes of observation. Several researchers have"created anomaly 

detection models 21,25,26 from Bayesian statistics.[ BayesiafJ: techniques are also 

frequently used in . classification and suppression of false alarms in network 

anomaly detection. In 24, Kruegel et a1:-' introduce a multisensor fusion ap

proach. In this approach, different IDS sensor' outputs are aggregated and a 

single alarm is produced. It is .assumed that with sufficient confidence, a: ·set ' 

of events can not be classified as intrusion by a single anomaly detectiori tech

nique. Bayesian networks have limitation for actual implerpentation, though 

it is used for intrusion detection or in prediction o£ lint ruder behaviour in 

some applications. The accuracy of this method is completely dependent on 

some assumptions. Typically, these assumptions are based on the behavioural 
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model of the system under view. The deviations from the assumptions may 

deterIorate its accuracy. 

4.5.3 NaIve Bayes' 

The Naive Bayes is a probability model on basis of simplified Bayesian Net-
J& - --. 

works 124. Naive Bayes model, genera~ly~ computes the probability of an end 

resllit occurring a number of related evidence variables. The end result given 

by the probability of an evidence variable is assumpd to be mdependent of the , 
probability of other evidence variables which occurs the similar end result. In 

the training part, the Naiye Bayes algorithm computes the probabilities of 
I " . , 

an end result producing a particular attribut~ and this probability is stored: 

For each attribute. thi5 is repeated.. In the testip.g part, the time taken to 

compute the probability'in the, worst case for, each example of the given class 

is: proportional to the number of attributes. There are few disadvantages of 

this scheme. As mentioned in 24, the classification capability of Naive Bayes 

model is similar to a thrpshold dependent system that calculate the obtained 

outputs from the child nodes. Another disadvant.age is that the interactions . . 
among the child nodes do not occur and only their output haw influence in 

probability of the root node. In incorporating additiona~ information to the 
, . " 

root node is difficult, because t,he variables containing the information, directly 

cannot interact with the child nodes, 
1 i (I '", I f,. \ 

Ahirwar et. al. 27 proposes a novel method comprising of NaIve Bayes and 

weighted Radial basis functi9n Network (RBF Network). A radial basis func

tion (RBF) network 125 is a type of artificial neural network. In a two layer 

ne,ura1.net,work"RBFs are embeddedtwhere each hidden unit exhibits a ra

dial act.ivated function. The training of these neural networks are performed 

to compute posterior probabilities of class !l"lember:;hip by use of mixtmes of 

Gaussian basis functions which is separated by hyper-planes. 

In ~5, VpJdes et al. ,de;v,elop an anomaly detection approach that employs 

the Naive Bayes model to perform intrusion detection on traffic bursts. This 

model is a part of the EMERALD 126 system and it has ability in potential 

distributed attack detection. In distributed attacks, each individual attack 

session is not suspicious alone for generation of an alarm. 
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r 

Fi!!llrp. 4.9' 'overview of GMM struct'urp 

4.5.4 Gaussian Mixture Model 

Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) 30 is a probaoilistic leaming model. It is a 

class of density model that includes some component functions, usually called 

Gaussian The Gaussian mL"Xtnre den::;ity function is a sum of N weighted 

component denSities, as is shown in Figure 4.9 and equation (4.3) indicates 

the function: 
, N, 

q(YI-\) ='2: q.il~(y) (4.3) 
.=1 

where Y is a d-dimensional random 'vecto~, a.,Y, / = 1,2, ... , N, are the 

component densities and q. , l = 1,2, ... ,N, are the mixture weights. Each 

component density is ad-dimensional variabie 'Gaussian function of th~ for~, 

1 { 1 .. t 
a.,y = (27r)d/21~.ll/2exp -'2(y - :L.)'~:1(j)' - ~,) J 

where j'k. is mean and E, is covariance.: I The mL"Xture: >"eights satisfy' the' 

constraint: 

(4.5) 

The parameters of Gaussian mixture density function are the mean vectors, 

covariance matrices and mixture weights from all component densIties. These 

parameters are collectively represented by the notation: 

~ = 1,'2 .... , N. '(4.6) 
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Figure 4.10: Training phase of GMM model 

In case of intrusion detection, GMM represents each classification of at-
1 \ I.' I 

tacks and it is referred to by model J A'.',lW has different forms depending on 

the choice of covariance matrices. The model has, one covariance matrix per 
• • J ~ • 

Gau~sian compone,nt (no~al covariance), Ol}e covariaI,lce matrL",( for all Gaus-

sian compone!lts in alI!l0del (grand covari,ance), or a single covariance matrix 

shared by all models (globa;l covariance). The covariance matrn:: can also be 

full or diagonal. This allQ}v.s ~implifi~ation by using only the diagonal covari

ance matrix. Bahrolp,lum; ,~t al. ~l pres,E:;nt an anomaly detection method using 

GMM method. Th\i;S process identifies abnormal packets in the net,~ork traipc. 

The method learns statistics of the parameters from traffic packets. Here, all 

the input sets 8;re framed. by itself without comparing to other groups. This 

approach builds the qest possible probability distribution for each group by 

a set of Gaussian probability distnbution functions, i.e., Gaussian Mixture!;. 

The means and variances of the number of mixtures in each model have differ

ent effects on performance. In this approach, nodal and dIagonal covariance 

matrices are used for the GMM model. There are two steps in the process: 

training and detection. The training phase as shown in Figllre 4.10, generate . . , 

reference templates. In 'the training phase, att.acks are trained to the system. 

Specification of attacks are given to the databaSe for performing the detection 

process on that specific attack. The features are extracted from the sample 

data of network traffic to. obtain data for modelmg of statistical model. In 

the detection phase, as shO"wn in Figure 4.11, the deviation of input packet is 
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Figure 4.11: Detection phaSeo(GMM model 

computed from the reference models of stored data and recognition decisIOn 

is made to which model the packet suits. 

4.5.5 Expectation Maximization Method, 

Expectation-Ma.,·<imization (EM) 127, algorithm is a method of obti'\ining the 

maxzrnurn lzkelzhood esti~ation'CMLE) 128 of toe' p'arameters from '8, given 

dataset where the dataset has incomplet'e Or missing values. Generally, 'two -

main applications are available for the EM algorithm. The first applic~tion of 

EM algorithm is when there IS missing 'vatties i~' the data'because of limita

tions or problems in the observation process. "SecO'ndl}r, tl;e EM algorithm is 

applied in optimization the likelihood function. In this situ'ation, optimizing 

the likelihood function i.b intractable' in analysis but the likelihood function 

LS possIble to be simplified by assumption of values for missing (or hIdden) 

parameters. The second EM algorithm application is more commonly used 

in pattern recognition. In general, EM method is an iterative method. The 

basic outline of this approach is as follows: 

1. Let e is the current 'best guess' for optimal configuration of a model. 

2. Let B is the next 'best guess' for the optimal configuration of ,the model. 

3 Expectation-Step: Estimate P, the expected value of (3 with respect 

to ti for all possible values of hidden parameters' The probability of 

observing each possible set of values of hidden parameter (required to 

estimate the expectation of (3) by using e. 
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4. Maximization-Step:' Select j'j in order to maximize 'the expected value, 

P. Then, 8 will become the new 'best guess'. 

EM cannot estimate at each iteration a target optimal solution. On the 
, . . 

other hand, it is possible to estimate a best guess in each iteration to obtain . . 
a guaranteed improve. The desirable property of EM method is to converge 

the sohition of the problem to a iocal optimal solution of the values of U to 
,+ ~ I ~ • 

improye the value of ,3, III lieu of converging the solution to a globally optimal 
~ \ f j • 

one. 
, , 

Patcha et al. 32 use EM method to cluster the incoming network audit 
.' 

data and estimate the missing values in the data for detection of. anol)1aly: 

The method begi~s with an initial gue;s for the parameters of the GMM ( 
, " . 

Gaussian Mixture model) for each cluster. The expectation step (E) and the . . 
ma.ximization step (M) or' EM meth9d are applied iterativply. to the clusters, 

so as to converge to the ma.,ximum likelihood fit. In the E-step, the method . , 

finds the expected value of the complete data in the provided observed data 
I j ' f ,'.' 

and estimate parameters. In the M-step, it maximizes the expectation that is 
I ' , I 

estimated in the E-step. These two steps are repeated until occurrence of an . . 
increase in the likelihood fit of the data in the current model and thf> incrf>a.se . . 
value should be less than the threshold of accuracy. The EM algorithm j is 

i , .. I • I 

typically executed multiple times by assuming different initial settings for 

values of parameters. Thus, a given data poin~ is assigned to ~he cluster with 

the largest score of likelihood. 

4.6 Soft Computing Methods 

Soft Computing constructs computationally intelligent methods individually 

or in combination of several real problem handling emerging technologies like 

Fuzzy Logic 33, Probabilistic Reasoning 34, Neural Networks '35, and Genetic 

Algonthms 36
. These emerging technologies are capable of providing method 

of reliboning and searching for solving complex and real issues of problems. In 

comparison to ordinarily used, hard computing, the soft computing is more 

tolerant of imprecision, uncertainty, and partial truth '37. 
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4.6.1 Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 

The motivation of working on artificial neural network (ANN) is from the in

ception of the recognition that the working way of computation or estimation 

of conventional (hgital comput~r and the human brain are entirely different 3l:!. 

The human brain h~ ability to arr~nge its constituent structures called neu

rons in such a way'whlch can perform certain computations such as recognition 

of pattern or perception or"contr~lling of motor. This computation is multi

ple times faster than the similar compntation of a fastest digItal computer. 

In I neural networks for achitwmg 'good performance, massive interconnections 

of neurons are eml)loyed. TflllS, neural networks obtain information of the 

environment thro~gh learning process of tIle sY1'>tem. In t.he learning process 

of neural networks, 'a systemat'ic change occurs in an orderly fashion to ob

tain the desired objectIve in the' n~urons interconnect.ion ~trengths or ::;ynaptic 

weights HoweYf'I:, a large collection neuron' interconnections improve the ca

pability of complex c'oinputation·. -An al:tificial neural network (ANN) is a 
complex structure of large interconnected artificial neurons which have prop

erty of input, output as well as computational features. Th~ artificial neurons 

are structured in such it. way that these are closely linked \~ith learning alga

nthm which is u&ed' for train' the network. ANN is fl:equently employed on 

data clustering, feature extraction and siJlilarity detection in case of anomaly 

based network intrusion detection. 

Neural Network Intrusion Detector (NNID) 129 describes an off-line 

anomaly detection method, which applies a modified neural network, back

propagation MLP (Multi-layered perceptioI}.),.J'fhe' t'~'aining ofVMLP is per

formed for identIfying user's profile and the MLP evaluates the user's eom

mands for possible intrusion- at the end of each log session The MLP is a 

multilayered feed-forward network, It consists of an input .layer, one or more 

hidden layers, and an output layer. The activation patterns are applied to the' 

input layer and the output layer supplies the response of the network. The 

MLP has objective to assign the mput patterns to one of the categories which, 

are represented in accordance to the output of the neural networks such that 

they ean represent the probability of class membership. 
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4.6.2 Rough Sets 

Rough set theory (RST) is an extension of classical set theory. It is used 

to computing in existence of vagueness or imprecision in data. A rough set 

is related to working on the boundary regions of a set 130. Usually, rough 

sets are used in system of classification where the knowledge of the system 

is incomplete 131. In other words, rough set is applied to any classification 

task to form various classes where each class contains objects which are not 

distinguishably different. These indistinguishable or indiscernible objects are 

the basic building blocks (concepts) which are used to build knowledge base 

about the system or real world in rough set. The concept of these indiscernible 

objects are referred as, rough uncertainty. The rough uncertainty is converted 

to formulaes which are rough sets. 

In pattern recognition, RST is used in plenty. In the work 39, the RST 

is applied to the network anomaly detection. In this approach, RST is used 

effectively for anomaly detection with low overhead and high efficiency of 

detection. Here, RST is employed to extract a set of detection rules with 

minimal size. of normal behaviour model. The normal behaviour model is 

build from the sequences of system call which are generated during the normal 

execution of a process. The abnormal operating status of a process is detected 

by the method and thus, it is reported as possible intrusion. A work 132 using 

RST on real life intrusion dataset is carried out for intrusion detection. 

4.6.3 Fuzzy Logic 

Zadeh 33· has been introduced fuzzy logic. Fuzzy logic gives a language with 

synta,'{ and local semantics for translating qualitative knowledge about a prob

lem that is to be solved. Fuzzy logic is related to fuzzy set theory. A mathe

matical framework is provided by fuzzy set theory to represent and treat the 

state of uncertainty, imprecision, and approximate reasoning. In classical set 

theory, the membership of an element is either 100% or 0% t a set where as 

in fuzzy set theory, an eleme~t can have a partial membership. For example, 

an element t has a membership function, ttP(t), that represents the degree, to 

which t belongs to the set P. Other features further define the membership 

function. For a given fuzzy set P, the core membership function is the (con-
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ventional) set of all elements t E U such that J-LP(t) = 1. The support of the 

set is fOf aU t E§ U such that /.lP(t) > 0 The flJZZY n!les q,fe slJiteq to the 

network security domain. These rules are high level description of patterns 

of behaviour found in the data. Thus, after identification of the appropri

ate rules, they are combined using fuzzy reasoning to determine an overall 

solution. 

Dickerson et al. present a fuzzy logic based anomaly intrusion detection 

method, Fuzzy Intrusion Recognition Engine (FIRE) 133. FIRE uses fuzzy 

logic to assess an activity occurred on a network to be malicious or not. Here, 

simple network traffic metrics are combined with fuzzy rules for determining 

the likelihood of general or specific net.work attacks. Thus, these metrics are 

evaluated as fuzzy sets. The development of fuzzy rules are made for some 

usually occurred intrusion detection scenarios. Fuzzy network traffic profiles 

are provided as inputs to its fuzzy rule set. Data mining techniques are applied 

to process the network input data and develop metrics that are specifically 

important to anomaly detection. The method uses a fuzzy analysis engine for 

evaluating the fuzzy inputs and generates security alerts for the administrator. 

FIRE detects a wide range of common attack types. 

The architecture of FIRE is given in Figure 4 12. It consists of the three 

types of components: network data collector (NDC), network data processor 

(NDP) and fuzzy threat analyzer (FTA). NDC is used for network data sniffing 

I and recording. I t reads raw network packets data and stores them on disk. 

NDP summarizes and categorizes the raw packet data in tabular format into 

selected categoi'ie~. It melges tHe sliilltiHuies aild table~ WiLli past system 
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data. The'merged data are stored on disk. NDP also performs comparison of 

historical mined datl:l.t\vi.th the current data to find values of their difference. 

These values are 'fuzzified' to generate the fuzzy i.nputs required by the FTA. 

The fuzzy inputs ,from the,- NQPs represent alert conditions to a degree and 

thus these are called 'fuzzy alerts'. FTA combines the inputs from one or more 

NDPs to create composite inputs. Different weights are a:;signed on the results 

of the individual NDPs to create different influence on,the result'. Depending 

on the fuzzy alerts, fuzzy rules are incorporated to detection intrusion of 

general or very specific one. The output produced by executing FTA is the 

fuzzy alerts which are sent to' the! administrator .for respons~. 

" 
4.6.4 Evolutionary 'Computing . . 

Evolutionary computing or genetic algorithm (GA) is a computational model 

on hasis of principles of evolution and natural selection. In this approach, 

the problem in a specific domain are converted into a model by use of a 
chromosome-like data structure. The chromosomes are evolved by using op

erations like selection,. recombination and mutation. Usually, an evolutionary 

computing process' begins with a random selection of population of chromo

somes. These chromosomes represent the problem to be solved. Regarding to 

the attributes of the problem, each, chrom'osome is- encoded like bits, charac

ters, or numbers' based on their different- positions .• These positions are also 

referred, to as genes and during the evolution, they are changed randomly 

within a range. During a stage of evolution, the set of chromosomes are called 

a population. The· 'goodness' of each chromosome are evaluated by using 

an evaluation function .. 'Crossover and,rrmtation are the two basic operators 

used during evaluation. Theses two operators are used to simulate the natu

ral reproduction and mutation of species, primarily. The selection process of 

chromosomes follows the principle of survival of the fittest. In computer net

work security applications, evolutionary computing is mainly used for finding 

optimal solutions. 

The Applied Research Laboratories of the University of Texas at Austin 

has developed Network Exploitation Detection Analyst Assistant (NEDAA) 40 

in generation of. artificial intelligence (AI) rules for ANIDS .. The approach 

uses different machine learning techniques like finite state machine, a decision 
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tree and GA. Here,' behaviour of each network connection is converted to,· 

represent a rule. This rule is used to judge a connection to be considered 

either intrul:iion or not. A collection of such rules are modeled as population of 

chromosomes. Evolution of the population are performed until the fulfilment 

of the required criteria. Thus, rules are generated. These rules are used 

in ANlDS as inside knowledge to judge a 'network connection behavlOur for 

finding potential intrusions. 

4.7 Knowledge Based Methods 

Knowledge based methods specifically perform operations like acquisition ~f 
• .. ~ r 1 

knowledge, its representation and' application of large bodies of knowledge 

to a particular problem area. In knowledge based methods 134 for anomaly 

detection, network activity is checked against pre-defined rules or patterns of 

normal behaviour. The goal is to employ a representation of normal behaviour 

(a profile), from which anomalous behaviour IS identified as possible attach. 

An example knowledge based method, is ,the e:\.-pert sy~tems approach. An 

expert system is an ·knowledge based, ,method. It is ,a decision making and 

problem solving method and works on basis of its task knowledge and proce

dures or logical rules for, using the knowledge.'· Here, t~e knowledge and. the 

logical rules are obtained from the experts, in the domain, generally.' 

An expert system works in three steps to classify audit data in accordance 

to a set of rules. At first, different attlibutes and claBses are identified 'from 

the audit data._ Next, a set of classification .rules, procedures or parameters are 

deduced. Finally, the classificatlOn of audit data occur according to the rules. 

Intrusion Detection Expert System (IDES) 11,4.2 is the earliest expert system 

based anomaly detection method. IDES contmuously monitors the user be

haviour and detects suspicions occurrence. Here, intrusions are flagged in 

accordance to detection of any deviations from established normal behavlOur 

patterns of individual users Next-Generation Intrusion Detf'ction Expert Sys

tem (NIDES) J'35 is the real time intrusion detection systems. It continuously 

monitors the user activity and works in a batch mode for periodic analysis of 

the audit data. A statistical analysis unit maintains a selected set of variables 

in' both IDES and NIDES for creating profile of normal behaviour. This char-
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acteristic enables the system to compare the current activity of the user with 

the desired values of the audited int.rusion detection variables that stored in 
" , 1 

the profile. If the audited ~aCtivity -is' significantb~ <Jevia~ed from the expected 

behav.i~)UJ ~hen it i~ flagged to he ~a.S ariomaly. lIr~ the stored profile,' each vari

able reflects the,beha~iour,of"normaI cobditibns:-. :rhe c~rilputation of e~ch 
measure/variable is a.~ocia:ted t.o'·a comis~)onding random variable. Here, the 

frequ~ncy di_~tribution is produced and updated o\rer time with larger analysis 

of audit records 

4.8 Hybrid ~earning ;Me(hods 
• I 

In hybrid learning methods combine of supervised and unsupervised met.h-

ods of network ,anomaly detection. Supervised anomaly detection methods 

perform detection for known type of attacks and it cannot detect unknown 

attacks. An unsupervised method of anomaly detection has capability for 

detection of unknown attacks. In a hybrid method, t.ypically, advantages of 

both supervised and unsupervised methods are combined for improved de tec

tiQn p,erformance. i The. task of plassifier combination is performed variously 

to overcome deficienciE'ls Wlth one, particular da.'lsification algorithm. The ad

vantages of multiple classifiers are, exploited to overcome t.heir weaknesses or 

reconciled the outputs from multiple classifiers for handling all situations like 

known aJ).d unknown attack detection. Hybrid method of supervised and unsu

pervisedfl11ethods arerused in 43,44,45,46,47. vVe discuss here some such methods 

where supervised and unsupervised approaches are incorporated to overcome 

their weaknesses. 

Shon et al. 4'3 present a hybrid anomaly detection method, Anomaly D~

tector using Enhaneed Support Vector Machines. The entire structure of the 

anomaly detection framework is parted into of four major steps. The fram'e

work is depicted in Figure 4.13. The first step preprocesses and filters traffic 

using PTF (Pa.'3sive TCP lIP fingerprinting) 136, and clusters data using Self

Organized Feature :Maps (SOFM),137, and selects packet fields using a Genetic 

Algorithm (GA). An unsupervised neural network model is used in SOFM 

for analysis and visualization of hlgh-djmensional data in a two dimensional 

pattern. The identity of a remote host's operating system is determined by 
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Figure 4.13: .Enhanced SVM based Anomaly,Detectio~,F,ramework 

use of 'FCP lIP fingerprinting. The PTF is used to drop malicious packets 

those are not valid for the network. This -helps in -packet preprocessing and 

reduces the number of possible attacks on the raw traffic: Before working of 

overall framework, GA is used for field selection and SOFM are used for packet 

clustering. Throngh a simulated evolutionary process, GA: selects optimized' 

fields in a packet. The selected fields are 'used to . filter packets iri real time. 

FOF Support Vector Machine (SVM) packet profiles' are created!by performing 

SOFM-based packet clustering. These packet profiles, in turn, create more 

appropriate training data. The second step preprocess the filtered-packets 

to obtain high detection performance. Here, the packets ·which are passed , 
by the previous step are preprocessed with racket relationships on basis of 

traffic flow and produce inputs for SVM learning. During preprocessing; rela

tionships among the pa('ket;:; are. used to associate SVM input5 with temporal 

characteristics considering.IP identification number and using concept of slid

ing window. In the third step, enhanced SVM machine learning method is 

included for training and testing. The enhanced SVM model combines two 

kinds of machine learning methods: supervised soft margin SVM 118 and one

class SVM (unsupervised method) 139. The enhanced SVM approach has the 
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Attack C lasse') 

Figure 4-1-,4: Training phase: NN & SOM Hybrid Method 

characteristics of high performance of soft margm SVMs, and the novel at

tack detection capabIlIty of the one-class SVMs. Finally, verification of the 

method IS performed using m-fold cross validation test and compare 'perfor

mance with real world NIDSs. Bahrololum et al. 44 introduce a hybrid method 

using misuse approach for training of normal packets and anomaly detection 

approach for training of attack packets of network traffic. The approach used 

for attack training is a combination of supervised and unsupervised Neural 

Networks (NN). Using the unsupervised NN based method of a Self Organiz

ing Maps (SOMs), attacks are classified into smaller categories considering 

similar features, and then unsupervised NN based on backpropagation is used 

for clustering. Self organizing maps 140 use unsupervised learning. Backprop

agation 141 is a supervised learning method to teach artificial neural networks. 

The objective of backpropagation is to train the neural networks for achieving 

a balance between the' correctly responding to input patterns and reasonable 

response to inputs which are similar to those used in training. The misuse 

approach identifies known packets fast and unknown attacks are detected by . 

anomaly detection approach. This method of identifying normal and anoma

lous packets in network traffic work in two phases. The first one is the training 

phase and it uses a hybrid of SOM 'and backpropagation NNs. The second 

one is the detection phase. The frame work of the method is depicted in 
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Figure 4.15: Detection phase: NN'&-SOM 'Hybrid Method 

Figures 4.14 and 415. 

As the operations of normal packets are predefined and they exhIbit ex

pected behaviour, a knowledge based (misuse-based) IDS can be u&ed for 

detection of normal activity. However, unexpected activity (presumably an 

intrusion is unusual) and changes from time-to-time and cannot be detected 

using knowledge ba.<;ed methods. Therefore, anomaly based intrUSIOn detec

tion supposed to be capable to detect unknown attacks. Using Self Organizing 

Maps unsupenrised NN is used to classify traffic data into smaller categories 

on basis of similar features and Backpropagation based unsupervised NN is 

used for clustenng traffic data. 

The hybrid intrusion detection is an effective model combining the ad-
\ 

yantages of misuse ba.c,ed intrusion detection and anomaly based intrusion 

detection method 46. In 45, Yang et a1. present a hybrid intrusion detection 

method which applies both misuse detection and anomaly detection to a data 

instance. The architecture of the decision tree based hybrid intrusion detec

tion method is bhown in Figure 4.16. An instance is identified as an intrusion 

if both misuse and anomaly detection approaches detect it as an intrusion. 

Generalized Stochastic Petri Nets, (GSPN) 142,143 are used to eyaluate the per

formance of the system. The method is 'capable of reducing false detectlOn 

rate and thus It provides a high detection rate. Generalized Stochastic Petri 
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Figure 4)6: Architecture of decision tree based hybrid intrusion detection 

Net (GSPN) is a theoretical t.ool for analysis of system performance. It is an 

extended version of SPN (Stochastic Petri Net). SPN consists of two kinds of 

transitions: immediate and timed transition. 

4.9 Discussion 

In this chapter, we have discussed network anomaly detection methods into 

SL'C main categories. Usually, obtaining a labeled dataset containing anoma

lous instances covering all possible types of anomalous behaviour is difficult. 

Based on- availability and use of labeled data, anomaly dptection methods are 

grouped into two. Supervi&ed lliethods use labeled data for training whereas 

unsupervised methods perform detection of anomalous without labeled train

ing data. SuperVlsed methods are available for both misuse and anomaly 

detection. In misw:,e based methods, predefined patterns are used for intru

sion detection whereas anomaly based detection uses profiles of normal or 

anomalous behaviour in network traffic. Hybrid methods either combine su

pervised and unsupervised methods or combine anomaly and SIgnature based 

methods. Supervised anomaly based detection methods are further divided 
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Table 4 1 LIst of E"\'l'ltmg NIDSs 
~ - - . ~-

Name 
Year of Detect~on Detechon Datn Data Algonthmtc 
PubbBh Method Tune P'N!.~B8!ng _Qathermg Approach 

I 
'lnort 141 1999 M R C C Rule based 
FIRE 111 

cJ 
2000 A 1'1 C - C Fuzzy Log\( .. 

I 
<\'DAM2~ 2001 A 

~ 
R C C ASSoclatloll Rule 

NSOM!45 2002 A R C. C l\euralnct , 
MINDS ll~ 2003 A R C C ClassifIcatIOn 

NI'mS 14f 2001 <\ N C C Neuro Fuzq 
r Logic 

II IDE 147 2001 A R C D StatIStIcal & 
~euraln~t 

ADMIT 148 2002 A R C C Clustenllg 

AD\'VlCE 18 2005 A. 'R 'C C Clusterlflg 

DNlDS 149 2007 A R C C h NN 

UNADA111 2011 A N C C Clustenng 

RELOADED 1 ,0 2005 A N C C DIstance based 
LDB'3(' AN 151 2008 A N C ' , Ie Clustenng " 
Yeung et al 2003 A N C C HIIIM meLhod 
\pproach 121 

Bahrololum 2008 B N C C GIII"1 method 
et al A.p-
proach 31 ) . 
Shon et al 2007 
Approarh 43 

B N JC, C Enhanced SVM 

Pat('ba Pt al 2005 A N C C Elvl method 
Approach 32 

NNID log 19Q8 A N G C ANN method 

Ll et aI Ap- 2008 A l'I C C RST method 
proach 19 

NCDAA 40 HJ99 A N C C GA based 

NIDFS13' ]q99 A l'l C <- Expert S.l "tpm 

x,ang et 31 2004 B N C C DeclSlOll Tree 
Approach 1 

Depren et al 200; B 1'1 G C Decl~lOn Tree & 
Approach 15

0 Neuralnet 

Zhdng et al 2006 B N C C Random rorest 
Approach 16 

Hwang at al 2007 B N G C SIgnature based 
A.pproach 151 

HUI Lu et al 2009 A N C C Derl~lOn Trpp 

Approacb 2 

Note-*l\[ 1'vhsill>ejA Anomaly/B Both, R ReaitlmejN 1\on realtlme,C-CentrahscdjD DL~tflbut"d 
J 
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into (i) parametric and (ii) non-parametric. Parametric methods estimate pa

rameters from the giVfm data, while non-parametric methods do not assume 

any knowledge of the underlying distribution of data. Unsupervised anomaly 

detection methods are presented in three different groups: (i) clustering, (ii) 

outlier mining and (iii) association nIle mining (ARM). These methods at

tempt to identify network anomalies detection without using labeled training 

data.. 

False detection rate tends to be lower in supervised anomaly detection 

methods but obtaining labeled or purely normal data is a critical issne for su

pervised methods. The most prevalent advantage ofthe unsupervised anomaly 

detection approach is the detection of unknown attacks without any previous 

knowledge. False detection tends to be higher in unsupervised anomaly de

tection. On the other hand, hybrid methods provide higher rate of anomaly 

detection with lower false detection rate as these are combinations of well 

performing (i) supervised and unsupervised methods or (ii) signature and 

anomaly based methods. 

In Table 4.1, we compare several existing NIDSs based on parameters 

such as detection method (misuse, anomaly or both), detection time (real 

time or non real time), nature of processing (centralized or distributed), data 

gathering mechanism (centralized or distributed) and approach of analyst". 

Four different categories of methods are proposed in the thesis for network 

anomaly detection. The methods are evaluated with available and privately 

generated intrusion datasets. In Chapter 5, we introduce a supervised learning 

method for network anomaly detection. 
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This chapter introduces an effective supervised learning method to achieve 
. - . 

best detection performances for known att.acks. The method was evaluated 

with two benchmark and three real life intrusion datasets and has been estab

lished to perform very well in comparison to its other competing Il!ethods. 

5.1 Introduction 

A net\vork intrusion can be any exploit of a network that compromises its 

stability or the security of information stored on computers connected to it. 

An intrusion detection system gathers'relevant data from computers or the 

network and analyzes them for signs of intrusion. Different approaches such 

as statistical, probabilistic, machine learning, k!lOWledge based, etc. are used 

for intrusion detection. Some approaches can. perforf!1 online, that is, they 

detect' attacks' in progress in real ti~e,\,vhile u~supervised approach~s such 

as data mining provide after-the-fact clues about the attacks to help reduce 

the possibilities of future attacks of the same type. In general there are two 

types of approaches 20 for network intrusion detection : misuse detection and 

anomaly detection. Misuse detection searches faT specific signatures to match, 

signaling previously known attacks with?ut lSenera~ing ~ large number of false 

alarms', Such m~thods fail t~ 'd'~tect -ne\,;' types' of attacks a.~ their sig~atures 
are'Tl6t known. Anomaly detection builds models' for normal behaviour and 

significant deviations from it are flagged a.." attack. 

5.2 . ·Pnndamentals of Sllnervised Classifiers 

5.2;1 Problem Formulation 

A classifier, which is a function (or model) that assigns a Cla.."s label to each 

data item described by a set of attributes, is often needed in clal:lsification 
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Pure~ormaliAnomal~; 
Training Data T~tData 

. ,j\"onnal'Anomal)/ 
Unknown 

Figure 5.1: A model of supervised classifier 
I ( \ ~. t ~ 

, 

tasks. ' 
, (. I. 

For any given test instance p,(= Xl, X2, X3, ... , Xd) E Dtest, i.e., a test 

dataset for any given training instances (q1: Q2, . .. , qd E Q, i.e., a train-

ing dataset with class variable c.,. E L, i.e., each training instance q,(= 

Yl; .l)2, Y3,' .. , Yd, c.,.) E Q, the job of a supervised anomaly classifier is to iden

tIf'y the appropriate class label c, for p, as early ac; possible with high accuracy. 

5:2.2 ~upervised Classification 

SupervIsed classificat.ion methods require pre-labeled data (or training data), 

tagged as normal or abnormal. These approaches can be used for classification 

of unclassified data, where the classifier learns the classificat.ion model (viz., 

profile) arld then classifies new'exemplars (or test data) as and when required 

against the learned model. If the new exemplar lies in a region of normality it 

is classified a<; normal, otherwise it. is flagged as an anomaly or as unknown .. 

Clac;sification algorithms require a good spread of both normal and abnormal 

labeled data. A generic model of supervised classifier is given in FIgure 5.l. 

Next, we describe si...'C popular supervised cla'3Sifiers for network anomaly 

detect.ion. We aL'3o analyze the pros and cons of these classifiers and finally, 
.' 

we compare t.he pelformance of our method with these examples. . . 

5.2.2.1 Classification a~d Regression Tree (CART) 

Cla'>sification and Regression Trees (CART) 1M is a classification method 

which uses historical data to con~truct decision trees Decision trees are then 

used to classify new data. For building decision trees, CART lises a learning' 

sample - a set of historical data with pre-a'3signed classes for all obserVation'>. 

Decision trees are represented by a set of questions which splits the learning 
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sample into smaller and smaller parts. The CART algQnthm searches ,for all 

possible variables and all possible values in order to find the best split. The 

process is then repeated for each 'of the resulting data fragments. The CART 
, ~ __ ~~ • , _ ~..2 _ ~ 

methodology com;ists of thr;ee parts: (i) The construction of a, maximum tree 
-- '~ I r 1 ., ~~ _. t 1 

(ii) The choice of the right" tree .. size"and (iii) The- classification of new data 

using constructed tree. 

Building the ma.'{imum tree imphes sphtting the learning sample up to the 

last observations, i.e., when terminal nodes contain observations only of on~ 

class. Splitting algorithms are different for classification and regreSSIOn trees. 

Classification tree is bui.lt in accordance wi.th a splitting rule - the rule that 

performs the splitting of the learning sample into smaller Pilrts. Each time 

data is divided into t~vo parts with ma:ctmU7n homogenezty. The maximum 

homogeneity of child nodes is defined by a f~nction called zmpunty furtctzon 

~(t). 

Gini splitting rule (or Gini index 155) is the most commonly used rule. It 

uses the zmpurity function t(t): 1,(t) = I>(kjt)p(llt)', where' k and l are 
k#l' _ 

indices of the class; p(klt) and p(llt) are the conditional probability of class k 

provided we are in node t. 

Unlike a typic?-l classificatlOn tree, the regressi~:m tree does not deal with 

classes, In this tree there is a variable matrix Y, and for each observation of 

this matrix there I.'> a response value. Th~se response values are represented 

by a vector X, known as the respon5e vector. The regression tree does not use 

a 5plitting r;ule as it does not have cla5ses those are pre-assigned The,'efore, 

the regression tree makes use of the squared residuals minimization 3:1gorithm 

According to this algorithm, the expected sum of v'ariances should be mim-
, " " mum for two resulting nodes. A regres5ion tree is used to analyze data 'when , , , 

the outcomes are continuolls measurements. A regression tree is created by 

using recursiYe partitIOning which is the same as in the case of classification 

tree. Mean-squared error i~ used t~ measure the amount of impurity. A ter-

minal node in a regTession tree represents the mean of the outcome values 

contained withm ,the terminal nodes. This value is known a.s the predicted-, 

value for the outcome. 

Chebrohi et al. present an IDS in l:56 using redundant features III intrusion 

data, The approach uses two feature selection algorithms involving Cla.ssi-
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fication and Regression Trees (CART) and Bayesian networks (BN) and an 

ensemble of BN and CART. 

5.2.2.2 C4.5 

A decision tree is a tree that· has three main components: nodes, arcs, and 

leaves. Each node is labeled with a feature attribute that is most infomlative 

among,the attributes not yet considered in the path from the root, each arc 

out of a node is labeled with a feature value for the node's feature and each 

leaf is labeled with a' category or class. Decision tree claSsIfiers ate b~ed on 

the "divide and conquer" strategy to construct an appropriate tree from a 

given learning set containing a finite and non empty set of labeled instances. 

The decision tree is coru,tructed during the learning phase and is then used to 

predict the classes of new instances. 

Decision tree learning is machine learning approach for generating classifi

cation models. C4: 5, a later v~rsion' of the ID3 algOlithm 1;:;7, is a decisidn tree 

classification algorithm. In ID3, a decision tree is built where each internal 

node denotes a test on an attribute and f'ach branch represents an outcome 

of the test. The leaf nodes represent classes or class distributions. The top

most node III a tree is the root node with the highest information gain: f\fter 

the root node, one of the rem'aining attributes with the' highest information 

gain is then chosen as the test for the next node. This process continues un" 

til all attributes are compared or when all samples are all of the same 'class) 

or there are no remaining 'attlibutes on which the samples may be further 

partitioned. The attribute with the highest information gain (or greatest en

tropy reduction) IS chosen as the test attribute for the current node. Such 

an' mformation-theoretic approach minimizes the expected number of tests 

needed to classify an object and guarantees that a simple tree is found 

In 158, Pateriya et a1. introduce an intrusion detection system which work 

based on concept of agent based system. Here, intrusion detection' is per

formed process pat.tern mining in the system. A copy of the agent is created 

in the network. This agent. resides on the computer which is required to con

nect to the server. Server agent collects data from chent agents to perform 

process mining and generate alarms on detection of intrusion.. The process 

mining is performf>d using C4.5 decision tree method. 
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5.2.2.3 Bayesian, Networks 

The Bayesian network 159 is a knowledge representation and reasoning algo

rithm under conditions of uncertainty, A Bayesian network B = (N, A, 8) is 

a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) (N, A) where each node n E N represe'nts 

a domain variable (e,g" a data set attribut.e 0,' variable), and each arc a E A 

between nodes represents a probabilistic dependency among the variables, 

quantified using a conditional probability distribution (Jl E e for each node 

T/: •. A Bayesian network can be used to compute the conditional probability of 

one node, given values assigned to the other nodes, Many Bayesian network 

structure learning algorithms have been developed, These algorithms gener

ally fall in~o two groups, search and scoring based algorithms and dependency 

analysis based algorithms., In the a;rea of Bayesian network structure learning .. 

two types of algorithms have been developed. Type 1 deals with a special case. 

where. t1)~ node orde~ing is given, which requires O(N2
) conditional indepen

den~e tests an~1 is correct given that the underlying model is. DAG faithfuL 

TYl?e ,2 deals with tp.e general case and requires O(N4.) conditional, indepen

den,ce t,ests and is correct given that the underlying modeLis monotone DAG 

faithful. , , 

(The major, (!,dyantage of Bayesian networks over many other types of pre

dictive models is tl).at the Bayesian network structure represents the inter

relationships among the data set attributes. Human experts can easily un

derstand the network structures and if necessary can easily modify them to, 

obtain better predictive models. By adding,decision nodes and utility nodes, 

BN models can also be extended to decision networks for decision analysis. 

Other advantages of Bayesian networks include explicit uncertainty character

ization, fast and, efficient computation, and quick training. They are highly 

adaptive and easy to build, and provide explicit representation of domain spe

cific knowledge in human reasoning framework1oL Moreover, Bayesian networks 

offer good generali.zation .with limited training data and easy maintenance 

when adding new features or new training data . 

. Wojciech Tylman in 160 proposes an anomaly based intrusion detection 

system Basset (Bayesian System for Intrusion Detection) using Bayesian Net

works (BN)."This·method enhances the functionality of the open source NIDS, 

snort 144 to integrate BN as. added processing stage. Here, snort is employed 
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for signature based detection and BN is used for anomaly based detection. 

5.2.2.4 Naive Bayes 

The Naive ~ayes classifier computes conditional probabilities, to solve a c1ac:;

sification problem. It uses Bayes' Theorem 34 with indevendence assumptions, 

which a.c:sumes that the features are condItionally independent of one another 

given a class. When a set of classe~ is observed in the training data, the Naive 

Bayes classifier then assigns an observed data to a class with the highest 

probability. 

Naive Bayes l61 classifiers are simple Bayesian networks which are 'com

posed of DAGs with only one root node (called parent), representing an un

observed node, and several children, corresponding to the observed nodes with 

strong assumption of independence among child nodes in the context of their 

parents. 

The classification is performed by considenng the parent node to be hidden 

and computing to which each class an object in the testing set should belong, 

child nodes represent different attributes specifying the object. 

! Hence, in the presence of a training set one should only' compute condi

tional probabilities since the structure is unique. Once the network is COTIl-
\ 

puted, it is possible to classify any new object using its attribute. values using 

the Baye's rule 34 as shown in Equation (5.1), which is eA--pressed as follows: 

P( IA) = P(AIc.)·P(~) 
C, P(A) , (5.1) 

where c. is 'a possible value and A is the total evidence conf>idering. the- at

tribute nodes. The evidence A can' be dispatched into pieces of evidence, say 

aI, a2,···,a,., relative'to attributes AI, A2, ... ,An, respectively. Since Naive 

Bayes works unde~ the assumption that these attributes are independent, 

their combined probabIlity is obtained as follows: 

P( IA) = P(adc,).P(a2\c.). '" .P(anlc.) 
c, peA) , (5.2) 

where peA) is determined by normalization condition. 

By applying a Naive Bayes cla%ifier to an intrusion detection task, a set of 
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training network traffic data is used to find the prior probabilities for normal 

or a known class of attacks. As an unseen network traffic arrives, the classifier 

then uses Bayes Theorem to decide which class the traffic S1;lOUld belong to. 

Panda et. al. 162 propose an NIDS framework on basis of Naive Bayes algo

rithm. This method offramework creates the patterns of the network services 

over data sets labeled by the services. With the created patterns, the method 

detects attacks in the datasets using the classifier based on NaIve Bayes algo

rithm. 

5.2.2.5 CN2 

CN2 163 is an induction algorithm. An induction system assists in' the task 

of knowledge acquisition or induction of concept descriptions from examples. 

The CN2 algorithm is efficient and combines combines the ability to cope with 

noisy data that the ID3 algorithm 157 has with the if-then rule form and flexible 

search strategy of the AQ algorithm 164. The representation for rules ontput 

by CN2 is an ordered set of if-then rules.. CN2 uses it heuristic function to 

terminate search during rule construction, based on an estimate of the noise 

present in the data. This results in rules that may not classify all the training 

examples cor.rectly, but that perform well on new data~ 

The CN2 algorithm must make two heuristic decisions during the learning 

process" and it empJoys two. evaluation functions to aid in these decisions. 

First it must assess the quality of complexes, determining if a new complex 

should replace the 'best complex' found so far and also which complexes to 

discard if the maximum size is exceeded. Computing this involves first finding 

the set £' 'of examples which is a· complex cover (i.e., which satisfy all of its 

selectors) and the probability distribution P = (Pi, ... , P,,) of examples in E' 

among classes (where n is the number of classes represented in the training 

data). CN2 then uses the information-theoretic entropy measure: 

(5.3) 

to evaluate complex quality (the lower the entropy the better the complex). 

This function thus prefers complexes covering a large number of examples of a 

single class and few examples of other classes, and-hence such complexes score 
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well on the training data when used to predict the majority class covered. 

The second evaluation functio'n tests 'whether a complex is significant. By 

thiJ3 we mean a complex that locates a regularity unlikely to have occurred by 

chance, and thus reflects a genuine correlation between attribute values and 

classes. To assess significance, CN2 compares'the observed distribution among 

class~s of e:;mmples,satisfying the complex with the expected distribution that 

would result if the cQmplex selected examples randomly. Some differences in 

these distributions will result from random variation. The issue is whether 

the observed differences are too gTeat to be accounted for purely by chance 

If so, CN2 assumes that the complex reflects a genuine cQrrelation between 
( .1 , 

attributes and classep. 

To test significance, the system llses the likelihood ratio statistic 165. This 

is given by 
n 

2 L I,log(f,/e,) , (5.4) 
.=1 

where the distribution F = (fI, ... , In) is the observed frequency distribution' 

of examples among classes satisfying a given complex and E = (el,' .. , e..l)' is-

the expected frequency distribution of the same number of examples under 

the assumption that the complex ~elects examples randomly. This is consid

ered as the N = L I. covered examples distributed among classes with the 

same probability as that of example'S in the entire training set. This statistic 

provide::. an information-theoretic measure of the (noncom mutative) distance 
. I" ~ 

between the two distributions. This provides a measure that indicates signif-. , . 
icance. The lower the score, the Tnore likely that the apparent regularity is 

due to chance. 

Thul? these tW9 functions - entropy and significance - serve to determine 

whether complexes found d~JTing search are both 'good' (have high accuracy 

when predicting the majorIty class c(;wered) and 'reliable' (the, high accuracy 

on training data is not just due to chance). CN2 uses these functions to repeat

edlyJsearch for the 'best' complE."x that also passes some minimum threshold 

o~ reliability until nO.more reliable complexes can be found. 

Beghdad 166 presents a study of the use of some supervised learning tech

niques to predIct intrusions. The performances of SL-X machine learning al

gorithms including C4.5, ID3, Classification and Regression Tree (CART), 
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Multinomial Logistic Regression (MLR) , Ba.yesian Networks (BN), and CN2 

rule-based algorithm are investigated. KDD Cup 1999 4atasets. are llse,d to 

e~aluate, the algorithms., 

5.2.2.6 Support Vector Machines 

Support'Vector M~chine (SVM) is a powerful, state~of-'tlie-art algorithm based 

on linear and nonlinear regressi'on. Support vector machines (SVM)'represent 

a supervised learning method 167,168: They performi claSsificatlon by construct~ 

ing 8.h N-dimensional hyperplane 'that optimally separates' the data. into dif

ferent categories. In the basic classification, 'an SVM classifies the data into' 

two categories. Given a training set of instances, labeled -pairs (x, y); where y 

is' the label of instance x, an SVM works by m:8..-'Cimizing the margin to obtain 

the best performance in classification. 

SVMs are based on the idea of hyper:-plap.e classifiers, or linearly separa

bility. Suppose we have N training data points (Xl, YJ), (X2' Y2), ... , (XN' YN), 

where Xi E Rd (d-dimensional space or instances) and Yi E {+1, -I}.' Con

sider a hyper~plane defined by (w', b), where w is a weight vector and b is a 

biaS. We can classify a: new object X with 

Note that e~cll training vectors Xi occurs' a dot product; there is a La~ 
grangian. multiplier 169 CY.i for each training point. The Lagrangian muitiplier 

value (Xi reft.ects the i~porta:nce of each d~ta'point. When the maximal mar

gin hyper-plane is found, only points that lie closest to the hyper-plane have 

O'i > 0 and these points are called supp'ort vectors. Ali other points' have 

0'., '= 0 (see Figure 5.2): This means that only those points that lie closest 

to the hyper-plane give the representation of the hypothesis/classifier. These 

most important data points serve as support vectors'. Their values can also 

be used to obtain an iridependent boundary with . regard to the reliability of 

the hypothesis/classifier. Figure 5.2 shows two classes and their boundaries, 

i.e., margins. The support vectors are represented by solid objects, while the 

empty objects are nonsupport vectors. Notice that the margins are only af

fected by the support vectors, i.e., if we remove or add empty objects, the 
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Figure 5.2: A Value of (~. fOl' 'support vectors and non'-support vectors 

margins do not change. Meanwhile any change in the soliC! objects,' either 

adding or removing objects, could change the margins. 

Kim et· a1. 170 present an NIDS, SVMIDS (Support veetor machines ba,<,ed 

IDS) u!',ing SVM. Here, intrusion detection is considf'red as two-class or multi

class classification' problem. The IDS is trained with training data and tested 

WIth test data to evaluate novel attacks. The importance of each feature is 

evaluated to overall improvement of IDS. 

5.2.3 More Examples of Supervised Classifiers 

Classification is a superVlsed lea.rning technique that has been applied to 

anomaly detection. Lee and Stolfo 20 proposed a systematic framework. em

ploying data mining techniques for intrusion detection .. This framework con

sists of classification, association rules and frequent episodes algorithms that 

can be used to construct detection models. 'f.he authors in 171 pre&ented PN

rule, for multi-class classification problem. The key idea 'used in PNrule is 

learning a rule-based model in two stages: first find P-rules to predIct pres

ence of a class and then find N-rules to predict absence of a class. The sconng 
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mechanism used in PNrule allows one to tune selectively thp effect of each N

rule on a given P-l ule. ADWICE ('Anomaly Detection With fast Incremental 

Clustering) 18 used extended BIRCH 172 clustering algorithm to implement a 

fast, scalable and adaptive anomaly dete~tion -scheme. They ~pply clustering 

a.', a technique for training 0'£ the:norlT!al!ty model. Several soft computing 

paradigms, viz., fuzzy rule-baserl classifiers, support veetor machines, linear 

genetic programming and- an 'ense,mble met!tod to model fast and effieient 

intrusion detectIOn systems"were investigated in 173, Empirical results clearly 

show that soft computing approach could playa maj'or ';ol~ for intrusion detec-
- .' \ , 

tion. Yang et al. 19 present al). anomaly detectlOn approach based on clustering 

and classification for intruslOn detectiop.. They perform clustering to group 
-' 

training data points into clusters, Jr~m .wh,ieh r,he); select some clusters as 
- ~ I ,.,.-

llormal, and create known-'atta,ck PWfiles according to certain critena. The 

training data excluded from the profile al:e used to bUlld a specific classifier. 

During the testing stage, they use an influence-based classifieation algorithm 

to classi~y net~vor.k b~haviours., A eomparati,ve study of several supervised 

probabilistie and predictive machme learning techniques for intrusion detec

tl~n ,18 reported 111 174. 1\vo probabilist Ie techniques, Naive Bayes and Gaus

si.an, a.nd two predicti. ve techniques, Deei~~oll TI:e~ 175 and Random Forests 176 , 

are ,used. The ability of each teehnique to .dptect four attack eategonfis (DoS, 

Probe, R2L and U2R) has been compared. A new supervised intrusion detec

tion method based on TCM-KNN (Transductive Confidence Machine for K

Nearest Neighbours) algorithm is presented il~ 177. This <;llgorithm works well 

even if sufficient attaek data are not avai~able f<;'lr training. A review of the 

most well known anomaly-based intrusion detection techniques is provided by 

4l;,171l, Available platfor~s, systems under development and,research projec.ts 

in the area are als~ presented. 'Th~ p~p~r also o'utlines the main challenges'to

be dealt with for the. wide scale deployment of anomaly-based intrusion de

tectors, With sppcial emphasiS on assessment issues. An SVM-based intrusion 

detection system IS found in 179, one which combines a hierarchical clustering 

algorithm (BIRCH172),.a simple feature selection procedure, and the'SVM 

(support vector machines) technique. This method was abo evaluated using 

the KDD Cup 1999 datasets. 
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Table 5.1: List of Existing ANIDSs of Supervised Method 

Name 
Year 0/ Detection Dataset Data Data Algorithmic 
Publish Method Used Processing Gathering Approach 

FIRE1~.1 2000 A K C C Fuzzy Logic 

NSOM1 45 2002 A K C C Neura.lnet 

MINDS Ill_ 2003 A K C C Classification 

AmVICE 18 2005 A K C C Clustering 

TCM- 2007 A K C C K-Nearest Neigh-
KNNi,77 bours 

Beghdad 2010 A K C C CART, C4.5, BN, 
et a1. 166 MLR & CN2 

SVM- 2011 A K C C SVM & Hierarchical 
based 179 Clustering 

Note-*M-Misuse/ A-Anomaly fB-Both, K-KDD Cup 1999, C-Centralised/D-Distributed 

5.2.4 Discussion 

Supervised classifiers are algorithms that reason from externally supplied in

stances to produce general hypotheses, which then make predictions about 

future instances. In other words, the goal of supervised learning is to build a 

concise model of the distribution of class labels in terms of predictor features. 

The resulting classifier is then used to assign class labels to the testing in

stances where the values of the predictor features are known, but the value of 

the class label is unknown. Examples of supervised classification approaches 

include statistical algorithms, decision tree approaches, proximity based soft 

computing and many other algorithms in machine learning. Statistical meth

ods are based on a..'lsumptions regarding t.he underlying data distribution. 

Decision tree learners use a method known as divide and conquer to construct 

a suitable tree. If there are no conflicting cases, a decision tree correctly clas

sifies ail training cases. The major limitation of proximity-based approaches 

is the selection of an appropriate proximity measure. Soft computing repre

sents combinations of several computational intelligence methodologies which 

neither are independent nor compete with one another but work in a comple

meiltftrity. Some oftM mo~t commonly uiied iiupeiviiied ditiiiiifierii are CART, 

C4.5, Bayesian Net,vorks, Naive Bayes, CN2, SVM and soft computing hybrid 

methods such as fuzzy-neuro. These methods are Glosely related to types, sizes 

as well as dimensions of data. Some popular ANIDSs of supervised learning 

method are given in Table 5.1. 
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5.2.5 Contributions 

An effective supervised anomaly detection method is designed based on simi

larity measures. In this chapter, emphasize is given on the followings: 

• Purely statistical models are useful for trivial cases (e.g., for abrupt 

change detection). 

• Real-time traffic modeling demands for proximity finding over mixed 

type data with high sensitivity. 

• Decision tree learners are generally unstable in nature, due to newer 

change in the threshold values which affect the result sequentially. 

• Clustering based methods are relatively more stable in nature, however, 

the effectiveness of such methods are highly dependent on what prox

imity measure used by the method. 

The problem of detecting attacks with high detection rate as well as lower 

false positive rate, poses a special challenge to the research community. Within 

such a context,· intrusion detection using the supenrised cla.c:;sifiers have pro

duced remarkable improvements. In this chapter we present a supervised 

~1P$f'ifi~r for anomaly-bas~q intrusion q~te9tipn, whi9h if' 9f1.pfl.ple pf qetecting 

network attacks. The implementation of supenrised classifier uses a combina

tion of supervised as well as unsupervised incremental classification technique 

for classification of network attacks. We discuss in further details of our 

method to implement each module and evaluate its performance against a 

wide range of network attacks. 

5.3 Proposed Supervised Method 

The proposed supervised method uses a training algorithm to create a set of 

representative clusters from the available labeled training objects. Unlabeled 

test objects are then inserted in these representative clusters based on similar

ity calculations and thus get labels of the clusters in which they are inserted. 

We first present the basics of the clustering algorithm, and then present the 

training and prediction algorithms. The clustering algorithm is a modification 

of the Cat Sub algorithm 180. 
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5.3. Proposed Supervised Method' 

5.3.1 Proximity measures 

Distance or similarity measures are essential to solve classificatlOn, clustering, 

or retrieval of /STOUp of data from a large dataset. From the scientifiC' and 

mathematical point of view, distance is defined a.'3 a quantitative degree of how , . , 

far apart two objects are. The choice of distance/similarity measures depends 
• ",. I 

on the mea.'3urement type or representation of objects. Several number of 

distance measures viz., Euclzdean, Mznkowskt are available 77 for numeric data. 
~ ~ I" ..... 

Similarly, proximity/similarity measures viz., Overlap, Eskin are in exist 78 for 

categorical data. Similarity measures for mL'Ced type attribute data are specific' 

to domain of data. We introducf' two similarity measures for cla.'3sification of 

network intrusion data which are of mixed attribute type. 

5.3.1.1 Similarity Function Between Two Data Objects. 

The similarity between two data objects X and Y is the sum of per attribute 

similarity for all the attributes. It is computed as s~m(X, Y), 

d 

s~m(X, Y) = I: s(.1:) , YJ) 
J=l 

where S(XJl YJ) IS the similarity for )-th attribute defined as 

iflxJ -YJI ~6J 

otherwise 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

where 6J is the similarity threshold for the )-th attribute. For categorical 

attributes d) = 0 and for numeric attributes dJ 2: o. 

5.3.1.2 Similarity Function Between a Cluster and an Object 

The similarity function between a cluster C and all object· X becomes 

s~m(C, X) 
noAttnbutes 

sim(C, X) = 2:' s(~J'. xaJ, (5.8) 
J=I 
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where s( vJ ' .LaJ ) is the similarity of the lh attribute of duster profile and 

object, 

s(vJ,xa )= ' , { 1. 
J • 0, 

if Iv] - xa] I ::; oa] 
otherwise. 

(5.9) 

A detailed discussion on selection of appropriate threshold value for 0] in 

Equation (5.7) and dUJ in Equation '(5.9) is given in Sub&ection 5.4.4. ' 

5.3.1.3 Properties of Our Proximity Measure 

Similarity' or dissImilarity between a cluster and an object IS described in 

terms ,of the distance between them. In our method, a cluster is repre::>ented 

by a profile; and a profile is similar to an object. 'A dissimilarity measure, 

d(x, y), obeys the following four properties (1-4) for any two objects x, y. 

The similarity measures given in subsections 5.3.1.1 and 53.1.2, satisfies all 

the four properties .. ([1he,lproperties 181 are giver!' below'-

1,' Non-negativity: the distance between any two objects cannot be nega

tive. 

2. Identity: the distance between an object and itself must be zero. 

3. Symmetry: the distance between object x and y is the same a& distance 

between object y and x, i.e., d(x, y) = d(y, x). 

4. Triangular Inequality: the distance measure should obey the tnangle 

mequahty property, i.e., for objects x', y, z, we have d(x, z) ::; d(x, y) + 
d(y, z). 

5.3.2 Background 

The dataset to be clustered contains n objects, each described by d attributes 

AlJ A2 ,.:·,· , Ad having fin,ite discret[e valued domains D 1 , D2 , ... , Dd, respec-. 

tively, A data object can be represented as X = {XI, X2, ... , Xd}, The ]-th 

component of object X is xJ and it takes one of the possible values defined 

in domain DJ of attribute AJ' Referring to each object by its serial number, 

the dataset can be repre&ented by th~ ,set N = {I, 2, . " n}, SImilarly, the 

attributes are represented by the set-M' = {I, 2, ... , d}, 
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An incremental subspace clustering technique is used here. A cluster is a 

set of objects which are similar over a subset of attributes only. The minimum 

size of the subset of attributes required to form a cluster is defined by the 

threshold MinAtt. Let the subset of defining attributes be represented by 

Dattributes = {aI, a2, ... , anoAttrtbutes} such that Dattributes ~ M and 

noAttributes is the size of Dattributes. A cluster is represented by its profile 

somewhat like an object. All objects in a cluster are similar to the profile. The 

cluster profile is defined by a set of values, Values = {VI, V2, ... , VnoAttnbutes} 

considering the attributes in Datt7'ibutes. That is VI E Dal is the value for 

attribute al E M, V2 E Da2 is the value for attribute a2 E ]'v!, and so OIl. Thus, 

the cluster profile is defined by the similarity function between a cluster C 

and an object X becomes sim(C, X) as given in Equation (5.8) 

Pro file = {noAttributes, Dattributes, Values}. (5.10) 

Let Olist ~ N be the list of data objects in the cluster. A cluster C is 

completely defined by its Profile and Otist: 

C = {Olist, Profile}. (5.11) 

Our incremental clustering algorithm inserts an object in anyone of the clus

ters existing at a particular moment. So, the similarity between a cluster and 

a data object needs to be computed, Obviously,' the cluster profile is used 

for computing this similarity. As the similarity is computed over the set of 

attributes in Dattributes only, 

Example 1: Consider a small dataset shown in Table 5:2"with seven objects 

defined using five attributes AI, A2 , A3 , A4 and As. The domains for the 

attributes are Dl = {aI, a2, a3}, D2 = {bl, b2}; D3 = {el, c2, c3, c4}, 

D4 = {dl, d2, d3} and Ds = {el, e2}, respectively. 

Clusters C1 and C2 can be identified in the dataset with MinAtt = 3 and 

Ja, = 0 for aJ E Dattri&utes: 

Cl = {Olist = {I, 2, 4},' noAttributes = 3, Dattributes = {2, 3, 5}, 

Values = {b2, c4, e2}}, and 

C2 = {Olist = {3, 5, 7}, noAttributes = 4, Dattnbutes = {I, 2, 3, 5}, 

Viil'ueB = {a3, bl, c2, tl}}. 
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Table 5.2: A sample dataset 

Serial No. Al A2 A3 14 A5 
I a3 b2 c4 dl e2 
2 a2 b2 c4 d3 e2 
3 a3 bl c2 dl el 
4 a2 b2 c4 dl e2 
5 a3 bl c2 d3 el 
6 al b2 cl d2 e2 
7 a3 bl c2 d2 el 

5.3.2.1 Our Supervised AI~orithms 

The supervised cla.<;smcation algorithm starts with an initially empty set of 

clusters. It, reads each object Xi sequentially, inserts it in an existing cluster 

based upon the similarity between X~ and the clusters or a new cluster is 

created with Xz if it is not similar enough, as defined by the threshold !v! inAtt, 

for insertion in an existing cluster. The search for a cluster for inserting the 

present object is started with the last cluster created and moves towards the 

first cluster until the search is successful. If successful, the object is inserted 

in the cluster found and the search is terminated. At the time of inserting 

the object in the found cluster C, the number of defining attributes of the 

cluster (C.noAttributes) is set.according to the computed similarity measure 

between the cluster and the object and the sets of C.Dattributes along with 

C. Values are upuated. if the search is not successful a new cluster is created 

and the object itself made the representative object of the cluster, i.e., the 

full set of attributes becomes the Dattrzbutes while full set of values of the 

object becomes corresponding Values of the new cluster profile. 

The supervised classification algorithm begins with a fixed number of ex

isting clusters (as defined by their profiles) with no objects present in them. 

Objects are incrementally inserted in any of the clusters and no new clusters 

are created. 
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Ra" Data 

Ra" Dat 

Training 'Ietbod Pl"ed;~on ,retbod 1 ",olma)1 
1 [<:;}asslflcation ~'t [ClaSSJllcation] .\ttackl 
I Profile generat1on] Profile I 1 nknown 

I 1 
L ______ ~u~e~~5~~:.If~r _______ I 

Figure 5.3: Conceptual Framework of Supervised Classifier 

5.3.3 Training Method 

Given a set of labeled training data, a combination of in<.:remental clustering 

and supervised classification techniques are applied to create and refine a set 

of clusters from which profiles are extracted for use in the test object labeling 

process. The incremental clustering technique decides cluster membership 

immediately as the objects arrive sequentially without conSIdering subsequent 

objects that are yet to be seen. Therefore, refinement of the created clusters i5 

performed using a sub5equent supervised classification step that allow possible 

realignment of the data objects in the clusters. 

In the beginning of the training algorithm, all objects are marked unpro

cessed. Similarity thresholds mmAtt (the minimum number of attributes) and 

mtnStze (the minimum number of objects in a cluster) are set high and they 

are gradually decrea5ed in steps In each iteration the remaining unprocessed 

objects are clustered using a combination of supervised and unsupervised clus

tering. If the supervised clas5ification process fails to insert an object in any of 

the preexisting (created in the previous iteration) clusters (SGs), then the un

supervised classification process inserts it in any of the unsupervised clusters 

(UGs) created in the pre5ent iteration or a new unsupervised cluster is created 

with the object. When the clustering process ends in the present iteration, 

clu5ter profiles are extracted from each of the SG5 having at least mtnSzze 

objects in it and the objects in such a cluster are marked processed. All SGs 

are then deleted. The UGs may also include some insignificant clusters whose 
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sizes are less than minS·ize. Such clusters are deleted. Remaining UGs are 

made SGs for next iteration after making them empty by deleting their object 

lists. Then the threshold values minSize and minAtt are reduced so that the 

next iteration can create larger clusters instead of fragmented clusters. Re

ducing the thresholds allows more generalization. The algorithm iterates so 

long as there are unprocessed objects. To ensure termination of the algorithm 

minSize is reduced to minSize/2 so that the ultimate value of minSize be

comes 1, beyond which no objects remain unprocessed. The threshold minAtt 

is loosened by setting minAtt = minAtt - Q. where a is a small integral con

stant such as 1 or 2. Reduction of minAtt belmv a certain level (MIN) is 

not allowed, after which remains constant at M I,N. Generalization beyond 

MIN makes data objects from two different classes indistinguishable. When 

training terminates, the set of profiles found in the profile file. becomes the 

final cluster profiles for use in the prediction process. The training algorithm 

is given as Algorithm 1. A training and testing method of supervised classifier 

is shown in Figure 5.3. 

5.3.4 Prediction Method 

Once the set of cluster profiles is ready, labeling test objects becomes simple. 

Supervised classification is performed with the objects. The label of the 

cluster profile becomes the label of each object inserted in the cluster. The 

objects not inserted in any of the clusters defined by the profiles need special 

attention. They may be flagged suspicious for anomalies. Another method 

for dealing with such objects is to insert such an object in a cluster which is 

most similar to the object and label accordingly. The algorithm for prediction 

method is given as Algorithm 4. 

5.3.4.1 Effective Profile Searching 

Two-dimensional link list (2-:DLL) structure (as found in 144) is used to store 

the profiles in memory. It enables to update the profile base dynamically. The 

2-DLL structure updates row wise with insertion of new parameter in a profile 

and column wise with the insertion of a new protocol type. It enables to search 
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Algorithm 1 Training algorithm 

1: filel=open(''TrainProfile'' ,"write"); 
2: read (n, d, minAtt, minSize); 
3: for (i = 0; i < n; i = 2 + 1) do 
4- read (X['!,], TecordLabel['iJ); 
5: processedlij=O; 
6: end for 
7: totalPTofile = 0; 
8: top = 0; 
9; wbHe (minSize > 0) do J> //iterate// 

10: for (1, = O;'i < n;i = i+ 1) do 
11: fo'u.nd = FALSE; J> / /supervised clustering/ / 
12' for (j = 0; j < totTra'in; J = J + 1) do 
13: if (7'ecoTdLabel[iJ ;== cluster Label[)]) then 
14 if (szm(SC[J]' Xli]) == SC[j].noAttn,butes) then 
15: append(i, SC[j].oList); 
16: found = TRUE; 
17: break; 
18: end if 
19: end if 
20: 

21: 

22: 

23: 

24: 

25: 

26: 

27: 

28: 

29: 

30: 

31: 
32: 

33: 
34: 

35: 

36: 

37: 

38: 

39: 

40: 

41: 

42: 

end for 
if (f ou.nd == T RU E) then 

contmue; 
end if 

J> i / end supervised clustering/ / 

for (j = top;j >= O;j = j - 1) do 
if (rec07'dLabel[z] == clusteTLabelUlJ then: 

if (sim(UCfj], Xli]) >= minAtt) then ' 
found =,TRUE; update(UC[j], i, Xli]); 
break; 

end if 
end if 

end for 
if (found == FALSE) then J> / / create new cluster/ / 

top = top + 1; UC[top] =new cluster'; 
append(i, UC[top].oL-l.st); 
UC[top]:noAttnbutes = d;.· 
for (j = 0; j < d; + + j) do 

UC[topJ.a[J] =.j; 
UC[top].v[JJ = X[i][j]; 

end for 
cluste1'Label[top] = ?'ecoTdLabel[iJ; 

end if 
end for I> / / end unstLpermsed clustering algorithm/ / 
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2 Training algorithm (continued) 

43: for (i = 0; i < totTrain; i = i + 1) do 
44: m=sizeof(SC(iJ.oList) 
45: if (m >= minSize) then 
46: k = SC[iJ.noAttrilmtes; 
47: for (j=O;J < k;J =j+l) do 
48: write(f'ilel, SC(iJ.alJ1); 
49: end for 
.50: for(j=O;j<k;j=J+l)do 
51: write(filel, SC[ij.vb]); 
52: end for 
53: p = SG['lj.oL?'st; 
54: for (j = O;j < m;J = J + 1) do 
55: k = p.getdata(j); processed[k]=I; p=p.next. 
56: end for ' 
57: delete SqiJ; 
58: end if 
59: totTmin = 0; 
60: for (i = 0; i < top; i = t + 1) do 
61: m=sizeof(UC[zj.oList) 
62: if (m >= m2nSize) then 
63: SC[totTmmJ = UC.[tJ; delete UC 
64: UC[z].oList = NULL; totTmzn = totTmin + 1; 
65: else 
66: delete uqil; 
67: end if 
68: end for 
69: minSize = minSize/2; MinAtt = minAtt - a; 
70: if (MinAtt < /vfIN) then 
71: rmnAtt = MIN; 
72: end if 
73: end for 
74: end while . 
75: function sim(cluster C, obJectX) 
76: count = 0; k = C.noAttnbutes; 
i7: for (J = O;j < k;j = J + 1) do 
78: l = C.a(]\; 
79. if (abs(C.vUj- x[l]) <= J[l]) then 
80: cmmt = count + 1; 
81: end if 
82: end for 
83: return count; 
84: end function 
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5.3.,' Proposed Supervised Method 1 

3 Training algorithm (continued) 
85: function update(cluster C, int T, object X) 
86: appendCr, C.Olist); 
87: count = 1; 
88: Tn = C.noAttTibutes; 
89: for (j = 0; j < Tn; + + j) do 
90: l = C.aU1; 
91: if (abs(s(C.v[j]- x[l]) <= r\[l]) then 
92: count = count + 1; 
93: C.v[count] = C.v[j]; 
94: C.a[count] = C.aU]; 
95: end if 
96: C.noAttTifFutes = count; 
97: end for 
98: end function 
99: 

100: function createCLusteT(cluste7' C, int r,' object X) 
101: C =new cluster; 
102: append(r, C.OUst); 
103: C.noAtt1'ibutes = d; 
104: for (j = O;j < d;+ +j) do 
105: C.aU] = j; C.vli] = xU]; 
106: end for 
107: end function 

the profile base protocol wise, viz., TCP, ICMP, UDP, "other" (which profiles 

are not included the protocols viz., TCP, ICMP or UDP. Once the respective 

protocol is identified in this 2-DLL structure,. further traversal is s?pported 

f;r ?ther 'parameter~ matching by following the link list structur:. 

5.3.4.2 Gomplexity Analysis 

The clustering algorithms require one pass through the set of training exam

ples that currently remain unprocessed. Each training example needs to be 

compared with existing clusters one after ahother until it gets inserted in one 

of the clust.ers. 'The' simil'ari.ty· cO'mputation involves a' subset-'of at.tributes. 

Therefore, the clustering process has a complexity O(ncd), where n is t.he 

number of training examples, c is the number of clusters and d is the number 

of attributes. Each of the created clusters needs to be visited to extract its 
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Algorithm 4 Prediction algorithm 
1: file1=open(''TrainProfile'' ,"read"); 
2: file2=open("DataFile" ,"read"); 
3: read(filel, totTrain); 
4: for i = 0; i < totTm'in; i = i + 1 do 
5: read(file1, k); 
6: C[i].noAttributes = k; 
7: for (j = O;j < k;j = j + 1) do 
8: read(file1, C[i].a[j]); 
9: for (j = O;j < k;j = j + 1) do 

10: read(filel, C[i]:u[j]); 
11: if count == C[j].noAttributes then 
12: print("Object" i" is of category" 
13: clusterLabel[j]); 
14: found = 1; break; 
15: else 
16: if count > max then 
17: 71'/,ax = count; pos'ition = j; 
18: end if 
19: end if 
20: end for 
21: if found == 0 then 
22: print("Object" i "is of category"; 
23: cluster Label[pos#ion]); 
24: end if 
25: end for 
26: end for 

size and profile .. Hence, maximum time complexity of one iteration of the 

training algorithm becomes O(ncd) + O(c). The algorithm performs at m,ost. 

k iterations, where k = log2(minSize). As minSize is the minimum number 

of objects for a cluster to be considered significant, it is not large. Overall 

maximum time complexity of the algorithm is O(kncd) + O(kc). 

5.4 Classification. of Network Anomalies 

In this section we establish the effectiveness of our supervised classificat.ion· 

technique on·several public benchmark and private real life dataset.. 
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5.4. Classification of N~twork Anomalies' 

5.4.1 Data Preprocessing 

We discretized continuous valued attributes by taking logarithm to the base 
• -". ,. \ 1 

2 and then converting to integer. This is done for each attribute value z using 

the computation: 1,f (z > 2) z = mt(lo92(Z)) + 1. Before taking logarit.hm, 

the attributes which take fr~ctional values in the range [0.
1
1 i are multiplied by 

100 so that they take values in the range [0; 1001. Nominal'valued attributes 

are mapped to discrete numeric codel:i which are nothing but serial numbers 

beginning with zero for the unique attribute values in the order in which they 

appear in the dataset. The class label attribute is removed from the dataset 

arid stored separately in a different file: The class labels are'llsed for traming 

and evaluating the detection performance of the algorithm. 

5.4.2 Feature Selection 

The curse of dimensionality is the challenging issue of intrusion detection 182. 

Of these large number of features, it can be monitored for ,the purpose of 
q 1 \I T 

intrusion detection that many features are less SIgnificant or do not have any 

importance in attack detection. The elimination of these less significant fea

tures enhance the computation accuracy and speed; amI thus improve the 

overall performance of IDS. To overcome the iSl:iue of feature selection, meth

ods hke Informo.twn gam 18:) and Mutual Informatzon'Oo usually have been used 

for intrusion detection, '-\'e use Information gam method for feature selection 

in our method as this is widel}" applied method for the similar purpose with 

very detection performance. In our method, Inforrnatwn gam is computed for 

each of the discretized attributes. Attributes (such as attribute numbers 7, 

9, 15, 18, 20 and 21 in KDD Cup 1999 and N,SL-KDD datasets) correspond

ing to very low information gain are removed- from the dataset. It reduces 

computation .time! 

5.4.2.1 Information Gain 

Let· S be a set of training set samples with their corresponding labels. Suppose 

there 'are m classes and the training set contains 8, samples of class I and 8 is 

the total number of samples in the training set. Expected mformation needed 
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to cla.'.:iSify a given sample is calculated by> 

m 

1(S1, S2,' .. , Sm) = - L ~l092(~): 
>=1 

(5.12) 

. A feature F with ;values {it, h, ... , Iv} can divide the training set into .. . 
v,suqse,t;c; {$l,S2,.f",Sv} wher.e S) is the Rubset which has the value IJ for 

fe'}~l~l~e F. Furthermore let SJ cq"11tain Si} samples of, class i. Entropy of the 

feature F is 

E(F) = "". u' Sl} + S2) +S'·' + Sm} 1(S S S) L --'.C---"-=:------"'- X 1,), 2},"" m} , 

)=1 

(5.13) 

Information gain for F can be calculated as: 

(5.14) 

5.4.3 Paramet'er Selection 

The training algorithm has 3 parameterR to be given as inputs: minAtt, 

minS~ze and MIN. The parameters minAtt takes values in the range [I,d]' 

where,d is the number of attributes. Higher values of 'minAtt corresponds 

to more specialization leading to a larger number of rules and a lower value 

of minAtt corresponds to more generalization leadin~ to a fewer numher of 

rules! But over generalization can make normal and attack data inclistin

g11ishable resulting in more false positives or false negatives. So, a lower limit 

for rninAtt. is specified using the parameter M 1 N. Now, the possible range 

of values for minAtt becomes '[MIN,d]. To determine the value of MIN, 

information gain 18:~ is calculated for each attribute in the training dataset. 

Attributes with very low information gain can be ignored and the'lUllnber of 

remaining attriblltes is Ret ac; the value for MIN. The parameter minS'l.ze. 

is the minimum number of data elements receiv~d toJorm a ~::ll}ster. In some 
. - .-

cases, at least one training example for an attack should be considered signifi-

cant. So, the minimum value, for minSize is ,1-. Its·value should·increac;e with. 

increase in mmAtt value. The ma,'CimUITl- value for miriSize can be set to be 

any multiple of [og2(n), where n is the number of training examples. 
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Figure 5.4: OJ selection 

In our experiments, .A! I N = 27. The value for il/! inAtt is set to 33, which 

is gradually reduced to MIN = 27 in steps of -1. The starting value for 

MinSize is set to 2log2(n). The similarity thresholds for all attributes are set 

to zero, &1 = 0, i = 1, ... ,d. 

5.4.4 6 Selection 

\lYe have analyzed the effect of selection of 6J in Equation (5.7) and &a
J 

in 

Equation (.5.9) using the benchmark Corrected KDD Cup 1999 dataset and 

real life Packet level and Flow level TUIDS datasets . The performance of the 

proposed method in terms of Recall depends on the selection of 6) and 6aJ as 

seen in Figures 5.4-5.5. It is dependent on the dataset used for evaluation. 

However, a most probable range of 6j and 6a] for these datasets is shown 

with vertically drawn dashed lines in Figures 5.4 and 5.5. In our experiments, 

better results are found with o~ = 0.6 and &a
J 

= 0.65 . 

5.5 Experimental Results 

5.5.1 Environment Used 

The experiments were performed on a 3 GHz. HP de 7000 series desktop with 

2 GB RAM, 250 GB HDD. C++ programs were used in a LINUX environ

ment. The two benchmark intrusion datasets and three real life intrusion 
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Figure 5.5: ba] selection 

TurDS datasets were used to evaluate the performance of the anomaly detec

tion method. We performed three different experiments with separate train

ing to detect anomalies categorized into 2-class (normal and attack), 5-class 

(noTmal, R2L, DoS, Probe and U2R) and all-attacks behavioural categories. 

First we provide the results when the same dataset is used for training as well 

as testing. Then we provide the cross evaluation result performing training 

and testing of the method with corresponding training and testing datasets. 

Testbed for supervised classifier is used the framework as shown in Figure 3.5 

of subsectzon 3.3.2. 

5.5.2 Dataset Used 

The algorithm was tested on two benchmark intrusion datasets, viz., KDD 

Cup 1999 81 and NSL-KDD 82 datasets. The '~lgo;ithm was also evaluated with 

three real life TUrDS 92 intrusion datasets. The description of the datasets are 

given in Chapte1' 3. The Tables 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 show the attack distributions 

of the datasets. 
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5.5. Bxperimental.Results 

Table 5.3: Attack distribution in benchmark intrusion datasets 
KDD Cup 1999 NSL-KDD 

Dato.sets Normal Attack Total Dato.sets Normal Attack Total 
Cort'eCted KDD 60593 250436 311029 KDDTest 9710 12834 22544 
10-percent KDD 97278 ·396743 494021 f,DDTram+ 67343 58630 125973 

Table 5.4: Attack distribution in TUmS intrusion datasets 
Packet Level Flow Level 

Datasets Normal Attack Total Datasets Normal Attack Total 
Training 717l!5 ·50142 121927 Training 23120 29723 52843 
Testing 47895 38370 . 86265 Test.ng 16770 23955 40725 

5.5.3 Results with KDD Cup 1999 Dataset 

The experiments are performed for 2-class, 5-class, all-class and cross valida

tion prediction. 

5.5.3.1 2-c1ass Prediction Results 

The confusion matrices for the 2-class behavioural categories on the 

Car-rected ]{ DD and 10 pe-rcent K DD datasets are shown in Table 5.6 and 

Table 5.7, respectively. Classification rates ~f PCC = 97.57%. in Table 5.6 

and PCC = 99.96% in Table 5.7 indicate good performance for our method. 

Better performance for the second dataset means that data classes in it are 

well separable compared to the first dataset. . . ' 
Cross evaluation results when 10-percent K DD dataset is used for training 

. . 

and Corrected KDD dataset is used'fot testing is presented in Table 5.8. The 

classification rate obtained this time is PCC = 93.40%. The performance 

degrades' due to .t.he fact that no examples are present in the training set 

correRponding to' the 15 categories of attacks ~hat are present in the testing' 
• \ t' \. 

set. Most of these attacks are misclassified ·as normal by our algorithm. 

Table 5.5: Attack distribution in TUrDS intrusion datasets (continue) 

Portscan 
Dato.sets Normal Attack Total 
Ports can Train 2445 39215 41660 
Ports can Test 1300 28615 29915 
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Table 5.6: 2-class confusion matrL'C of Corrected KDD· 
dataset 

Values 
Predicted Class 

Normal Attack Sum. Recall 1-Prc* 

Actual NO'T'mal 54540 6053 60593 0.9001 0.0269 
class Attack 1508 248928 250436 0.9940 0.0237 

Sum 56048 254981 311029 

Re-substitution error rate=0.0243 PCC=9757% 

Note- *l-Precision 

Table 5.7: 2-class confusion matrix of 10-percent KDD 
dataset 

Values 
Predlcted Cla.c;s 

NO'I'mal Attack Sum Recall I-Prc* 

Actual NO'rmal 97209 69 97278 0.9993 0.0012 
class Attack 116 396627 396743 0.9997 00002 

Sum 97325, 396696 494021 

Re-substitutlOn error=0.0004 PCC=99.96% 

Note- *l-Precision 

Table 5.8: 2-class cross evaluation confusion matrL'C re
sults of training with 10-percent!{ DD and testing with 
CO'rrected K DD dataset 

Values 
Predicted Class 

Normal Attack Sum " Recall 1-PIC* 

Actual Nonnal' 160215, ,,- 378 60593 0.9938 0.2508' 
class Attack 20155 230281 250436· 0:9195 0.0016 

Sum! I, 8037P ;230659 311029 

Error=0.0660 PCC=93.40% 

Note- *l-Precision 
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5.5. -Experimental Results 

5.5.3.2 5-class Prediction Results 

The confusion matrices for the 5-class behavioural categones on the 

COT'reded J( DD and 10 per-cent K DD datasets are shown in Table 5!~ ,and 
~ -

Table 5.10, respectively. The results are found to be almost similar to the 

2-class results. The PCC for Corrected and 10 % Corrected KDD are'97.57% 

and 99.9?%, 'respecti~r~ly. This signifies that the f~ur attack classes have main

tained their individual identities to a great extent even after mL'(ing together 

to form a single attack class. 

Cross evaluation results when the 10-peTcentK DD dataset is used for 

traming and the C or-reded K D D data.c;et is used fOI: testing are presented in 

Table 5.11. In this case also most of the unseen attacks ai'e mi&classifiecl as 

normal category and PCC reduced to 92 .. 39%. 

5.5.3.3 All-attacks Predi'ction Results 

The confusion matrices for all-a.ttacks categories on the C01Teded K D D and 

10-per-cent KDD da.tasets are shown in Table 5.12 and Table 5.13, respec

tively. The' cla.c;1:iific~tion rates still 'remain nearly similar to the 5-cl?S& a.nd 

2-class results. The PCC f01: Corrected and 10% Corrected KDD are ~t:.25% 
and 99.97%, respectively. 

5.5.3.4 Cross Evaluation Prediction Results 

Cross evaluation result'for th~'all-attacks case is presented in Table 5.14. In 

this experiment, the 10 per-.cen.t J( DD dataset that includes 22 attack classes 

is used for training Miile the CO'rTeded KDD d~taset with 37 attack clru;ses 
, , 

is used for testing. Since no exarnple1:i are present in the training set, objects 
'. ( 

belonging to the 15 c?-tegories of attacks .cannot be classlfied correctly and 
• I ~.. ,. , :;". ~. • 

hence we exclude them (18729 obje<;~s) from the t~sting dataset. We see frof!l 

the results that' DoS and P1;obe attacks are well detected but R2L and U2R 

attacks are detected very_ poorly." It is apparent from Table 5.13 that there 

are'very few examples in the trainmg set corresponding to atta.ch belonging 

to R2L and U2R categones compared to DoS, Probe and normal categorie&. 
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Table 5.9: 5-dass confusion matrix of Correded J{ DD dat.aset 

Values' 
PredIcted Clabs 

,. Normal R2L DoS Probe U2R Sum Recall 1-Prc* 

Jl Nonnal 54574 5997 6 1~ 1 60593 0.9007 0.0273 
~R2L '". 1452 14892 0 1 ,2 16347 0.9110 0.2873 u , . 
~DoS 23 0 229828 2 '0 229853 0.9999 0.0001 
~ 
t; P1'obe \ 42 3 7 4114 ' 0 4166 0.9875 0.0044 
<r: U2R 12 3 0 0 55 70 0.7857 0.0517 

Sum 56103 20895 229841 4132 58 311029 

Re-substitution error=0.0243 PCC=97.5700% 

Note- *l-PrecisioD 

Table 5.10: 5-class confusion:matrix or'lO-peTcent KDD dataset 

Values 
Predicted Class 

Normal R2L DoS ,P1:ob.e U2R' Sum Recall 1-Prc* 

'" Normal 97221 14 1 42 0 97278 0.9994 0.0012 
~R2L 88 1036 '0 0 2 1126 0.9201 0.0152 
~DoS ro 7 0 391450, 1 0 391458· 1.0000 0.0000 
.E Probe 15 0 . Oe 4092 0 4107 0.9963 00104 
u ' , . 

<r: U2R 6 2 0 0 44 52 0.8462 0.0435 
Sum 97337 1052 391451 4135 46 494021 

Re-suh5titution error=0.0004 PCC=99.96% 

Note- *l-Preeision 

Table 5.11: 5-class cross evaluation confusIOn matrix results of training with 
lO-percentK DD and testing with C01"1"eded J{ DD dataset 

.", , '. 

Values 
Nprmal 

Predicted Class. 

R2~ DoS Probe U2R SUqI . Recall 1-Prc* , . 
if} Nonnal 60211. 
]. R2L 13868 
u 
~DoS 6360 
E Probe 1036 

21 73 284 4 60593 0.9937 0.2614 , . 
1115 3 p56 5 16347 0.06821 0.0622 

42 "223349 102
e '0' '"229853 0.9717 0.0023 

o ' , 443 '2687 • I 'O'e 4166 '0.645 ' 0.3933 
~U2R 49 Ill:, ",,0). I"~ •• 0 \10. I· •• 70 _ 0.1429 0 L1737 

Sum 81524 1189 223868 4429 19 311029 . ,. . 

Error=0.0761 PCC=92.39% 

N ote- * 1-PrecislOn 
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Table 5.12: All-attacks confusion matrix of Cor'/'ected J( DD dataset 

Values 
Predicted Class 

Detected Present Recall 1-Prc* 
normal 54630 60593 0.9016 0.0257 
snmpgetattack (R2L) 6457 7741 0.8341 0.4792 
narned (R2L) 15 17 0.8824 0.3750 
xlock (R2L) 8 9 0.8889 0.1111 
smurf (DC}S) 164090 164091 1.0000 0.0000 
ipsweep (Pr-obe) 302 306 0.9869 0.0033 
mult2hop (R2L) 13 18 0.7222 0.0714 
xsnoop (R2L)" 3 4 0.7500 0.0000 
sendmazl (R2L) 16 17 0.9412 0.2000 
guess_passwd (R2L) 4358 4367 0.9979 0.0002 
saint (P7'ljbe) 692 736 0.9402 0.6121 
buffeT_oveTflow (U2R) 21 22 0.9545 0.0455 
portsweep (PTobe) 345 354 0.9746 0.0000 
pod (DoS) 84 87 0.9655 0.0118 
apache2 (DoS) 793 794 0.9987 0.0000 
phf (R2L) , 2 2 1.0000 0.0000 

'Jl udpsto1'm (DoS) 2 2 1.0000 0.0000 
] waTezmaster- (R2L) 1561 1602 0.9744 0.0013 
u 
~ peTl (U2R) 2 2 1.0000 0.0000 
.B satan (P1'Obe) 534 1633 0.3270 0.0582 
u 

<r: xteTm (U2R) 10 13 0.7692 0.0000 
mscan (PTobe) 1053 1053 1.0000 0.0000 
pTocesstable (DoS) 759 759 1.0000 0.0000 
ps (U2R) , 13 16 0.8125 0.0000 
nma,p (Probe) 84 84 1.0000 0.0000 
TOotk?t (U2R) 9 13 0.6923 0.1818 
neptune (DoS) 58000 58001 1.0000 0.0000 
loadmodule (U2R) 2 2 1.0000 0.0000 
imap (R2L) 1 1 1.0000 0.0000 
back (DoS) 1098 1098 1.0000 0.0000 
httptunnel (R2L) 156 158 0.9873' 0.0000 
worm (R2L) 0, 2 0.0000 1.0000 
m(L1,lbO'mb (DoS) 4999 5000 0.9998 0.0000 
ftp_wn,te (R2L) 3 3 1.0000 0.0000 
tear-dTOp (DoS) 5 12 0.4167 0.1667 
land (DoS) 9 9 1.0000 0.0000 
sqlattack (U2R) 2 2 1.0000 0.0000 
snmpguess (R2L) 2360 2406 0.9809 0.0000 
Sum 302491 311029 

Re-sllbstitution error=0.0275 PCC=97.25% 
Note- *1-Precision 
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Table 5.13: All attacks confusion matrix of 
lO-peTcent I{ D D dataset 

Values 
Predicted Class 

Detected Present Recall 1-Prc* 

nonnal 97243 97278 0.9996 0.0004 
smw"! 280790 280790 1.0000 . 0.0000 

. ipsweep 1243 1247 0.9968 0.0540 
m1tLtihop 6 7 0.8571 0.1429 
guess _passwd 53 53 1.0000 0.0000 
buffer _oveTflaw 29 30 0.9667 0.0333 
pOTtsweep 1039 1040 0.9990 0.0000 
pod 261 264 0.9886 . 0.0000 

r.JJphf 4 4 1.0000 0.0000 
~ waTezmasteT 18 20 0.9000 0.0000 
u 
<il peTl. 3 3 1.0000 0.0000 
E satan 1587 1589 0.9987 0.0006 
u 

<t! nmap 180 231 0.7792 0.0164 
1'ootkit 8 10 0.8000' 0.0000 
neptune .107201 107201 1.0000 0.0000 
loadmodule 8 9 0.8889 0.0000 
zmap 12 12 1.0000 0.0000 
back 2202 2203 0.9995 0.0000 
ftp_wTite 6 8 0.7500 0.0000 
teardTOp 979 979 1.0000 0.0000 
land 20 21 0.9524 . 0.0476 
waTezchent 991 1020 0.9716 0.0139 
spy 2 2 1.0000 0.0000 
Sum 493885 494021 

Re-substitution error=0.0003 PCC=99.97% 

Note- *l-Precision 
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5.5. Experimental Results' 

Table 5.14: All-attacks cross evaluation confusion matri..-x 
results of training with .lO-percentK DD and testing with 
CO'rrected K DD dataset , 

Attack Values 
Predicterl Class 

Detected Present Recall 1-Prc* 

normal 60207 60593 0.9936 0.0790 
smurf 164089 164091 1.0000 0.0002 
~psweeJJ 298 306 0.9739 0.0418 

I 

mulhhop 0 18 0.0000 1.0000 
guess _passwd 3 4367 0.0007 0.2500 
buf fer,- over flow 2 22 0.0909 0.5000 
ports weep 340 354 0.9605 0.2075 
pod 82 87 0.9425 0.1546 
phf 1 2 0.5000 0.0000 

fJi warezrnaster 2 1602 0.0012 0.0000 
] ped 0 2 0.0000 1.0000 u 
Cil satan 1280 1633 0.7838 0.1551 
;::J 84 84 1.0000 0.0455 t) nmap 

) 

~ Tootkit 2 13 0.1538 0.9962 
neptune 57971 58001 0.9995 0.0604 
loadmodule' 0 2 0.0000 1.0000 
nnap 0 1 0.0000 1.0000 
back 1068 1098 0.9727 0.0000 
ftp_wnte , 0 3 0.0000 1.0000 
tearc17'op 12 12 1.0000 0.7857 
land' 6 9 1.6667 0.6667 
'waTezcl~ent 0 0 0.0000 1.0000 
spy 0 0 0.0000 1.0000 
Sum 285447 292300 

Error=0.0234 PCC=97.66% 

Note- *l-PrecisioR 
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Table 5.15: 2~class confusion matrix of K DDTmin+ dataset 

Values 
Predicted Clags 

Normal Attack Sum Recall l~Precision 

Actual Normal 
Attack 

66793 550 67343 0.9918 0.0021 
clags -139 58491 58630 0.9976 0.0093 

Sum 66932 59041' 125973 

Re~substitution error rate=0.0055 PCC=99.45% 

5.5.3.5 Discussion 

The detection performances of our method for Corrected and 10 % Corrected 

KDD datasets a\e satisfactory. PCC for 10% Corrected KDD is better than 

Corrected KDD which dataset have many single occurrence attacks. A single 

occurrence attacks cannot create cluster profile in our method. Thus, PCC for 

Corrected KDD is lower than the other one. The cross validation prediction 

performance for Corrected ~DD degrades compared to other performances as 

15 categories of attacks present in testing dataset Corrected KDD which do 

not exist in the training dataset 10% Cor-reeted KDD. Most of these attacks 

are miscla~sified las' normal by our algorithm. 
/ . 

The average execution time of classification for Corr-eded K DD and 
\ , 

10 percent K DD. datasets are 1 minute and 1.59 minutes, respectively. 

5.5.4 Results with NSL-KDD Datasets 

The expenments axe performed for 2~cla.,s, 5~class and all~cla.c;s prediction. 

5.5.4.1 2-class Prediction Results 

The confusion matrices for 2-class behavioural categori~s on the f{ DDTram+ 

and K D DTest+ datasets are shown m Table 5 15 and Table 5.16, respectively. 

Cla%ification rates of PCC = 99.4.5% in Table 5.15 and PCC = 98.34% in 

Table 5.16 indicate good performance for our technique. The performance for 

the datasets is better compared to the KDD Cup dataset for 2-class classifi~ 

cation. 
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5.5. Experimental Results 

Table 5~ 16: 2-class confusion matrL'C of [( D DTest+ dataset 

Values 
Predicted Class 

Nonnal Attack ; Sum Recall 1-Precision 

Actual Normal 9531 179 9710 0.9816 0.0200 
class Attack 195" 12639 12834 0.9848 0.0140 

Sum 9726 ' 12818 22544 

Re-substittition error rate=0.0166 PCC=98.34% 

Table 5.17: 5-class confusion'matrix of K D DTrain + dataset 

Values 
Predicted Class 

Nonnal R2L DoS Probe U2R Sum Recall I-Prc* 

00 NOT'mal 66883 142 114 199 5 67343 0.9932 0.0026 
]R2L -17 947 0 0 1 995 0.9518 0.1304 
v 
~DoS '23 0 45900 -4 0 45927 0.9994 0.0025 
.B Probe 93 0 0 11563 0 11656 0.9920 0.0173 
;;, U2R 9 0 0 0 43 52 0.8269 0.1224 

' . , 
Sum 67055 1089 46014 11766 49 125973 

Re-substitutioh error=0.0051' PCC=99.49% 

Note- *l-Precision 

5.5.4.2 5-class Prediction:Results 

The confusion matrices for 5-class behavioural categories on the K DDTrain+ 

and KDDTest+ datasets are sho'wn in Table 5.17 and Table 5.18, respectively. 

Classification rates of PCC = 99.49% in Table 5.17 and PCC = 98.39% in 

Table 5.18 indicate good performance for our techniaue for bot.h datasets. 

5.5.4.3 All-attacks Prediction RI 

The confusion matrices for all-attacks categories on the ]( DDTTain+ and 

KDDTest+ datasets are. shown in Table 5.19 and Table 5.20, respectively. 

Classification rates of PCC = 99.49% in 'Fable 5.19 and PCC = 98.19% in 

Table 5.20 indicate good performance for our technique. The classification 

rates still remain better compared to the KDD Cup dataset. 
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Chapter 5. Anomaly Detection Using Supervised Approach 

Table 5.1S: 5-class confusion matnx of KDDTest+ dataset 

Values 
Predicted Class 

Normal R2L DoS Probe U2R Sum Recall 1-Prc* 

oJ} Nor-mal 9556 125 5 24 0 9710 0.9841 0.0195 
Y.R2L 157 2727 o ' 0 3 2887 0.9446 0.0482 
u 

c;j DoS 14 1 7443 0 0 7458 0.9980 0.0009 
;::! P7'obe 16 5 2 2399 0 2422 0.9905 0.0099 
..., J • 

:}, U2R 3 7 0 0 57 67 0.8507 0.0500 
Sum 9746 2865 7450 2423 60 22544 

Re-substitution error=0.0161 PCC=9839% 

Note- t1-Precision 

5.5.4.4 Discussion 

The detection performances for NSL KDD datasets are better than the results 

of KDD Cup 1999 dataset. Since both datasets are similar. NSL KDD dataset 
( 

does not contain any multiple occurrence of instances. 

The average execution time of classification for f{ D DT7'azn+ and 

K DDTest+ datasets are 041 minute and 0.07 minute, respectively. 

5.5.5 Results with TUIDS Intrusion Datasets 

The experiments are performed for 2-class and all-class prediction. 

5.5.5.1 2-class Prediction Results 

The confUSIOn matrices for 2-dass behavioural categories on the Packet Level 

and Flow Level datasets are shmvn in Table 5.21 and Table 5.22, respectively. 

Classification rates of PCC = 99.72% in Table 5.21 and RCC = 99.70% in 

Table 5.22 indicate good performance for our techmque. The performance for 

the datasets is better compared to the KDD Cup dataset for 2-class classifi

cation. 
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5.5. Experimental,Results.' 

, . 
Table 5.19: All-atta('ks confusion matri.x of KDDTmin+ !iataset 

Values 
Predicted Class 

Detected Present Recall I-Pl'c* 

nO'J'mal 66871 67343 0.9930" 0.0014 
smu1'f 2641 2646 09981 0.0403 
~psweep 3557 3599 0.9883' , 0:0550 
m71lt~hop 4 7 '0.57'1'4 0.2000 
guess _passwd '53 53 1.0000 0.0000 
buf fe7'_oVer flow 27 30 0.9000 0:0000 
pOTtsweep 2929 2931 0.9993 0.0027 
pod 

I 

199 201 0.9900 0.0000 
"phf 4 4 1.0000 0.0000 

en wareZ'nbU15M::r 19 20 09500 0.0952 
] pe7'l 2 3 0.6667 0.0000 
u 
~ satan 3608 3633 0.9931 0.0014 
Enmap 1457 1493 0.9759 0.0714 
~ rootktt 8 10 0.8000 0.2727 

neptune' 412ll 41214 0.9999 0.0000 
loadmodule 8 9 0.8889 0.0000 
~map 'll II 1.0000 0.0000 
back 953 956 0.9969 0.0000 
ftp_wnie 6 8 0.7500 0.0000 
teaTdTo~1 892 892 1.0000 0.0000 
lana 17 18 0.9444 0.2917 
wb.1·ezcld:nt . 854 890 0.9596 0.0925 
spy 2 2 1.0000 0.0000 

"Sum 125333 125973 

Re-substitution error=0.0051 PCC=99.49% 

Note- *1-Precision 
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Chapter 5. Anomaly Detection Using Supervised Approach 

Table 5.20' All attacks confuslOu matrix of K DDTest+ dataset 

Attack Values 
Predicted ClaBs 

Detected Prf'sent Recall I-Prc* 
nOTmal 9609 9710 0.9895 00125 
snmpgetattack 132 178 0.7416 03498 
named 15 17 0.8824 0.1176 , 

0.111] ~dock 8 9 0.8889 
smuTf 665 665 1.0000 0.0000 
'tps'uJeep' 140 141 0.9929 0.0000 
m,ultzhop 1~ . 18 0.9-144 0.2273 
xsn.oop $ 3 4 0.7500 0.0000 
se'Q,dma'Ll. , 13 14 09286 . 0.1875 
g1les,s _PfLs.swd 1230 1231 0.9992 ,0.0008 

s.qmt ,155 319 0,4859 0.0882 
t;.uffeT _O'ueTflow 20 20 1.0000 0.0000 
parts weep 149 157 0.9490 0.0688 
pod 39 41 0.9512 0.0000 
apache2 736 737 0.9986 0.0000 
phf 2 2 1.0000 0.0000 , 
1ldpstonn 2 2 1.0000 0.0000 

00 
~ waTezmaste1', 922 944 0.9767 0.0075 
u ped 2, 2 1.00UO 0.0000 
~ satan 716 735 0.9741 0.1836 
~ J;tenrl, 10 13 0.7692 0.0~09 

.rnscan 997 997 1.0QOO 0.0000 
p1'ocesstable . 685 685 1.0000 0.0000 
ps , 12 15 0.8000 0.0000 

, nmap 73 73 1.0000 0.0000 
r;ootk'tt . 12 13 0.923~ 0.2500 
neptune 4656 4657 0.9998 0.0002 
loadmodule 2 2 1.0000 0.0000 
m~ap 1 1 1.0000 0,0000 
back 359- 359 1.0000 0.0000 
htjlJtunnel 13,2 133 0.9925 0.0000 
WOT"rn 2 2 1 0000 0.0000 
mmlbomb 292 293 0.9966 0.0034 
ftp_w7"tte 3 3 1 0000 0.0000 
teaniTop 5 12 0.4167 0.2857 
land 7 7 ],0000 0.0000 
sqlattack 2 2 1.0000 0.0000 
snmpguess 311 331 0.9396 0,0032 
Sum 22136 22544 

Re-5uh,titution error=0.0181 PCC=98.19% 
Note- *1-Preclsion 
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5.5. Experimental Results 

Table 5.21: 2-class confusion matrix for Packet Le'l'el dataset 

Values 
Predicted Class 

Nor-mal Attack 

Actual Class 
Normal 71268 517 
Attack 121 50021 
Sum 71389 50538 

Re-5ubstitution error rate=O 0052 

Note- *l-Precision 

Sum Recall 1-Prc* 

71785 0.9928 0.0017 
50142 0.9976 0.0102 

121927 

PCC=99.48% 

Table 5.22: 2-class confusion matrix for Flow Level dataset 

Values 
Predicted Cla<;s 

Nonnal Attack Sum Recall 1-Prc* 

Actual class 
NO'rmal 22932 188 
Attack 75 29648 

23120 0.9919 0.0033 
29723 0.9975 0.0063 

Sum . 23007 29836 52843 

Re-subRtitutlOrl error rate=0.0050 PCC=99.50% 

Note- *1-Precision 

5.5.5.2 All-attacks Prediction Results 

The confuSIon mat.rices for 'all-attacks categories on the Packet Level and 

Flow Level datasets are shm~n ill Table 5.23 and Table 5 24, respectively. 

Classification rates of PCC = 99.42% in Table 5.23 and PCC = 99.01% in 

Table 5.24 indicate good performance for our technique. The classification 

rates still remain better compared to the KDD Cup data<;et. 

5.5.5.3 Discussion 

The detection performance results for Packet Level and Flow Level datasets are 

very satisfactory. The average execution time of classification for Packet Level 

and Flow Level datasets are 0.39 minute and 0.17 minute, respectively. 
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Chapter 5. Anomaly Detection Using Super-vised Approach. 

Table 5.23: All-attacks cOI,lfusion matrL'C for 
Packet Level data.<;et 

Attack Values 
Predicted Cla.<;s 

Detected Present Recall 1-Prc* 

nor-mal 71268 71785 0.9928 0.0014 
smuTf 4870 4879 0.9981 0.0403 
1234 2478 2507 0.9883 0.0550 
bonk 48 85 0.5714 0.2000 
fmggle 1086 1086 1.0000 0.0000 
jolt 3484 3485 0.9998 0.0424 

~ nestea 2993 2995 0.9993 0.0027 
u newteaT 2965 2995 0.9900 0.0000 
Oil os haTe 
;:l . 2520 2520 1.0000 0.0000 
~ sa'ihyousen 546 575 0.9500 0.0952 

• syndTOp 6757 6757 1.0000 0.0331 
syn 2549 2566 0.9931 0.0014 
tear-drop 1029 1054 0.9759 0.0714 
window 5028 , 508~ 0.9881 ,0.2727 
winnuke 8599 8599 1.0000 0.0000 
xmas 4906 4951 0.9911 0.0632 
Sum 121126 121927 

Re-substitution error=0.0066 PCC=99.34% 

Note- *l-Precision 
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5.5, Experimental.Results . 

Table 5.24: All-attacks confusion matri.x foJ.· 
Flow Level data<;et 

Attack'Values 
Predicted Class 

Detected Present Recall 1-Prc* 

narmal I 22930 23120 0.9918 09018 , " 

smu1'f 8 13 0.6000 0.0]03 . 
1234 13349 13350 0.9999 0.0150 
bonk 2221' . 2230 09961 0.0340 
fmggle 3124 3128 0.9987 0.0029 
Jolt 96 113 0.8486 00474 

~land 2 2 0.9998 0.0000 
u nestea 4 7 05217 0.0021 
~newtea7' 9 11 0.7956 0.0062 
~ smhyausen 16 20 0.7817 0.0059 

, synd7'op, 3 '5 j 0.6515 0'0371' 
syn 1660 1699 0.9775 00214 

. teard1'op 6 10 0.5769 0.0314 
w~ndow 3345 3402 09832 03728 
wmnuke 2444 2509 0.9740 0.0000 
xmas 3134\ 3224 09720 0.0538 
Sum 52351 52843 

Re-substitutlOn error=0.0093 PCC=99.07% 

Note- *1-Precision 

Table 5 25' 2-class confusion matrix for PortscanTram dataset 

Values 
Predicted Class 

Narmal Attack Sum Recall I-Prc* 

Actual N ormcd 2414 31 2445 0.9876 0.2175 
Class Attack 671 38544 39215 0.9829 0.0009 

Sum 3085 38575 41660 

Re-substitution error rate=O 0169 PCC=98.31% 

Note-'*1-Preclsion' 
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Chapter 5. Anomaly Detection Using Supervised Approach', 

Table 5.26: All-attacks confusion matrix for 
PartscaTl,Train dataset 

Values 
Predicted Class 

Detected Present Recall 1-Prc* 

narmal 2414 2445 0.9876 0.0024 
syn' 9612 9750 0.9859 0.0040 

,Act,ual ACf{ 9875 9945 0.9930 0.0252 
class .. FIN 9551 9780 0.9766 ·0.0153 

xmas 9505 9740 0.9761 0.0143 
Sum 40957 11660 

Re-substitution error=O.0169 PCC=98.31% 

Note- *l-Precision 

5.5.6 Results with TUIDS Portscan Dataset 

The experiments are pedormed for 2-class and all-class prediction. 

5.5.6.1 2-CIass Prediction Results ' 

The confusion matrix for 2-class behavIOural categories on the PortscanTrain 

is shown in Table 5.25. Classification rate of-PCC = 98.31% in Table 5.25 

indicates good performance for our technique. 

5.5.6.2 All-attacks Prediction Results 

The confusion matrix for all-attack categories in the PortscanTmin dataset 

is shown in Table 5.26. Classification 'rate 'of PCC = 98.31% in Table 5.26 

indicates good pel:for~ance for our technique. 

5.5.6.3 Discussion 

The detection performance results for Poriscan' datas~~ is very satisfac

tory. The average execution time of classification for Portscan dataset is 0.14 

minute. 
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5.5. 'Experimental ,Results . 

Table 5.33' 5-class attack comparison ,with, SVM-bas~d IDS 
for C01Teded KDD Dataset . . .. 

SVM-ba~ed IDS I I ,Accurac~ 

Values porrectly Miss I Accuracy of Our 

Detected Detected (%) Algorithm 

Normal 60,166 427 99.29 90.07 
DoS 2,28,769 1,084 99.53 99.99 
Probe 4,064 '102 9755 98.75 
U2R 45 183 19.73 7857' 
R2L 4,664 11525 ~ 28.81 91.10 
Overall .2,97,708 13,321 95.72 97.57 

Table 5.34: All class attack comparison with SVM-based 
IDS for COITeded KDD Dataset 

Attack 
Attack Detection 

Values 
present SVM-based Our. 

IDS Algorithm 

apache2 794 536 793 
mmlbomb 5000 4459 4999 
pr oce s stable 759 578 759 
mscan 1O~3 981 1053 
sa'lnt 736 724 692 
httpt'Unnel 158 15 156 
ps 16 3 13 
'sqlatt~ck 2 2 2 
xterm 13 5 10 
sendmml 17 2 16 
named 17 3 15 
,snmpgetattack 7741 0 6457 
snmpg'Uess '2406 1 2360 
xlock 9 2 8 

T,x.,snoop 4 0 3 
worm 2 0 0 
Total 18,729 3904% 92.56% , 
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Chapter 5. Anomaly Detection Using Supervised Approach 

5.5.7 Performance Comparisons 

For comparison, ·the perforhiance rates of some supervised classification algo

rithms C4.5 lfi7 , CART l 5<l, Bayeszan Network (BN) 184 and CN2 16
'! rule-based 

algorithm, as reported in 166 a~e sllO\vn in Tables 5.27 - 5~32 for the Corrected 
r l ~ " ,.. v I ." 

KDD and 10 peTccnt KDD'dat.asets. We see that. in terms of PCC our al-
• ~ f j' J 1. l • .! ~ • ~r l ~ 

gorithm performs better than inese algorithms in most of the cases. Only 

CART and C4.5 performs better than our algonthm in case of the COTrectecl 
". ~. \ It. 

KDD dataset, but in case. of 10 percent KDD dataset, our algorithm performs 

better than all of these algorithms 

The performance rates of SVM-based IDS l7!J, a combined method of hi

erarchical clustering and SVM technique, are shown in Tables 5.33 and 5.34 

using the KDD Cup 1999 test dataset. The evaluation rebult using thf' Cor

Tectecl KDD dataset shows that our algorithm performance rates are di&tinctly 

higher III the 5-class attack behaviour and in new attack detection. The ac

curacy rate of detection for DoS attacks is 99.99% a.c, shown in Table 5.33 In 

the detection of snmpgetattack and snmpguess attacks, our method detects 

6457 and 2360 records respectively, "vhereas the other method detected 0 and 

1 record resp,ectively as shown in .Table 5.34., ' 

In thib chapter we provide a supervised clustering method and applied it III 

network anomaly detect.Lon. We have developed a subspace based incremen

tal clustering method which forms the basis for the classification met.hod. A 

training algorithm with a combination of unsupervised incremental clustering 

and superviseel cla&sification algorithm clusters a labeled training data':let. into 

different clusters which are then represented by their profiles. The&e profiles 

together with the class labels behave as clas::.ification rules. Prediction is done 

llSlllg a supervised classIfication algorithm that matches testing objects with 

the cluster J profiles for labeling them The effectiveness of the classification 

method is established on several benchmark and real life TUIDS intrusion , , 

datasets. This method has the limItation of attack detectIOn for known at-

tacks. 

The unsupervised classification method is applicable for cla.ssification of 

unlabeled data and appropn,ate for unknown attack detection in network 

anomaly detection. In the nf'xt Chapter 6, an unsupervised method is in

troduced for network anomaly detection. 
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Chapter 6. Anomaly Detection Using Unsupervised Approach 

6.4.9 Discussion......................... 203 

This chapter is intended to present an unsupervised method to achieve the 

best detection p~rformances for unknown att~cks., The method was evaluated 
. - ' _.. ...- -

with two benchmark and three real life' intrusion datasets and performs very 

well in c.omparison to its other competing methods. 

6.1 Introduction 

\iVith the evolutionary expansion of network-based computer services, the se-
, .' , 

curity measure against computer and ~etwork intrusions is a crucial issue in a 

computing environment. The intrusions or attacks to the computer or network 

system are the activity or attempt to destabilize it by compromising the se

curity in confidentiality, aVdilability or integrity of the system. R.ule-based or 

signature based network intrusion detection. methods effectiyel~' detect previ

ously known intrusions. In network intrusion detection, us~ally, threat arises 

from new or unknO\vn intrusions. Anomaly based intr~ion detection ap

proach has the ability to examine new or unknown intru~ions. Typically, 

anomaly based intrusion detection approach builds a: model of normal system 

behaviour from the observed data and distinguishes any significant deviations 

or exceptions from this model. .It.implicit.ly as:sumes t.hat. any deviation from 

normal behaviour is anomalous. To build or to train a normal behaviour 
. - / -:" ',' 1 'I" . • 

model, the necessary object is the training data which is labeled either as nor-
r .. .' -: r t ~ ,. '". 1 .. ~ f..· I ~ 

mal or anomalous. These normal behaviour models an~ u5ed to classify new 
l 

network connections and gives alert if a connection is clas&ified to be abnormal 

behaviour. However, in practice, labeled or purely normal data is difficult to 

obtain and it is error-prone in -manual classification for labeling. On other 

hand, an unsupervised anomaly detection method works without any training 

data in identifying new or unknown intrusions. These models may be trained 

on unlabeled or unclassified data and attempt to find intrusions lurked inside 

the data. Because of this prevalent advantage of unknown iutrusion detection 

without any previous knowledge of intrusions, unsupervised anomaly detec

tion approac.h is largely popular. 
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6;2, ,Fundamentals of .. Unsupervised 'Classifier 

A supervised anomaly based detection method trains classifier with training 

data which are labeled as 'normal'. It builds a normal behaviour model. Dur

ing the testing of the method,~,aJ;lYi ~~v~~tio,np' jn;~he ,trst~n~ ,data',from t~e'l 
normal behaviour model is considered as attack. The disadvantage of the su

pervised method is the difficulty of.aequiring: guaranteed, and labeled training, 

data. which is expensive and time consuming ,in, procur-ing. !The unsupervised 

classifier overcomes, the requirement of labeled training data in anomaly de

tection .. They attempt td partition'the data and' assign natural groups via a 

similarity measure based on features"and properties., These approaches ana

lyze each event or instances to determine how similar (or dissimilar) depending 

on the choice of similarity rq,easures and dimension weighting. The important 

features of these classifiers is the capability to learn :without knowledge of 

attack. classes or anomalous ,instances in the data. Thus, they reduce the re-' 

quirement of labeled training data: Approaches for unsupervised -classifier 'do, 

not. ,assume that ,the data: is labeled. These methods somehowllsort,the data 

according to. classification. The goal, of unsupervised classification! to' groupo, 

similar. data: or objects into subsets. But \ve' are interested in unsupenrised [ 

anomaly detection to determine .the subsets or groups which'are most different 

from the, majority of the instances ,of data. The anomalous groups in a set' of 

instances are not similar, and there ,are many different anomalous groups in 

one'collection of instances or dataset. 

6.2.1' Problem Formulation 

The' unsupervis'ed clustering refers to two concepts that are not'rieeessarily' 

bound to eacl1 otHer.· '(1) Classifieation'is an, operati6'n which basically consists 

in, putting elements! in- classes. It, is often a't\vo fold operation consisting, in' 

(i), learning' how to distinguish ~lemeIits belonging, to different classes and, 

(ii) , determining the class;.belonging to a given, element. (2) Unsupervised. 

clustering .characterizes ,a, proc.ess .which is not controlled anyway. A learning 

is unsuperv,ised if it .is made without, any training 'which impos,es learning by 

itself .. ' , . 

With this consideration in view, the problem of unsupervised classification 
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can he s"tated 'as 'foll~ws':{',~ven 'a ~et:of ele'~~nts'>'~l"" e21,.': )J\" e?~; ,deterrn'ine clus~', 
ters GI , G2 " " , Gm of similar elements without using additional information. 

6'.2.2 Unsupervised'-Classific~tion 

Unsupervised, classification consists 'of l finding classes in' a;. setJ of, elements;: 

without using additional information then the :data themselves: . It causes 

with minimum 'input .from the operator; no training data is· required for train~, 

ing and with identification of natural grouping's of the measurement: vectors, 

the feature space subdivision is achieved., ,It is a categdrization process of 

unclassified data by .. eof11puter. processing solely) based on the sta.tistics. of at..:, 

tributes without availability of training, samples qr a prior"knowledge of,lthe 

domain area. ,Usually, in unsupervised classification; no statistics 'of the data' 

associated'with their. class labels are knowll'. Therefor-e,.the goal of unsuper

vised classifier is to gather the data or objectsl into. groups; only on, basis of 

their- obsefvable features so as'to 'each group should.·contain objects which 

share somet important properties. r Unsupervised classification method .does 

not· know the characteristic of each group or class. in advance and it summa':' 

J!ze.t> th~ cn.a..m·f.t,BI!Btkf' of th~ grQ!JP OJ cJa.B£!'a.fter ~PP1!!;~t!9n pf lmk'upeIT1~ed· 
m"ethod. ,Gep.erally,'I unsupervised classification methods have two assump""; 

ti6ns or rules ,fOt the dataset:, The number of normal, aCtivitiesl are always 

bigger than the number of anomalous events and there is significant diffefence 

between normal and anomalous records. Apart from these assumptions, unsu

pervised cla..'5sification approaches have ,la~e~ing p~~cess . .In labeling prqc~~s, 
• ~,~ I • til) i tI "', , ~~. J.1} 

group of partitioned data or instances are labeled to be normal or anomalous 

based on differ~nt labeling method viz., indexing. AI1 un.supervised cJassifica-, 

tion.appro,ach mu~t.l~se the unl~beled input- data tb, estimate the param~ter 

values for .the cl.assification::problem at the,·ba.J.ld and also'to classiJy the, data. , 

Unsupervised cla.'lsification or learning approach. is' similar to the issues of 

density estimation in statistics .18!): ·However,' unsupervised classification ap'" 

proach includes, many other ,methods that require~t:o summarize and,identify' 

key features of the data-. 'A large ,number- of methods used" in. unsupervised 

learning are mainly data mining based methods which are used for data pre-, 

processing. 
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•. Vnlabeled/ 
Test Data, 

l'\ol'maFAnomalous 

Figure 6.1: A model of unsupervised classifier 

6.2.3 Clustering Approaches 

Clustering aims to find useful groups of instances of data (ciustPrs) on basis 

of information found by analysis of the data whi?h describes the relationships 

among the instances of data of the groups. The goal of the clustering ,is to 

attain similarity (or related) among the instances within a gTOUp and make 

differences (or unrelated) among the different gTOUpS. 

Let Y = {Yi, Y2,· .. , Yn} denote a set of n objects and y" = [Y,l, y,2,· .. , y,d] 

be an object represented by d attribute values. Let m be a positive integer. 

The objective of clustering Y is to find a partition which divides objects in Y 

into m disjoint clusters. 

In cluster analysi5, unlabeled instances of data are assigned class label - . 
on basis of characteristics of the group developed by a clustering approaeh. 

Because this reason, cluster, analysis can be referred to as unsupervised clas

sification. Cluster validity analysis is the assessment of output of clustering 

process. The better and more distinct dustering occurs by creating greater 

similarlty (o~ homogeneity) within p. group and the larger the difference among 

the gTOUpS. Two classes cluster valiqity meaSt~re are often used ~86: Mea.<;ure 

of cohesion (or tightness or compaf::~nrsfi) whicp.deterrrJines the closeness of 

objects in a cluster, and Measures of cluster separation (or isolation) 'yhich de

termines distinctne5s or differences of a cluster from other clusters. A generic 

model of unsupervised classifier i<; given in Figure 6.1. 

Type5 of clusterings are distinguished to hierarchical versus partitional, 

exclusive versus overlapping versus fuzzy, and complete versus partial. 

Hierarchical versus Partitional: 

A hierarchical clustering 53 creates clusters within clusters that It creates a 
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set of nested clusters. In other words, in hierarchical clustering clusters are 

organized as a tree. Here, each node in the tree is a cluster except for the 

leaf nodes and each node is the union of its children that is sub clusters. The 

root of the tree is the cluster which contains all the objects: On. the other 

hand, a partitional clustering 'is a partit.ion 9.~ ?~ta objects in a dataset into 

separated subsets or non-overlapping cllL<;ters where each data object belongs 

to only one cluster or subset exactly. 

Exclusive versus Overlapping versus Fuzzy: 

In an exclusive clustering 144 each data 'object is assip;ned to a single 

cluster only. There are many situations occur where an object could be 

reasonably assigned in more than one cluster. In an overlapping or non

exclusive clustering, a single object is justifiably placed in multiple clusters 

simultaneously. In fuzzy clustering 3\ each data object belongs to each of the 

cluster with a certain membprship function value. The membershIp function 

value is in bet\veen 0 and 1 where 1 represents absolute belonging and 0 

represents does not belonging. Thus, clusters are considered as fuzzy sets. 

Complete versus Partial: ' 

A complete clustering :l2 assigns each data object to a definite cluster. 

AlternatIVely, in parbal clustering all instances of data objects may not' be 

assigned to clusters that is some of the instances remain unclassified The 

objective of partial clustering i,q to a.':isign data objects into well defined 

clusters. In many datasets, tnere rna);' ha~e data instances which represent 

noise or outliers. In those 'sithations,' partial clustering excludes them from 

well defined' clusters. 

Apart from the above' way of, eategorizing the clustering approaches, an

other way of cla.qsifying the clustering approaches is: partitioning, hierarchical, 

density based, model based, soft computing and SVM based. Next, \ve discuSs, 

each of these approaches with suitable example system. 
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6.2.3:1 Partitioning Approach 

A partitioning approach separates dataset into separated subsets of data. 
~ J I. • 

k-m~~ns, based method, 

k-means approach is based on k-means algorithm. It is a .vell-known 

and widely used simplest clustering algorithm. This algorithm can be used . . 
to automatic recognition of groups of simIlar instances in data. It classifies 

instances of data to a .predefined number of clusters as given by a user for 

example k clusters. In this approach, the important and first step is to 

selection of a set of k instances, justifiably. Afterwa.rds, these) k instances are 

considered as centrOId (centers of clu5ters) in the possible clusters. In thf' next 

step, the algorithm qf .the approach read f'ach dat.a instance and compare to 

each of k instances,(i.f'., cen.troid) to assign the current instance to it::; nearest 

centroid, of cluster. Euclidian distance is the most popular distance measure 

Ilsed to ,measUl;e distance between ,centroid and .an instance. Although, there 

are many distance measure, methods. After every instance insertion, the 

centroid of cluster is recalculated and contmues 'it. till occurrence of change of 

centrOId. 

Portnoy, et al. 70 presents' a clustering based unsupervised anomaly de

tection i algorithm in order to det.ect new intrusions. The training data.<;et 

containing unlabeled data is clustered using a modified incremental k-means 

algorithm. Each cluster is labeled as normal or intIU5ive based on the number 

of insta.nces in the cluster.. Some percentage,of the 'clusters containing. the 

largest number of instances are labeled as normal and the rest of the clusters 

are labeled as anomalous. Intrusion in-test .datasets are det.ected by using the 

labeled clusters. The labelilig ot a test instance is done ,with the label of its 

closest. cluster. 

k-medoid method· 

k-medoid' approach. is ba5ed on k-medoid algorithm which similar to k

Means ,clust.ering algorithm. '. k-Means aims to minimize 'the difference 

between ,data 'inst.ance of a cluster and its center (centroid). On the other 

hand, a medoid is an exi5ting data instance in a cluster which is the central of 

all data instances in the cluster. k-Means algorithm i5 high sensitive t.oward 
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outliers since a data instance with a large value of distance,from centroiCl may' 

distort or biased the data distribution. k-medoid, otherwise, is more robust 

to outliers or noise pre~ent in data as this 'algorith~ perforni partiti~n'ing ~ri 
basis of idea of minimization of sum of dissimilarities' a.~dng data insfarices 

in a cluster. 

A hierarchical approach builds nested clustei's \vithiri' a. cluster.' 

KNN Approach 

KNN, '.(I\." nearest nei:ghbourj' approach bf data classifi'cation· depends on 

distance or similarity measure definEidamong data instances in a dataset. 

Distance' (or similarity)" among data-instances can be·estirriated in different 

ways. Euclideail distance is a mostly. used distance mea.r;ure for continuous' 

attribute data. In case' of cate'gorical' attribute· data, 'simple matching 

coefficient is used and complex. distance me'asure 'can also be' used'78. In 

mL'(ed attribute data, usually distance' or similarity is computed separately 

for each attribi.lte and combined them: Here, distance' measure always need 

not to be metric. Typically, the measures are 'required to be positive; definite' 

and symmetric . 

. ·Most of KNN based approaches.handle continuous attribute data.' A dis

tance measure for'mL'(ed attribute data·is proposed in 18? for lietwork anomal), 

detection. In this case1,·the dista.nce between two instances are computed sep

arately 'for ca.tegorical ancicontinuous attribute and then combined them. by 

defining·a.link The':number of similar categOl'icaliattributes of two instances 

is the distance between them and a covariance matrix is maintained for con

tinuous attributes to find the dependencies between the continuous values. 

Several variants of the basic KNN approach have been proposed to im

prove the efficiency. 'In 18,8, a pnming' .technique, variant of KNN appf0ach is 

introduced. ·In'this technique, nearest neighbour distance is computed fop each 

data instance and an anomaly threshold value is set for,any data instance to 

identify the weakest anomaly found so.far.' The technique discards' the close' 

data instances considering as uninteresting. 
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Ramaswamy et 0.1. proposes a partition based technique in 189, a variant 

of KNN approach. It initially clusters all the data instances. The lower and 

upper bounds are then computed on Ciistance'of a instance from its kth nearest 

neighbor for instances in each partition. Then, this informat.ion· is. applied to 

identify the partitions which possibly cannot contain the top k anomalies. 

These partitions are pruned. In final phase, from the instances belonging to 

unpruned partitions, anomalies are computed. 

6.2.3.3 Soft computing· 

Soft computing is a combination of different computing methods. This is 'an 

innovative approach and used t.o build a compu~ationally intelligent system to 

work in an environment of uncertainty and imprecision by using extraordinary 

ability of human brain for reasoning and learning 37. Soft computing, typi

cally, includes several computing·paradigms such as neural networks, genetic' 

algorithms, fuzzy sets and probabilistic reasoning. Unsupervised soft com

puting network anomaly detection works with imlabeled raw network traffic 

data. However, these methods are based on' assumptions of either majority 

network traffic are of normal or attack/anmalous traffic are -tare l~O. Many 

soft computing approaches have 'been applied to the unsupervised anomaly 
detection-84,l 91,1 i3,l?2. 

Abraham and Jain in 173, USf'S severel soft' computing paradigm such as 

fuzzy rule-based classifiers, decision trees, support vector machines and linear 

genetic programming to model an intrusion detection method. Abadeh et al 

in 1<)3 present. a fuzzy genetics-based learning algorithm' and describe it5 usage 

for intrusion detection in network. Gomez and Da.sgupta in 19\ 'utilize genetic 

algorithm for a..,sociating the -capability of'learning to fuzzy rules. Genetic 

programmi'ng ba..,ed on Random Subset Selection-Dynamie Subset Seleetion 

(RSS-DSS) algorithm 19'2 for dynamic filtration of dataset if> another novel 

technique exist in network intrusion detection by soft computing. 

6.2.3.4 Support Vector Machines Approach 

The objective of a support veetor machin~ d;VM) Ib7,16S is to define a deci

sion' hyperplane that separates the different classes with the largest margin 

from the nearest training examples. ' The support vect.ors are the trainmg 
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examples that define the optimal hyperplane, which forms the perpendicu

lar bisector of the support vectors. In essence, the support vectors aim to 

represent the most informative patterns that allow olle to best distinguish be

tween the d1fferent classes. SVM based approa.ches have been widely used in 

anomaly detection 195,4'3. An enhanced SVM approach is proposed in 43 which 

has characteristics in between the standard supervised SVM and the unsuper

vised SVM. It behaves as a core component for the hybrid of supervisE'd and 

ullsupervised methods in network anomaly detection. The enhanced SVM 

approach has inherited the quality of high performance from supervised SVM 

and the capability of unlabeI data detection from unsupervised SVM. 

6.2.3.5 More Examples of Clustering Approach 

Applying clustering in unsupervised network anomaly intrusion 1S a wide re

s~arch area and draw attention from the academic and industrial research 

community. In 12, a mlXtur~ model is presented for detecting the presence of 

anomalies without trainil1g'on normal data: )'This anomaly detection model 

uses machine learning tech I;J.iques, to, ,compute the probabihty di5tnbution5 

over data and uses a statistical test to detect anomalies. Old-meadow et a1. 190 

present a modi1;ieq cluster-TV (time-varying) algorithm ,based on the fixed

width clustering 11)7 and show improvements in detection accuracy when the 

clusters are adaptive to changing traffi~ patterns. Eskin et a1. 197 present three 

algorithms for net\vork anomaly <:ietection: fixed-width clustenng algorithm, 

optimized version of the k-nearest ne1ghbour algorithm (k-NN), and one class 

support vector machine (SVM) algorithm., In fixed-width clustering, clu5-

ters are created based on defined distance in between data objects to isolate 

smaller cluster for identifying as anomalous. In 6tl, Kingsly et a1. presents a 

new density and grid based clustering algorithm, fpMAFIA based on the 

subspace clustering algorithm pMAFIA 198. Grid-based methods divide the 

object space into a finite number of cells that form a grid structure. All of 

the clustering operations are performed on the grid structure. 

6.2.4 Outlier Based Approach , 

Outliers arE' specific patterns in data that do not obey the rules followed 

by the majority of instances in data. Outlier detection and clustering are 
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close~y ioelated. From clustering point of view, outliers are objects that do not 

locatedl in the clusters of a data set, and with reference to anomaly detection, 

they may be considered as attacks or anomalieso The concept of outliers are 

studied from a different view point in 103. Details are explained extensively as 

a different category·of anomaly detection in Chapter 7. 

Zhang et al. 19~ present an unsupervised outlier based network anomaly 

detection method using random .forests 200 algonthm. This algorithm is result 

of an ensemble of un-pruned classification or regression trees and suitable on 

large datasets with many number of features for accurate, and ef!1cient results. 

Random forests algOrIthm usually, generates many classification trees. Each 

of the tree is constructed by using a tree Classification algorithm from the 

original data. After construction of the forest, new object is put down each 

of-the tree fOl: class'ification. The decision of each tree is provided as' a vote 

indicating the class for the object.. The most votes procured' class' for the 

object is selected b)T forest. Thus, random forests algOrIthm d~tect ontliers in 

network traffic data without attack free training data. In the framework of 

the outlier detection method, random forests algorithm build network service 

patterns over traffic data. ·With reference to the built patterns, outliers are 
1 .: ~ " '1 J I' • I l 

determined for detectIOn of intrusions. 

6.2.5 l Discussion 

Unsupervised classification or learning methods analxze e.ach event to deter

mine how SimIlar (~r dissimi!ar) ,depends on the choice of SImilarity me?Sures 

or dim~nsion weighting. The important feature of unsup,ervised classification 

method is its possibility of learning without kno\,:ledge of attack class labels. , . 
Thus, it reduces the requirement of training data. The fundamental task of 

unsupervised learrlip.g is auto!llatic deve~oping of classific~tl(;m labels. Unsu

pervised learning algorithms always find out similarity among pieces of data 

with aim to determine their importance in formation of a group or cluster. 
".~f"',{, ~ ..... l' ~I)f." ~ 

In labeling phase of unsupervised classification, these groups are identified 

as-normalof'anomalous. Examples of:unsupervised classificatIOn approaches 

include clustering; outlier detect.ioTh, k~Means, k-Medoids, KNN, soft comput

ing, support vector machines and-many other algorithms in machine learning. 

Usually, nnsupervised learning algorithms for anomaly detection'have two as-
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sumptions about the data. The first one assumes normal instances III a dataset·, 

are significantly more than intrusive ones. The second one assumes int'Fusive 

instances in a dataset are qualitatively different from normal ones. The ma

Jor advantage of unsupervised 'learning algonthms of anomaly detection' is its 

capability to process unlabel data and detectIOn of unknown, intrusions. ,The' 

limitation of unsupervised learning algorithms of anomaly detection' is the 

holding of assumptions-over .the data to be true. ' 

6.2.6 Contributions 

In this work we develop a clustering based algorithm k-point fOl: unsupervised 

anomaly-based detect jon of intrusio,ns. We evaluate the approach with our 

generated intrusion TUrDS dataset ,and ,well-knmv,n intrusion dataset KDD 

Cup 19991H and NSL-KDD dataset 82, The ~SL-KDD dataset is a filter~d 

dataset from KDD Cup 1999 dataset. We compare results of our approach 

with similar existing approacheR, 

6.3 Proposed Clustering Method 

The proposed clustering method uses the k-point algorithm to create a set of 

representative clusters from the available unlabeled ob}e,c,ts 9t~d<;tta. Initially, 

the method consider k objects randomly from the dataset. The dataRet ob

jects are then gathered to these selected points (or objects) 'based on various 

attributf' similarities. The Clusters are formed using two similanty measures: 

(i) similarity between two objects, and (ii) similarity between a Cluster and 

an object. The inethod 'will 'produce vanous clusters, . The componf'ut of a 

conceptual framework of unsupervised clru:;sifier and the 'detail explanation of 

the k-point algonthm are presented in the following subs'ections. 

6.3.1 Conceptual 'Framework 

A conceptual framework of unsuper.vised classifier·is given-in ·Figure 6,2. The 

framework of the classifier consists of the following four phases. 

(i) Parameterizations: The attributes of1the-input data are analyzed and 

number of attributes are. reduced, on basis of frequency occurrence ·or other 
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Figure· 6.2: A framework of unsupervised classifier 

attribute reduction method. 

(Ii) Classification algorithm: Classification or clustering algorithms are ap

plied to gTOUp the similar instances Ilsing similarity measure or other distance 

measure methods. 

(iii) Labeling: Classification generated groups are labeled either as normal 

or anomalous using different labeling scheme viz., indexing. 

(iv) Detection: Labeled groups or classes are detected and results of detec

tion rate or other performance measuring metrics are estimated. 

6.3.2 k-point Algorithm Fundamental 

The dataset to be clustered contains n objects, each described by d attributes 

AI, .fh, . .. , Ad having finite val{led domains D 1 , Dz, . .. , Dd respectively. A 

data object can be represented as X = {Xl, X2, . .. , Xd}. The ]-th component 

of object X is x] and it takes one of the pot;sible values defined in domain 

DJ of attribute.A]. Referring to each object by;its serial number, the dataset 

can be represented by the set N = {1, 2, ... ,n}. Similarly, the attributes are 

represented by the set Jv[ = {1, 2, ... ,d}. 

6.3.2.1 Similarity function bet~een two data objects 

Sunilarity between two data objects X .and' Y is t.he sum of per attribute 

similarity for all the attributes. It IS computeo as s2mO(X, Y), 

d 

s'lmO(X, Y:) = Ls(xJ'YJ) 
J=l 
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Chapter 6. Anomaly Detection Using Unsupervised A.pproach 

where s(Xj,Yj) is the similarity·forj-th attribute defiried as 

(6.2) 

A cluster is a set of objects which are similar over a subset of attributes only. 

The minimum size of the subset of attributes required to form a cluster is 

defined by the threshold MinrnAtt. Let, the subset of defining attributes be 

represented by Duttrib = {all a2,.· .. , aN,,;'rib} such that Duttrib Q M and Nuttrib 

is the size of Dutt.rib. A cluster -will be represented by its profile that looks like 

an object. All the objects of the cluster is similar with respect to the profile. 

The cluster profile is defined by a set of values, VaLt"ib = {Vl','lh," . . , V N,,"riJ 
taken over the corresponding attributes in Dattrib, that is Vl E Dal is the value 

for- attribute al E:.]vI, ·V2 E DU2 .i.e; -the value for.attribute a'2 E M and 'so on. 

Thus, the cluster profile is defined by:-

C t USpT of it e = {N attrib, D attrib, Vattrid (6.3) 

Let, Obtist E N is the list of data objects in the cluster. A cluster C is 

completely defined by its Clusrrl'ofile and 'dblist: 

C = {Obl'ist, Clusrrrofite} (6.4) 

The k-point clustering algorithm inserts an object in anyone of the set of 

clusters· existing at the particular moment. So the similarity between 'a cluster' 

and a data object needs to be computed,. Obviously, the cluster profile is used 

for computing this similarity. A cluster profile is defined by equation (6.3). As , 
the similarity needs to ,be computed over the set of Nattrib attributeq in Dattrib r . .-. c , ~ 1'u·". \ ~ r , ' ' 

positions of Vattrib values only of a duster and an object, the cluster profile is 

needed to find in the object:- The similarity function, between a duster C and 

an object Y becomes 'simG(C, Y} 

Na.ttrtb 

simC(C,Y) = I: s(Xj,Yj) (6.5) 
j=l 
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6.3.· Proposed Clustering Method 

Table 6.1: A sample dataset 

SeTialno. Al A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 
1 a3 b2 C4 d1 e2 II 
2 , a2 b2 C4 d3 e2 h 
3 a3 ' b

1 c:i d l el h 
4 a2 b2 C4 d l e2 h 
5 a3 b1 C2 d3 el h 
6 al bz Cl dz .ez II 
7 a3 bl C2 d2 el h 
8 a2 b2 C4 d3 e2 h 
9 a3 b1 ~ d1 el f4 

'10 a3 b1 C2 d1 el /5 

where Natt7tb is the attribute numbers in cluster profile and 5 (XJ, YJ) i& the 

similanty between )-th value xJ of profilf' of cluster C and )-th a.ttributf' value 

YJ of object Y is defined buy equatzon 6.2. 

Example: Consider a sample data 'let shown in Table 1.4 with ten objects 

defined over bL,( attributes AI, A2, A3, A4, A5 and A6 . The domains . ) 

for the attributes are respectively, DI = {aI, a2, a3}' Dz = {bl, b2 }, 

D3 = {CI, cz, C3, C4}, D4 '= {dl , d'2 ; d3 }, D5 = {el, e2} and D6 = 

{fl, /Z, fa, f4, fs} 

Clusters Cl , Cz, C3 and C4 can be identified in the dataset with 

j\hnmAtt = 6/2 = 3 

C1 = {Olist = {2, 8}, Nattnb = 6, D attnb = {l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, 

Vattnb = {a2,b2,C4,d3,e2,f2}}. 

C2 = {Olzst = {l, 4}, N attnb = 5, Dattnb = {2, 3, 4,5, 6}, 

Vattnb = {b2 , C4, d l , eu fd }. 
C3 = {Olist = {5, 7}, ·Nattrtb = 5, Dattrlb = {l, 2, 3, 5, 6}, 

Vattrtb = {a3,bl ,C2,el,f3}}' 

C4 = {Ohst = {3, 9, lO},. N attrtb = 5,.Dattnb = {l.,'2, 3; 4, 5}, 

Vattrzb = {a3,bl 'C2,d lJ ed}· 
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6.3.2.3 k-point Algorithm 

The unsupervised classification algorithm starts with an empty set of clusters. 

Initially, k objects are selected randomly from the dataset. It reads each 

object X. sequentially from dat~et, and inserts X, in an existing cluster 
, 

hased upon the similarity between X, and a cluster. If the similarity between 

a cluster and the object does not hold, a new cluster is created with Xl' if X, 

is similar with any of the randomly selected k objects for a defined threshold 

M inrnAtt of attribu~es. Search for a cluster for inserting an object. is started 

from t.he beginning 'of the created cluster set until t~e search is successful. 

The objects which are neither able to include in any. one of the clusters nor 

create a new cluster based upon the defined 1'v! 1,nrnAtt are f'xcluded from the 

clusters. Based upon similarity on profiles, similar clusters are merged into 

single cluster. The largest cluster is selected to identify its label of normal on 

basis of the assumption of normal behaviour model. The algorithm is given 

as Algorithm 8.4~2. 

Selection of k 

\Ve have analyzed the effect of selection of k value for k-point algorithm 

using the benchmark dataset Corrected KDD a~d KDDTest+ of NSL-KDD 
" , 

dataset and r~allife data.set. Pa.cket level and Poriscan. The performance of the 

proposed method in terms of PCC depends on the selection of k value 3.? seen 

in Figur.es 6.3. It is dependent on the dataset used for evaluation. However, 

a most probable range of k for these data.sets is shown with vertically drawn 

dashed lines in Fig'ures 6.3. In our experiments, better results are found with 

k value in between k = 10 and k = 12. 

6.3.3 Complexity analysis 

The k-point algorithm requires one pass through the dataset. Each object 

need to be compared with existing clusters one aftf'r another until it gets 

inserted in one of the clusters. The similarity computation involves a subset 

of attributes. Therefore, the clustering process hac;; a complexity O(ncd), 

where n is the numbei' of objects in data.<;iet, c is the number of clusters, and 

d is the number of attributes. Each of the created clusters need to be visited 

for k number of objects for d attributes. Hence, maximum time complexity 
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6.3. Proposed Clustering Method 

5 k-point Algorithm 
Input: Dataset D,Value of k; 
Output: Largest Cluster, CL ; 

1: Select k records randomly from the D; 
2: Find number of attributes M of each of k records 
3: S = 0; l'vfinrnAtt = M/2; T = M; 
4: if D =1= 0 then 
5: Fetch a record d from D; 
6: end if 
7: if d is un selected record and S =1= 0 then 
8: Find a cluster Ct from S ; 
9: Compute similarity, sirnC (Cz, d) between cluster C t and object d; 

10: else 
11: Goto step 5; 
12: end if 
13: if sirnC (Ct , d) == 0 then 
14: Add record d to Ct; 
15: Go to step 5; 
16: end if 
17: Compute similarity, sirnO (d, kt ) between object d and any record kt from 

random records for T attributes; 
18: if sirnO (d, kz) == 0 then 
19: Create a clust.er CJ wit.h Cl'uspro!ile = (NattT7b, Dattrtb, Vattnb ); 

20: Include CJ to S; 
21: Go to step 5; 
22: else 
23: T = T -1; 
24: end if 
25: if T > MinrnAtt then 
26: Go to step 17; 
27: else 
28: Go to step 5; 
29: end if 
30: if Number of clusters in S > 2 then [> / /Merging among the clusters// 
31: if Profiles of Cx == Pmfile of Cy then 
92: Merge Oblzst of Cy with Oblzst of Cx; 
33: Update S; 
94: . end if 
95: end if 
96: Fmd'the la7'!}est cluster CL by comparzng Oblist of clusters fmm S; 
97: Stop; 
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Figure 6.3: k determination for k-point algorithm 

Table 6.2: Attack distribution in benchmark intrusion datasets 
KDD Cup 1999 NSL-KDD 

Datasets Normal Attack Total Datasets Normal Attack 
Corrected KDD 60593 250436 311029 ]{DDTesP' 9710 12834 
10-percent KDD 97278 396743 494021 KDDTram+ 67343 58630 

of k-point algorithm becomes O(ncd) + O(kd). 

6.4 Experimental results 

6.4.1 Environment Used 

Total 
22544 

125973 

The experiments were carried out in a Intel workstation with configuration of 

core 2 Quad @2.4GHz, 2 GB RAM, 160GB HDD. The program was executed 

in Linux environment with C compiler. 

6.4.2 Datasets Used 

The algorithm was tested on two benchmark intrusion datasets, viz., KDD 

Cup 1999 81 and NSL-KDD82 datasets. The algorithm was also evaluated with 

three real life TUIDS 92 intrusion datasets. The description of t.he datasets are 

given in Chapter 3. The Tables 6.2, 0.3 and 6.4 show the at.tack distributions 

of the datasets. 
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6.4.> Experimen,tal results 

Table-6.3: Attack distribution in TUmS intrusion datasets 
Packet Level Flow Level 

Data8ets Normal ,Attack Total Data8ets Normal Attack Total 
Training 71785 50142 12Ul27 Trainmg 23120 2972:1 52843 
Testing _ 47895 38370 86265 Testing 16770 23955 40725 

Table 6.4: Attack distribution in TUIDS intrusion datasets (continue) 
Portscan 

Dataset8 Normal Attack Total 
Ports can Train 2445 39215 41660 
PortscanTest 1300 28615 29915 

6.4.3 Results on KDD Cup 1999 Dataset 

The confusion matrices for two dataset C07Teded K DD and 

10 percent ](DD of KDD Cup 1999'Dataset are given in Table 6.5 and 6.6. 

On Correded ]{D'D data.~et, the DR for intrusion records is 97.55%, TPR 

for normal records is 90.01 % and F P R for normal records is 2.45%. Similarly, 

on 10 percent KDD dataset, the DR for intrusion records,is.95.75%, TPR for 

normal records is 94.76% and F P R for normal records is 4.25%. The average 

execution time of classification for C o1Teded K D D and 10 pe1'cent K D D . 
datasets are 2.65min and 4.21min respectively. 

6.4.4 Results on NSL-KDD Dataset 

The confusion matrices for two data.c;ets KDDTm'Ln+ and KDDTest+ of 

NSL-KDD Dataset are given in Table 6.7 lmd 6.S. On K DDTmin+ dataset, 

Table 6~: Confusion matrix for COT1'eded K DD dataset 

Actual 
class 

Values 

N07'mal 
Attack 
Sum 

Predicted Clas~ 
N 07'mal Attack Sum Recall 1-Prc* 

54540 6053 60593 0.9001 0.1011 
6135 24'4301 250436 0.9755 0.0242 

60675 250354 31'1029 " 

Re-substitution error rate~0.0392 PCC=96.08% 

Note- *l-Preclsion 
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Table 6.6: Confusion matrix for 10 peT cent K DD data.'3et 

Values 
Predicted Cla.'3S 

Normal Attack Sum Recall I-Prc* 

Actual Nor-mal 92180 5098 97278 0.9476 0.1545 
class Attack 16846 379897 396743 0.9575 0.0132 

Sum 109026 384995 494021 

Re-substitution error rate=0.0444 PCC=95.56% 

Note- *l-Precislon 

Table 6.7: Confusion matrL,{ for 1\ D DTTa'l:n + dataset 

Actual 
class 

Values 

Nor-mal 
Attack 
Sum 

Predicted Class 

N armal Attack Sum 

63228 4115 67343 
1377 57413' 58630 

64445 61528 125973 

Re-substitution error rate=0.0423 

Note- *l-Precision 

Recall 

0.9389 
0.9792 

1-Prc* 

0.0189 
0.0669 

'PCC=95.77% 

the DR for intrusion records is 97.65%, T P R for normal records is 93.89% and 

F P R for normal records is 2.35%. Similarly, on ]( D DTest+ dataset, the DR 

for intrusion records is 98.88%, T P R for normal records is 96.55% and F P R 

for normal records is 1.12%. The average execution time of classification for 

K DDTmin+ and K DDTest+· datasets·are i1.07min and 0.07min respectively. 

6.4.5 Results on TUIDS Intrusion Dataset 

The confusion matrkes for two datasets Packet-ie'vel and Flow-level of TU-
1 I I' 

IDS intrusion dataset are given in Table 6.9-and-6.10." On Packet Level 

dataset, the DR for intrusion records is' 99.29%, T P R for normal records 

is 98.89% and F P R for norma) r~c~rds is 0.7.1%. Similarly, on Flow Le1'el 

dataset, the DR for intrusion'records is·99.53%, TPR for,normal records is 

99.11 % and F P R for normal records is 0.47%. The average execution time 

of cla.'3sification for Packet-level and Flow-level datasets are 1.04min and 

0.45min respectively. 
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6.4 .. Experimental results 

Table 6.8: Confusion matrbc for 1< DDTest+ dataset 

Vi,llues 
Predicted Class 

NOTmal Attack Sum Rec~ll 1-Prc* 

Actual NOTmal 937,5 335 9710 0.9655 0.0151 
class Attaq/r, 144 12690 12834 0.9888 0.0257 

Sum 9519 13025 22544 

Re-substitution error rate=O.0212 PCC=9788% 

Note- *1-Precision 

Table 6.9: Confusion matrix for Packet level dataset 

Values 
Predicted Class 

N01'mal Attack Sum Recall 1-Prc* 

Actual NOTmal 70981 804 71785 0.9888 0.0050 
clasl:> Attack 357 49785 50142 0.9929 0.0159 

Sum 71338 50589 121927 

Re-substitution error rate=O.OO95 PCC:!=99.05% 

Note- *l-Precision 

Table 6.10: Confusion matri.-x: for Flow level dataset 

Values 
Predicted Class 

Narmal Attack Sum Recall 1-Prc* 

Aetual NOTmal 22914 206 23120 0,9911 0.0061 
class Attack 140 29583 29723 0.9953 0.0065 

Sum 23054 2.9789 52843, 

Re-substitution error rate=0.0057 PCC=99.35% 

Note- ~l-Precision 
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Table 6.11: Confusion matrix for PortscanTmin dataset 

Values 
Predicted Class 

I 

Narmal Attack' Sum Recall I-Prc* 

Actual N or'mal 2412 
318 

2730 

33 2445 0.9868 0.1165 
class Attack 

Sum 
38897 39215 0.9919 0.0009 
38930 41660 

'Re-substitution erroLrate=0.0084 PCC=99.16%· 

Note- *1-Precision 

Table 6.12: Experimental Results of k-point Algorithm 

Data sets 
Total Attacks Normal DR TPR FPR 

(%) (%) (%) 
COTrected K DD 311029 250436 60593 9755 90.01 2.45 , 
10 Percent KDD 494021 396743 97278 95.75 94.76 4.25 

KDDTmin+ 125973 58630 67343 97.65 93.89 2.35 

KDDTest+ 22544 12834 9710 98.88 96.55 1.12 
'. 

Packet Level . .121927 50142 71785 99.29 98.89 1.59 

Flow Level 52843 29723 23120 99.53 99.11 0.65 

POTtscanTra'ir r 4166U 3921~ 2445 99.19 98.68 0.09 

6.4.6 Results on TUIDS Portscan Dataset 

The confusion matrL'i: for dataset Por·tscanTmin of TUrDS intmsion dataset 

he;; given in Table 6.11. On PortscanTrain dataset, the DR (i.e., Recall) 

for intrusion records is 99.19%, for normal records is 98.68%. The ayerage 

execution time of classification for _PortscanTrain dataset is 0.35min. 

6.4.7 Comparison of Results 

The summarized results over the three distinguished datasets is presented in 

Table 6.12 for detection rate (DR) on intrusive records, T P Rand F PRover 

normal records for the data.c;ets. 
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6.4. Experimental results 

Table 6.13: Compari&on with Unsupenrised Tech~iques on C01Teded KDD 

Algorithm Detection Rate (%) 
fpMAFIA 66 86.70 

K_NN 197 89.95 

Fixed width clustering 197 

M od1.fied Clustering-TV 196 

k-point alg01"tthm 

6.4.8 Performance Comparisons 

94.00 

97.30 

97.55 

The performance of k-point algorithm is compared with other four unsuper

vised anomaly-based intrusion detection algorithms: fpMAFIA 66, K-NN 197) 

Fixed width clustering 197 and Modified Clustering-TV 1!J6. The comparison 

results of performance over C01Teded K DD dataset for all these algorithms 

are shown in Table 6.13. In the performance comparison, detection rate for 

intrusion instances by k-point algorithm is ma.'Cimum . 

6.4.9 Discussion 

In this chapter we provide a clustering algorithm, k-point and applied it 

in unsupervised anomaly-ba.c;ed network intrusion detection. \iVe developed 

the clustering method by building normal behaviour model from unlabeled 

dataset. We evaluated the anomaly detection approach by applying it on two 

benchmark intrusion datasets and three real life private intrusion datasets. 

The performances of our method is compared with existing unsupervised net

work anomaly detection methods. The method is capable to establish its effec

tiveness in network anomaly detection a.c; indicated by the evaluation results 

on real life network intrusion dataset and the benchmark intrusion datasets. 

The method given in Section 5.3.2.1 and 5.3.3 is different from the k-point 

method. The k-point method finds the exact matching of certain number of 

attributes while the ot.her method compares the total value of matching of 

attributes between two records. Also, both the methods use different proxim

ity measures. The k-point method ha.c; comparatively lower performance than 

the supervised methods due to lack of training data.c;et. 

Outlier detection methods are applicable for known as well as unknown 
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attack identification in network anomaly detection. In the next Chapter 7, an 

outlier detection method is introduced for network anomaly detection. 
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Anomaly Detection Using Outlier 

Approach 
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Chapter 7. Anomaly Detection Using Outlier Approach 

Outlier miilit;lg is a .wigely'used method"for, finding exceptional- or rarely 
• ~ ~ ~ I.- ! 

occurring instances in different real world scenarios. In this chapter we propose 

an outlier mining·method in network anomaly detection by identifying rare 

occu~rence network traffic as attack. 

7.1 Introduction 

Outliers identification refers to the problem of finding data points .that are. 

very, different from the rest. of the data based on appropriate metrics. Such 

data points often contain useful information regarding unusual behaviour of a 

syste~ described by the data. These anomalous ~ata poir:tts are usually called 

outliers. Outlier detecti'oit has been used widely in finding anomalous activity 

in teletommunication, credit card fraud det~c'tion, detecting symptoms of new 

diseases and novel network attack detection, ,". 

Certain piece of information are usually required by an outlier detection 

method to work. One such piece of information is, a labeled training data 

set that can be u6ed with techniques from machine learning 201 and statistical 
• • J 

learning theory 168. An explicit predictive model is built based on the training 

dataset for detection. The associated label with an instance of data refers to 

the data instance either as' normat' or intrusion class. The outlier detection 

methods can be supervised or unsupervised based on the extent to 'which 

these labels are utilized or available. A superVised outlier detection method 

has available to it a labeled training dataset to build a predIctive model for 

both normal and intrusion classes. An unsupenrised outlier detection method 

is used when a labeled training dataset is unavailable. The methods in this 

category make assumptions about ~he data. Several methods assume that 

normal instances are more frequent tha.n intrusion instances. 

Intrusion detection (ID) is an Important component of any infrastructure 

protection mechanism. It is a part of any security management system for 

computers and networks. An intrusion detection system (IDS) gathers and 

analyzes information from various areas wit.hin a computer or a network to 

identify possible seeurity breaches, which include both types of int.rusions -

internal and external. A misuse intrusion detection approach uses information 
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7:1. .. IntroduCtion 

about known attackl> and detects:intrusi6~s'based' on' matches with exi5ting" 

attack patterns or signatures. On the other hand, an anomaly detection ap

proadi learns the normal behaviour of the system or the network it monitors 

and reports when the monitored behaviour deviates significantly from the 

normal profile. Th~re exist5 various IDSs that' are based on misuse as well as 

anomaly detection. Examples'include Bro 202, Snort [44, ADAM 22, NFIDS 146, 

etc. Seve'ral anomaly detection approaches are discussed in'!78. 

7.1.1 Outlier Detection in Network Anomaly, Detection 

Network anomaly detection involves the collection of network traffic data re

lating to the user behaviour over a period of time, and then applying tests to 

the gathered data to determine whether that behaviour is of legitimate user 

one or not Anomaly detection has the advantage of detection possibility of 

new attacks which the system has never seen' ·before and they deviate from 

normal behaviour. 

The major challen~elfor outliel: det.ectioA in the conte;'t of ihtrusio{l detec

tion is to handle huge volm-helof rni,\:ed type-' numerical and categorical data. 

So, outlier detection schemes need to be computationally effiCIent t~ handle 

these large sized inputs III a faster manner. An outlier can be an observation 

that is distinctly different or IS at,a p.o~ition Qf abnormal distance from other 

values in the dataset. Detection of abnormal behaviour can be based on rele

vant features extracted from network traces, packet or flow data. An intrusion 

ca~ be detected by finding ~n outlier wh05e features are distinctly different 
'; . . 

from the rest of the data .. Outliers can often be individuals or groups of clients 

exhibiting behayiou'r outSIde th~ range or' what is considered as no~a~. In 

order to apply outlier detection t'o anomaly ba.<;ed network mtrusion detec

ti.on, we assumes the followings: (i) The majol'lty of the network connections 

is normal traffic. Only a smail amount of traffi'~ is malici~us and (ii) Attack 

traffic is statistically different from normal traffic. 

However, in a real network, scenario, these a.'3sumptions may not be 0.1-· 

ways true. In deali.ng with DDoS (Distributed Denial of SerVIce) 203 or bUD;ty 

attack 204 detection, the anomalous traffic is actually more frequent than the 

normal traffic. 
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Chapter 7. Anomaly Detection Using Outlier Approach 

7.2 Fundamentals of Outlier Detection 

Outlier detection se<;trches for ,objects that do pot obey rul,es and expectations 

valid for the major part of the 9-ata. The detection of ~~ outlier object may 

bf.! evidence that ,there are new tendencies in the Jd<\ta. Although, ontliers are 

considered noise or error, they may have important information. The detection 

of outliers often depends on t~e applied, ,methods and ~idden assumptions 

regarding data structures used. 

7.2.1 .Problem Formulation 

Outliers refers to the data points or instances that are very different from the 

rest of the, data based on appropnate,metrics III data.'let., Such data points 

often contain useful inforn;Iation regarding unusual. behaviour of a system de

scribed ,by the data. 

With this consideration in view" the outlie.r can be stated as follows: given 

a set of data elements PI,PZ, ... ,Pn in a dataset D, a clasSIfier C ba.sed on,a 

metric 1\1 classifi~s the ,elements, i,n~o N gTOUpS,' tl}~p. the, classified group(s) 

G E N is o\ltlier if i,ts n~ber,of containing e~ements at:e l~s~.t han ~ predefined, 

threshold value q. , " 

7.2:2 ' Outlier Detection 'Approaches 
, 

An outlier is a data point which is very different from the rest of the data 
, ~ , . 

set ba.sed on some measure. Such point often contains useful information 
• 1 ~ , 'I 

on, abnormal behaviour of the sy?tem described by data. Depending on the 
• J { ~ I • '-

approaches used in outlier detection, the methodologies can be broadly claB: 

si'fied61 as- distance-based, density-based and'~oft co~puting based. ' 
j • I • • 

7.2.2.1 Distance-based Outlier Detectiop. 

Distance-based methods for outlier detectioh are based' on the calculat.ion of 

distances among objects iu the data with clear geometric interpretation. We 

can calculate a so-called outlier factor as a function F : x -7 R to quan

titatively characterize an outlier 205, The function,F depends on the distance 

between the given object x and other objects R in the dat.aset being analysed. 
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7.2. Fundamentals'of Outlier Detect.ion . 

I In LOADED 113, Ghoting et,al. introduce a distance based outlier detection 

method for mixed attribute data. Here, data points are considered. linked If 

they are similar to each other for each attribute pair. A density-based outlier 

detec~io9 ,rpetl)od estimatf's. Jhe~ dr.nsity' of ttte .neighl:>ourhood of ~ach data 

instance, An mstance that lies in a neighbourhood with low density is declared 

to be an outlier while an' insta~ce that lies in a dense neighbourhood is declared 

to be ~lOrmal. Breunig ~t \a. 114 coin;uted a local outlier factor (LOF) for each 

object in the dataset .. The ?utlier factor"quantifies outlyingness of an object. 

In ODMAD 79, an anomaly score is computed for each data point taking into 

consideration the irregularity of the categorical values, the continuous values, . . 
and the relationship between the two spaces in the dataset. The data points 

with similarity close to '0' are 'more likely to be outliers. 

7.2.2.2 Density-based Outlier Detection 
. " 

Denszty-based methods e&timate the density distribution of the input space 

and then identify outlier& as those lying in regions of 100v . density 79. Density

based outlier detection techniques estimate the density of the neighbourhood 

of each data instance. An instance that lies in a neighbourhood with low 

density is declared to be an outlier while an instance that lies in a dense . , 
neighbourhood is declared to be normal. . , 

Peng Yang and Biao Huang 206, present a modified density based outher . , 

mining algorithm. In this method, for every object in a datasf't D does not 

need to judge whether there are core objects within the s-neighbol.lrhpoq of 

it or not. For given object a E D, the E-neighbourhood of a is the region with 

center a and radius E. The object set within E-neighbourhood .Qf a is denoted 

as aE;-set. If number of object WIthin the E-neighbourhood of data object a is 
more than m 'which is a user defined parameter, a is the core object. Let, D is 

a dataset and a is the core object, where C E D and a E D. Given a number 

7n, va E D, if a is not within the E-neighbourhood of a and lao-set! ~ m,' a is 

t.he outlier with respecbto E and m. Apart. from this, the module· information 

of data object is introduced in ,this algorithm which reduces large number of 

computations in finding all outliers. 

·Jin et a1., in 207 focus on mining outliers', called local outliers, that' have' 

density distribution significantly different . from their neighbourhood. In esti-
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Chapter 7. Anomaly Detection Using'.Outlier Approach 

mating density distribution in data,objects, this method 'considers both neigh

bours and reverse neighbours of an object. 

7.2.2.3 Outlier .Detection based on Soft computing 'Approaches 

, " 
Soft computinl? b~ed outliers are inspir.ed ,by soft Go~puti?g (referred to slLb-

sectwn 4.6) approaches viz., RMF (r~ugh membershzp functwn}-based out

liers 130,208. A RMF is defined as follows.' 
, I' '. ~ " 

Let IS = (V, A, V, f) be an information system, X ~ V and X =1= 0. V is a 
I • .' \ 

non-empty finite set-of objects, A a set of,attributes, V the union of attribute 

d,omains, and f : V x A -+ V a function suC;h that for any X E U and a E A, 

f (x, a) E Va' Let v he a given threshold value. For ,any x ~ X, If RO r""-" (x) > 
v, x is called a rough membershtp functwn (RM F)-based outlter with re

spect to X in 18, where ROFy(x) is the rough outlier factor of x with respect 

to X in IS The Tough outher factar is defineo a'3 

where A = {aI, a2, ... , a,.,,}. it1:? (x) and 1lX')} (x) R.~e RMFs for every attribute 

subset A} ~ A and singleton subset {a,} of A, 1 ~ J ~ m. For every singleton 

subset {a)}, vv:~a)} : X -+ (0,1] is a weight function such that for any x E 

X, ~~a)}(.~) = (l[x]{a,} /)/(IVI). [x]{a,} == {u E U: f(u,aJ ) = f(:J;,aJ )} 

denotes the indiscernibIlity class of relation IND ( {a J}) that contains element 

x. 

The RMF is f.Lf :-+ (0,1] f;uch that for any x E X 

B( ) _ /[X]B n XI 
~£x x - l[x]BI (7.2) 

where [X]B = {u E U . Va E B(J(u, a) = f(x, a))} and B C A denotes the 

indiscernibllity class of relation IND(B) that contains element x. 

, Rough.sets are ,used in classification system, where we do not have com

plete knowledge of the system 131. In any classification task, the aim is to) 

form 'various classes where each class contains objects that are not noticeably 

different. These mdiscernible or indistinguishable objects can be viewed a'3 ba-' 
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7.2. Fundamentals of Outlier Detection t 

Input - Output 

Layer 1 2 3 5 

Figllre 7.1: A schematic vIew of fully connected RNN 

sic building blocks (concepts)" used to bUIld a knowledge base about the real 

world. This kind of uncertainty is referred to as rough uncertainty. Rough 

uncertainty is formulated in terms of rough sets. 
, , 

" ,i ~ 
In most of machine learning or soft computing based outlier detection 

I • 

methods~ Rough membership function (RMF) (refer to subsectio,n 4;6,,2) 208, 

Replicator Neural Networks (RNN) 2~:, Gaussian ML'Cture Model (GMM) (;e

fer to subsection 4.5.4) 210, outlier qeciding'scores are estimated in the data 

objects, to identify outlier data objects 

Ha;wkins et al. present ap o~t1ier detection approach, on bas~s of.Rephcator 

Neural Networks (RNN) 209. RNN is a feed-forward multi-Ia~er appr~ach. It 

consists of three hidden layers which' are framed in between an input and 

output layer. The function of the RNN is to reproduce the input data pattern . . , 

at the ontput layer with mimmized error through training. Both input' a~d 
output layers have n units,. corresponding to the n features,of the training 

data. The number of units in the three hidden layers are experimentally 

chosen to minimize the average reconstruction error over all training patterns. 

Figure 7. 1 'shows a schematic view of the fully connected RNN. The output of 

unit ~ oflayer k i5 calculated by t.he activation function Sk(h.), where h., is the 

weighted sum of the'inputs to the unit and defined as: h,'= 2:~J~O' 'Wk.J Z(k-l»)' . 

ZkJ is the output from J th unit of the kth layer. The activation function for' 

the two outer hidden layers (k = 2,4) is then: SI..(h,) = tanh(akh.),' where 

al.. is a tuning parameter which is set to 1 usually. 
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Figure 7.2: Six cases of outlie~': 

H.N N IS tramed trom a sampled datase.t to b~lild a ,model which predicts 

the given data. This model is used to develop a score of outlyingness called . . . 
outlier factor where the trained RN'N is applied to the entire dataset to give 

a quantitative measure' of the outlyingness based on the reconstruction 'error. 
~. ' I 1 • I 

This approach takes the view of expressing itself without relying on too many 
" 

assumptions. This approach identifies duster'lahe1s for each data' record. - . 
Sometimes, outliers are found concentrated in a single cluster. Without using 

class labels, RNN has capability to identify Olitliers considering small classes 

with high accui-acy. 

7.2.3 Discussion 

An outlier is an observation that, deviates from other observations such that it 

creates suspicion as if it is generated by a different mechanism .. Detected out

liers indica:te the behaviours outside the range of 'normal' one. Three popular 

outlier detection methods: distance based, denszty' based and 80ft computing 

based,are discussed. 

,Based on our ~tudy to evaluate the effectiveness of outlier detection meth-
, 

ods, ,we can' consider six cases as shown in Figure 7.2 over the synthetic data 

set. ''In these figures,· O. ,is an object· and Dt is cluster of objects. Following 

are our observations: 
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7.3. ·Proposed Method i 

1. A dzstmct outlier object, (case 1 in Figure 7.2) is one that cannot be 

included in a.ny clusters. 

2. A dzstinct inlzer object (case 2) is inside of a cluster. 
I 

3. An equidzstant outlzer (case' 3) is the object which is at equal distance 

from the clusters. 

4 N on-dzstmct mlzer (ca~e 4) j~ that o!:>ject located near t\1e borde~ of a 

cluster. 

5. The chaming effect (case 5) represents the objects which are situated in 

a. straight line among the clusters. 

6. The' ~taying together .( cas~ 6) effect represents the objects which are 

outliers on a str~ight line. 

7. Most existing outlier detection methods cannot handle all the cases as 

reported in Figure 7.2. 

7.2.4 Contribution 

Most existing ~etho~s for outlier detection in the literature are based on den

sity estimation method!> or nearest-neighbour methods 114,211. In this chapter, 

we introduce an effective method for outlier identification using symmetric 

neighbourhood relationships 207, considering nearest neighbours as well as re

verse of the nearest neighbours. We present experimental results which show 

the ability to find anomalies when detecting rare intrusion instances In the 

KDD Cup 1999 81 and NSL-KDD82 datasets. Results from outlier detection 

using the method for various VCI ML Repository 212 datasets and our realUfe' 

intrusion datasets TUIDS 92 are also provided, 

7.3 Proposed Method 

We have developed' an outlier mining method based on symmetric neigh

bourhood relationship 207 for mLxed type data. For each object of data set a 

forward neighbour outlier factor is estimated by finding nearest neighbour 
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set' and forward nearest neighbour set of the data objects to identify outliers. 

Nearest Neighbour Set of k objects (NNk) 

In a dataset D = {d1 , d2 , ..• , d,.,} of n objects, d. and dJ are two arbItrary 

object.s in D. vYe use Euclidean distance to evaluate t.he distance between 

objects d1 and dJ which is denoted as dzst(d" dJ ). 

DeJimtzon 1- Nearest Neighbour Set of k objects' of ob.i~ct p IS the ~et of k 

nearest neighbour objects of p or N Nk(P) where k > O. In dataset D of IDI 
objects 

IN Nk(Ph/ = k. (7.3) 

if\ip rt. NNk(p) and dtSt(o,p) < d'l,st(6,p) ,where ° and 6 are k-th and (k+ 1)-". 
th nearest neighbour to p respectively. 

Forward Nearest Neighbour Set of k objects (FNNk) 

Dejinitzon 2- Forward Nearest Neighbour Set of k objects of object p is the 

set of objects whose N N k contains p, denoted as F N N k(p). In dataset D of 

/D/ objects where p and q are arbitrary objects, F tv. N k(p) is defined as, 

FNNk(P) = {q E D'I p E NNk(q) and 'Ii:f- q}. (7.4) 

Forward Neighbour Outlier Factor of k objects (FNOFk) 

Dejimtzon 3- Forward Neighbour Outlier Factor of k objects for an object p 

is the ratio of remaining number of objects of F N N k(p) of dataset D ex

cept object p to the number of dataset objects except object p, de'noted as 

F NOFk(P). In dataset D of objects IDI, FNOFk(p) is defined as, 

FNOFk(P) = !D/- iFNNk(P)/-l = 1 _ IFNNk(p)/. (7.5) 
IDI-1 ID!-l 

Example 1: A sample 2-D dataset is given in Table 7.1. The dataset have 

six objects P,Ql,Q2,Q3,q4 and q5' The dataset is plotted in Fig, 7.3. 

For neighbourhood size k = 3, the N N k and F N N k will be as follows. 

NNk(p) = {ql,Q2,q3}, FNNk(P) = {ql,q2',Q3,Q4}, 
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7.3. Proposed Method 

Table 7.1: A sample dataset 
Objects x-ordinate y-ordinate 

p 19 8 
ql 18.S 12 
q2 22 9 
q3 23.S 9 
q4 14 IS 
q5 22 IS 

Figure 7.3: Example 1- dataset plot 

NNk(qJ) = {P,q2,q4}, FNNk(ql) = {p,q2,q:3,q4,qS}, 

N Nk(q2) = {p, q}, q3}, F N Nk(q2) = {p, q}, q3, qS}, 

N Nk(q3) = {p, Ql, Q2}, F N Nk(Q3) = {p, Q2, QS}, 

NNk(q4) = {p,Q},qS}, FNNk(Q4) = {Ql}, 

NNk(Qs) = {q},q2,q3}, FNNk(qs) = {q4}. 

The number of objects of NNk and FNNk for k = 3 are as follows. 

IN Nk(p) I = 3, 

IN Nk(q})1 = 3, 

IN Nk(Q2) I = 3, 

IN Nk(Q3)1 = 3, 

IN Nk(Q4)1 = 3, 

INNk(qs)1 = 3, 

IFNNk(P) I = 4, 

IFNNk(Q}) I = 5, 

IFNNk(q2)1 = 4, 

IFNNk(Q3) I = 3, 

IFNNk(q4) I = 1, 

IFNNk(Qs) I = 1. 

The outlier factor FNOFk for k = 3 and IDI=6 are as follows. 
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outner 
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.. 
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Figure 7A: Example 2- dataset plot 

FNOFk(p) = (1 - 4/5) = 0.20, 

FNOFk(ql) = (1 - 5/5) = 0.0, 

FNOFk(q2) = (1- 4/5) = 0.20, 

F NOFk(Q3) = (1 - 3/5) = OAO, 

F NOFk(Q4) = (1 - 1/5) = 0.80, 

F NOFk(Q5) = (1 - 1/5) = 0.80. 

The outliers are found for threshold Mth 2': 0.80 and k = 3 as follows. 

FNOFk(Q4) = 0.80 and FNOFk(Q5) = 0.80. 

Example 2: A plot of sample 2-D dataset is given in Fig. 7.4 for 

data objects 534. Here, 17 data objects are identified as outlier for value of 

k = 20 and threshold F NOF, lYfth = 0.95. 

Outlier Detection Algorithm 

The outlier detection algorithm and two associated functions

getFNOFk(D,k) and getNNk(D,p,k) are given in Algorithm 6. The 

algorithm has of two functions: getNNkO and getFNOFO. 
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7.3. Proposed Method 

Algorithm 6 Outlier Detection Algorithm 
Input: Dataset D, Th1'esholcl Mth, Ne1,ghbouT_s'lze k , Object p; 
Output: OutiieT List L; 

1: X = getFNOFk(D, k)j 
2: VtEX 

3: if t ~ Mth then 
4: Add t to Lj 
5: end if 
6: 

7: function getFNOFk(D, k) 
8: while \D\ i= 0 do 
9: VpED S = getNNk(D,p, k); 

10: end while 
11: VqES T = getNNK(D, q, k)j 
12: if pET then 
13: 'Add q to list of FNNk(p); 
14: \F,NNk(p) \ = IFNNk(p)\+l; 
15: end if 
16: Compute V DF NOFk(p) ~ f 1 _ IFNNk(Pll}, 

JlE ~ IPI-l' 
17: return FNOFk(P); 
18: end function ' 
19: 

20: function getN N k(D, p, k) 
21: if ID\ i= 0 then 
22: Vq;p;l:.q,p,QED Compute d1,st(p, q); 
23: end if 
24: Vq Sort d1,st(p, q); 
25: Add k shortest distant objects from p to N Nk(P); 
26: return, N Nk(P): 
27: end ~unctio~ 
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Figure 7.5: k value determination 

7.3.1 Complexity analysis 

The outlier detection algorithm basically comprises of two °functiorlo. 

getNNkO and getFNOFO. The complexity of function _getNNkO, is due 

to the distance computation of n objects and 'sorting of:n object distances 

(n log n, as we used Quicksort algorithm), Thus the time complexity of this 

function is O( n + n log n). Again, the complexity of function getF N 0 FO is 

due to searching of n x k 9bjects, computation of outlier factor for n objects 
. " 

and searching of n objects for user defined threshold value. Thus, the time 

complexity of this function is O(n x k x (n-+ n log n) + 2n). Hence, time, 

complexity of t.he outlier algorithm is O(n x k x (n + n log n) + 2n) 9:! O(n2
). 

7.3.2 Dependency on Parameters 

\Ve have analyzed the effect of neighbourhood value k and threshold 
( • -j ,~ • I ,-.I 

M _thresh, using synthetic a"J well as real life dat.asets (i.e.,abalon, breast-

cancer, diabetes and glass). The performance of the proposed method in 

terms of DR largely depends on the selection of k and Iv! _thresh,as seen in 

Figure 7.5-7.6. It is dependent on the dataset used for evaluat.ion. However, 

a most probable range of k and M _ thresh for these datasets are shown with 

vertically drawn dashed lines in the Figure -7. 5-7. 6. In our experiments, better 
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. 
results are found with k values in the range of (0.20 - 0.40) and M _thTesh 

value in the range of (0.92~- 0.95). Our experiments are e~raluated with k' = 30 

and M thresh = 0.93: 

7.4 . Experimental Results 

In this section, we perform a comprehensive experimental evaluation of the 

efficiency and the effectiveness of our outlier detection method . . . 

7.4.1 Environment Used 

All necessary experiments were carried out on an Intel workstation wit.h In

tel core 2 Quad @2.4GHz, 2 GB RAM, 160GB HDD. The 'piogTams 'were' 

developed in c-in a -LimL'I: enviroI).ment. 

7.4.2' Dataset Used 
.. 

The method was evaluated with various UCI ML Repository dataset 212, a. 

synthetic dataset, KDD Cup 1999 dataset 81 , NSL-KDD82 datasets and our 

real life intrusion datasets TUmS 92.- The (lescription of datasets KDD Cup 

1999, NSL-KDD and TUIDS are given in· Ch(tpter 3. The Tables 7.2, 8.5 and 

7.4 show the attack distributions of these datasets. The description of UCI 

ML Repository dataset and synthetic dataset are given below. 
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Table 7.2: Attack distribution in benchmark intrusion datasets 
KDD Cup 1999 NSL-KDD 

Datasets Normal Attack Total Datasets Nonnal Attack Total 
Corrected KDD 60593 250436 311029 KDDTest+ 9710 12834 22544 
IO-percent KDD 97278 396743 494021 KDDTram+ 67343 58630 125973 

Table 7.3: AttacK distribution in TUmS intrusion datasets 
Packet Level Flow Level 

Datasets Normal Attack Total Datasets Normal Attac/c Total 
Training 71785 . 50142 121927 Training 23120 29723 521143 , 

38370 Testing 47895 86265 Testing 16770 23955 40725 

7.4.2.1 VCI ML Repository and Synthetic dataset 

To establish the effectivene~s of the proposed outlier method, initially we ex-
• I ' • 

perimepted with several real life benchmark da;tasets of different dimensional

ity and number of isolated objects. A major reason of choosing these datasets 

is to compare our results with the other competing outlier algorithms. 

Our' method was tested on several commonly llsed data'3ets from the UCI 

lvlL Repository dataset 212. We considered eighteen different datasets and a 

synthetic dataset for experimentation. The descriptions of datasets are giVf'n 

in Table 7.5. The synthetic dataset is a 2-dimensional dataset which was 

generated with different outlier ca'3es. The other datasets are- abalone, breast 

cancer, diabetes, glass, heart, hepatitis, horse, ionosphere, iris, led7, pima, 

poker hand, sonar, shuttle, vehicle, waveform, wine and zoo. 

7.4.3 Data preprocessing 

The data."ets contain categorical and numerical values .. The dataset is pre

processed to convert it into an equivalent numeric dataset. The categorical 

attributes of dataset are replaced with numeric value. The continuous value9 

attributes of data'3et are converted to discrete numbers by taking logarithm 

Table 7.4: Attack distribution in TurDS intrusion datasets (continue) 
Portscan 

Datasets , Nonnal Attaclc Total 
Ports can Train 2445 39215 41660 
Ports can Test 1300 28615 29915 
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Table 7.5: Characteristics of Synthetic and DCI ML Repository datasets 
SINo. Dataset~ Dimension Instances Classes Instances of Outlier 

1 Synthet1c 2 2000 10 80 
2 Abalone 8 4177 29 24 
3 Breast call~er 10 699 2 3q 

4 DIabetes 8 768 2 ,13 
5 Glass 10 214 6 9 
6 Heart' 13 270 2 26 
7 Hepat.ltIS 20 155 . 3 32 
8 Horse 28 368 2 23 
9 Ionosphere 34 351 3 59 
10 IrIS 4 150 4 27 
11 Led7 7 3200 - 9 248 
12 PIma 8 768 2 15 
13 Poker Hand 10 25010 10 16 
14 Sonar 60 208 2 90 
15 'Shuttle 9 14500 3 13 
16 VehIcle 18 846 4 42 
17 \VaveforJ11 21 5000 '3 87 
18 Wme. 13 178 3 45 
19 Zoo 18 101 7 17 

to the ba.se 2 and then converting to integer. This is done for each attribute 

value, z using the computation: if (z > 2) p = mt (l092 (z)) + 1. Before 

taking logarithm, the attributes which take fractional values in the range [0, 

I) are multiplied by 100 so that they take valves in the range lO, 100}. Nom

inal valued attributes are mapped to discrete numeric codes. The class label 

attribute is remov~d from the dataset and stored separately in a different file 

The class labels are llsed for traimng and evaluating the detection performance 

of the algOrIthm. 

7.4.4 Results on VCI ML Repository Dataset 

The proposed method was evaluated using our own 2-dimensional synthetic 

dataset consisting of 2000 objects and 4% of outlier objects as given in Ta

ble 7.5. The results of synthetic data.<;et and other DCI Machine Repository 

datasets are given in terms of detection rate (DB) and false posztive rate (FPR.) 
in Table 7. 6. The results are compared with the results of other outlier find

ing methods LOF213 and ORCA 214. Our method has produced better result 

compared to the other methods. The comparison results is given in Table 7.6. 
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Table 7.6: Experimental Results o(Synthetic a,nd UCI ML R.epository datasets 

Datasets Measure LOF213 ORCA 214 Our Method 

Synthetic 
DR 0.7900 0.8400 1.0000 
FPR .. 0.0239 0.0186 0.0000 

DR ( . 0.8702 0.8591 1.0000 
Abalone FPR 0.044:3 0.0480 0.0150 

Breast Cancer 
DR 0.8543 0.8309 0.9621 
FPR 0.0377 0.0465 0.0349 

Diabetes 
DR 0.6813 0.5945 0.8391 
FPR 0.0585 0.0458 0.0171! 

Glass 
DR 0.8713 0.8488 0.8826 
FPR 0.0360 0.0347 0.0149 

Heart 
DR 0.9008 0.8869 0.9828 
FPR 0.0045 0.0207 0.0211 

Hepatltis 
DR 0.8902 0.7621 0.9822 
FPR 0.0257 0.039'1 0.0011 

Horse 
DR 0.8112 0.8922 0.8705 
FPR 0.0299 0.0405 0.O1l9 

Ionosphere 
DR 0.8208' 0.89S8 0.9783 
FPR 0.0377 0.0412 0.020S 

DR 0.7911 0.8933 
, 

0.8900 
Iris FPR 0.0311 0.0390 0.01)21 

Led7 
DR 0.2417 0.7510 0.8819 
FPR 0.1565 0.0399 . , 0.0048 

Pima 
DR 0.9443 0.9141 1.0100 
FPR 0.0023 0.0221 0.0110 

DR 0.9720, 0.9478 0.8911 , 
Poker Hand FPR 0.0213 0.0290 0.0105 

Sonar 
DR 0.9800 0.8977 0.97g6 
FPR 0.0221 0.0490 0.02LO 

Shuttle 
DR 0.8421 0.7192 0.8230 
FPR 0.0510 0.0341 0.0203 

Vehicle 
DR 0.3195 0.3919 0.6428 
FPR 0.0681! 0.0751 0.0335 

Waveform 
DR - 0.8913 0.8587, 0.8209 
FPR 0.0460 0.0405 0.0350 

Wine 
DR 0.9433 0.9322 0.9810 
FPR 0.0366 0.0279 0.0100 

Zoo 
DR 0.8238 0.8823 '0.9421 
FPR 0.1924 0.1~09 0.0338 
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7.4. Experimental Results .. 

Table 7.7: Extracted Feature distribution in KDD Cup datasets 

Class Total F eatuTe Selected FeatuTes 

Nonnal 6- 5',23;3,6,35,1 

DoS 8 5,23,6,2,24,41,36,3 , 
. 

PTobe 13 40,5,33,23:28,3,41,35:27,32,12,24,28, 

U2R 10 5,"1,3,24,23;2,33,6,32,4,14,21 

R2L 15 3,13,22,23,10,5,35,24,6,33,37,32,1,37,39 

Table 7.8: Experimental R.esults of KDD Cup 1999 datl'lsp.ts 

Dataset DR 
FPR 

DoS R2L U2R Probe All Attacks 

k=3 22.1 75.8 71.3 29.6 25.74 1.3 

Corrected k=10 24..3 78.5 74.3 31.2 27.()7 1 1 

KDD k=20 :321 89.0 843 39.8 3596 0.9 

k=30 31.33 55.21 81.12 • 35.16 32.97 1.03 

k=3 263 81 8 734 34.6 2654 12 , 
10 percent k=10 27.3 75.8 823 27.50 480 1.5 

KDD k=20 301 87.0 85.2 418 30.~9 1.3 

k=.30 39.32 63.14 87.25 30.35 39.30 1.12 

7.4.5 Results' on KDD Cup 1999, Datasets 

The proposed method was evaluated using.two datasets COTreded KDD and 

10 peTcent ]{ DD of KDD Cup 1999 datasets. The objective of the experiment 

is how accurately thl:', method can classify tp.y rare cat~g<;mes of <l;ttack data-, 

R2L and U2R. In high dimf'nsional data, feature selection using mutual 

information (MI) 84 is a widely accepted approach. The list of relevant features 

of attacks in KDD Cup data.sets is given in Table 7.7. The relevant features 

are considered in outlier detection in KDD Cup datasets. 1'he results using 

the measures DR and,FPR are reported in' 'Table 7.8. The average executioIT 

time of classIfication for C01'7'ected K DD and lO peT cent K DD datasets are 

1.11min and 1. 74min respectively. 
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Table 7.9: Experimental Results of NSL-KDD datasets 

Dqtaset \ , DR 
FPR 

DoS R2L U2R P"abe All Attacks 

k=3 25.4 '795 73.2 34.1 I 24.48 1.9 

k=lO 21.9, . 82.6 77.4 34.1 26.89 1.5 

KDDTest+ k=20 33.2 . '1'.7.7 89.~ . 45.5 36.91 0.98 

1-=30 37.23 63.21 82.12 37.17 36.S!) 1.4'3 

k=3 ~ 29.5 . 897 75.9' 38.2 32.34 1.8 

k=10' 31A 78.9 87.6 29.60 54.0 1.6 

KDDTrain+ k=20 36.3 89.2 84.3 47.4 35.52 1.8 

k=30 ·12.52 69.64 88.65 3i.45 46.20 1.42 

7.4.6 Results on NSL-KDD Datasets 

The proposed method was· evaluated using two datasets K D DTrain + and 

KDDTest+ of NSL-KDD datasets. NSL-KDD is the modified dataset of 

KDD Cup 1999 datasets. A list of relevant features of at.tacks using mutual 

information (MI) 84 in NSL-KDD datasets is also given in Table 7.7. The 

relevant features are considered in outlier detection in the datasets. The 

results using the measures DR and FPR are reported in Table 7.9. DR for 

all attacks varies in the range of 24.48-36.91 (%) for K DDTest+ dat.aset. and 

32.34-54.0 (%) for KDDTrain+ dataset respectively in Table 7.9. Similarly, 

F P R exhibits in the range of 0.98-1.9 (%) for ]( DDTest+ dataset and 1.42-1.8 

(%) for KDDTTain+ ~a!aset respectively in Table 7.9. The average execution 

time of classification for KDDTrain+ and KDDTest+ dataset.s are 0.45min 

and 0.07min respectively. 

7.4.7 Results on TUIDS Intrusion Dataset 

The proposed method was evaluated using our real life intmsion dataset TU

IDS. Normal and a specific attack data are used as input to outlier detection 

method. The identified outlier objects are considered as the specific attack. 

'Fhe results u'3ing the measure DR and F P R are given· in Table 7.10. The 

average execution time of classification for Packet Level and Flow f Level. 

datasets are 0.44min and 0.19min respectively. 
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Table 7.10: Experimental Results of TUIDS datasets 

Dataset 
DR FPR 

DoS Probe All Attacks 

Packet Level 76.33 52.16 64.25 1.23 

Flow Level 82.21 49.34 65.61 1.62 

Ta.ble 7.11: Experimental Results of TUIDS PortscanTrain dataset 

DR _______________________________ FPR 
SY N AC K FIN xmas All Attacks 

81.25 48.84 68.96 70.95 67.50 1.81 

7.4.8 Results on TUIDS Portscan Dataset 

The proposed method was evaluated using our real life TUIDS P01tscanTrazn 

dataset. Normal and a specific attack data are used as input to outlier de

tection method. The identified outlier objects are considered as the specific 

attack. The results using the measure DR and FPR are given in Table 7.11. 

The average execution time of classification for PortscanTram is 0.15min. 

7.4.9 Comparison of Results 

The summarized results over the KDD Cup 1999 intrusion datasets are made 

for detection rate (DR) on intrusive records and F PRover normal records 

for the datasets. Performance eva.luation results are compared with Elkan's 215 

result and Zhiyi et. al. 216. The comparison results for the datasets and for its 

preprocessed one are presented in Table 7.12. In performance comparison, our 

method outperform~ other count.er parts in terms of DR for R2L and U2R 

attack categories. 

A comparative result of our method and other two methods LOF213 and 

ORCA 214 using three real life private dataset.s of TUIDS : Packet level, Flow 

level and Portscan are given in Table 7.13 and 7.14. The performance 'of our 
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Table 7.12: Comparative results over Corrected KDD Cup dataset 

Elkan's Zhiyi's Proposed Method 
DR for DoS 97.1% 25.1%-65.3% 22.1%-32.1% 

DR for R2L 8.4% 20.9%-79.8% 55.1%-89.0% 

DR for U2R 13.2% 27.0%-75.3% 71.3%-84.3% 

DR for Probe 83.3% 31.6%-68.7% 29.6%-39.8% 

DR for All attack 91.8% 48.8%-70.3% 25.74%-35.96% 

FPR 0.5% 0.3%-0.4% 0.9%-1.3% 

Table 7.13: Result Comparisons over TUIDS datasets 

Datasets Methods 
DR 

FPR 
DoS Pmbe All Attacks 

LOF21 9 72.29 46.54 59.42 2.32 
PacketLevel ORCA 214 68.90 40.80 54.85 1.92 

Our 76.33 52.16 64.25 1.23 

LOF213 76.49 45.50 61.00 1.85 
FlowLevel ORCA 214 72.30 43.60 57.95 2.10 

Our 82.21 49.34 65.61 1.62 

method shows that it is better than the other two methods. 

7.4.10 Discussion 

In this chapter, we present definition for outlier and its detection methods. 

Apart from these, an efficient outlier detection method is presented based 

on 207 for multidimensional datasets with an application to networK anomaly 

detection. The proposed method is evaluated with various datasets including 

DCI ML Repository dataset, popular intrusion datasets, KDD Cup 1999 and 

NSL-KDD, and real time network intrusion TUIDS datasets. The detection 

performance of the method is good and better than similar methods. 

The outlier method is effective in handling mainly rare category attacks 

like R2L and U2R. 
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Table 7.14: Result comparison over TUIDS PortscanTrain dataset 

Methods 
DR FPR 

SYN ACf( FIN xmas All Attacks 
LOp219 75.45 44.56 63.56 71.20 63.69 2.35 

ORCA 214 78.35 38.98 66.76 69.90 63.50 1.95 

Our 81.25 48.84 68.96 70.95 67.50 1.81 

The performance of individual classifiers in network anomaly detection, 

are not equally good for classification of all categories of attack as well as 

normal instances. There is a possibility of obtaining good classification ac

curacy for all categories in a dataset with uses of multiple well performed 

classifiers in appropriate combination. In the Chapter 8, a combination of 

supervised, unsupervised and outlier based methods to achieve best detection 

performances for both known and unknown attacks is introduced for network 

anomaly detection. 
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CHAPTER 8 

Multj-Level Hybrid Method for 

Ano,maly Detection 
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Chapter 8. Multi-Level Hybrid Method for Anomaly Detection 

8.6.5. DisclL'3Sion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 256 

Thi5 chapter' proposes a m~ltl-Ievel hybrid intr~lsiori' detection method that 

use5 <! combination of supervised, unsupervised and outher based methods to 
r .; ( '" i j ~ , 

achieve best detection performances for both known and unknown attacks. 

The method attempts to derive benefits of each participating cla..'lSifier toward 

achievement of a best overall cost efficient classification result. The method 

was evaluated with two benchmarks and three real life intrusion data5ets and 

performs very well in comparison to other competing methods. 

8.1 Introduction 

With the enormous growth of network-based computer services and the huge 

increase in the number of applications runnmg on networked systems, the 

adoption of appropriate security measures to protect .against computer and 

network intrusions is a crucial issue in a computing}rnvironment. IntruSIOn 

into or attacks on a computer or network system are activities or attempts 
• • • ,.. ~ t. ~. ( ..f , _ 

to destabilize it by compromising 5ecurity in confidentiality. availability or 

integrity of the system. As defined 'm217, an iritriision detec'tion system' (IDS) 

monitors the events occurring in a computer 5ystem or a network ~nd analyzes 

them for signs of intrusions. Network-based intrusion detection is generally 

implemented using two approaches: rule-based,20 and anomaly-based This 

chapter focusses on anomaly 11ased intrusion detection using a hybrid method 

that combines supervised, unsupervised and outlier approaches. . , . 
B'efo~e initiating a detailed discussion on hybrid methods for network 

anomaly detection, let us introduce s~pervised, unsuperv'ised and outlier based 

detection methods in brief to providE' the necessary background. 

8.1.1 Supervised Intrusion Detection 

Based on the machine learning method used, anomaly detection can be clas

sified into two different categories: supervised 70 and unsl1p~rvised. In super

vised anomaly detection, normal behaviour models of systems or net.works are 

established by training with labeled or purely normal datasets. These normal 
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8.1. Introduction 

behaviour models are used to classify new network connections. The system 

generates an alert if a connection is classified as malign or abnormal behaviour. 

For example, ADAM n is a supervised anomaly-based as well as misuse-based 

NIDS. There is an SVM-based IDS 179 that combines a hierarchical cluster

ing algorithm, a simple feature selection procedure, and the SVM 167,168 tech

nique. The hierarchical clustering algorithm provides the SVM with fewer, 

abstracted, and hIghly qualified training -instances that are.derived from the . , . 
KDD Cup 1999 training set.' For feature selection, it removes one feature 

from the original dataset, redoes the experiment, then compares the new re

sults with the original results and determines the importance of the feature' 

by the change in false positives or accuracy rates. The SVM model is used 

to classify network traffic data uc;ing the selected features. However, in prac

tice, to train a supervised anomaly-based approach, labeled 'or purely normal 

data is not easily available. It is time consuming to acquire and error-prone 

to manually classify and label instances as benign or malign. in supervised 

anomaly-based detection, obtaining labeled or purely normal data is a critical 

issue. A set of training as well as testing real life labeled intrusion datasets' 

TUIDS 92 were generated, as discussed in Chapter 3 

8.1.1.1 Discussion 

Based on our experimental study of various exi.&ting well-known supervised 

classifiers using benchmark and real life intrusion data, we observe the follow

ing. 

~ j1're~ ?as~d d&;sifiers (like C4.5 and Random forests) can perform con'

sistently'well wIth a majority of datasets, but they are unstable in na

ture 218,219. Slight change in the threshold values may cause significant 

change in performance. In ilddition, appropriate selection of these pa

rameters is a .difficult task . 

• Clustering ba.sed supervised methods such a.s IBk 220 or kNN show stable 

performance, least affected by changes in the ,threshold values. However, 

their performance is not guaranteed for all data sets and for all cla.sses 221. 
, ' 

• I;>robabilistic supervised classifiers (like Naive Bayes or Bayesian Clus

tering) are good but do not perform expectedly for all cla.c;ses HH,24 
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• S~pervised classifjers are dependent on labeled training data. 

• A Major issues with supervised classifiers is the lack of pure and suffi

cient normal training traffic. 

• Supervised methods are incapable of identifying Ullknown attacks. 

8.1.2 Unsupervised Intrusion Detecti.on 

Unsupervised anomaly detection approaches work without any training data. 

In other words, these models are used on unlabeled. or unclassified data when 

they attempt to find intrusions lurking inside the data. A number of IDSs 

employ unsupervised anomaly-based approaches 197,66. The biggest adva.ntage 

of the anomaly detection approach is· the detection of unknown intrusions 

wit.hot}t any previous knnwleclge of intrusions. However, this approach fails 

to ,detect all intrusions. In addition, the false detection rate tends to be 

higher if the behaviour of some of the intrusions is not significantly different 

from ,t~e considered normal behaviour, model. ,In' network-based intrusion 

detection, the threat arises from new or previously unknown intrusions. The 

prefered detection approach for novel intrusions is anomaly-based instead of 

rule-based. Unsupervised anomaly-based detection can address"this issue of 

novel intrusion detection without prior knowledge of intrusions or using purelY 

normal data. 

In literature 06,65,07,68, clustpring and classifica.tion are widely used methods 

for anomaly-based supervised or unsupervised detection of intrusions. Cluster

ing is a,method of grouping objects based on similarity among th~m. The Jim

ilarity within a. cluster is high and the dissimilarity among clusters is high a'3 

well. Clustering is a kind of,unsupervised method of analysis 69. This method 

is performed on unlabeled data. It assigns similar data to the same class and 

dissimilar data to different classes. Unsupervised anomaly-based detection of

ten t.ries to cluster the test dataset into groups of similar instances which may 

be either intrusio~ or normal data. Althougll using a clustering method in 
, . . 

unsupervised anomaly-b~ed detection for intrusion generat~s many clusters, 

the stability ofthese clusters and their labeling are'still difficult issues faced by 

this approach. In order to label clusters, an unsupervised anomaly-based de: 

tection approach models normaL behaviour using two a'3sumptions 70: (i) 'The 
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number of normal instances vastly outnumbers the number. of anomalies and 

(ii) Anomalies themselves are qualitatively different from normal instances. 

If tpese assumptions hold, mtrusions can be detected based on cluster size. 

Larger clusters correspond to normal data, and smaller clusters correspond to 

intrusions. But this method is likely to produce high false detection rate as 

the assumptions are not always true in practice. For example, in the denial 

of ' service category of intrusion, a large number of very similar instances are 

generated resulting in larger clusters than the cluster corresponding to nor

mal behaviour. ,On the other hand in remote to local (R2L) and user to root 

(U2R) categories ,of intrusion, -legitimate and illegitimate users are difficult 

to distinguish and their numbers of occurrence instances may not be signif

icantly larger. These intrusions may get -included in the normal behaviour 

model. Consequently, these can . raise the·false detection rate. 

8.1.2.1 DiscussiQn 

Detecting new attacks is a challehgillg task for intrusi~n 'detection methods. 

Anomaly ba5ed intrusion 'detection is a pOf:>sible method for novel att~ck de

tection. Supervised classification methods are dependent on labeled training 

data. On the other hand, unsupervised anomaly ba5ed intrusion detection 
r (, '\ 

does not require labeled trainmg data for detection. The unsupervised meth-

ods ~rf! usually examples of the clustering- approach. Here the attack detection 

is oac;ed on certain assumptions about the data.' Therefore, the false positive 

rate of detection is generally ·high.-

8.1.3 Outlier Based Intrusion Detection 

Outliers refer to data points that are very different f!orn the rest ,of the data 

based on appropriate measures. Such data points often contain useful infor

mation regarding unusual behaviour <;>f a' system desclibed by the data. These 

anomalous data points are usually called outlif'rs, Outlier detection is widely 

used in fi~ding anomalous activ.ity in telecommunication, credit card fraud 

detection, detecting symptoms of new diseaseb and novel network attack de

tection The major challenge for outlier detection in intrusion detection is 

to handle the huge, volume of mLxed type- numerical and categorical data.' 

So, outljer. detectIOn schemes need to be computationally efficipnt to handle 
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these large sized inputs in fast'. An outlier can be an 'ob<;ervatlOn that is'dIs

tinctly different or is at a position of abnormal ,distance' from other values in 

the dataset. Detection of abnormal behaviour is baSed, usually, on relevant 

features extracted frQm network traces, packet or flow· data An intrllRion can 

be, detected by finding an outlier whose· features are distinctly dIfferent from 

the rest of the data. Outliers can often be individuals or groups of objects 

exhibiting behavionr outside the range of what is considei'ed normal. Outlier 

deteC':tion in findiI}.g anomalies is beneficial in case of rare intrusion instances. 

For example, in the -KDD Cup 1999 datasets, R2L and U2R categories are 

rare in comparison with categories of DoS, or :Probe. ·In the usual methods 

of cla.ssification, these rare category installces may remain undetected. For 

rare attack detection, outlier based methods are very effective,' Outlier based 

intrusion detection methods such as LOF ~14, LOADED 113, Jin et. al;207 'or 

ODMAD 79 focllS on mining outliers by using denRity distribution of the ob

jects, or finding the distance vectors among the objects, or by finding anomaly 

scores of objects, Depending on the approach used in outlier detection, the 

methodologies can b~ bro~dly cla.ssified 61 ~s diRt~nce-based rlpn5ity.-~ased and 
t .' " #. , 

machine learning or soft computing baSed, 

, 
8.1'.3.1 Discussion 

Outlier detection searches for objects that do not obey rules and expectatibns i 

valid for the major part of the data, Outlier detection methods are mainli 

important for identification of attacks that are rare in a large intrusion dataset.' 

Out.lier based methods are used as supervised anomaly intrusion detection 

methods. 

8.1.4 Multi-level IDS 

Several multi-level hybrid IDSs have been proposed recently to deal with the 

complexity of the intrusion detection problem by combining different machine' 

learning techniques, Pan et al. 222. combined neural networks 'and the C4,5 

decision tree algorithm to detect a variety of attacks., Depren et al. 152. uRed 

a hybrid IDS consisting of an anomaly detection module,: a misuse detection 

module and a decision support system. Zhang et· al. 46 combined misuse detec

tion and anomaly detection components using the ,random forests algorithm. 
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I _ __ .J 

Figllre 8.1: Ivlultiple Level Tree Classlfier'[, 

Hwa~g et al. 151 proposed a hybrid system combining signature-based intru-
, ' 

sion detection and anomaly detection to detect novel unknown attacks. In 

order to further increase the intruSIOn detection rate, as well as to simplify 
, ' 

the algorithm, Xiang et al..l Rropo~ed a multiple-Ieyel tree classifier to-design 

an IDS contaming three levels of decisIOn tree <;lassification. 

A multiple-level tree c1a..<;Slfier 1 as given in' Figure 8.1 uses the KDD CUP 

99 dataset for training as well as testing. The first round of classification 

categorizes the test data into their predicted attack type (DoS, Probe, Others 

or Normal). The se~opd round,splits Others into U2R. and R2L groups. The 

third round further c1a.<;sifie.·dhe,attacks into their specific attacks (e.g., back, 

land, etc.). The method uses the C4.5 algorithm to construct decision trees for 

eiassification. The.information gain measure iR used to select the test attribute 
'f I, ..' J J • 

at each node in th~ tree. The attrib1Jte ,,:ith the highest information gain is , , ' 

chosen as the test attribute .for the current node. This attnbute minimizes 

the information needed to classify samples in the resulting part.itions. 
" ,J'\ •• I • 

A three-level hybrid ' intrusion detection system reported in 2, utilizes deci

sion trees, Naive Bayes and Baysian Clustering as shown in Figure'8.2: The 
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" , , I 

Figure 8~2:-Ar(~hitecture·of the Three Level Hybrid Classifier '2 
~ . ....- ) 

training and test data used in· this work'is the KDD CUP 1999 dataset. In 
~ -....- ,.. ...... "'" I 4 

stage 1 of classification, It lise~ t~e Q4!5 157 decision tree learner to classify the 

dataset into three catf'gories: DoS, Probe and other. In stage 2, the U2R and 

Rest records are-s·~p~~~ted out with NaIve Bayes 124 algorithm. The last stage 

uses Bayesian dustering 223 to split Rest'int'o Normal and R2L categories. 

The Multiple-level Hybrid Classifier:1 combines supervised tree classifiers 

and unsupervised Bayesian· clustering 223 to detect intrusions. The KDD CUP 

99 dataset is used to evaluate the method. The method consists of four stages 

of classification as'gi"iren in Fignre 8.3 In stage 1 of cla'3Sification, it categorizes' 

the test data into three categories (DoS, Probe, Others). U2R and R2L, and 

the Normal connections are classified ac; Others in tl~is stage. The second stage 

splits Others .into Attack, and Normal categories The third stage separates 

the Attack class from stage 2 into U2R and R2L. The fourth stage further 

c1assiftes the at.t~cks into more specific attack types. 

In\ the Multilevel Network Securit.y 'Str'l~'ciurel (MNSS) is 'presented as 

shown in Figure 8.4. It integrates firewall, iritrusihn d~teciion an~ 'reportmg 

into one structure The intruSIOn detection sYAtern sets three'sensors on the 

MNSS stnlcture. They are set in DMZ,' in' front 'oflfire\vall (LAN) and bf'hind 

firewall (\VAN). The function of'tne sensor i'ri front of the firewall (LAN) is 

mainly to check whether someone attacks-the 'network or not. The function o.f 

the sensor behind the firewall (V,TAN) is to monitor attacks in the wide-area 

network. Finally, the sensor in the'DMZ is' to ensure servers ide safe. This 

structure ensures that it cannot lose any, probable attack and 'also know where 
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Figure 8.3: Structure of the Multiple Level Hybrid Classifier 3, 

FIgure 8+ Multilevel Network Security, Structure 4 

attack happened through the structure. 

Youssif et a1. 5 propose a multI-level intrusion detection system, ML-IDS. 

It is capable of detecting any type of network attacks. The architectUle of 

ML-IDS is given in Figure 85 The current implementatlOn of ML-IDS uses 

two types of attack detection technique5: flow b~ed and protocol based. The 

flow-based approach employs a set of rules that, if violated, flags the traffic 

flow as being anomalous. The protocol behaviour approach views network pro

tocol operations in terms of. a: finite state' machine, and flags illegal sequences 

of state .transitlOns as being anomalous A ·fusion module that implements 

the least squares algorithm is used to combine the decislOn produced by each 

type of anomaly analysis and thus significantly reduce. the attack detectlOn 
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Figure 8.5: Architecture of ~l1ilti:'level IBS·5 , 

error. An autonomic control and management environment is used to auto

mate the performance, fault and security management of network centric sys

tems. The architecture of ML-IDS consists of modules for online monitoring 

and filtering, multi-level behaviour analysis, decision fusion, risk and impact 

analysis, action, visualization, and adaptive learning. The onlme monitoring 

modules use existing software tools to monitor. network and host traffic. In 

multi-level behaviour analysis, rule-based behaviour, protocol behaviour and 

payload analysis are used to detect anomalouf:, events in network operations. 

If anomalous behaviour is detected by any of the three systems, an alert is sent 

to the decision fusion module. The decision fusion module fuses the decisions 

produced by each type of bf'haviour analysis modules llsing thf' least squares 

linear regTession algorithm. When the risk and impact analy&is module re

ceives one or more alerts from the behaviOlir analysis module, it determines 

what part of the . system will be affected by the detected attack using its 

knowledge repository. Once the action module receives the results from the 

ril:ik and impact analysis, it determines the appropriate automatic actions to 

be executed using its knowledge 'repository. The visualization module is used 

to give administrators a hetter understanding of the activities taking place in 

the network and also allows them to interact with resources. The adaptive 

learnmg module will add the mis-detected patterns and expand the normal 

and the abnormal profiles repository. Thus, lthe supervised learning module 

is artivated to generate new rules,lor to expand the trained profiles so as to 

capture new types of anomalous behaviours. 
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8.2. Background. ' 

8.1.5 Discussion 

In multi-level intrusion detection, several methods of intrusion detection par

ticipate to maximize their positive achievements and to minimize their weak 

ones to achieve high detectiOn rate and minimum the false posltive rate. In 
~ 

Table 8.1, we compare several e:'\:isting multi-level NIDSs baSed on parame-

tf'rS such as detection, learning approach (sup~rvL~ed, unsupervised or both), 

number of levels of classification, method (mIsuse, ano~aly or both), time 

of detection (realtime or non-realtime), nature of processing (centralized or 

distributed), data gathering mechamsm (centralized or distributed), dataset 

used, attribute space (full or reduced), unknown attack handling and the al

gorithmic approach. Basf'd on our. experimental study of various existing well 

known multi-level IDSs using benchmark int,rusion datasets, we observe the 

following. 

• Using a multi-level hybrid classifier L':l a potential approach for network 

anomaly detection to obtain a low false positive rate (FPR). 

• Such a method can be tuned to enable detection of unknown attacks as 

well as unknown normal traffic. 

• The number of levels in a !VILH-IDS (multi-level hybrid IDS) is a key 

issue. More thf' number of levels, the more will be the computational 

overhead, in a'strictly seauential system. 

• For the supervised component, t.he creation of a:n appropriate training 

sample is a major issue. 
• I 

• For the unsupervised componeni, :the d:~ation of dusters is an important 

issue. 

Developing an MLH-IDS with (i) a minimum number of levels, (ii) a super

vised classifier powered by appropriate training samples, (iii) an unsupervised 

classifier supp~rted by necessary ~tability analysis;'is of utmost importance. 

8.2 Background 

In· clustering, an analysis of the stabihty of the obtained 'clusters is neces

sary. Stability analysis for cluster validity u:;es indexes viz., Dunn index 72, 
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Chapter 8. Multi-Level Hybrid Method for Anomaly Detection 

Table 8.1: Existing NIDSs USll1g MultI-level Approach 
a' ... -~ 
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" " <:l <:l ~ 
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~ ;.. ~ ~ ~ .<:l ci <:l 0 0 oll 
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~ S Author Z .... ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Algordhmlc Approach 

Xtang E't al 1 2004 3 B' E NR .C C 1\ Rd N C45 
Depren ct al 15~ 2005 2 B B NR C (. 1\ F N MISuse & DeCISIon support 

Chen et at I 2005 3 S E NR C C 1\ F N SIgnature based 
Zhang.et al 1b 2006 2 U E NR C C ,1\ Rd Y RAndom Forest 
Hwang et aI 153 2007 2 B B NR C C 1\ F Y i\!Jsuse & Anomaly based 

Xlang et al 3 2008 4 B B NR C C 1\ Rd Y BayesIan Clustenng 

Yousslf et al 5 2008 3 B B R C C 1\ F Y Rule based & Protocol 
analysIs 

HUl Lu et al. ~ 2009' 3 U A NR C C l\ F 1\ BayesIan Clustermg 

Note-~S-SupervlSed/U-1JnsupervISed/E-Botb, M-Mlsuse/ A-Anomaly IE-Both, K-KDD Cup 
R-Realtlme/NR-Non reallune, C-Centrallsed/D-Dlstnbuted, Rd-Redu~ed/F-FuI1, Y-YesjN-No 

C-mdex224 
, Davies Bonldll1~s ,index (DB)14, Silhouette index (S) 75 and Xie

Beni index (XB)16. 

Dunn index is computed to find compact and well separated clusters. It 
.1.. 1 I I 

depends on dmw and dmax · d,.,m, denotes the smallest distance between two 

objects from different clusters and dm~~ is the largest di'ltance'between two 

elements insIde a cluster. Dunn index7'2 i5 given by EquatIon (8.1),' where 

Dunn E [0,00], larger values of Dunn ll1dica~mg better clustering. 

(8.1) 

C-ll1dex IS used to.find cluster quality wheri the clusters are of simIlar sizes. 

C-index 224 i~ defined as 

(8.2) 

where S is the 5um of distances over all pairs of objects from the same cluster, 

n is the number of such pan's Smw and SmQ..J; ·are the sums of the n smalle&t 

dIstances and n largest dIstances, respectIvely C E [0,1]' and the smaller the 
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8.2. Ba<;kground , . 

values of C, the better are the clusters. 

Davies Bouldin's index is the ratio of the stirn of within-cluster to between

cluster separation. Davies Bouldin's index 74: is given by 

(8.3) 

In ~quation (8.3), n is the. number of clusters; ~. is the average distance of all 

patterns in the 1th cluster to their cluster center, c,; fJ) is the average distance 

of all patterns in cluster ~. to their cluster center, cJ ; and d( c" cJ ) represents 

the proximity measure between the cluster centers c, and c). Lower value of 

DB indicates better clusters. 

Silhouette index 75 is computed for a cluster t.o identify tightly separated 

groups. It is defined as 
Sf = b, - a, 

, rnax {a" b.} 
(8.4) 

where a, is t.he average dissimilarity ?f the 1.th object. to all other objects in 

the·same clust.er; b. is the minimum of average dissimilarity of the '/,th ,object 

to all objects in other clusters. 

Xle-Bem index 76 is given by Equation (8.5). A function calculates the 

compactness 7r of data in the same cluster and a se,cond computes the sep

arateness s of data in different clusters. 7r = ~, is t.he compactness of ith n, 

cluster where fJ. is ~he variation, i.e., summation of the squares of deviation 

of the data points in the cluster and n, is the number of points in the cluster. 

s = (dmm )2 is the separation and' elmm = min Ilk., - kjll, where dmm i~ the 

minimum distance between cluster centers k., arid k). 

VB _ 7r 
.L\. --

s 
(8.5) 

Small~r valp.es of 7r means that the clusters 'are more compact and larger 

values of s mE:1an. the, clusters are, -well, separated. Thus a smaller X B re

flects that the clusters h~ve greater separatlOn from each other and are more 

compact 

There are severiil other stability indices found in the'literature. We have 

reported hf~e a ~elect~d. fe;w only. These distance based indices help judge the 

quality of clustering based on compactness. Each index has its own advantages 
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Chapter 8. Multi-Level Hybrid Method for_ An<?maly Detecti~n 

and disadvantages. So, it is necessary to suppress the indi,ridual biases, while 

de>cidi~g the
j 
sta;bilitYf.of .clustering results depending on these' indices . 

• , I r 

8.3 Problem Formulation , 
. '. , 

For a given set of classifiers Gl , G2 , . .. , GN and for a given :jet of class specific 

sample datasets Sl, S2,"" SM, the objective of a multi-level hjrbrid classifi~r 
is to predict, the most appropriate class ID for a given test instance t, E D, 

the test dataset, by appropriate' use of the classifier for given 'classes at a 

parti<..:ular level with reference to the training sample(s) S:s: 

'8.4 Contributions 

We design an effective MLH intrusion detection method that can leverage 

the merits of the supervised, unsupervised and outlier detection methods (re

ported in the preceding Chapters 5, 6 and 7). The foll0'.,vi:Q,g are the contribu

tions of this chapter. 

• A hybrid multi-level cla.'3sifier ba.'3e1 on supervised, unsllpervised and 

outlier detection' algorithms. 

• A cluster stability analysis and a robust cluster labeling technique. 

• Performanc~ evaluation of the hybrid classifiers in terms· of se,'eral real 

life and benchmark data.'3ets. 

The problem of detecting new attacks poses a special challenge to the , 
re&earch community. 'Nithin such a context, intrusion detection systems using 

the multi-level classifiers have produced remarkable improvements. In this 

chapter we present a multi-level hybrid intrusion ·detectiOn system (MLH-' 

IDS), which is capable of detecting network attacks. The implementati'o~' of 

MLH-IDS uses three levels of attack detection techniques for cla.ssification:' . 

supervised, unsupervised and outlier based. We discuss in flirther detail::; of 

our method to implement each module and evaluate performance agairtst a" 

wide range of np.t.work attacks. 
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8.5. , Rroposed MLH-IDS Framework· 

8.4.1 Supervised ClassincatIon--Method' 

The proposed classification techni.9ue. ~'3es a_ ~raini:~K)algorithm to create a 

set of representative clusters from the available labeled training objects. Un

labeled test objects are then inserted m these representative clusters based , ,. 

on similarity calculations and U;us get !~bels of tl}~ clusters in which they are 

inserted. The clustering' algorithm ( 9.atSub )3.s~an-~ppli~ation of the algorithm 

presented in 225. Details of this method are reported in Chapter 5. 

8.4.2 Unsupervised Cla&~ifjcation . .M.~thod 

The unsupervised classification me~h.od u_s~s the.~:point algorithm 226 to create 

a set of representative clusters froro the available unlabeled objects in the data. 
_ .... _ t j 

Initially, the me-thod considers k objects raridomlJ" from the dataset. The data 

objects are then gathered arou~d If.hes~ ~f'le~£ed~ points (or objects) based on 

various attribute similarities The clusters : are formed using two similarity 

measures: (i) similarity between two objects, and (il) similarity between a 

cluster and an object. The method produces various. clusters. Details of this 

method are reported in Chapter 6. 

8.4.3 Outlier based Classification Method 
1 s ' ' 

We have developed 'an outlier mining method based on symmetric neighbor~ 

hood relationships 20i. For each 'object of dataset, a forward neighbor outlier 

factor is estimated by finding its nearest 'neighbors set 'and the forward nearest 

neighbors-set of the 'data objects to identify' outhers. 'Det.ails of this outlier 

finding! method are presented in Ch(tpter 7. 

8.5 Propos~d MLH-IDS,Framework 

8.5.1 Propose,d Architecture 

The selection of supervised, unsupervised or outher based classifier at a par

ticular level for a given dataset is based on the desired classification accuracy 

of the individual classifier for a given dataset. The overall structure of the 

multi-level hybrid classifier we have developed is shown in Figure 8.6. 
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Raw Data 
Capture & Preprocess 

Feature Extraction 

Featured Deta 

,--------------, 
Supervised Classlfler 

I Future Selection I 
tatSub 

I 
I 
I -, 
I Outlier based Classifier 

1-+_+ DoS JProbe In 
KOD Cup/TUIOS 

1-+-+ Normal 

I I Feature Selection I ~_+ U2R /R2l In KODCup 
- . (unknown In TUlOS) 

: I Outlier Detection I I 
1 ______ - ______ 1 

Rut 

Figure 8.6: Architecture of Multi-level 'Hybrid Classifier 

A model with three stages of classification is used for the hybrid ,cla~sifier. 

The first level of classification categori~es' the l'e~t I data i~t~ three categories . 

DoS, Probe and Rest (unclassified). U211ralld R2L, an~l the Nonnal con

nections are classified as Rest at thi$ stage i , T,he ~ecqnd level splits .Rest into 

Norma.l and Rest categories. The third, level separate~ Rest' into U2R, R2L 

and Rest. The main purpose at level 1 ,is to extract as many· U2R, 11.2L and 

Normal connections as possible accurately from the data usmg a,supervised 

classifier model. This is because U2R and R2L are generally quite similar to 

normal connections. DoS and PTObe attack connections on the other hand are 

generally more different. At level 2, the" Rest catego~~ iJ cI'aHsifled' as Normal 

and Rest (I.e.) class containing atta.cks) using an unsupervised classifier model 

The U2R and R2L categories are extracted'from Rest using the outlier based 

classifier model and the remaining elements are ,classified as Rest (unknown) 

In level 1 classificatIOn, different attack records of only DoS and PTobe 

are taken for training as given in Chapter' ,5. Profiles are created for DoS 

and PTobe categones in training. The profiles are used for testing the whole 
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8.5., Proposed ,MLH-ID~ Framework . 

dataset. The records are classified into three categories, DoS. PTObe and 
J • 

R.est. The R.est records are forwarded' for level 2 cla:ssifi~atj9n. In level 2 

classification, records ar.e classifiea. using ,the tlnsllpervised'classifier algorithm 
I I ,I 

called k-pomt as df'scribed ,m Chapte1' 6'1 The records are classified into two 
! .... A ... _--. J I _...... 4 • I 

categories, N O'l'mal and Rest. The Rest category records are finally fonvarded 
.~ I ----.,_ 

to level 3 classification. In lever 3 classification. an outlier based classification 
• I' I .... - 1 

• - j ... • ~ "-. • l' 1 

method is used, as described in Chapten7. In high dimensional/data, feature 
... -- ~ , .- \ ~ 

selection using rrnitual information (Nil) i$, a widely accepted approach. In this 

level, NII84 based relevant f~att~res of U2R and R2L are used in the model to 
! .. I • 1; t __ _ _ 

classify the U2R 3;nq R2L categories. Other .than U~IJ._ ang R2'L categories, 

the remaining objects are classified as Rest (unknown). 

8.5.2 Cluster Labeling Technique 

We analyze the stability of clusters obtained from the k-point algorithm. We 

propose an ensemble based stability analysis technique based on Dunn index 72, 

C-index 224, Davies Bouldin's index (DB) 74,' Silhouette index ,(S) 75 and Xie

Beni index (XB) 76 for cluster validity (shown in -Figure 8.7). 

Table 8.2: Cluster Stabihty Critena , 
Stability measure Range of value 

, f ~". ., f. J ) , • 

Dunn index' (O,;x» 

C-index (0,1) 

Davies Bouldin's index (0,00) 
Silhouette index (-1,1) 

Xie-Beni Index (0,1) 

Criteria tor 
better cluster 

Ma.'Cimized 

Minimized 

Minimized 

Near 1 

Minimized 

The criteria used for labeling the cluster stability analysis are given -in 

To.b~e 8,2. Cluster results are passed to a function to compute all the indices 

for each of ~he clusters Gll G2 , .... Gk , and if the value found is within the 

acceptable range, then the cluster index, GI, is stored' as '1, othenvise it is 
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Cluster 
results Labeled 

Cluster 

Figure 8.7: Architecture of multiple indices cluster labeling 

assigned 0, as defined below 

C 
_ { 1, /h index value, I J is wIthin its valid range 

I, -
0, other;wise 

(8.6) 

Finally; we consider the number of occurrences of 1 to decide the compact-
" \" . 

ness of a cluster. This becomes input to the,subsequent lab~lin$ task along 

with two the other'me~'lures, viz., cluster siz~ and dominant feature subset 
\. ; ~ ,. 

shown in Fig. 8.7. To compute the dominating f~ature subset, we ;use. rough 

sets and a modified genetic alg.orithm qased method described in 227. 
I' • . 

8.5.3 Complexity analysis 

MLH-IDS is comprised of three individual-methods.' The time complexities 

of the methods are -(i) O(ncd) + O(c) for Cut Sub (ii) O(ncd) for k-point and 

(iii) 0(n2 ) for the outlier based method. The tIme complexity of MLH-IDS is 

the bum of these three methods. ' 
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8.6. Experimental Results,' , 

Table 8.3: Attack distribution in benchmark intrusion datasets 
KDD Cup 1999 NSL-KDD 

Datasets Normal Attack Total Datasets Normal Attack Total 
CO'l"f'eeted KDD 60593. 250436 311029 [,'DDTest 9710 12834 22544 
lO-percent KDD 97278 396743 ' 494021 KDDTram+ 67343 58630 125973 

Table 8.4: Attack distribution in TUmS intrusion data.c;ets 
Packet Level Flow Level 

Datasets Normal Attack Total Datasets Normal Attack Total 
Training 71785 .50142 121927 Training 23120 29723 52843 
Testing 47895 38370 86265 'Testing 16770 2:~955 40725 

8.6 Experimental Results 

To evaluate the perforr~:1ance o~ our method, all experiments were carried out . , 
on an Intel workstation with Intel core 2 Quad @2.4GHz, 2 GB RAM, 160GB 

HDD, 

8.6.,1 Dataset Used 

The algorithm was tested on two benchmark intrusion datasets, viz., KDD , 

Cup 199981 and NSL-KDD82 data.c;ets. The algorithm wa.<; also evaluated with 

three real life TUrDS 92 intrusion datasets. The descliption of the data.c;ets are 

given in Chapter 3. The Tables 8.3, 8.4 and 8.5 show the attack distributions 

of the datasets. 

8.6.2 Benchmark 'Intrusion Dataset 

8.~.2.1 Results using KDD ,Cup 1999 Dataset 
~. .. J I,.l I 

The confUSion matrices for KDDI Cup' 1999 dataset on-the Corrected K DD 

. and the 10 peT cent KDD are shown in Table 8.6 and Table 8.7, respectively. 

The values of the validity measure Recall are 0.9999 and 0.9875 for DoS a.nd 

Table 8.5: Attack ,9.istpbution in TUIDS intru~ion data.<;ets. (continue) 
Portscan 

Datasets Normal Attack Total 
Portscan~in 2445 39215 41660 
PortscanTeat 1300 28615 29915 
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Table.8.6: Confusion ·matnx·for C01"l'ected K DD dA.taset 

Actual Predicted Class 
Class DoS Probe Normal U2R R2L Sum Recall 1-Prc* 

DoS 229828 2 23 0 0 229853 0.9999 0.0001 
Probe 7 4114 42 0 3 4166 0.9875 0.0044 
Norrnal 6 15 57605 1 2966 60593 0.9507 0.0188 
U2R 0 0 10 57 3 70 0.8143 0.0272 
R2L O' 1 1027 2 15317 . 16347 0.9370 0.1625 
Sum 229841 4132 58707 60 18289 311029 

Re-substltution error mte=0.0132 PCC=98.68% 

Note- *l-Precision 

P;'obe, respectively in Table 8.6 arid 1 0000, 0.9963 and 0.9994 for DoS, Probe 

and Normal, respectively in Table 8.7, indicating good performance of our 
I 

technique The results also indicate satisfactory c1as::;ification rates for R2L 

and U2R categories of attack. Smaller values of 1-PreCtS1On indicate low 

false positives. I-PreCision values for DoS and Probe are 0.0001 and 0.0044, 

respectively in Table 8.6 and DoS, Probe and Normal are 0.0000, 0.0104 and 

0.0012, respectively in Table 8.,7. Average execution time for classification is 

1.36 minute and 1.91 minute for Corrected J{ DD and the 10 pe'/'cent ]{ DD, 

respectively. 

In cross evaluation 10-percentK DD dataset is used for training and 

COTTected K DD dataset is used for testing. The attack records which are 

present Ul Corrected K D D dataset, but do not exist in 10-percentK D D 
l « '1 .. ,,.. ~ , .. J 

data.&et, are marked as unknown. The result is given in Table 8.8. In this 

case, the majority of unknown attacks is mlsclassilied ~ R2L category and 

PCC is found as 95.85% with error rate 0.Q415 . 

. 8.6.2.2 Results on NSL-KDD Dataset 

The confusion matrices for NSL-KDD dataset on the KDDTmzn+ and the 

K DDTest+ are shown in Table 8.9 and Table 8.10, respectively. The per

formance results are similar to the results using the KDD Cup 1999 dataset. 

The values of the validity measure Recall are 0.9994, 0.9946 and 0.9948 for 

DoS, Probe and Normal, respectively in Table 8.9 and 0.9980, 0.9905 and 
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8.6 .. Experimental Results, 

. Table 8.7: .Confusion matri.'i: for lO::-peTcent f(DD dataset 

Actual Predicted Class 
Class I DoS Probe Normal U2R R2L Sum Recall I-Prc* 

DoS 391450 1 7 0 0 391458 1.00PO 0.0000 
Probe 0 4092 15 0 0 4107 0.9963 0.0104 
Normal ',1 42 97221 0 '14 97278 0.9994 0.0012 
U2R 0 0 6 44 2 52 0.8462 0.0435 
R2L 0 0 53 2 1071 1126 0.9512 0.0147 
Sum 391-151 4135 97302 46 1087 494021 

Re-substitution error rate=0.0003 PCC=99.97% 

Note- *1-Precision 

Table 8.8: Confusion matrix for cross evaluation with 100percentK D D for 
training and' d d,TeCted f( D D for testing 

Actual Predicted Class , 
Class DoS Probe Normal U2R R2L Ukn@Sum Recall 1-Prc* 

DoS 221903 102 702 19 42 530 . 223298 0.9938 0.0047 
Probe 43 2247 22 4 10 51 2377 0.9453 0.2439 
Normal 433 192 58563 14 441 950 60593 0.9665 0.0155 
U2R 0 0 1 35 1 , 2 ; 39 ; 0.8974 0.6316 
R2L 3 182 170 5 5273 360 5993 0.8798 0.2620 
U1$;n@ 565 249 ' 26 " 118 ' 1378 16493 18729' 0.8806 0.1030 
Sum 222947 2972 59484 95 7145 18386 311029 

Re-substitution Error=0.021O PCC=97.90% 

Note- *1-Preclsion @Unknown 
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Table 8.9: Confusion matrix for KDDTrain+ dataset 

Actual Predicted Class 
Class DoS . P.robe N07'n~al U2R . R2L Sur~ Recall 1-Prc* 

DoS 45900 4 23 0 0 45927 0.9994 0.0025 
PTob,e 0 11593 , . 63 0 0 11656 0.9946 0.0080 
NO'f'mal 114 89 66993 5 142 67343 ,0.9948 0.0019 
U2R 0, ° , 9 43 0 I 52 0.8269 0.1224 
R2L 0 0 31 1 963 995 0.9678 01285 
Sum 46014 11686 67119 49 1105 125973 

Re-substitution error rate=0:0038 PCC=99.62% 

Note- *l-Precision 

0.9868 for DoS, PTobe and Normal, respectively in Table 8.10. The resultr; 

also show satisfactory Recall values for R2L and U2R. 1-P.reciswn values for 

DoS and PTobe are 0.0025 and 0.0080, respectively in Table 8.9 and are 0.0009 

and 0.0099, respectively in Table 8.10. The average execution time of clas

sification is 0.67 minute and 0.11 minute for ]( DDTTa'in+ and ]( DDTest+ 

datasets, respectively. 

For cross evaluation, the K DDTrain+ dataset is used for training and . . 
the K DDTest+ dataset is used for -testing. The attack recordq' ,'vhich ~'xist 

in KDDTest+ dataset but do not exist in KDDTmzn+ dataset, are marked 

as unknown. The result is given in Table 8.11. In this ca'3e the majori~y 

of unknown attacks is miscIo.<:;sified as DoS, PI:obe and R2L categories. and 

PCC is found as 95.68% with error rate 0.0432. 

8.6.3 Real-life Intrusion Dataset 

8.6.3.1 Results on TUIDS Packet Level Dataset 

The confusion matri..'C for all-attacks categories Qn the Packet Level dataset is 

shown in Table 8.12. Recall values for DoS, Probe and NOTmCfol are respec

tively 0.9989, 0.9795 and 0.9973 as given in Table -8.12. 1-PTecision valuer; 

for DoS, P1'obe and Normal are respectively 0.0015, 0.0213 and 0.0024 in 

Table 8.12. The results indicate that the detection rate of our method is high 

with low false positives. The average execution time of cIasl:lificatiou is 0.64 
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8.~. Exp~rimental Results 

Table 8.10' ,Collfusion matrix for KDDTest+ dataset 

Actual Predicted Cla5S 
Class DoS Pmbe Normal U2R R2L Sum Recall I-Prc* 

DoS 7443 ,0 14 0 1 7458 0.9980 00009 
Probe 2 2399 16 0 5 2422 0.9905 0.0099 
Nal'mal 5 24 9582 0 99 9710 0.9868 0.0124 
U2R 0 0 3 57 7 67 0.8507 0.0500 
R2L 0 0 87 3 2797 2887 0.9688 0.0385 
Sum . 7450 2423 9702 60 2909 22544 

Rf'-substitution error rate=0.0118 PCC=98.82% 

Note- *1-Precision 

Tablf' 8.11: Confusion matrL-O{ for cross evaluation with KDDTmw+ dataset 
for training and K D DTest+ dataset for testing 

Actual Predicted Clru;s 
Class DoS Probe Normal U2R . R2L U kn@ Sum Recall I-Prc* , 
DoS 5680 0 14 0 1 46 5741 0.9894 0.0363 
Probe 2 1072 J6 0 5 11 1106 09693 0.1104 
Narmal ' - 24 9515 0 89 77 9710 0.9799 0.0156 " U2Rt , 0 ' ,). 0 I ' 3 31 2 1 37 0.8378 0.0723 
R2L I 0 0 

, 
79 3 1913 179 2174 08799 0.0385 

Ukn@ 207 109 39 9 52 3360 3776 0.8898 0.0855 
Sum 5894 1205 9666 43 2062 3674 22544 

Re-'mbstltutlOn error rate=0.0432 I , PCC=i95.68% 

Note- *l-PreClsion @Unknown 
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Table 8.12: Confusion matri:'C for Tmznzng data in Packet Level dataset 

Actual Predicted Class 
Class DoS P1>obe Normal Sum Recall 1-Prc* 

DoS 42545 9 38 42592 0.9989 00015 
Probe 20 7395 135 
Normal 
Sum 

42 
42607 

152 
7556 

71591 
71764 

7550 0.9795 0.0213 
71785 0.9973 0.0024 

121927 , 
Re-suhstitution error rate=0.0032 PCC=99.68% 

Note-' *1-PrecislOn 

Table 8.13' Confusion matrL'C for cross evaluation with Traimng data for train-
ing and Testing data for testing in Packet Level dataset 

Actual Predicted Class . 
Class DoS P1'obe Normal Ukn@ Sum Recall I-Prc* 

DoS 24494 95 289 205 25083 0.9765 0.0500 
PTobe 59 6374 535 789 7757 0.8217 0.0542 
Normal 634 265 45624 1372 47895 09526 0.0586 
Ukn@ 595 5 15 4915 5530 0.8888 0.3250 
Sum 25782 6739 48463 7281 86265 

Re-substitution error .rate=0.0563 PCG=i'Q4.31;% \ 

Note- *1-Precision @Unknown 

minute. 

For cross evaluation of the Packet Level dataset, Tmimny data is used for 

training and Testmg data is us('d for testing. The attack records which exist 

in Testing but do not exist in Trazning for Packet Level dataset are . marked 
.1 ) \ 

as unkno'wn. The results are given in Table 8.13. In this case a majority of 

unknown attacks is misclassified as DoS and Ncyrmal, and PCC is found as 

94.37% with error rate 0.0563. 

8.6.3.2 Results on TUIDS Flow Level Dataset 

The ('onfusion matrix for all-attacks categories on the Flow Level dataset is 

shown in Table 8.14. Recall values for DoS, PTobe and N annal are re&pec

tively 0.9985, 0.9891 and 0.9864 111 Table 8.l.!. I-Prec2swn values for DoS, 
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8.6. ,Experimental Results 

Table 8.14: Confusion matrL'C for Traimng data in Flow Level data.<;et 

Actual Predicted Class 
Class DoS Probe Nonnal Sum Recall I-Prc* 

DoS 21408 11 22 21441 0.9985 0.0058 
Probe 26 8191 65 8282 0.9891 0.0271 
Normal 98 217 22805 23120 0.9864 0.0038 
Sum 21532 8419 22892 52843 

Re-substitution error rate=0.0083 PCC=99.17% 

Note- *l-Precision 

Probe and Normal are 0.0058, 0.0271 and 0.0038, respectively in Tahle 8.14. 

The re~;ult mdicates that the detection rate of our method is high with low 

false positives. The average execution time for classification is 0.25 minute. 

For cross evaluation of the Flow Level dataset, Trammg data is used for , 
training and Testmq data is used for testing. The attack records which exist 

(' . ., 

in Testing but do not exist in Traz~mg for the Flow Level dataset are marked 
, \ . ; 

as unknown. The ~'esults are shown in Table 8.15. Here, PCC is found as 

91.15% with error rate 0.0885. 

8.6.3.3 Results using Portscan Dataset 

The confnsion matrix for all-attacks categori~s on the PortscanTra'in dataset 

is shown in Table 8.16. Recall values for P1'obe and Normal are respectively 

0.9891 and 0.9973 in Table 8.16. I-PreL-'"lston values for Probe and Normal 

are 0.0004 and 0.1497, respectively in Table 8.16, The results indicate that 

the detection ~ate of our method is .high with low false positives. The average . . 
execution time for classifica.tion is 0,21 minute. 

In cross evalnation for Porlscan dataset P01·tscanTrazn data is used for . , 
training and PorlscanTest dat?- is used for testing. The attack records which 

exist in PorlscanTest but do not exist in PoriscanTrain for Ports can dataset 

are marked as unknown. The result is shown in Table 8.17. Here, PCC is 

found as 94.31% with error rate 0.0569. 
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Table 8.15: Confusion matrix for cross evallla~ion with Trmnmg data for train-
ing and Testmg data for testing III Flow ~evel.data.set 

Actual Predicted Class 
Class DoS Probe Normal Ukn@ Sum Recall 1-Prc* 

DoS 9828 153 194 800 10975 0.8955 0.0509 
PTobe 165 8697 170 448 9480 0.9174 0.0361 
Nonnal 298 147 15305 1020 16770 0.9415 0.0307 
Ukn@ 64 26 120 3290 3500 0.9400 OA081 
Sum 10355 9023 15789 5558 40725 

Re-substitution error rate=0.0885 PCC=91.15% 

Note- *l-PrecL<;ion @Unknown 

Table 8.16: Confusion matrix for PoTtscanTmin data in Portscan datasets 

Actual Predict.ed Class 
Class P1'obe 'J',T ormal Sum ,- Recall 1-Prc* 

Probe 38787 428 392i5 0.9891 0.0004 
Normal 14 2431' 2445 0.9973 0.1497 
Sum 38801 2859 41660 ." \ " " " 

Re-substitution error rate=0.0106 PCC=98.94% 

N ote- * I-Precision 

. ' 

Table 817: Confusion matrix for cross evaluation with PortscnnTram data 
for training and Po Tts can Test data for testing in Portscan dataset 

Actual Predicted Cla<;s 
Class 

Probe 
NOTmal 
Unknown 
Sum' 

PTobe 

12843 
15 
26 

12884 

Nonnal Unknown 

206 651 
1253 32 
120 14117 

1579 14800 

Re-sub!:>titution elTor rate=0.0569 

Note- *l-Precision 
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Sum Recall 1-Prc* 

13700 0.9374 0.0032 
1300 0.9638 0.2065 

14915 0.9..J.65 0.0461 
29915 

PCC=94.31% 



8.6. Exp~rimental Resultsl~. 

Table 8.18: Comparison 'of Results for TUmS dataset' Packet level 

Category, Measure Baysian Naive C4.5 MLH-, 1 

Network Bayes 'IDS 

DoS 
Recall 09911 09891 09807 0.9989 

l-Prc* 0.0230 0.0219 00124 0.0015 

,Probe 
Recall 09376 08580 09530 0.9795 , 

l-Prc* 0.0212 00084 0.0168 00213 . 

"NO'rmal 
Recall 0.9750 '0.9240 0.9820 09973 

l-Prc* 00106 0.0145 0.0152 00024 

Note- *l-Precision 

, , 
Table '8.19: C~inpanson of Results for TUIDS dataset Flow level 

Category M~asure Baysian Naive C4.5 MLH-
Network Bayes IDS 

DoS 
. 'Recall 0.9760 0' 8540 0.9860 09985 

l-Prc* 0.0190 0.0860 0.0140 0.0058 
, , . Recall 

• 1 

1.0000 0.9040 09950 09891 
Probe • 1 

. 10.od50 l-Prc* 0.0814 0.0030 0.0271 
f 

N,ormal 
Rec~ll 09550 0.2690 0.9750 0.9864 

l-Prc* 0.0830 00120 00480 0.0038 
1 

Note- *1-Precision 

Table 8.20: Comparison of Rebults for PortscanTrmn dataset 

Category Measure Baysian Naive C4.5 ML,H-

Probe Recall 

l-Prc* 

Normal 
Recall 

l-Prc* 
J 

Network Bayes I IDS 

1.0000 

0.0150 

09650 

0.0870 

0.9450 0.9760 0.9891 

0.0845 0.0120 0.0004 

o 4690 0.9835 0.9973 

0.0070 0.0510 ~ 0.1497 . ' 
Note- *l-Preci~ion 
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Table 8.21: _Co~pa~i.'3011 of D,etectlOp. Rate for Corrected KDD dataset (%) 

, " Three-level Mu.ltiple-~ev~L S\fM-b~'3ed'.. C4 .-157 MLH-
Category Tree HybrId IDS 179 1.<:J IDS 

I classifier 2 cl~sifier 3 .. ' 

DoS 98.54 99.19 99.53 0.9997 ('99:99 
I I :' 

Probe 93.50 99.71 9755 0.9482 98.75 

Normal . 94.68 96.80 
' . 99.29 09442 90.07 

U2R 97:n 66.67 19.73 0.6711 81.43 

R2L 4891 \ 89.14 . 2881 0.8153 91.10 

8.6.4 Performance Comparisons 

For comparison, the performance rates of the decision tree based algo-
__ . i, • • • • J • _ ~ J ~ 

rithm C4.5 1nl and the graph based algorithms Bayesian N et'WoTk ~84 and 
~ w' ,. ., r t'" ( /; , 

N awe Bayes 124 using Wek~ :~8: ~~e giy~P i~l T~ble 8.18, 8.'19 and 8.20, resp~c-
tively. The results of MLH-IDS outperform the other' three methods in all 

e. .' f~' I 

categories DoS, Probe and Normal. 
I 

A summarized comparison of results ot MLl1-1U::; WIth other competing 
, f p, I \.. ~ \ 

methods reported in 2,3,179,157 for the KDD Cup 1999 intrusion datasets is re-
" ,,\ t ,\1 

ported in 'Table 8.21. We see in Table 8.21 that -MLH-IDS outperforms all . , 
other methods for DoS and R2L categories. In case of Probe, TIhe proposed 

method outperforms' all other methods ~xcept the method reported in 3. Simi

larly, in case of U2R category attack, MLH-IDS outperforms all other methods 

except the method reported in 2. However, the performance of the proposed 

method is not satisfactory in case of normal identification. 

8.6.5 Discussion 
. 

A multi-level hybrId intrusion detectlOn method 18 presented based on su-

pervIsed, nnsupervised and outlier methods. The prop~sed method exhibits 

good results when Hsed with the TUIDS real life intru~ion datasets and two 

benchmark dat8.?ets, viz., KDDCup 1999 and NSL-KDD. Am~)flg the methods 

proposed in Chapters 5, 6 and 7, it exhibits excellent classification accuracy 

for the datasets TUIDS, KDDCup and NSL-KDD as given in Table 8.22. Un-
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Table 8.22: Comparison of Classification Accuracy 

PCC(%) \ 
Dataset Supervised Ummpervised Outlier-based MLH-

Method Method Method IDS 

Corrected KDD 97.57 96.08 35.96 98.68 

10% Corrected KDD .. 99.96 95.56 48.00 99.97 

KDDTTain+ 99.49 95.77 54.00 99.62 

KDDTest+ 98.39 97.88 36.91 98.82 

Packet Level 99.42 99.23 64.25 99.68 

Flow Level 99.01 99.43 65.61 99.17 

Portscan 98.31 99.16 67.50 98.94 

Table 8.23: Average execution time of classification process (expressed in min-
utes) 

Dataset Supervised Unsupervised Outlier-bas~d MLH-
Method Method Method IDS 

Corrected KDD 1.00 2.65 1.11 1.36 

10% Corrected KDD 1.59 4.21 1.74 1.91 

!\:DDTram+ 0.41 1.07 0.45 0.67 

KDDTest+ 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.11 

Packet Level 0.39 1.04 0.44 0.64 

Flow Level 0.17 0.45 0.19 0.25 

Ports can 0.14 0.35 0.15 0.21 
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like the other supervised or unsupervi.sed methods, it can detect both known 

as well as unknown attacks. 

The MLH-IDS method is also useful from the point of view of distributed 

implementation to achieve of faster in intrusion detection. . An important 

advantage of the MLH-IDS architecture is that it can be configured for any 

number of known attacks. It helps minimize both space and time complexities 

for each classifier. A comparison of average 'execution times of cla..<;sification 

by the other methods proposed in Chapters 5, 6 and 7 is given in Table 8:23. 

The MLH-IDS method includes additional communication overhead due to 

transfer of unclassified data from one classifier to another. However, since all 

the three classifiers run on a single machine in our experiments, it is negligible. 

In Chapter 9, \ve present the conclusion of the thesis and a possible future 

direction of our research in intrusion detection. 
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Conclusion and Future work· 

Contents 
9.1 Concl'usions'.·. 

\ I I' f , , I ,-, . i 259 

" 9.2 Future work. . . . .. ..-. 261 
, .. ). ---: j \' 

In this ,thesis, I have reported four significant contributions to det~ct network 
, ~ \ , '" J J J" } ). I Lt.:> • .>'~ J. J ~ , , • r 

anomalies using data ruining approaches: supervised detection, unsupervised 
1 I ~ j' , '1 I I I 

detection, outlier based rare type anomaly detection and hybrid anomaly de-

tcd.i~rl.' The iprimary con~ern bohind these 'C'ontributioIls isf'to detect 'both 

kllmvn as I,vell a:s 'unknhwn types of anomalies' with high' detection aCCl.iracy' 

and consequentl)' with low false positi"es. Accordingly, evaluated eadi of these 

contributions using benchmark 'and public intrusion datasets as \veH as rea) 
, . 

life' private intrusion datas.ets: 
-' I '. ' 

'In supervised anomaly dete'ction,' I have contributed an incremental 'clus-" 
I ' • • , ~ f ' • 

tering based det'ection method, The method is trained with labeled training 

data consisting of normal"and anolualous ins'tallc~s," Profiles' are created for 

!!pim~! ~nd ~n9m~!hlJ.8 d~.8~!) l!Bin'g fi!mn~IHY m~~!)l!r~S,' W~ Q~v~ dp.vEJ19P~d 
f I l f,. . • 

two similarity measures and they are applied for clustering the training data 

in generation of profile for the said clusters. The proximity measures h'ave' 

been, established as -a metrid in terms, of, standard pro'perties. 'The' profiles 

generated are usedJor classification: of test :data: The method exhibits very· 

good performance -in comparison· to its' several other counterparts for both 

public benchmark and private intrusion datasets. The method presented also' 

can be utilized for classification of an)" other datasets from other domain, " 
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In unsupervised anomaly detection method, a clustering algorithm, k-poznt 

is developed. The clustering algorithm performs grouping of testing data into 
. '. 

npr.mal 'apd anomalous ipstanc'es onfbasis of two ,si~ilarity measures and two 

as5umptions about the data. We have introduced two new similarity mea

sures. The method has _been established to be capable of detecting unknown 

attacks. The effectiveness of this un5upervised method is establi5hed over 

several benchmark and real life intrusion datasets. 

In my third contribution, an outlier detection algorithm is developedl,in-; 

clud~ng an outlier factor using- symmetric neighbourh9od relationship. The 
'.. . .. , 

method is applIed for anomaly detection and an outlier factor is computed for 

each instance. 'On basis of outlier factor and a predefined th~eshold value for 

outlier factors, instances are identified as outlier with respect to the rest of 

the instances. These outlier instances are meant by 'anomalies'. The method 

is established to be capable of detecting rare class attacks. I have reported 

the performance of evaluation of this method in detecting Tthe ~ U2R "lnd R2L: 

attacks on two benchmark datasets and the result5 are very much comparable 
r I. ~ J'~ J ' ~ I 1ft f • 

\vith other competing algorithms. The method also has been 'establi5hed to 

b~ effective over thre'e real life private d~tase'ts . 

. Classification accuracy of. an individual classifier is not equally well for 
J ~ • ~.. • ' .. 

classification of normal instances as well as all categories of attack.. There, 
I j • j L,'..' ~ { ~ 

may have a possibility for using an appropriate, combination among multi-
, .. I 1" t 

pIe good performing classifiers to, obtai~ high accuracy clas5ificatioll perfor-

mance for all categories of attack in a dataset. A fllulti-,level hybrid intru~ion 

detection method (MLH-IDS) is developed in combination of three well per-. , 
forming methods- CatSub 225, k_pomt226 and outlier detection method 229. The 

.' I , • 

method performed well for both known and unknown intrusion detection. The 
, i \' i ! 

method exhibits detection capability for both known and unknown attacks. 
L \ t -" " 

This method is evaluated with benchmark and captured real time intI u5ion 
• • • ! f j • 

datasets. 

Apart from these four major contributions, I have also reported : (i) An 

exhaustiye survey on: existing supervised, unsupervised,' probabilistic, data 

mining, knowledge.based and hybrid learning'methods, Also. a detailed anal

ysis of these methods in, terms of their prow and cons is reported. (ii) Basics 

of (a)' networking, lts'software and hardware components, (b) anomalies, its 
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sources, types and detection fundamentals. (iii) Fundamentals of various de

tection approaches, their pros and cons and- their evaluations and also the 

generation of private intrusion data<:>ets. 

9.2 Future work 
I 

The work contemplated in this thesis can b~ expanded a~d improved in a , 
number of different ways. Below, we enlist some of ideas for future work. 

• Feature selection is one of the important problem solving methods by 

reduction of dimensionality in data with' selection of features relevant 

to the subject of searching informatibn. This makes computation for 

,reqmred mformation faster and comparatively easier. The us'e of more 

practical feature selection method in our proposed methods can improve 

the detection accuracy.-

• Cluster labeling solves. the problem of class,ification of clusters, usually, 
I • , . . 
by llsing the interpretation of physical properties of the clusters., The 

I , ,1 

cluste,ring t~c~niques ,merely group the data i.nto clusters, The exact 

, or. corr~ct ~abelhlg ~~.,c,\usters is import.a,nt for consistent operation of 

the label in all clrcumstan~es, In case of network anomaly detection, 

the application of clustering method is needed most often for unkno,vn 

attack detection. Thus, an efficient and fa'iter cluster labeling methoa 

is also equally important. An individual labeling method may not be 

capable of providing correct labeling. Hence, the solution for correct 

, labeling may be with an ensemble approach of labeling methods. ' 
, \ 

• In 'rare class attack detection outlier mining method has immense c?-pa-
\ • I j i' 

bility. Out.liers are the instances which do not obey the rules valid for 

the majority of the instances. Hence, rare class attacks can be consid-
, .-

ered, as outliers in summar~zation of all category attacks, A rough set 

1<:> related to wor~ing with a set on its boundary regions An attribute 

b&>ed rough sets technique reduces the complexity of computation, of 

learning processes. It can eliminate the irrelevant or unimportant at

tributes for efficient learning of experimental or knowledge discovery in 

database. A fuzzy set theory stipulates to a mathematical framework 
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that represent and treat imprecision, uncertainty, and approximate rea

soning. A combined approach of rough set theory and fuzzy set theory 

can provide a faster and efficient solution for rare category attack de

tection by finding outliers. Feature selection improves classification by 

&eal'ching for the subset of feature, which best classifj.es the data. Thus,-, 
i -

the rough set techniques can be applied for data cleaning and feature 

selection. The filtered ~nd feature selected data can .be grouped into 

approximate clusters by use of fuzzy clusteri~g methods. 
I ' 

• DIstributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attq,cks create an extremely large 

threat to the Internet. One of our future goal is develop a method to 

combat DDoS attacks by either enhancement of our proposed method 

or introdu<~e a new one. DDoS attacks are cooperative attacks in large

scale. These attacks are launched from several of compromised hosts. 

Each compromised host behaves &'3 a legitimate source. This behayiour 

mvalidates many usual anomaly-based network attack detection tech

niques. The only hope for detecting an effective DDoS attack is p~&sil;le 
from early detection of features which an attacker usually can not change 

or Impossible to modify, for instance, the per2ent~ge of new IP addresses 
, r < ' I- J ~. 1 1 

those seen -by the victim machines 230. We' have a plan to work in this 

direction for the purpose. 

• Furthermore, ensemble method for hybrid intrusion detection is another 

future work. A multi-level hybrid intrusion detection is a combined net

work anomaly approach for detection of known &'3 well unknown attacks. 

This approach combines supervised and unsupervised anomaly detection 

methods in appropriate participation. In its ensemble approach, instead 

of one supervised ::ind one uns~pervised method, more than one ~vell 
performing supervised and unsupervised methods can be combined for 

the purpose of hIgh accuracy attack detectIOn. The challenging tasks for 

ensemble based hybrid intrusion detection method ar~ participation of 

different methods, their appropriate (unbiased) combmation, and faster 

and high detection accuracy. 

• It is also utmost import.ance to cany out future research in detection of 

applicatIOn layer at.tacks viz., SQL injection, HTTP flooding. XSS at-
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tacks etc. The:;e attacks are e~pecially concerned with the vulnerability 

exploitation in the application layer. Although, in most cases it focuses 

as intrusion. For example, the causes of these intrusions may b'e the 

'1.11nerabilities in the Web servers or browsers. 

SQL injection is a common attack issue with web sites of relating to 

database. The vulnerability of these web sites can be detected easily 

and can be easily exploited. Thus, any web site or software which have 

a minimal user base is prompted to be target of this kind of attack. 

In cross site scripting (XSS) attack, attackers inject code into the web 

pages which are created by the vulnerable and malicious web application. 

On the client side, the attack code is executed with the advantages of 

the vulnerable web server. Thus, poorly sanitized data is the root cause 

of XSS vulnerability. 
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